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Abstract 
This thesis constitutes an examination of key sobriquets found among the 
Qumran Dead Sea Scrolls. Acknowledging the problematic nature of attempting 
to identify historical referents behind these epithets, the primary focus of this 
study is literary rather than historical and concentrates on the function of the 
sobriquets as labels utilised positively or negatively within the sectarian 
compositions. 
Noting the presence of both 'standard' and 'variant' fonns of these 
designations, this thesis sets out to examine the differing form and function of the 
sobriquets across the range of texts in which they appear. More specifically, it 
attempts to demonstrate that over time they underwent a developmental process, 
changing in form and perhaps denotation. Adopting a chronological schema that 
posits a Formative, Early and Late Sectarian Layer, and concentrating on the 
sobriquets 'the Teacher of Righteousness' and 'the Spouter of the Lie', this 
investigation observes a development from contextualised scriptural typologies 
towards titular forms constituting discrete elements of sectarian terminology. A 
more general evolutionary trend towards a definite ('standard') form is also 
highlighted, with the so-called variants representing earlier stages in this process 
(further demonstrated by means of a supplementary case study involving the 
group sobriquet, 'the Seekers of Smooth Things'). 
Comparison of these results with sociological insights, drawing upon the 
sociology of deviance and 'labelling theory', suggests that this phenomenon can 
be understood against a wider context of labelling practices. Thus it is 
demonstrated that the sobriquets function as tools for labelling deviance and 
affinning positive counterparts. Furthermore, it is suggested that the move 
towards definite titular forms reflects a process of role engulfment, increased 
prototypicality and the ultimate acquisition of 'master status'. 
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Martinez and Tigchelaar (eds) 1997, pp. xx-xxi). 
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Introduction 
It is now nearly sixty years since Muhammad edh-Dhib purportedly 
clambered into a cave close to the north-westem shore of the Dead Sea and 
discovered a hoard of ancient manuscripts. In doing so he sparked a series of 
similar discoveries in the area, a lengthy publication process and a debate about 
the origin of these texts which still rages today. ' The 'Dead Sea Scrolls', as they 
have popularly become known, include discoveries from sites such as Wadi 
2 Murabba'at, Nabal Hever and Wadi ed-Daliyeh. However, we shall concern 
ourselves solely with the Qumran (or better, Qumran-related) Dead Sea Scrolls, 
those texts coming from the eleven caves commonly associated with the site of 
Khirbet Qumran. 3 
The remains of some nine hundred manuscripts have been recovered 
(ýearing witness to "around four hundred distinct compositions"; Campbell 2002, 
p. 10), and include previously known works classed as biblical, apocryphal or 
pseudepigraphal in nature. 4 Further to these are hitherto unknown texts (with the 
exception of the Damascus Document; see Levy 1993) some of which are 
regarded as 'sectarian', the literary creations of the 'sect' deemed responsible for 
the collection as a whole. 5 One prominent feature used to distinguish 'sectarian' 
1 For the oft-repeated account(s) of this discovery, see: Campbell 2002, pp. 1 -12; Schiffinan 1994, 
pp. 3-16; Shanks 1999, pp. 3-32; VanderKam 1994a, pp. 1-12. For detailed summaries of the 
publication saga, see primarily: Harding 2002; Schiffman 2002; Schuller 2006, pp. ] -33; Shanks 
1999, pp. 33-60; Trompf 2002. Theories of origin will be discussed briefly in Chapter One. 
2 See, Campbell 2002, pp. 19-21. Note further: Eshel and Cotton 2000a; 2000b; Fields 2000; Lapp 
and Gropp 2000; Magness, Eshel and Talmon 2000; Patrich 2000; Pfann 2000; Stem and Eshel 
2000. 
3 Unless otherwise qualified, for this thesis the term 'Dead Sea Scrolls' will refer solely to the 
Qumran-related collection of manuscripts (thus often including, by association, the mediaeval 
copies of the Damascus Document from Cairo). Cf. Talmon 1994a, pp. 7-8. 
4 See Dimant 2000. 
5 It is unclear how many sects (if any) may be represented by this apparent 'sectarian' literature. 
See primarily the following discussions: Charlesworth and Knibb 2000; Collins 2003; 2006; 
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from 'non-sectarian' texts is the presence of so-called 'community terminology'. 6 
Most notably this includes the employment of sobriquets, such as 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' (P"71:, -i 'the Spouter of the Lie' (: IT: )', l J'=) and 'the 
Wicked Priest' 11). 7 
The predominant approach to this phenomenon has been to attempt to 
identify the historical personages deemed to lie behind these nicknames. 8 
However, after sixty years and countless proffered reconstructions, disagreement 
abounds within the scholarly community concerning these varied proposals. 
Indeed, some scholars have become increasingly critical either about the 
possibility of reading or reconstructing history from these texts (e. g. Brooke 
1994a; Davies 1987) or in their approach towards such a goal (Grossman 2002). 
Nevertheless, the traditional method (indicative of a "naYve historicism"; Brooke 
1994a, p. 345) is still prevalent (e. g. Gmirkin 2000). 
With the imminent completion of the DJD series and unprecedented 
availability of the Qumran-related material (e. g. DSSR; DSSSE; PTSDSSP), the 
time is ripe for a re-evaluation of the sobriquets themselves in terms of their use 
and function within the texts. In recent years some scholars have indeed begun to 
Davies 1994; 1996, pp. 139-150; Golb 1995; Grossman 2002, pp. 24-4 1; Metso 2006; Rcgev 2003. 
As will be elaborated upon in Chapter One, given the "surprisingly homogeneous" (van der 
Woude 1998, p. 3) nature of the texts, this thesis assumes the existence of (at least) one discernible 
group behind the collection. Furthermore, if scholars such as Davies (1983), Garcia Martinez 
(1995a) and Murphy-O'Connor (1974) are right to posit two related groups, one having sprung 
from the other, we may suppose that the origins and development of the earlier might nevertheless 
form part of the later group's perceived history (even if they were to expressly define themselves 
over and against the parent group). Thus we are able to speak of a broad 'sectarian' movement 
whose history (including internal divisions) may be represented by the Qumran-related scrolls. In 
these circumstances however, the final shape of the collection and the perspectives contained 
therein remain ultimately representative of the later group. For a recent examination of the 
employment of 'sect'-tcrminology in scholarship on the scrolls and the difficulties this raises, see 
Jokiranta 2001. 
6 Indeed, Dcvorah Dimant employs this as the sole criterion for distinction (1995; 2000). This 
approach is problematic however as it: (i) does not allow for fragmentary manuscripts which may 
at one time have attested such terminology, (ii) makes an unfounded assumption that all sectarian 
texts would have utilised it, and (iii) cannot objectively identify what would and would not 
constitute 'community terminology. A broader approach is therefore required (see further, Davies 
2005, pp. 71-73; Jokiranta 2001, pp. 236-238). 
Cf. Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 8-1 1; 2000b, p. 243; Callaway 1988, p. 135. 
8 To be discussed further in Chapter One. 
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address this issue, notably Hikan Bengtsson (2000a; 2000b) and Ida Fr6hlich 
(1999; 2004). Bengtsson's major study (2000a) however, while commendable 
with regard to its level of detail and sensitivity to inter-textual connections, 
confines itself primarily to the sobriquets as they appear in the pesharim. Though 
he notes the possibility that 'variant' forms in other texts might represent 
different developmental stages (2000a, pp. 3,95; so too Fr6hlich . 1999, p. 300, 
n. 33), the issue of their precise relation to those found in the pesharim is left 
largely unexplored. 
By contrast this present study sets out to examine the differing form and 
function of the sobriquets across the range of texts in which they appear. More 
particularly, given the traditionally allotted time-span for sectarian composition 
and the evidence for ideological development attested by the texts, this study 
hypothesises that the sobriquets may likewise have undergone a developmental 
process, changing in form and perhaps meaning and/or referent. It further 
speculates that this process might be evidenced within the scrolls themselves if 
examined in a manner sensitive to the varied composition dates of the texts and 
with particular reference to the precise forms taken by the sobriquets where they 
appear. The specific question under consideration therefore is whether convincing 
evidence of such development can indeed be found in the Qumran-related Dead 
Sea Scrolls. 
In terms of overall structure, Chapter One will constitute an overview of 
scholarly work to date on the sobriquets. Then, focussing on 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' and 'the Spouter of the Lie', we will examine the form and 
function of these designations against a particular chronological schema, based 
primarily upon the work of Philip Davies regarding the redaction history of the 
Damascus Document (1983) and the relationship between the Hodayot and the 
various pesharim (1987, pp. 87-105). Thus we shall consider in turn a 'Formative 
Sectarian Layer' (Chapter Two), 'Early Sectarian Layer' (Chapter Three) and 
'Late Sectarian Layer' (Chapter Four). Chapter Five will comprise both an 
analysis of our results and a comparison with insights garnered from a 
sociological approach, specifically one drawing upon the sociology of deviance 
3 
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and 'labelling theory'. In this manner we will seek independent confirmation of 
this thesis' findings, examining their compliance with research carried out in 
another academic field. Finally, in our conclusions, we shall highlight the 
implications of this study and suggest new avenues for investigation. 
In order to ensure consistency and accuracy with regard to the rendering 
of sobriquets and related terminology, all translations from the scrolls are 
essentially the present author's revisions of DSSSE (though indebted also to the 
official DJD publications, the PTSDSSP series, DSSR, and the insights of Garcia 
Martinez (1996) Vermes (2004) and Wise, Abegg and Cook (1996); any errors 
remain my own). Column and line numbering is likewise taken from DSSSE- 
Biblical references and Hebrew follow BHS, while translations are based upon 
NRSV (though with minor alterations for terminological consistency and with 
inclusive language reversed where this provides a more accurate rendering in the 




The Sobriquets and the Scrolls 
1.1. Introduction 
Nearly sixty years have passed since the discovery of the first Qumran- 
related Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947 and during this time numerous theories have 
been proposed concerning the origin of this enigmatic find. Most assume the 
existence of a discernible movement behind the collection and tend to link the 
scrolls in some way with the nearby site of Khirbet Qumran. Such theories have 
often sought to identify this group either by comparing what we learn 
ideologically (or theologically) from the texts themselves with Jewish religious 
groups known to have existed at the time or by attempting to match up apparent 
historical references in the scrolls with known historical events from the Second 
Temple period. Central to most of these reconstructions have been the so-called 
Qumran sobriquets, 'nicknames' that occur with some frequency among the 
sectarian texts and are commonly taken to denote key individuals or groups in the 
life or history of the sect. ' Indeed, many have considered that unlocking the 
identity of such principal characters as 'the Teacher of Righteousness' (711U 
1) and 'the Wicked Priest' (MM77 7,11: )M) might be the key to unravelling 
the origins of the scrolls. 
As a result, attempts to identify the referents of the sobriquets have been 
at the heart of most historical reconstructions and have fonned the basis of 
numerous and varied hypotheses. Largely, however, these approaches have been 
inconclusive and have not led to a widespread consensus. Instead, the field of 
Qumran studies is littered with the debris of hard-fought, often bitter, battles over 
1 For a detailed discussion of the function and characteristic features of the Qumran sobriquets, 
see primarily Bengtsson 2000a (esp. pp. 1-50). 
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the identity of the SeCt. 2 Some theories have fallen, others continue to be 
vigorously defended, but none have survived unscathed. Many scholars have 
found themselves forced to adapt and refine their arguments in response to either 
the discovery or publication of new evidence or, more often than not, the 
criticisms of other scholars. This state of flux can make it quite difficult to outline 
the different major hypotheses in anything other than broad bruslistrokes. 
Nevertheless, in this chapter we shall first endeavour an overview of these 
attempts to 'contextualise' the scrolls before examining the problems with such 
an approach. Subsequently we shall turn our attention to the nature of the 
sobriquets themselves and propose a fresh line of enquiry, one concerned with the 
apparent 'variant' forms and the possibility of sobriquet development. Finally we 
shall attempt to chronologically layer key sectarian material as a backdrop to our 
investigation. Let us therefore begin by surveying the major scholarly hypotheses 
proposed since the scrolls' discovery, regarding the identification of the 
movement responsible and the referents of the sobriquets. 
1.2. Contextualising the Scrolls 
1.2.1. Dating the Scrolls 
A combination of textual and archaeological evidence allows us to 
establish a general time-span of some two hundred and fifty years or more in 
which to seek a historical context for the collection, ranging roughly from 200 i3CE 
3 to 70 CE . Dating of sample scrolls by palaeography and Accelerator Mass 
Spectrometry (Carbon-14) reveals that most appear to have been written within 
this period, though this of course only provides a tei7ninus ad quem for their 
composition. 4 The AMS date of lQpHab (sometime in the first century BCE) iS 
2 It should be noted that, as Schiffman points out, the battle over the identity of the sect is just one 
of many 'battles of the scrolls' that have been fought, including not least that over "the 
publication of the texts and access to them for scholarly research" (Schiffman 2002, p. 157). 
3 These termini, in particular the former, can however vary greatly in the eyes of individual 
scholars, allowing, for example, for an antecedent history of the movement (see the varied 
hypotheses below). 
4 See Avigad 1958; Birnbaum 1951; Cross 1976; 1998; 2000. Israel Carmi has conducted a 
comparison of the various compiled palaeographic and AMS results, concluding that there is 
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particularly significant as it has been taken to indicate a latest possible date for 
the existence of 'the Teacher of Righteousness, 'the Wicked Priest' and 'the 
5 Spouter of the Lie", one that is notably prior to the Christian era. In addition, the 
few people who are mentioned by name in the scrolls are likely from the second 
or first centuries BCE: e. g. (4Q169 frags 34,1.2); 01: )IMA (13); 
IN11' (4Q33.1 frag. 1,1.7) 11'=ýV) (4Q331 frag. 1,2.7; 4Q332 frag. 2,4); 
01ý1'7171 (4Q332 frag. 2,6); 011ý12N' (4Q333 frag. 1,4,8); jM1' (4Q448 B. 2; 
C6 8). 
Archaeological evidence from Khirbet Qumran has yielded a general 
consensus that, following an initial settlement in the eighth or seventh centuries 
BCE, the site was re-inhabited around 100 i3cE (though this date often varies in 
scholarly hypotheses by up to fifty years either way) and occupied until its 
destruction by the Romans in 68 CE (a date that is also presented variously). 
Roland de Vaux, who led the initial excavation, believed that the ruins were those 
of an Essene 'monastery' inhabited by the writers of the scrolls between c. 13 0 BcE 
and 68 CE (1973). However, his failure to produce an official site report has 
prompted scholars to review the evidence in recent years (e. g. Galor, Humbert 
and Zangenberg (eds) 2006) and in some cases arrive at very different 
conclusions regarding either the interpretation of the site (Donceel and Donceel- 
Vofite 1994; Donceel-Vofite 1993; Golb 1994; 1995; Hirschfeld 2000; 2004; 
2006) or the dates of occupation (Magness 1998; 2000; 2002). 
. 
De Vaux, suggested, on rather scanty evidence, that the site had been 
inhabited on a smaller scale for a short period in the latter half of the second 
7 
century BCE (Period la; roughly 130-100 BCE) . Jodi Magness disagrees, rejecting 
the existence of Period Ia entirely (claiming it to be the product of de Vaux's 
generally "excellent agreement" between them all (2000, p. 888; so too Broshi 2004). Other 
scholars are rather more cautious, taking into consideration the severe limitations of these 
methods (Callaway 1994; Doudna 1998; 2006). Cf. Davies, Brooke and Callaway 2002, pp. 68-75. 
5 For a reassessment of the AMS results, defending the possibility of a first century CE origin, see 
Atwill and Braunheim with Eisenman 2004. 
6 Cf. Abegg 2002 (esp. pp. 234-235); Wise 1994. 
7 Dc Vaux 1973. 
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desire to date the occupation of Qumran as close as possible to the reign of 
Jonathan Maccabee) and presents a revised chronology, arguing that the site was 
only inhabited from the first half of the first century BCE (Magness 2002, esp. 
pp. 63-69) .8 De Vaux also claimed that an earthquake in 31 BCE (cf. Ant. 15.121- 
122; War 1.370-372) caused the site to be abandoned for about thirty years, being 
reoccupied only at the beginning of the first century CE. Magness however, noting 
the limited damage done by the earthquake, suggests that the inhabitants 
continued to live there until forced to leave when the site was apparently burned 
in 9/8 BCE, returning to Qumran around 4 13CE (1998, pp. 57-59; 2002; pp. 66-69). 
On the other hand, James Charlesworth argues that the site was abandoned as 
early as 40 BcE, at the time of the Parthian invasion, and left vacant for nearly 
forty years (2002, pp. 50-52). According to the consensus view, the next phase of 
occupation (Period 11) began around the turn of the era and lasted until June of 68 
CE when the Romans destroyed the site and used it themselves as an outpost for a 
short time (Period 111). 
The result of this combined textual and archaeological evidence is that a 
context for the history of those responsible for the scrolls has been sought chiefly 
within the second and first centuries BCE (and to some extent the first century cE), 
drawing upon the historical framework provided by the books of Maccabees and 
the works of Josephus. 9 It is to these proposals that we now turn. 
1.2.2. An Overview of Scholarly Hypotheses 
1.2.2.1. The Second Century BCE 
Pre-Maccabaean Hypotheses 
In 1952, with only the evidence of Cave I and the Cairo Damascus 
Document (CD; see Schechter 1970) at his disposal, H. H. Rowley tentatively 
proposed that 'the Teacher of Righteousness' be identified with the deposed 
8 
, Jt is worth noting that Charlesworth (2002, pp. 37-62) attempts to resurrect de Vaux's 
chronology, but does so rather unconvincingly in the opinion of this thesis. 
9 As shall be explored below, the inherent assumption that such 'historical' works contain an 
accurate portrayal of events is problematic, especially given the presence of conflicting accounts. 
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Zadokite High Priest, Onias 111 (190-175/4 BcE). 10 After being supplanted by his 
brother, Jason, in 175/4 BCE, Onias was forced into exile where, in 171/70 BCE, he 
was murdered at the instigation of Jason's successor, Menelaus (172-162 BCE). It 
is this latter, non-Zadokite High Priest, that Rowley identifies as 'the Wicked 
Priest' of the pesharim, while suggesting that the Seleucid king, Antiochus IV 
Epiphanes (175-164 BCE), should be considered 'the Man of Scoffing' / 'the 
Spouter of the Lie' qmn ý, = / jn; ý-, i VIA; Rowley equates the two 
sobriquets on the basis of CD 1.14-15). " He also suggests that the reference in 
I QPesher on Habakkuk to 'the House of Absalom' (01 ýVJMR rl': I; I QpHab 5.8- 
12) might refer to the largely pro-Seleucid Tobiad family, who were intermarried 
with the priestly Oniad line yet without access to the High Priesthood (1952a, 
p. 69; 1952b, p. 383). 
New evidence, arising from the discovery of further Qumran-related 
material in Caves 2-11, was soon incorporated by Rowley so as to support his 
proposed Onias-Menelaus-Antiochus context for the scrolls. 12 With regard to 
4QPesher on Nahum, he suggested that the Demetrius mentioned was Demetrius 
I Soter (162-151/50 BcE) and that 'the Lion of Wrath' QI-Irl-, T -11! 0: ); frags 3-4, 
1.5-6; cf. 4Q 167 frag. 2,2) be identified with: 
either Antiochus [IV] himself, or, more probably, his agent who was in charge of his 
affairs in Palestine, and who carried through with such ferocity the persecution ordered 
by the king. (Rowley 1956, p. 1 93) 
More recently, and with the entire body of evidence now available, Russell 
Gmirkin has agreed with Rowley's central tenet, that 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' should be identified with Onias III and 'the Wicked Priest' with 
Menelaus (Gmirkin 1998; 2000; cf. Pfann 2004). However, Gmirkin emphasises 
what he perceives to be the Hasidic nature of the scrolls, arguing that Onias was 
the leader of the conservative Hasidim. He consequently identifies the group's 
10 Rowley 1952a (esp. pp. 62-70); 1952b. 
" Rowley 1952a, pp. 67-70. 
12 See Rowley 1958, pp. 137-146. 
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opponents, 'the Seekers of S. mooth Things' 10"Ill), with the pro- 
Hellenists and their apparent leader, 'the Man of the Lie' (MID71 VIA), with Jason 
(Gmirkin 2000, pp. 493494). 
A variation on this hypothesis is that of Paul Rainbow (1997), who begins 
by examining Josephus' two accounts regarding the founding of the temple at 
Leontopolis in 162 BCE. 13 He makes a convincing argument for doubting the 
identification of Josephus' Onias (IV? ) as the son of Onias III, claiming instead 
that this man (who he surnames Egypticus; for purposes of distinction) was the 
son of Simon, the administrator of the temple (2 Macc. 3.4; 4.1; 4.23), and 
therefore also the nephew of Menelaus. Rainbow claims that Josepbus, working 
from records that Menelaus had falsified in order to present himself as Onias III's 
brother and therefore a legitimate claimant to the High Priesthood (Ant. 12.237- 
239,387; 20.235-236), inaccurately deduced that the Onias responsible for the 
temple at Leontopolis, known to be Menelaus' nephew, was therefore the son of 
Onias 111.14 Assuming the tradition that Onias III did indeed have a son to be true 
however, Rainbow speculates as to his career. Naming him Simon III (following 
the alternating binary tradition of the Oniad family), he proposes an identification 
with 'the Teacher of Righteousness' and seemingly suggests that Jonathan 
Maccabee should be identified with 'the Wicked Priest' (Rainbow 1997, pp. 44- 
52). This view has the support of tmile Puech, who posits fin-ther that Simon III 
may have been the High Priest during the apparent 'intersacerdotium' (159-152 
BCE; Puech 1999; 2005). 
13 In direct contradiction with his account in Antiquities that Onias III's son, Onias IV, built the 
temple at Leontopolis (12.387-388; 13.62-73), in his Jewish War Josephus attributes the building 
of the temple to Onias III himself, who did not die but went into exile, not to Daphne but to Egypt 
(War 1.31-33; 7.421f. ). Given this confusion, some scholars have begun to doubt the existence of 
Onias IV, positing instead that he was a later invention to cover-up the fact that Onias III himself 
built the rival temple; an act that would have been of questionable legitimacy (Grabbe 1994, 
pp. 280-281; Soggin 1999, pp. 338-339). The revised Schilrer, on the other hand, highlights the role 
of Daniel 9.26 and 11.22 in appearing to confirm the version in 2 Maccabees 4.7-10,33-34 
(Schfirer with Vermes and Millar 1973, pp. 148-150, see n. 27 and n. 30). 
14 That Onias W/Egypticus was the son of Simon the temple administrator may also explain why, 
in his other account, Josephus mistakenly identifies him with Onias III, son of Simon 11 (War 
1.31-33; 7.421f. ). 
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Mainstream Qumran-Essene Hypotheses 
The establishment of some link between the movement responsible for the 
scrolls and the Essenes of the classical sources has a history as long as scrolls 
scholarship itself and in most circles is the closest thing to a consensus in the 
field. 15 Various 'Qumran-Essene' hypotheses have been proposed; indeed a 
number of theories listed elsewhere in this present treatment (more readily 
characterised by other distinguishable features) contain an implied Essene 
identification. Of those to be considered. here, the most celebrated is that as 
formulated chiefly by Geza Vcrmes, which argues firstly that the scrolls were 
written by an Essene group resident at Khirbet Qumran and secondly that 'the 
Wicked Priest' (for whom Vermes regards 'the Man of the Lie', 'the Spouter of 
the Lie' and 'the Man of Scoffing' to be alternative sobriquets) should be 
identified with Jonathan Maccabee (152-143 BCE). 16 For 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness', no attempt at identification is made other than the argument that 
he was a priest and -contemporary to Jonathan. With regard to other Qumran 
sobriquets however, Vermes argues that 'the Lion of Wrath' is the later figure of 
Alexander Jannaeus and that 'the Seekers of Smooth Things' (which he equates 
with 'Ephraim'; 0"IMA) are the Pharisees, thus rendering 'Manasseh' ('MMC) 
the Sadducees. 
Variations of this Maccabaean Qumran-Essene hypothesis abound. Frank 
Cross, for example, agrees with Vermes almost entirely, differing only in his 
identification of 'the Wicked Priest' with Simon Maccabee (143-135/4 BcE), 
whom he equates with the 'cursed man' of 4QTestimonia (4QI75 23). 17 Jerome 
Murphy-O'Connor argues (on the basis of supposed historical information in the 
Damascus Document; e. g. CD 1.3 - 2.1; 6.2-11; 7.12-2 1) that the origins of the 
15 This 'consensus' has increasingly come under fire in recent years (e. g. A. I. Baumgarten 2004) 
and some proponents have subsequently abandoned a straightforward equation of the two and 
adopted instead a more moderate position, accounting for points of difference as well as 
similarity. On 'Revising the Qumran-Essene Hypothesis', see Campbell 2002, pp. 98-1 10. One of 
the most notable opposing identifications is that of Lawrence Schiffman, who argues that the 
scrolls are the product of a Sadducean or Sadducean-related group (1993; 1994, pp. 83-95). 
16 See primarily Vermes 2004 (pp. 10-90, esp. pp. 46-66), though also Vermes 1981. 
17 Cross 1993; 1995, pp. 54-120. Note also Nickelsburg 1976. 
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Essenes should be sought against the backdrop of the Babylonian exile, regarding 
'Damascus' as a symbolic reference to Babylon. 18 Allowing for differences 
between the Essenes as described in the classical sources and the movement 
responsible for the scrolls, he suggests that, rather than being identical, the latter 
were an offshoot of the former. 19 Murphy-O'Connor agrees with Vermes' 
identification of 'the Wicked Priest' with Jonathan Maccabee and 'the Seekers of 
Smooth Things' with the Pharisees, and suggests further that 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' was the acting High Priest during the 'intersacerdotium' (159-152 
13CE). 20 However, unlike Ven-nes, he regards 'the Man of the Lie' to be a distinct 
figure from 'the Wicked Priest' and suggests that he should be identified with an 
authority within the larger Essene group (the rivalry between this figure and 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' giving rise to the division within the movement; 1974, 
pp. 233-238). 
At odds with Murphy-O'Connor, Hartmut Stegemann argues that there 
was no internal split within the Essenes and that the movement as a whole was a 
mainstream 'Jewish Union' (including members of an earlier group, the 'New 
Covenant in the Land of Damascus', whose history is reflected in CD), centred in 
Jerusalem though with a library at Qumran. 21 This movement, he claims, was led 
by 'the Teacher of Righteousness', whom he likewise identifies with the ousted 
High Priest of the 'intersacerdotium', thus rendering Jonathan Maccabee 'the 
Wicked Priest'. Stegemann, like Vermes, identifies 'the Lion of Wrath' with 
Alexander Jannaeus and 'the Seekers of Smooth Things' with the Pharisees, 
though he agrees with Murphy-O'Connor that 'the Man of the Lie' should be 
22 regarded a separate figure from 'the Wicked Priest' (1998, p. 128). 
18 Murphy-O'Connor 197 1 a; 1974 (pp. 219-223); 1985. 
19 Philip Davies has developed this hypothesis further, agreeing with it in essence but warning 
against Murphy-O'Connor's acceptance of CD as a largely Qumranic document and the dangers 
of taking too literally the apparent chronological and historical data of the texts (1983, pp. 46-47; 
1987, pp. 3349; 1990). 
20 Murphy-O'Connor 1974, pp. 224-244 
21 See primarily Stegemarm 1992 (pp. 138-166); cf. 1998 (pp. 139-210). 
22 A further variation on the above Qumran-Essene hypotheses is that of Gabriele Boccaccini 
(1998), who takes into account both Stegemann's suggestion that the Essenes proper were a 
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Yhe Groningen Hypothesis 
The so-called 'Groningen hypothesis' of Florentino Garcia Martinez and 
Adam van der Woude is in many ways similar to a number of the Qumran-Essene 
hypotheses outlined above. Notably, it shares with Murphy-OConnor (and 
Davies) the argument that those responsible for the scrolls represent a splinter- 
group from a wider Essene movement, though places the origin of this parent 
group in 3rd/2nd century 13CE Palestine rather than the Babylonian exile. 23 
However, with regard to Our examination of the sobriquets, its most 
distinguishing feature is the contribution of van der Woude, who proposes: 
to consider the designation "Wicked Priest" as a generic one referring to different 
Hasmonean High Priests in chronological order (Garcia Martinez and van der Woude 
1990, p. 537). 
Through close examination of I QPesher on Habakkuk, focussing in particular on 
the various apparent fates of 'the Wicked Priest', van der Woude concludes that 
the sobriquet cannot possibly be applied to a single historical individual and that a 
plurality of figures must lie behind the epithet. To be precise, he identifies six 
successive 'wicked priests' in I QpHab: Judas Maccabee (8-8-13), Alcimus (8.16 
- 9.2), Jonathan (9.9-12), Simon. (9.16 - 10.5), John Hyrcanus I (11.4-8) and 
Alexander Jannaeus (11.12 - 12.1 0). 
24 'The Teacher of Righteousness' himself is 
not identified, though his death is dated to the reign of John Hyrcanus 1 (135/4- 
104 13CE), while 'the Man of the Lie', following Murphy-O'Connor, is assumed to 
be the leader of the wider Essene movement. 
This approach is not unprecedented. William Brownlee also argued for a 
generic understanding of the sobriquet 'the Wicked Priest' on the basis of "the 
mainstream Jewish movement and Murphy-O'Connor's argument that the movement responsible 
for the scrolls was an Essene splinter group. He proposes that the latter split from the Essenes in 
the second century BCE and, highlighting the prominence of Enochic thought and literature among 
the scrolls, suggests that this wider Essene movement grew out of an Enochic form of Judaism. 
Cf. Boccaccini (ed. ) 2005. 
23 Garcia Martinez 1995a; 1996, pp. Iii-liv; 1998a; Garcia Martinez and van der Woude 1990, 
pp. 536-541. Cf Boccaccini (ed. ) 2005, pp. 247-326; Hempel 2005. 
24 See initially, van der Woude 1982. Also Garcia Martinez and van der Woude 1990 (pp. 536- 
541). Cf. Lim 1993a. 
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multiple dooms which befall him" (1982, p. 4). He identified three 'wicked 
priests' in I QPesher on Habakkuk: John Hyrcanus 1, Aristobulus I and Alexander 
Jannaeus. In addition, Brownlee argued that the sobriquets 'the Man of the Lie' 
and 'the Spouter of the Lie' (as well as the 'cursed man' of 4QTestimonia) 
applied to the first of these 'wicked priests', John Hyrcanus I, while 'the Lion of 
Wrath' was an alternative title for the last, Alexander Jannaeus. Furthermore, 'the 
Seekers of Smooth Things' were once again linked with the Pharisees, while 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' he identified as the known contemporary figure, Judah 
the Essene (1952; 1982). 
1.2.2.2. The First Century BCE 
Hasmonaean Hypotheses 
A plural understanding of 'the Wicked Priest' was also an early proposal 
of Andr6 Dupont-Sommer, who at first identified two figures behind this 
sobriquet: Hyrcanus 11 (76-67,6340 BCE) and his brother Aristobulus 11 (67-63 
BcE), the sons of Alexander Jannaeus. 25 However, he later revised his argument, 
identifying Hyrcanus II alone as 'the Wicked Priest' and rendering Alexander 
Jannaeus both 'the Lion of Wrath' and the 'cursed man' of 4QTestimonia (196 1, 
pp-351-357). This latter theory has more recently been adopted and expanded 
upon by Michael Wise, Martin Abegg and Edward Cook in the introduction to 
their proffered translation of the scrolls (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996, pp. 13-34). 
They too identify Hyrcanus 11 as 'the Wicked Priest', highlighting in support of a 
first century BCE context the names that appear in 4QHistorical Texts C-E 
(4Q331-33; see n. 6 above). 
According to Wise, Abegg and Cook, the movement responsible for the 
scrolls, who shared a Sadducean interpretation of many of the laws (a position 
they believe is evidenced in 4QMMV-f [4Q394-99]), were an integral part of 
Jewish society during the reign of Alexander Jannaeus. The movement approved 
of the latter's pro-Sadducean tendencies and, in particular, his anti-Pharisaic 
stance which appears to have led to the crucifixion of eight hundred Pharisees and 
25 Dupont-Sommer 196 1, p. 3 55, n. 1. 
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the expulsion of many more (an event they believe is alluded to in 4QI69 frags 3- 
4,1.1-8). Alexander Jannaeus is thus considered both 'the Lion of Wrath' and the 
'King Jonathan' prayed for in 4Q448. With Hyrcanus Il's acquisition of the High 
Priesthood after Jannaeus's death (76 BCE), the Pharisees once again rose to 
prominence; Wise, Abegg and Cook therefore identify the leader of the Pharisaic 
party at this time (Shimeon ben Shetah) as 'the Man of the Lie'. 26 
Hasmonaean-Jerusalem Hypotheses 
In recent years, further variations of the above Hasmonaean hypotheses 
have been proposed, taking into account the first century BCE context implied in 
4Q331-33 (as Wise, Abegg and Cook) coupled with the arguments of Norman 
Golb in favour of a Jerusalem origin for the scrolls. Golb, on the basis of 
observations such as the multiplicity of scribal hands, argues that the scrolls 
represent the contents of a Jerusalem library (or libraries), moved to the caves in 
the vicinity of Khirbet Qumran (which he identifies as a fortress) at the time of 
the First Jewish Revolt (66-70 CE) . 
27 The two main proponents of a Hasmonaean- 
Jerusalem hypothesis, Ian Hutchesson and Greg Doudna, have thus incorporated 
various strands into their reconstructions. 
Hutchesson argues firstly that the scrolls represent a disparate collection 
of texts originating in the Jerusalem temple, though, unlike Golb, he dates their 
"depositation" at Qumran to 63 13CE, shortly before Pompey's siege of Jerusalem 
(Hutchesson 1999). He further posits that the texts were given to the Sadducees 
who, under Aristobulus II, controlled the various Hasmonaean fortresses 
including, according to Hutchesson, Khirbet Qumran. He stops short however of 
identifying the referents of any of the sobriquets. Doudna on the other hand, 
while agreeing with Hutchesson and Golb that the texts represent a Jerusalem 
library, argues that they were deposited at Qumran in 40 13CE, in the face of 
invasion by the Parthians (2001, pp. 698-754; 2006). Furthermore, at odds with 
26 Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996, pp. 26-34. So too Bruce 1956 (pp. 94-95). Wise (2003) has more 
recently gone into greater detail on some of these identifications, highlighting his interpretation of 
apparent historical allusions in the sectarian texts. 
27 See primarily, Golb 1995 (also 1994). 
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Dupont-Sommer and Wise, Abegg and Cook, Doudna identifies Hyrcanus 11 not 
as 'the Wicked Priest' but as 'the Teacher of Righteousness' (2001, pp. 683-754). 
He thus renders Hyrcanus' brother, Aristobulus II, 'the Wicked Priest', 'the 
Spouter of the Lie' and, intriguingly, 'Manasseh' (a sobriquet which Doudna 
argues should be taken in reference to a ruling individual), and further identifies 
28 Pompey as 'the Lion of Wrath' (200 1, pp. 627-674). 
1.2.2.3. The First Century CE 
Christian-Related Hypotheses 
Several theories have tried to understand the scrolls and their sobriquets in 
the context of nascent Christianity. Though often meeting with limited support 
(especially in the light of evidence arising from the various dating techniques; see 
n-5 above) they are yet another example of the versatility with which the texts can 
be applied to a given historical scenario. Some are more unlikely than others. 
Barbara Thiering, for example, has proposed an unconvincingly detailed 
reconstruction in which she argues that 'the Teacher of Righteousness' should be 
identified with John the Baptist, 'the Lion of Wrath' with Pontius Pilate, and 'the 
Wicked Priest' (and 'the Man of the Lie' / 'the Man of Scoffing') with Jesus of 
Nazareth, relocating the events of the gospels to Qumrap. 29 Furthermore she 
identifies 'Ephraim' with the Therapeutae of Philo and 'Manasseh' with an order 
of celibate diaspora Essenes (1992, pp. 71,3 75). 
Of the more reasonably argued proposals, Jacob Teicher (1954) likewise 
equated 'the Wicked Priest' with 'the Man of the Lie' but identified him with the 
28 Philip Davies has offered a response to these various Jerusalem hypotheses, evaluating the 
arguments of Golb, Hutchesson and Doudna and their implications for the viability of a Qumran- 
Essene hypothesis (Davies 2000a; cf. 1994, p. 62). Denying that a Jerusalem origin and Essene 
authorship of the scrolls are mutually exclusive, Davies suggests the adoption of a "sound Essene 
hypothesie' (2000a, p. 112) that regards the Essenes as a widespread movement (so Stegemann) 
centred in Jerusalem; a theory more compliant with Josephus' presentation of the group as a major 
party (War 2.119-161; Ant. 13.171-173). He leaves open questions concerning a connection 
between the scrolls and the site of Khirbet Qumran (though suggests the latter may have been 
occupied by "sympathetic (even Essene? ) inhabitants"; 2000a, p. 112) and whether the scrolls 
were deposited in the first century BCE or first century CE. This 'sound Essene hypothesis', 
incorporating the insights of Golb, Hutchesson, Doudna, Stegernann and others, may provide a 
nuanced approach for future discussion. 
29 Thiering 1992. 
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apostle Paul, associating Jesus with 'the Teacher of Righteousness' instead. More 
recently, Robert Eisenman has similarly regarded the apostle Paul as 'the Man of 
the Lie' (also 'the Spouter of the Lie' / 'the Man of Scoffing') but believes 'the 
Wicked Priest' to be a distinct figure. He identifies the latter as the High Priest 
Ananus and makes a case for identifying James the Just as 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness', thus placing the scrolls in the context of both the internal and 
external disputes of the early Christian church. 30 
The Zealot-Qumran Hypothesis 
In 1958, shortly after the discovery of Cave 11, Cecil Roth proposed a 
hypothesis identifying the movement responsible for the scrolls with the Zealots 
as described in Josephus, set against the backdrop of the First Jewish Revolt (66- 
70 CE) .31 The same premise was held and expanded upon by Godfrey Driver a few 
years later (Driver 1965). Highlighting the militant nature of the War Scroll 
(IQM; 4Q491-97), the presence of 'the Kittiml a foreign enemy 
whom Roth and Driver identified with the Romans) and the discovery of a copy 
of Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice at Masada (a text known otherwise only from 
Qumran; 4Q400407; I IQ 17), they concluded that, from the beginning of the first 
century CE, Qumran was a centre for the production of Zealot propaganda (having 
been abandoned by its previous inhabitants, perhaps the Essenes, in 31 BCE). Roth 
identified 'the Teacher of Righteousness' with either the leader of the Zealots, 
Menahem ben Judah (d. 66 CE) or his nephew, Eleazar ben Jair (d. 73 CE), and 'the 
Wicked Priest' with the captain of the temple, Eleazar ben Hananiah. 
32 In 
addition, he suggested that 'the House of Absalom' (01 ý=A rl'M) was a 
reference to Menahem's assistant, Absalom, who may have betrayed him (1958, 
pp. 13 -14). 
Driver agreed with Roth's identifications, arguing in greater depth for 
their veracity, and ftirther deemed 'the Man of the Lie' (equated with 'Ephraim') 
30 Eisenman 1996, esp. pp. 1 11-246,332-35 1. 
31 Roth 1958; cf. 1960; 1961. 
32 Roth 1958, p. 1 8. 
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to be John of Gischala, 'the Lion of Wrath' (equated with 'Manasseh') to be 
Simon bar Giora, and the 'cursed man' of 4QTestimonia to be their father (a man 
33 
named Levi). Though he does not identify him, Driver argued that 'the Spouter 
of the Lie' and 'the Man of Scoffing' should be regarded as sobriquets referring 
to the same unknown figure, adding, as with many other scholars, that 'the 
Seekers of Smooth Things' should be identified with the Pharisees (Driver 1965, 
pp. 94,309). 
1.2.3. The Problems with a 'Naive Historicism' 
As can readily be seen from the overview above (which, it should be 
remembered, deals with only the broad contours of the differing hypotheses 
proposed for the origins of the scrolls), the sobriquets and apparent historical 
allusions in the texts are vague enough as to be applied with ease to various given 
historical scenarios. The plethora of information and range of possible 
interpretation ensures at least one or two points of overlap with numerous and 
varied historical contexts, on which the remainder of a hypothesis can be pinned. 
However, this versatility with which the texts can be applied is a warning in itself 
against what George Brooke terms a "naive historicism": 
namely that wherever there are two phenomena with even the vaguest correspondences 
they must be related in some way in terms of cause and effect. (Brooke 1994a, p-345) 
There is thus an inherent danger with any approach that seeks to simply equate 
textual references with historical realia on the basis of one or two points of 
comparison; such an approach results from an overly-simplistic understanding of 
the nature of the texts themselves. With increasing frequency however, scholars 
are recognising some of the issues that impinge on any attempt to reconstruct 
history from texts and are incorporating this sensitivity into their readings and 
subsequent hypotheses. 34 There has therefore been a discernible move within 
33 Driver 1965, pp. 284-298. 
34 See, for example, Berrin 2004a; 2004b; Brooke 1994a; Davies 1987; Grossman 2002; Metso 
2004. 
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Qumran studies towards a more cautious approach, comparable to what John 
Barton and John Muddiman more generally term a 'chastened' historical 
criticism. 35 
One immediate problem, as highlighted above (see n. 9), is the 
questionable assumption that 'historical' works such as Josephus and the books of 
I and 2 Maccabees (taken in the majority of contextual hypotheses as a given 
against which the origins of the scrolls can be sought) contain an accurate account 
of events. The contradictions that abound not only between these sources but 
within Josephus' own works prevent us from being able to take any of them as a 
wholly accurate historical account . 
36 The approach therefore falls at the first 
hurdle; it could potentially be argued that there is no adequately defensible 
account of the period against which apparent allusions in the scrolls may be 
judged. 
Similarly, even if texts such as the pesharim are primarily attempts to 
relate history (something that is itself by no means beyond question; cf Jokiranta 
2005a, pp. 33-34), there is no reason to assume that such a historical account 
would be objective and/or accurate. Davies rightly points out that: 
sects cannot be relied upon to give an authentic account of their own history! They tend 
to prefer stories in which they are the initiators rather than passive victims, and they will 
also retroject issues that may arise subsequently into the origin process itself. The only 
example that needs citing here is the New Testament itself. If Qumran scholarship relies 
entirely on a rather credulous reading of Qumran texts it will emerge with a sectarian 
history, not the history of a sect! (Davies 2005, p. 8 1)37 
Furthermore, the development and redaction of these texts over time raises other 
issues about the integrity of any historical information contained therein, as noted 
by Sarianna Metso: 
35 Barton and Muddiman (eds) 2001, p. 3. See also Jonathan Campbell's introduction to the 
following volume: Campbell, Lyons and Pietersen (eds) 2005 (pp. 1 -9). 
36 For example, as noted above (n. 13), compare Ant. 12.387-388,13.62-73 with War 1.31-33, 
7.421 f. Also 2 Macc. 4.7-10,33-34 andAnt. 12.237-239. 
37 So too Jokiranta 2005a, pp. 27,29-30. 
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If the text passes through several editorial hands, the resulting text that we read may have 
been disconnected from its historical mooring and no longer reflect that history but a 
developed set of thoughts. (Metso 2004, p. 334) 
Indeed, the possibility remains that: 
even in their original settings, these texts were perceived as ambiguous or potentially 
multivalent. (Grossman 2002, p. 38) 
Hence, a variety of obstacles prevent a straightforward reading of history out of 
these texts and raise questions about the kinds of sobriquet-identification 
attempted in the hypotheses outlined above. These problems are compounded 
when the texts are uncritically amalgamated in the assumption that they are 
complementary, so as to provide, for example, apparent biographical information 
about the referents of the sobriquets. Such an approach is, more often than not, 
unjustified and does not allow for the individuality (in terms of origin, genre, 
purpose, etc. ) of each text. Any composite biographical picture derived from 
amalgamating texts in this way is likely therefore to be false or, at the very least, 
misleading. 38 
The frequently occurring use of scripture, either explicitly or implicitly, in 
those texts most often deemed to be of some historical value (e. g. the Damascus 
Document, the pesharim, etc. ), serves as yet another warning against a 
straightforward reading of history out of them. Various studies have demonstrated 
the complexity of this relationship between sectarian text and scriptural base text 
or secondary scriptural sources, most concluding that surprisingly little of what 
appears to be innovative in these texts is in fact unmotivated by or independent 
of an underlying scriptural allusion. 39 As Brooke notes with regard to the 
pesharim: 
38 This leads Davies to argue that, with regard to the pesharim at least, "we have no warrant to 
plunder them for historical data" (1987, p. 27). 
39 With regard to the Damascus Document, see primarily Campbell 1995a. On the pesharim, see 
for example: Berrin 2000a; 2004a; Jokiranta 2005a. For an extensive list of 'Quotations and 
Allusions in the Nonbiblical Scrolls', see VanderKam and Flint 2002 (pp. 427433). 
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When the scriptural citation is properly put first in our consideration of these texts, it 
immediately becomes apparent how much it determines the way the commentary runs. 
This in itself explains why the language of the interpretation in the pesher proper remains 
so stereotypical and why its possible historical referents continue to defy identification 
and will continue to do so. (Brooke 1994a, p. 340) 
This issue is further exacerbated by the possibility that, in addition to scriptural 
influence, apparent historical information might be dependent upon other, 
presumably earlier, sectarian texts. For example, citing both explicit and implicit 
connections between the two, Davies has famously suggested that, with regard to 
information concerning the career of 'the Teacher of Righteousness' for example, 
the pesharim might be dependent upon the Hodayot (I QH'; I Q35; 4Q427-32), a 
question we shall return to below. 40 In her recent analysis of the Damascus 
Document, Maxine Grossman has similarly speculated about its literary 
relationship with I QPesher on Habakkuk, suggesting that: 
the Habakkuk pesher may be understood as an outgrowth of and response to the tradition 
surrounding the Damascus Document. ... In this sense, the 'history' provided 
in the 
Habakkuk pesher itself may be a creative rereading of the Damascus Document. It offers 
no historical information but merely attempts to narrate, retrospectively, an account of 
the community's origins, based on a shared communal tradition, but not an outside 
source of confirmatory evidence. (Grossman 2002, pp. 1 56-157f 
Suggestions such as these, coupled with the other problems outlined above, lead 
us to conclude that the extraction of historical information from these texts is not 
only fraught with difficulty but could well prove to be little short of impossible. 
In this light, any attempt to actually identify the referents of the sobriquets could 
be construed as all but doomed from the outset. That said, it may be that there is 
yet some hope for such an endeavour but only if approached in a manner sensitive 
to the various criticisms levelled at the 'nalve historicism' of the past. For the 
purposes of this thesis however, we shall refrain from seeking to identify the 
referents of the sobriquets, acknowledging the many obstacles to such a goal. 42 
40 Davies 19 87, pp. 87-1 05. 
41 Also Brooke 1991 a, p. 229. 
42 Cf. Callaway 1990, p. 639. 
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Instead we shall continue by exmnining what can be said about the sobriquets on 
their own terms as labels within the sectarian literature. 
1.3. Re-evaluating the Use of Sobriquets in the Scrolls 
1.3.1. The Nature and Function of the Qumran Sobriquets 
A sobriquet, loosely defined, is a nickname. As with all nicknames, the 
individual or group referred to is not necessarily aware of its existence but it 
serves as an alternative, and perhaps more appropriate, designation in the eyes of 
those who use it. Preference for its use might be heightened by the descriptive 
element it often includeS. 43 More precisely therefore, a sobriquet is a label that 
can convey positive or negative connotations and which, given the subjective 
nature of the descriptive element, has validity only within the context of those 
who share such a viewpoint. 44 Its meaning and specific referent may well be clear 
to those 'in the know' yet perpetually obscure to outsiders. In this sense, a 
sobriquet is not strictly a codename (though it may seem it to outsiders), but a 
45 transparent label obvious to those among whom it is used . 
Among the scrolls, sobriquets appear chiefly in such sectarian texts as the 
Damascus Document, the Hodayot and the various pesharim. They include the 
following: 46 
P-71; 1-i -11-lin The Teacher of Righteousness 
"IlIrl"M I-Min The Teacher of the Community 
M-11MI-I 7111 The Seeker of the Law 
43 On the "striking similarity between the Qumranic sobriquets and the social phenomenon behind 
nicknaming", see Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 37-39. Also, Fr6hlich 2004. 
44 A figure labelled 'the Wicked Priest' (MMil jollnil), for example, may not agree with such a 
description or recognise it as valid (see Bengtsson 2000b, pp. 247-248). 
45 So also Man Bengtsson who, in his examination of sobriquets in the pesharim, concludes that 
the "assumption of secret codes is really unnecessary" (2000a, p. 282; see further pp. 3-7,281- 
282). Similarly, Jokiranta 2005a (pp. 27-28). Cf. Callaway 1988, pp. 135-136. 
46 For a more extensive list, see Bengtsson 2000a (pp. 8-11), 2000b (p. 243) or Callaway 1988. 
(p. 135). 
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11,11MI-I "VID 
tnri imr - 
The Doers of the Law 
The Spouter of the Lie 
The Man of the Lie 
The Man of Scoffing 
The Wicked Priest 
The Seekers of Smooth Things 
It should be noted that the precise form of each of these designations can vary 
from text to text (or even within a text). However, those listed here can be 
described as 'standard' forms, found most frequently among the scrolls 
themselves and/or cited most commonly in the secondary literature. Alternative 
forms, such as indefinite designations (e. g. are also attested though 
commonly regarded as variants of no real consequence. 47 
Attempts have been made to categorise the different'Qumran sobriquets, 
though the approach is problematic. Man Bengtsson, for example, identifies 
two essential types: 'circumstantially constructed sobriquets' and 'biblically 
adopted sobriquets' (2000a, pp. 30-37). The first he regards as innovative 
constructions of the Yahad (though with evaluative features drawn from scriptural 
material), formed from the conjunction of a noun or participle with an adjective 
or nomen rectum, such as: ID11: 7M M-IIC; D011 IMIM71; : ITM-M VJ'A; 'MI"I 
MIDýM-I. Bengtsson's second category refers to those designations ostensibly 
adopted from scriptural texts (some also in the construct state), such as: 
rrm; m*=A rn; 0-1m; Vjýn. 48 The distinction 
between these two is not clear-cut however as both draw similarly upon scriptural 
typologies. 49 The degree to which this can be regarded as explicit or implicit 
47 E. g. Lim 2002, p. 75. 
48 The examples here are Bengtsson's own (2000a, p. 30). 
49 For example, n1ji-*177 'MIl might arguably be placed in the second category (cf. Isaiah 
30.10) while a case could be made for placing C1 i7=A r1': 1 in the first. 
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implies a subjectivism that is unhelpful as a means of distinction between these 
two supposed groups. 
Ida Fr6hlich likewise distinguishes between 'symbolic names' (based on 
the characteristics of the referent; e. g. IMIN77 M-11C; DCM-, i IMIZ-, i) and 
'typological names' (those utilising scriptural typologies to perform an evaluative 
function; e. g. MWM)M; M*=A r11: 1), comparable with Bengtsson's 
50 circumstantially constructed' and 'biblically adopted' categories. However, 
more recently she has demonstrated an awareness of the problematic nature of 
this division: 
after a thorough analysis of the biblical background of some names it became obvious to 
me that certain names I called first symbolic, are nearer to the category of typological 
names, because they are rather based on some biblical expression or poetic image than 
the attributes of a real character. The biblical background is often not apparent at first 
approach. (Fr6hlich 2004, p. 2) 
Thus, while not always readily apparent, we should nevertheless not 
underestimate the role of scripture in the use and construction of the Qumran 
sobriquets. Accordingly, attempts to categorise the designations by reference to 
the degree to which this is explicit are unhelpful. 
Other approaches have been made. Fr6hlich elsewhere groups various 
epithets in relation to, for example, 'social terms' (e. g. 'authority'; 'special 
religious practice and knowledge'). 51 Alternatively, Bengtsson suggests a division 
with regard to implied referent, listing the following six groups: 52 
1. Designations of epernies 
a) Singular persons (e. g. IUM"I I -MI : )-Ii) 
b) Groups (e. g. rllij-)ýM. 77 "MI-7) 
50 Fr6hlich 1996, pp. 160-161; 2004, p. 2. A further category of 'associative/topical names' is also 
highlighted, those suggested by the scriptural text under consideration (e. g. 11"11111 TDO in 
4QI69 frags 34,1.4-8; cf. Nahum 2.12-13). 
51 Fr6hlich 1999. 
52 Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 7-1 1. 
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2. Honorary designations 
a) Singular persons (e. g. il"7111 7711C) 
b) Groups (e. g. M"IlMM %71D) 
3. Designations of rulers 
a) Singular persons (e. g. 11117 TD: )) 
b) Groups (e. g. MAI llni'l) 
However, such a schema makes an explicit historical assumption in as much as it 
regards from the outset certain of the sobriquets to refer to 'rulers'. The same 
criticism holds true for Bengtsson's four-way categorisation employed elsewhere, 
in which he lists the sobriquets as: 'individual personal', 'individual impersonal', 
'collective specific' and 'collective unspecific' (2000b, pp. 243-245). It is his 
assumption that MIATC71 should be identified with the Romans or Seleucids that 
renders it a 'collective specific sobriquet' as opposed to 'collective unspecific' 
(e. g. the unidentified 
Aside from matters of referent or scriptural dependence, both Bengtsson 
and Fr6hlich recognise the intrinsic evaluative nature of the designations 
(Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 30-39,49-50; Fr6hlich 1999; 2004). Whether explicitly or 
implicitly the sobriquets perform an evaluative function (confirmation of which 
can often be found in the surrounding context), in that each "conveys correctly 
the author's estimate of the characters concerned" (Harris 1966, pp. 53-54). For 
example, Bengtsson's so-called 'circumstantially constructed sobriquets' 
(Fr6hlich's 'symbolic names') are for the most part explicitly evaluative; they 
reveal something of the character of the person or group labelled. 'The Wicked 
Priest' is first and foremost a priest, but furthermore one deemed to be 'wicked' 
by those doing the labelling; the sobriquet itself performs judgement on the 
character. There can be no doubt on the other hand that 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' is approved of. The specific construction of these sobriquets may 
also carry additional layers of meaning. For instance, it has been noted that 
MMM 1711=1 ('the Wicked Priest') may be a pun on M"171 Ji"11=71 ('the High 
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Priest'), further emphasising the character's shortfall in the eyes of those doing 
the labelling. 53 
In contrast, Bengtsson's supposed 'biblically adopted sobriquets' 
(Fr6hlich's 'typological names') are largely implicitly evaluative. Utilising 
scriptural texts as 'character types' they are applied so as to demonstrate the 
nature of the individual or group labelled. Comment is therefore made by 
association rather than accusation, and requires a greater degree of prior 
knowledge for the connotations implied to be understood. However, given the 
prominence of scripture within the social context in which these sobriqucts arose, 
this is not to suggest any deliberate secrecy or code. In fact, quite the opposite is 
true. As Bengtsson points out, the clarity with which the evaluative nature of the 
sobriquets is established (whether, in his opinion, 'circumstantially constructed' 
or 'biblically adopted') suggests that, far from being codenames, these sobriquets 
were transparent labels which served to "corroborate the message" (2000a, p. 37) 
conveyed in the texts. Thus, given the problematic nature of the categorical 
distinctions outlined above, it may be preferable for our purposes (highlighting 
this evaluative function) to speak instead simply of 'positive' and 'negative' 
sobriquets, both categories containing labels applicable to individuals and labels 
applicable to groups. 54 
Bengtsson identifies three levels of meaning with regard to the function of 
the sobriquets: the textual, the symbolic and the historical (2000b, pp. 248-249). 
Hence each sobriquet is simultaneously a textual expression, an evaluation and a 
historical reference. It is however the evaluative function that appears to take 
precedence: 
53 Brownlee 1979, p. 49; 1982, p. 9; VanderKarn 1999a, p. 528. We may recognise a similar 
phenomenon with regard to the later figure Simeon bar Kosiba, punned both positively as 'bar 
Kokhba' and negatively as 'bar Koziba' (Bengtsson 2000b, p. 246; Campbell 2002, p. 192, n. 52; 
Vermes 1975, p. 48; 2001, p. 112; cf. Zeitlin 1952). SeeRadday 1990 (esp. pp. 59-60,65-66). 
54 We shall for the most part further reserve the term 'sobriquet' for those labels which appear 
specifically appellative (i. e. performing a titular, rather than merely descriptive, function). This 
may be indicated by form (e. g. use of the definite article) or context (e. g. consistent use of a 
designation to indicate an individual or group for whom there is a reluctance to provide any other 
concrete appellation). We shall similarly reserve the use of capital letters for rendering these 
titular designations. 
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Even if the epithets originated in an historical situation, their primary function is to 
evaluate different characters and groups. (Bengtsson 2000a, p. ii) 
Given this role, the transparent nature of the labels to those 'in the know' and the 
fact that the sobriquets have validity only within the context of those who share 
such a viewpoint, it is increasingly apparent that they were intended for internal 
use rather than direct confrontation. In this manner they constitute an "insider 
terminology" (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 39), commenting upon individuals and groups 
by means of evaluative labels and demonstrating in no uncertain terms the 
position taken with respect to them by those doing the labelling. 
1.3.2. The Origins of the Qumran Sobriquets 
The influence of scriptural texts upon the construction and application of 
the Qumran sobriquets cannot be overemphasised (Fr6hlich 1999, pp. 299-305). 55 
Nevertheless, the experiences and writings of the movement itself must be 
recognised as a source of inspiration. As mentioned above, Davies has argued 
convincingly that historical infonnation in the pesharim (in particular that relating 
to the career of 'the Teacher of Righteousness') might be dependent upon the 
Hodayot (Davies 1987, pp. 87-105). He posits firstly that, as often the case with 
modem scholars: - 
within the Qumran community these hymns - and at the very least the autobiographical 
ones - were understood to be compositions of the "Teacher". Hence, they comprised a 
sort of hagiography; they enshrined what were seen as the most authentic data about the 
life and experiences of the founder of the community that could possibly exist. (Davies 
1987, pp. 89_90ý6 
Subsequently, Davies argues that a great deal of supposed 'historical information' 
in the pesharim (that which is "not derivable from the [biblical] text but seems 
55 E. g. ID"71M il-110 (cL Hosea 10.12; Joel 2.23? ); Ml: ), 'l n= (Micah 2.1 l? ); mji"*1, m 'emn (Isaiah 30.10? ). 
56 Ever since their discovery, the Hodayot (or portions thereof) have frequently been attributed to 
'the Teacher of Righteousness' (e. g. Sukenik (ed. ) 1955, p. 39); see further our discussion in 
Chapter Three. It should be noted that Michael Knibb disagrees with Davies' suggestion (Knibb 
1990, p. 54). 
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gratuitous"; 1987, p. 92), can in fact be derived instead from the Hodayot. 57 This 
indicates the distinct possibility that the scriptural lemma of the pesharim was 
taken in conjunction with the Hodayot in order to (re)construct the life of 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' in the pesher. Hence: 
the pesher phenomenon at Qumran may well be a development late in the history of the 
community and have little to do with the activities of the "Teacher". Certainly, it may 
have little to do with real history. (Davies 1987, p. 104) 
As already observed, Grossman similarly casts doubt upon our ability to extract 
historical information from the pesharim, arguing that the Damascus Document 
may also have influenced their content: 
the historical claims of the Damascus Document - whether accurate or not - may have 
served as the inspiration for the creativity of the pesher's author/editor(s), who chose to 
clarify and expand upon an account that was presented only tangentially in the earlier 
Damascus Document, but which was understood as important in a larger communally- 
shared interpretive and historical tradition. (Grossman 2002, pp. 156-157) 
Likewise Brooke: 
The pesharim may thus be better understood as an attempt to rewrite the actual history of 
the Qumran community in terms of the fulfilment of prophetic texts read from within the 
tradition represented by such texts as the Damascus Document (Brooke 1991 a, p. 229). 
Such arguments not only advise caution for attempts to identify the referents of 
the sobriquets, but also, in suggesting the dependence of some sectarian texts 
upon others (in this case the various pesharim upon the Hodayot and/or the 
Damascus Document), may provide us with an approach for better understanding 
the sobriqueti themselves. 
We have noted that, in addition to the 'standard' form found most 
frequently among the scrolls themselves and/or cited most commonly in the 
secondary literature (usually attesting the definite article and performing an 
apparent titular function), many of the Qumran sobriquets appear in variant 
57 This is demonstrated by comparison of IQpHab 11.2-8 with IQH3 12.6-12 (Davies 1987, 
pp. 93-96; cf. Davies, Brooke and Callaway 2002, p. 95). 
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related forms throughout the texts. The accusation of 'seeking smooth things', for 
example, appears variously as: 
I. rIljl*lll 'CMI'7 (4Q163 frag. 23,2.10; 4QI69 frags 3-4,1.2; 1.7; 
2.2; 2.4; 3.3; 3.6-7; 4Q 177 2.12). 
2. rIll'*rT 'U"Ill (IQH' 10.15; 10.32). 58 
3. nlji. *r7: 1 ICM"7 (CD 1.18; 4Q266 frag. 2,1.2 1). 
Similarly, the 'teaching of righteousness' can be found in the following forms: 
1. (lQpHab 1.13; 5.10; 7.4; 8.3; 9.9-10; 11.5; IQ14 
59 frags 8-10,6; 4QI73 frag. 1,4). 
2. MIDIR" -ii-IlU (I QpHab 2.2). 
3. il)'Il: "il"11M (CD 1.11; 20.3 2). 
4.1771: 71 -M-11, (CD 6.1 1). 60 
If some sectarian texts are indeed dependent upon others (particularly with regard 
to supposed historical information), might such varying fonns bear witness not to 
a certain looseness of usage but to the development over time of the Qumran 
sobriquets? Consequently, in addition to scriptural texts, might earlier sectarian 
58 Note also rlll)ýrl (IQH' 12.10; cf. 4QI84 frag. 1,17; 4QI85 frags 1-2,2.14) and the verbal 
form IID'i)rlol (IQH' 12.7). 
59 Perhaps also to be restored with regard to the possible partial attestations at: 4QI63 frag. 21,6; 
4QI71 3.15; 3.19; 4.27; 4QI72 frag. 7,1; 4QI73 frag. 2,2; 4Q253a frag. 1,1.5. The reconstruction 
of 1711M 7MIC has also been suggested by some scholars at IQ14 frag. 1 1,4 (Garcia Martinez 
1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997), 4QI65 frags 1-2,3 (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996) and 4QI71 4.8 
(Horgan 1979; 2002; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996); these are highly speculative 
however. 
60 The following designations might also bear some relation to the sobriquet 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness': "I'Mil il"110 (CD 20.1); 'I'Mil ol"11' (CD 20.14); 71-11tZ (CD 20.28); II'M 
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texts have likewise influenced the specific construction and application of later 
sobriquets, indicative of an evolving sectarian context? 61 
Bengtsson makes a similar suggestion, taking the findings of Davies, 
Grossman and Brooke a step further by claiming: 
Thus, some passages in Damascus Document should be acknowledged as influential on 
the design and formation of some sobriquets in the pesharim. The formation of "the 
Teacher of Righteousness", "the Seekers of Smooth Things". "the Man of the Lie", 
"Ephraim" and 'Telee' has very likely been influenced by the Damascus Document, and 
in some respects the Hodayoth. (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 290; my italics) 
This is also supported by Ida Fr6hlich's examination of 'Qumran names', where 
she suggests that "antecedent forms" of the sobriquets, might be found in texts 
such as the Damascus Document (1999, pp. 299-300, n. 33). In fact, in the latter 
half of his chapter on 'History and Hagiography', Davies too, noting a discernible 
general shift from plural designations in the Hodayot to singular ones in the 
pesharim, tentatively ventures the suggestion that the sobriquets as they appear in 
the commentaries have been influenced by earlier sectarian texts (Davies 1987, 
pp. 97-105). 
Leaving aside temporarily the specific views of these scholars regarding 
the relative dating of such texts as the Damascus Document, the Hodayot and the 
various pesharim, let us examine the assumption that evidence of sobriquet 
development might be contained in these texts. As observed above, most 
hypotheses place supposed events concerning 'the Teacher of Righteousness', 
'the Wicked Priest' and others, in the second or first centuries 13CE, yet assume 
that the scrolls were abandoned in 68 CE. 62 These suppose therefore a movement 
spanning several generations and lasting perhaps some two hundred years or 
more. The wealth of texts considered 'sectarian' and the evidence for revision and 
redaction (for example, multiple attestations of so-called 'D' and 'S' ['Damascus' 
and 'Serekh'] material) prohibits us from understanding their production as a 
61 As William Schniedewind observes: "Khirbet Qumran existed for at least two hundred years. It 
must be assumed that the language of the community evolved over that period" (1999a, p. 237). So 
too, Fr6hlich 1999 (pp. 294-295). 
62 The Hasmonaean-Jerusalern hypotheses of Doudna (2001; 2006) and Hutchesson (1999) would 
be obvious exceptions to this. 
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singular, simultaneous event. In other words, these texts were composed, copied 
and redacted over an unspecified period of time (Dimant 2000). The variety of 
dates produced by palaeography and AMS, despite criticisms of the accuracy of 
these procedures, likewise supports this suggestion. 63 
A movement with a history of some two hundred years, no matter how 
conservative in outlook, is likely to have undergone subtle changes and 
development in both ideology and standpoint (see Fr6hlich 1999, pp. 294-295; 
Lim 2002, p. 11). Garcia Martinez, for example, highlights the "evolutionary 
character of thought" and "non-static vision" reflected in key sectarian texts 
(1995a, p. 86). In particular we might anticipate that a reactionary group, such as 
the Qumran-related movement is often assumed to be, would respond in some 
way to the changing political situation over such an extended period. Again, the 
multiple (differing) attestations of various sectarian texts - inform us that such 
changes and developments did indeed take place. 64 Sarianna Metso states that 
furthermore: 
Methodologically, we should keep the option open that complex developments were 
likely to have been in place even in those parts of the Qumrafi library for which physical 
evidence attesting to these developments is no longer preserved. (Metso 2004, p. 330) 
Even assuming a 'single-generation' hypothesis, the evidence of such 
development (though forced into a shorter timescale) is undeniable. Indeed, from 
this perspective, hypotheses regarding the scrolls as the product of a disparate 
(rather than homogeneous) Jerusalem library (e. g. Golb 1995) are forced, on the 
grounds of evident redaction and similarity of terminology, to regard 'groups' of 
texts at least as having undergone such development. 
The very existence of apparent 'standard' forms of the sobriquets, used 
across a number of texts (see for example the numerous occurrences of %7111 
MID ýMM or ID11: 71 i 1'11C listed above), implies a process of some description by 
63 See for example, Carmi 2000. 
64 Compare for example IQS 5.1-3 and 4Q258 1.2-3 (cf. Campbell 2002, pp. 80-81; Davies 1994, 
pp. 63-68). See further, Davies 1992 (cf. 1996, pp. 151-161); Metso 1997; 2000a; 2004. 
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which this standardisation was achieved. It appears reasonable therefore, given 
changes over time and the potential dependence of some sectarian texts upon 
others, to admit the possibility that 'non-standard' forms might, rather than 
variants, represent earlier (or at least, other) stages of sobriquet development. 
Such a possibility at the very least warrants further investigation. 
1.3.3. Hypothesis and Method 
This thesis, as stated, constitutes an examination of key sobriquets found 
among the Qumran-related Dead Sea Scrolls. More specifically however, it 
hypothesises that, given the traditionally allotted time-span for sectarian 
composition and evidence for ideological development attested by the texts, the 
sobriquets may likewise have undergone a developmental process, changing in 
form and perhaps meaning and/or referent. It further speculates that this process 
might be evidenced within the scrolls themselves if examined in a manner 
sensitive to the varied composition dates of the texts and with particular reference 
to the precise forms taken by the sobriquets where they appear. The specific 
question under consideration therefore, is whether convincing evidence of such 
development can indeed be found in the Qumran-related Dead Sea Scrolls. 
In terms of method, this investigation necessitates in the first instance an 
agreed chronological schema for ordering the key texts to be examined. In the 
absence of consensus among scholars on this point, in the remainder of this 
chapter various proposals will be highlighted and a particular reconstruction 
adopted for the purposes of this thesis. Having established a schema and thus 
divided the relevant texts into 'sectarian layers', these will be examined in 
subsequent chapters according to their groups. Note will be taken of the precise 
fonn and context of any relevant sobriquet occurrence, as well as instances of 
related terminology where appropriate. In this manner it is to be hoped that it will 
be possible to identify any trends or practices that may appear with regard to the 
(differing? ) use and/or formation of sobriquets within or between these 
chronological groups. 
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Lack of available space prohibits a thorough investigation of all the 
sobriquets and hence this thesis will focus chiefly upon the interplay between a 
significant oppositional pair. Not surprisingly, one of these is 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' s-Mln). The other, contrary perhaps to expectation, is 'the 
Spouter of the Lie' (MTM-, i J'Uln). Despite the scholarly attention lavished upon 
'the Wicked Priest', this sobriquet appears only in the pesharim (and always in 
the form DO-Ii-I 1QpHab 8.8; 9.9; 11.4; 12.2; 12.8; 4QI71 4.8). 65 It is 
entirely absent from other key texts concerning opposition to the 'teacher', such 
as the Damascus Document and (perhaps) the Hodayot. 66 Instead it is the various 
'liar'-associated sobriquets ('the Man of the Lie'; 'the Spouter of the Lie'; 'the 
Man of Scoffing'), and related designations, that occur with the greatest 
frequency in this role. 
It has been suggested that : 17=71 VA and M7=1 91tOU (and perhaps 
VA) refer to the same historical figure. 67 The historical question aside, 
the similarity between the labels certainly suggests the possibility of some 
relation with regard to origin or function and therefore requires an examination 
that encompasses both designations Oust as our examination of ID-Ilt-il M-11C will 
include consideration of epithets such as -1777T Nevertheless, in terms of 
these sobriquets themselves, the greatest parallel is between i'771M M"11V and 
: IM-M n'Vn. Here, as shall be examined in greater depth in subsequent chapters, 
we are presented with two pairs of corresponding root forms: MT and nn) (both 
65 It has been suggested that MMM IMMil be reconstructed in the lacuna at lQpHab 1.13 (e. g. 
Brownlee 1979; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; Lohse 1981; Vermes 2004), 
though this is contested by Timothy Lim (2000a; 2002, pp. 33-36). Note also 1111=1 (lQpHab 
8.16; 9.16; 11.12). Furthermore, Allegro (1968) read =717i in 4QI63 frag. 30,3 (cf. 
Abegg, Bowley and Cook 2003; Allegro et aL 2004a; Bengtsson 2000a, p. 51), though this is not 
acknowledged by Lim (2000b; 2002, p. 70) who lists the sobriquet as occurring only in lQpHab 
and 4QI71. In either case, =71,1 IMM-ii is exclusive to thepesharim. 
66 The extent to which we may regard the Hodayot as concerning opposition to the 'teacher' is 
largely dependent upon the question of (implied) authorship, to which we shall return in Chapter 
Three. 
67 See primarily the discussion in Bengtsson 2000a (pp. 88-94). 
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indicative of a didactic role, with positive and negative connotations respectively 
and a shared underlying metaphorical use of water imagery) and li"771: and MM 
(the polarised qualification of these two functions) . 
68 Both sobriquets refer to 
teachers, though while one is associated with righteousness the other is 
characterised by lies. In terms of role therefore, 'the Spouter of the Lie' (as a 
label denoting a 'false preacher') constitutes the perfect foil to 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness'. 69 
For the purposes of this investigation then, we shall effectively be 
focussing our examination upon the development and employment of the 
oppositional sobriquets 1D-11: 71 7111C and : M71 110C, along with related 
designations where appropriate. The conclusions thus drawn will be further 
demonstrated by use of a supplementary case study involving the group sobriquet 
'the Seekers of Smooth Things' (MIDýM-M itself the subject of intense 
speculation in numerous historical reconstructions. 70 The results obtained with 
regard to the possible development of these labels will be compared with insights 
garnered from a sociological approach (specifically one drawing upon the 
sociology of deviance and 'labelling theory') in order to investigate the 
compliance of this thesis' findings with research carried out in another academic 
field. In return, these sociological insights may shed further light upon the nature 
of our results. 
1.4. Chronologically Ordering the Key Texts 
1.4.1. Texts under Consideration 
Before listing the texts to be considered for investigation, it would be 
helpful to note the various occurrences of forms related to the sobriquet 'the 
68 See: Clines (ed. ) 1998; 2001; Davidson 2002; Holladay 2000; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995; 
1996. 
69 Bengtsson too notes this "striking" parallel (2000a, p. 288) and further addresses the unjustified 
weighting often given to 'the Wicked Priest' in historical reconstructions (pp. 290-292). 
70 See for example the varied hypotheses outlined above. Also, Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 1 10-135. 
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Spouter of the Lie', as indeed we have already done for 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' above. The accusation of 'spouting lies' appears variously as: 
1. : IMM J'= 
: 17: ) n'LOC 
3. : 17: ) 'U'U nWl 
4. : 17: )ý CIA I'MC 
71 (I QpHab 10.9; 1Q 14 frags 8-10,4). 
(CD 8.13). 
(CD 1.14-15). 
(CD 19.25-26). 72 
So armed, having now compiled a (preliminary) list of references for the 
sobriquets 'the Teacher of Righteousness', 'the Spouter of the Lie' and (pre- 
empting our discussion in Chapter Five) 'the Seekers of Smooth Things', we are 






4Qpap plsd (4Q 163) 
4QpNah (4Q169) 
[Qimron 1992a] 
[Sukenik (ed. ) 1955; plates 35-58] 
[Burrows (ed. ) 1950; plates 55-61] 
[Milik 1955; plate 15] 
[Allegro 1968; plates 7-8] 
[Allegro 1968; plates 12-14] 
71 Perhaps also to be restored at IQpHab 10.17 - 11.1 (e. g. Horgan 1979). We might further 
speculate that : 17= I j%00 may at one time have appeared in the pesher following Isaiah 9.13-16 
in 4QI63 frags; 4-6,1.6-10 and following the citation of Micah 2.10-11 in 4QI77 1.6-10, both 
providing a suitable terminological context for the epithet. 
72 The following designations might also bear some relation to the sobriquet 'the Spouter of the 
Lie': n%00 (CD 4.19); : lTni-i V'R (CD 20.15; 1 QpHab 2.1-2; 5.11; 4QI71 1.26; 4.14); 
=73 (IQH' 10.31; 12.9-10); : 2TM 'W: 11 (IQH" 12.16; 4Q430 frag. 1,4). Furthermore, Lim makes 
the tentative suggestion that [n%3]M (sic) be restored at I QpHab 9.16 (1993a, p. 422). 
73 Square brackets here indicate the location of photographic plates of these manuscripts. Further 
bibliographical information will appear where appropriate in subsequent chapters. The following 
texts, which may contain related terminology (see n. 58 and n. 59 above) but which are either too 
fragmentary to offer a significant contribution or utilise this terminology in a contextually distinct 
manner, will not form part of our overall survey but will be discussed where appropriate: 4QI65 
[Allegro 1968; plate 9]; 4QI84 [Allegro 1968; plate 28]; 4QI85 [Allegro 1968; plates 29-30]; 
4Q253a [Brooke 1996; plate 14]. 
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4QpP? (4Q171) [Allegro 1968; plates 14-17] 
4QpUnid (4Q172) [Allegro 1968; plate 18] 
4QpPsb (4QI73) [Allegro 1968; plate 18] 
4QCatena A (4Q177) [Allegro 1968; plates 24-25] 
4QCommGen A (4Q252) [Brooke 1996; plates 12-131 
4QDa (4Q266) [J. M. Baumgarten 1996; plates 1-17] 
4QH d (4Q430) [Schuller 1999; plate 12] 
1.4.2. The Problems with a Chronological Schema 
Before attempting to line these texts up in some sort of chronological 
order, it would be prudent to examine the various problems inherent to such an 
approach. One that is immediately apparent is the lack of consensus among 
scholars regarding the relative composition dates of these texts (see Steudel 2000, 
p. 336). For example, the Damascus Document is variously presented as either for 
the most part one of the very earliest Qumran-related compositions (with quite 
possibly an antecedent history stretching back further still) or as one of the very 
latest compositions (appearing some time after other major sectarian works). 
74 In 
these instances, dating techniques such as palaeography and AMS are of limited 
value. Firstly, serious questions have been raised about the accuracy of these 
techniques and the results are consequently often subject to interpretation. 
75 
Palaeography in particular has been accused of inherent subjectivism and of being 
grounded in suppositions that cannot necessarily be verified (e. g. a common 
(Qumran) origin fot all the texts and a steady generational rate of change with 
76 regard to style). Secondly, these techniques date only the extant manuscript (in 
fact, in the case of AMS, only the material the text is written on) and therefore 
provide merely a tenninus ad quem for the composition of the text. 
74For the former position, see for example Davies (1983) and Hempel (1999a). For the latter, see 
Stegemann (1998, pp. 116-118) and Thiering (2000). 
75 Cf. Atwill and Braunheim with Eisenman 2004; Callaway 1994; Davies, Brooke and Callaway 
2002, pp. 68-75; Doudna 1998; Golb 1995, pp. 249-272. 
76 See Wise 2003, pp. 55-62. 
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A further problem is posed by the existence of multiple recensions of 
77 texts. These preserve different versions or editions and imply a redactional 
history lying behind the composition. In such cases it becomes hard, if not 
impossible, to speak of a 'definitive' or 'original' text and we are forced instead 
to speak of developing traditions and themes. Consequently, varied recensions of 
texts have, quite naturally, differing 'composition' dates, inasmuch as each 
recension might essentially be regarded a new composition. This problem is even 
apparent within given texts; it is often possible to recognise evidence of redaction 
in a single manuscript. 78 In terms of identifying the relative composition dates of 
specific texts, this redactional process (of unspecified length) can easily heighten 
confusion as composition is evidently ongoing. 
Davies notes that this problem is compounded by the fact that: 
texts continue to exist side by side and can influence each other during their transmission 
history ... 
79 
In other words, the redactional process is not necessarily limited (or internal) to 
one body of tradition; varying recensions of one composition might be influenced 
by those of another, thus creating intrinsic ties between texts that ftirther 
complicate the issue. On the other hand, if the scrolls represent a disparate 
(possibly Jerusalem) collection (so Golb and Hutchesson) we are perhaps unable 
to speak of such influence at all and questions are therefore raised about the 
viability of seeking relative compositional dates. 
On this last point, an overview of the content of the collection reveals it to 
be "surprisingly homogeneous" (van der Woude 1998, p. 3). 80 Emanuel Tov has 
further noted a degree of homogeneity with regard to scribal practices across the 
scrolls, concluding that: 
77 See, for example, n. 64 above. In particular, see Davies 1992 (cf 1996, pp. 151-161); 1994. 
78 Even prior to the release of the 4QD material, Davies argued that there was clear evidence of 
redaction in CD-A (1983). In particular he argued that much of the first column was a later gloss, 
post-dating the arrival of a historical 'teacher'. 
79 Ki ndly pointed out in personal correspondence of 22 July 2005. 
go Also Dimant 2000, p. 171. 
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The data analysed here point to the existence of a Qumran scribal school which penned 
almost all the works often described as "sectarian, " and in addition sundry texts, among 
them several biblical texts. (Tov 2000, p. 216) 
This does not deny a Jerusalem origin for some or indeed all of the scrolls, but 
does imply that the collection should be regarded as congruent rather than 
81 disparate. Similarity of content, terminology and scribal practice, coupled with 
the evidence for the apparent dependence of some texts upon others and an inte'r- 
textual redactional history, seems to point inexorably to this conclusion. 
That aside, how are we to proceed in tenns of establishing a chronological 
schema? For our purposes we need not assign specific dates to texts, merely order 
them relative to each other. The evidence however is not such that we can be so 
specific with regard to each of the thirteen individual texts listed above. Though 
warning of the dangers of a rigid chronology, Davies does concede that: 
to some extent obviously literary dependence has chronological implications. 82 
Perhaps then we are best to avoid detailed chronological specifications and 
instead speak in broad terms of bodies of tradition or blocks of material against a 
backdrop of distinct sectarian textual layers. If we look again at our list of texts to 
be considered, we have three clear bodies of tradition: 
1. D-material (CD; 4QD'). 
2. H-material (I QHa; 4QHd). 
3. P-material (lQpHab; lQpMic; 4Qpap plsa; 4QpNah; 4QpPs; 
4QpUnid; 4QpPsb). 
This leaves only 4QCatena A and 4QCommGen A, both of which constitute 
works of scriptural interpretation. 4QCatena A is regularly classed among the 
'thematic pesharim' and so, in broad terms at ledst, is arguably best categorised as 
81 For discussion of these scribal practices, see primarily Tov 1991; 1998; 2000. 
82 See n. 79 above. 
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belonging with the other pesher-material. 83 4QCommGen A on the other hand 
exhibits traits similar to both those of the 'thematic pesharim' (Lim 2002, pp. 16- 
18) and: 
the legal, narrative, and theological sections of works like the Damascus Document. 
(Campbell 2004, p. 18) 
How best then to categorise it? On the one hand we could give precedence to its 
exegetical character (following Parry and Tov (eds) 2004a) and assign it 
alongside the pesher-material on these grounds. On the other hand, the precise 
exegetical method it employs is significantly different from that of the rest of the 
P-material delineated above (hence its official designation as a 'commentary' 
rather than 'pesher'; see Brooke 1996). 84 Furthermore, while Brooke notes the 
"amazing variety of genres" within the text (2005a, p. 156), the particular passage 
that interests us (4Q252 5.1-7) strongly parallels the language, structure and 
exegetical method of CD 6.2-11 (both, for example, make efforts to interpret the 
I)IMC of Genesis 49.10 and Numbers 21.18 respectively). Perhaps therefore we 
should acknowledge and take seriously the insight of Jonathan Campbell (2004, 
pp. 17-18; also Brooke 1994b, pp. 173,176; 1994c, pp. 56-57) and tentatively 
locate the text so as to be examined alongside the D-material. 
Accordingly, we shall for the present divide our thirteen texts into the 
following three (slightly broader) bodies of tradition: 
1. D-material (CD; 4QD'; 4QCommGen A [? ]). 
2. H-material (I QH'; 4QH d). 
3. P-material (lQpHab; lQpMic; 4Qpap pIsd; 4QpNah; 4QpPs; 
4QpUnid; 4QpPsb; 4QCatena A [? ]). 
83 Berrin 2000b; 2005; Brooke 2000a; Campbell 2004, esp. pp. 1 5-18,45-55; Lim 2002, pp. 14-18; 
Parry and Tov (eds) 2004a; Steudel 1992, p. 538. CC Brooke 2005a (esp. p. 149). For further 
discussion of the genre of 4QCatena A (4Q177) see Chapter Four. 
84 Bernstein 1994a, p. 5; 1994b, p. 62; 2000a, Berrin 2005, pp. 1 13 (n. 7), 122 (n. 47), 130-131 (esp. 
n. 81); Brooke 1994b, p. 173; 2000b; Tov 1994, pp. 116-117, esp. n. 13. See further, Brooke 2005a, 
pp. 153-155. 
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The fact remains that texts within a particular body of tradition may well have 
differing composition dates but, for now, we shall adopt this division as a 
potentially fruitful initial approach. 
1.4.3. Layering the Texts 
As has already been explored to some extent above, various proposals 
have been made with regard to the literary dependence and relative compositional 
dates of these three blocks of material. Most scholars regard the pesharim as one 
of the latest groups of sectarian texts to be produced . 
85 Davies for example argues 
convincingly that much of the interpretive element in the P-material that cannot 
be derived from the scriptural lemma is dependent instead upon H-material (1987, 
pp. 87-105). Brooke and Grossman, noting similarities in terminology and 
content, suggest that the P-material might represent "an outgrowth of and 
86 response to" the D-material (Grossman 2002, p. 156). Bengtsson combines these 
elements, claiming that the P-material has been shaped by both the H-material 
and the D-material (2000a, pp. 288-290). 
Hartmut Stegemann and Annette Steudel have further suggested that the 
H-material might represent an earlier sectarian layer than the D-material. For 
Stegemann, who accepts that a historical figure referred to as 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' authored a significant portion of the Hodayot, the Damascus 
Document's apparent allusion to this figure's death (CD 19.33 - 20.1; 20.13-15) 
87 renders it ipsofacto a later text. While he makes a good prima facie case, it may 
85 E. g. Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 288-290; Brooke 1991a, pp. 228-229; Cross 1995, pp. 89-97; Davies 
1987, pp. 87-105; Grossman 2002, pp. 155-157; Jokiranta 2005b, pp. 256-257; Knibb 1994a, pp. 13- 
15,157-158,209,221,247; Rabinowitz 1953; Stegemann 1998, pp. 122-133; VanderKam 1994a, 
pp. 106-108. One notable exception is Barbara Iliering (2000), who argues that various of the 
pesharim (including IQpHab and 4QI71) pre-date the H-material, which in turn pre-dates the D- 
material. Her argument however relies heavily on the. results of AMS dating (the problems 
associated with which we have already noted; see n. 75 above), the unfounded assumption that 
where texts have survived in only one copy they must be autographs, and her own historical 
presuppositions regarding the context in which the scrolls were produced. 
86 Brooke 1991 a, pp. 228-229; Grossman 2002, pp. 155-157. 
97 Stegemann 1998, pp. 107,116-118. 
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be observed that this position does not allow for the possibility that the D- 
material might contain later glosses (see, for example, n. 78 above). Further to 
this, note the apparent presentation of the 'teacher' as a future figure in CD 6.10- 
11.88 Steudel's argument on the other hand for the relative dating of the H- and D- 
material is demonstrated by her examination of the developing concept of 'Belial' 
among the sectarian texts (2000, pp. 338-339); though credible, this is at present 
only a tentative proposal. 
It may be that, for the time being, we cannot clearly distinguish the H- and 
D-material. Nevertheless there appears to be general agreement in most quarters 
with regard to our three bodies of tradition, that these two blocks of material 
89 precede (and have quite possibly influenced) the P-material . In this way, and 
without assigning any specific dates to texts, we can tentatively line up two 
sectarian textual layers relative to each other: 
1. Early Sectarian Layer (H- and D-material) 
2. Late Sectarian Layer (P-material) 
However, with regard to the D-material in particular, there are further 
complicating factors. Several scholars have noted evidence of redaction in the 
Damascus Document and have suggested that it might contain earlier source 
material, perhaps pre-dating the formation of the specific group associated with 
the 'teacher' (cf. Hempel 2000, pp. 44-53). For instance, Murphy-O'Connor*has 
argued that there are four main discernible sources in the 'Admonition' portion of 
CD: a missionary document (2.14 - 6.1), a memorandum (6.11b - 8-3), a 
document criticising the ruling class in Judah (8.3-18) and the Grundschrift of 
CD 19.33 - 20.22b aimed at disaffected members of the community (19.33 - 
88 This shall be discussed further in Chapter Two. 
89 See for example: Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 288-290; Brooke 1991a, pp. 228-229; Charlesworth 
2002, p. 74; Cross 1995, pp. 89-97; Davies 1987, pp. 87-105; Dupont-Sommer 1961, pp. 1 14-120, 
198-201,255-258,349; Grossman 2002, pp. 155-157; Jokiranta 2005b, pp. 256-257; Knibb 1994a, 
pp. 13-15,157-158,209,221,247; Stegemann 1998, pp. 80-138, esp. pp. 107,116-118,122-133; 
VanderKam 1994a, pp. 106-108. 
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20.1 b; 20.8b- 13; 17b-22b). 90 The first two of these (2.14 - 6.1; 6.11 b-8.3) he 
assigns to a group pre-dating that of the 'teacher'. In addition he identifies various 
supplementary components and interpolations (1972, pp. 562-563). 91 
Davies however has taken issue with aspects of Murphy-O'Connor's 
reconstruction (e. g. Davies 1983, esp. pp. 41-47; 1987, pp. 33-49) and, refining the 
approach further, argues convincingly instead that CD 1.1 - 7.9 and 20.27b-34 
(plus the 'Laws'; CD 9-16) constitute the original document, with 7.10 - 8.19 as a 
subsequent addition. 92 He consequently views a third layer, CD 19.33b - 20.27a, 
as the mainstay of a 'Qumranic', or perhaps more accurately 'Yahadic', redaction 
(constituting a revision by the 'Yahad', the community of the 'teacher', having 
split from the parent group responsible for the original document). 93 To this 
Yahadic redaction, Davies adds a number of other glosses, including notably for 
our purposes: I. IIa; 1.13-18a; 4.19b-20a; 6.18b-19; 7.14-8.1; 8.12b-13; 19.24b- 
26a; 20.28b; 20.30b-33a. 94 
In the context of her work comparing the Damascus Document and the 
Community Rule, Metso likewise stresses that: 
it is important to pay attention to the composite nature of the rule texts when they are 
compared and focus on individual redactional units rather than on complete documents 
as if they were literary unities. (Metso 2004, pp. 330-331; my italics) 
There are dissenting voices which argue for the literary unity of the text (e. g. 
Dimant 1984, pp. 490-497; cf. Campbell 1999). 95 Nevertheless, a convincing case 
90 Murphy-O'Connor 1970; 197 1 a; 197 lb; 1972; 1974; 1985. 
91 Cf. Hempel 2000, pp. 4647. 
92 Davies 1983 (esp. pp. 198-201). 
93 Davies 1983. Charlesworth likewise suggests that some texts, including the Damascus 
Document, appear to have "obtained their present form through an evolutionary process that 
mirrors somewhat the historical stages of the Qumran Essenes" (1980, p. 233). See too: Boccaccini 
1998, p. 120; Brooke 1991a, pp. 218-221; Wassen 2005, pp. 32-33; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996, 
p. 50. Note the critique of Davies' hypothesis in Collins 1985. 
94 See Davies 1983, pp. 194-197,232-267. Isaac Rabinowitz similarly highlights the presence of 
"glosses and comments upon the admonitory discourse" (1953, p. 1 75, n. 2; cf. 1954). 
95 Furthermore, while Mark Boyce acknowledges the existence of a redactional process, his 
examination of the poetry of the Damascus Document leads him to suggest that references to 'the 
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can seemingly be made that the Damascus Document should indeed be regarded 
as containing both Yahadic and pre-Yahadic material. More particularly, this 
thesis finds Davies' proposal, defended and expanded upon in numerous 
subsequent articles (Davies 1985; 1987; 1988; 1989; 1990a; 1990b; 1992; 1994; 
1996, pp. 45-60,139-150,163-177; 2000a; 2000b; 2000c; 2002; 2005; see also 
n. 93 above), the most convincing and it is therefore this approach to the text that 
shall be adopted in our present study. 96 
By virtue of the pre-Yahadic nature of much of the Damascus Document 
(pre-dating the present redaction of the text, that has above already been equated 
with the H-material as the product of an 'Early Sectarian Layer'), we are 
presented with three broad textual layers: 97 
1. Fonnative Sectarian Layer (pre-Yahadic D-material)98 
2. Early Sectarian Layer 
3. Late Sectarian Layer 
(Yahadic D-material and H-material) 
(P-material) 
The extent to which these can be regarded as distinct remains questionable given 
the evidence for ongoing redaction. At best it is a blunt approximation, based on 
the evidence at our disposal, of the chronological development of these blocks of 
teacher' at least (e. g. CD 1.11) are original rather than the result of later redaction (Boyce 1990; 
contra Davies 1983). Also Knibb 1994b, pp. 155-156; Wassen 2005, p. 33, n. 66. 
96 Accordingly we can highlight CD 1.1 - 8.19 and 20.27b-34 (plus the 'Laws'; CD 9-16) as pre- 
Yahadic D-material, while 19.33b - 20.27a along with the various glosses (e. g. 1.11 a; 1.1 3-18a; 
4.19b-20a; 6.18b-19; 7.14 - 8.1; 8.12b-13; 19.24b-26a; 20.28b; 20.30b-33a) constitutes Yahadic 
D-material. 
97 4QCommGen A (4Q252) is to be placed alongside the specifically Yahadic D-material 
belonging to the Early Sectarian Layer. Though, as noted above, the passage we are most 
concerned with (4Q252 5.1-7) parallels the language, structure and exegetical method of CD 6.2- 
11 (pre-Yahadic D-material according to Davies' schema), it does so in the context of -1ri'll 'MR 
('the Men of the Community/Yahad'; 4Q252 5.5) thereby explicitly revealing itself to belong with 
the other Yahadic material (cf. perhaps 171'ol "MR; CD 20.32). So too Brooke 1994b, p. 174, 
n. 26; Garcf a Martinez 1995b, p. 16 1. 
98 The label 'Formative Sectarian Layer' is preferable to either 'Pre-Sectarian' or 'Earliest 
Sectarian', making the point that this particular textual layer constitutes a 'pre-stage' to our 
subsequent (Yabadic) layers, while maintaining a certain ambiguity with regard to its precise 
relationship and origin. See n. 5 of the Introduction. Cf. Grossman 2002, pp. 2441; Wacholder 
1990, p. 273. 
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material. Nevertheless, in broad terms it appears to agree with both the relative 
dating of these texts suggested by Bengtsson (2000a, pp. 288-290), Brooke 
(1991a, pp. 228-229), Davies (1987, pp. 87-105) and Grossman (2002, pp. 155- 
157), and with the findings derived from a close textual analysis of the Damascus 
Document (e. g. Davies 1983; Muiphy-O'Connor 1972; 1985; cf. Hempel 2000, 
pp. 44-53). 99 It is therefore this threefold chronological schema that we shall 
employ as a backdrop to our present examination of the sobriquets in the 
Qumran-related scrolls. 
1.5. Conclusions 
It should be apparent by this point that this thesis makes a number of 
important assumptions. Firstly, that the Qumran-related scrolls represent a 
homogeneous, rather than disparate, collection (regardless of whether their origin 
is to be sought in Jerusalem, Qumran or elsewhere). 100 Secondly, that we can 
speak in broad terms of a movement behind the scrolls with a possible history of 
internal division represented therein. 101 To what extent this movement might be 
regarded as Essene-related or otherwise will not be addressed here. Thirdly, the 
sobriquets appearing in the Qumran-related scrolls represent an internal labelling 
system adopted by this movement (or part thereof) as a means of character 
evaluation, transparent in its original context. 102 Fourthly, given that the scrolls 
themselves appear to have been written over a period of time and contain 
evidence of development and redaction (see n. 64 above), that the sobriquets may 
likewise have undergone a developmental process. 103 Fifthly, this thesis assumes 
99 It is to be acknowledged that the Damascus Document has received substantially more scholarly 
attention with regard to its redaction and literary development than the H- or P-material, hence our 
rather more thorough examination of the former here. Our chronological schema could therefore 
be further improved by the inclusion of similar data, if forthcoming, from an analysis of any 
evident redactional history in the H- or P-material. With regard to the H-material, the groundwork 
for this has already been laid by Svend Holm-Nielsen (1960, esp. pp. 316-331). 
100 E. g. Davies 2000a; Dimant 2000; Tov 2000; van der Woude 1998. 
101 See n. 5 of the Introduction. 
102 So too Bengtsson 2000a. 
103 As similarly suggested elsewhere: Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 288-290; Davies 1987, pp. 97-105; 
Fr6hlich 1999. 
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as reasonable the possibility that 'non-standard' forms of these sobriquets might 
bear witness to this process. 
Having now established a tentative chronological schema, we shall 
proceed by examining all apparent occurrences of the sobriquets IMI; -M 71-11n 
and MT: 11 n%= (along with 'variant' forms) across our three sectarian textual 
layers in order to see whether convincing evidence of sobriquet development can 
indeed be found therein. We shall also examine instances of related terminology 
where appropriate to facilitate our understanding of this process. "' As already 
stated, it is to be hoped that in this manner it will be possible to identify any 
trends or practices that may appear with regard to the (differing? ) use and/or 
formation of sobriquets within or between these chronological groups, thus 
informing us about the process of sobriquet development among the Qumran- 
related texts. 
104 it is important to assert that the focus of this study is literary rather than historical. Though we 
may touch upon it in places, our aim is not primarily to engage with the historical question. Our 
discussion focuses upon 'the Teacher of Righteousness' and 'the Spouter of the Lie' as labels 
without necessarily passing comment upon historical realia. We may assume that there is some 
relationship between the worlds of the literary and the historical, though whether or not we are 
able to comment upon the latter should not detract from our fundamentally literary investigation. 
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Formative Sectarian Layer 
2.1. Introduction 
The first of our three broad textual layers to undergo examination is what 
we have dubbed the 'Formative Sectarian Layer'. Derived from our analysis in 
the previous chapter of pre-Yahadic material in the Damascus Document, this 
constitutes a discernible 'pre-stage' to our two other (Yahadic) sectarian textual 
layers. Philip Davies suggests that CD 1.1 - 8.19 and 20.27b-34 (plus the 'Laws'; 
CD 9-16) pre-date the establishment of a 'Yahad' (Irl; 'community') under the 
leadership of 'the Teacher of Righteousness'. ' To what extent therefore this 
material can be regarded as strictly 'sectarian' depends upon our definition of the 
term and whether we extend its application beyond the immediate group of 'the 
Teacher'. For the purposes of this thesis we shall maintain a definition that 
encompasses the broader movement behind the scrollS. 2 Nevertheless, our 
adoption of the ten-n 'Formative Sectarian' (as opposed to 'Pre-Sectarian' or 
'Earliest Sectarian') makes the point that this particular textual layer constitutes a 
cpre-stage' to our subsequent (Yahadic) layers, while maintaining a certain 
ambiguity with regard to its precise relationship and origin. 3 
For our present investigation of the sobriquets in the Qumran-related 
texts, this Formative Sectarian Layer (FSL) contains only pre-Yahadic D- 
material. 4 Of all the various occurring forms of 'teaching righteousness' listed in 
1 See primarily Davies 1983. CD 19.33b - 20.27a, along with the various glosses (e. g. 1.1 ]a; 
1.13-18a; 4.19b-20a; 6.18b-19; 7.14 - 8.1; 8.12b-13; 19.24b-26a; 20.28b; 20.30b-33a), are 
considered the product of a Yahadic redaction. Cf. Chapter One, n. 93. This present thesis adopts 
such an approach; hence our use of the terms 'pre-Yahadic' and 'Yahadic' in reference to the D- 
material. Note however: Boyce 1990; Campbell 1999; Dimant 1984 (pp. 490497). 
2 See further n. 5 of the Introduction. Also, Jokiranta 2001. 
3 Cf. Chapter One, n. 98. 
4 However, other texts, not examined here, may also arguably belong to this 'pre-Yahadic' layer, 
such as perhaps the Temple Scroll and 4QMMT (Callaway 1990, pp. 647-649; Davies 1989; 
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the previous chapter, only one is to be located in this textual layer (CD 6.11), 
while none of the forms associated with 'spouting lies' are to be found (we shall, 
however, examine an instance of related terminology (CD 6.1) that may have 
some bearing upon our discussion). 5 This chapter is, accordingly, to be rather 
shorter than the two which follow it, though this enforced brevity may in itself be 
of some significance in our final analysis. In terms of how we shall proceed, 
while presented with only one text for investigati 
- 
on here, generally speaking with 
regard to our sectarian layers we shall treat each text to be considered in turn, 
examining all apparent occurrences of the sobriquets jM-i!: -M M-11U and n'=n 
MM71 (along with both 'variant' forms and related terminology where 
appropriate). In this manner, attention can be paid to the interplay between 
designations within a given text, while such an approach will furthermore allow 
us to avoid artificially amalgamating texts too readily within a given textual 
layer. 6 
2.2. Sobriquets in the Formative Sectarian Layer 
2.2.1. The (Pre-Yahadic) Damascus Document 
2.2.1.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
CD 62-1 ]a 
As stated above, of all the various occurring forms of 'teaching 
righteousness' listed in the previous chapter, only one falls among the pre- 
2000b, pp. 40-42; Schiffman 1994, pp. 83-95,257-271; 2000a). "Thus, the caves of Qumran may 
have preserved writings which antedate the foundation of the Yabad" (Wacholder 1990, p-273). 
5 An apparent reference to 'seeking smooth things' is located in this layer at CD 1.18 (paralleled 
in 4Q266 frag. 2,1.21), though this will be examined in Chapter Five. 
6 As might, for example, be a danger if we were to examine all references to 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' across a textual layer and then all references to 'the Spouter of the Lie'. We 
cannot, for instance, assume that the D- and H-material categorised as belonging to the Early 
Sectarian Layer share an identical perspective. A comparison of various sobriquet occurrences 
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Yahadic portions of the Damascus Document. 7 This forms the culmination of a 
passage that would appear to describe the origins of agroup: 
6 '213ut God remembered the covenant of the forefathers, and he raised up from Aaron 
men of understanding and from Israel 3 men of wisdom and caused them to hear, and they 
dug the well; "a well that the princes dug, that 4the nobles of the eople excavated with a 
sceptre. " The 'well' is i 1"11rV7, and those who dug it are sthe 
7,4"10' 
': 10 who went 
forth from the land of Judah and sojoumed in the land of Damascus, 6 all of whom God 
called 'princes', for they sought him (IMIM-T) and their renown was not 7rejectcd by 
anyone's mouth. And the 'sceptre' is I-Ilrli-i MI-1, of whom $Isaiah said, "He brings 
forth a tool for his work. " And the 'nobles of the people' are 9 those who come to 
excavate the 'well' with the sceptres (/decrees) which 'the sceptre' decreed 10to walk in 
during all the age of wickedness and without which they shall obtain nothing, until there 
shall arise IM-Ni 1 M-11" 1 at the end of days. (CD 6.2-11 a)lt 
This passage is paralleled in 4Q266 (frag. 3,2.9b-17a) and partially in 4Q267 
(frag. 2,7-15) and 6Q 15 (frag. 3,5), though, due to the poor state of preservation, 
1771: 71 is not attested. How are we best to understand this designation? 
Solomon Schechter, who first published the Damascus Document in 1910 after 
the discovery of the CD manuscripts in the Cairo genizah, opted for 'the teacher 
of righteousness', regarding i'1111 as a simple variant of 7MIC (cf. CD 1.11; 
20.32). 9 Most scholars however render it more generally as either 'one who will 
teach righteousness' (Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Davies 1983; Knibb 
1994a), 'he ... who shall teach righteousness' (Vermes 2004), 'one who teaches 
righteousness' (Roth 1963, p. 95; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996) or 'he who 
teaches justice' (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997). 
Though the majority regard as a verbal form (specifically an imperfect 
hiphil from the root as Davies points out: 
7 In terms of potentially related terminology, note the presence of ji)'"71: in this layer (e. g. CD 1.18 
- 2.1). This will, however, be examined retrospectively by means of comparison in our analysis of 
the Hodayot in Chapter Three. 
8 Italics signify a Yahadic interpolation, following Davies 1983, p. 247 (also Murphy-O'Connor 
1971 a, pp. 23 0-23 1). 
9 Schechter 1970, p. 70. Cf. Dupont-Sommer 1961, p. 131. See further, Rabinowitz 1958, p. 393 (cf. 
1954, p. 22, n. 52). Indeed, Gregory Doudna suggests that 1")'71: o I i-Ml' is in fact a scribal error for 
1771go-1 711n (2001, pp. 686-689). 
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Since ID-TIM M"Il' and not il-311: 7i MR #Ill" is written, M-11' is capable of being 
construed as nominal rather than verbal, forming a construct with the following noun 
(Davies 1996, p. 89; Cf. 1988, p. 313). 
Clearly there is some terminological similarity between P-11: 71 71-11' and the 
sobriquet 'the Teacher of Righteousness'. While a degree of ambiguity remains 
with regard to translation, we shall adopt 'one who will teach righteousness' as a 
rendering that retains fully both the sense of the phrase and this association, 
without overstepping what can be said. 
It is often suggested that the 'standard' form 1711: 71 M11t3 has its origins 
in scriptural passages such as Joel 2.23 and Hosea 10.12 (e. g. Brownlee 1979, 
pp. 47-48; Burrows 1956, pp. 144-145; Lim 2002, pp. 74-75; Rabinowitz 1958, 
p. 397; Roth 1963). 10 HAkan Bengtsson disagrees however and, concerned 
primarily with the sobriquet as it appears in the pesharim, relegates these 
passages to the role of "secondary biblical supporC' (2000a, p. 216). " In either 
case, it would be prudent to examine them here afresh in relation to our earliest 
discernible occurrence of terminology pertaining to the teaching of righteousness 
(P'T1: M CD 6.11). Joel 2.23 reads: 
0 children of Zion, be glad and re*oice in the LORD your God; for he has given the early 
rain for your vindication {MI17)71: 
ý 
MTM1714), he has poured down (711') for you 
abundant rain, the early and the later rain (MIM iPM i MI 13), as before. (Joel 2.23) 
Significantly, the noun TI-M (here in the sense of 'early rain', though it can also 
mean 'teacher'; cf. Clines (ed. ) 200 1; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995) is found in 
the context of Furthermore, BHS notes with regard to the second 
occurrence that multiple manuscripts read M-11' instead (cf. CD 6.11). William 
Brownlee suggests that the writers of the scrolls understood this passage in 
10 Cf. Schechter 1970, p. 63, n. 16. 
1 Intriguingly, Bengtsson proposes that the Damascus Document itself should be considered the 
source of ji)"71 I ol-110 (2000a, pp. 191-196,288-290), a hypothesis that our present investigation 
may further illuminate. It should be acknowledged that this position does not preclude the 
possibility that passages such as Joel 2.23 and Hosea 10.12 might have nevertheless influenced 
the employment and/or formation of designations in the Damascus Document. 
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reference to an individual (accordingly: "for he has given you the one who 
showers [or, teaches] righteousness"; 1979, p. 47). 12 If there is any merit in the 
association of Joel 2.23 with CD 6.10-11 this may at least have been the position 
taken by the author of the (pre-Yahadic) Damascus Document; hence -ii'11' 
1711: 71 ('one who will teach righteousness'). However, aside from the coupling of 
the roots M7 and ji"77N, there is nothing in either Joel 2.23 or the surrounding 
text that bears any clear parallel to CD 6.2-11 a; thus we cannot convincingly 
demonstrate a dependence upon this scriptural passage. 
More intriguing however in terms of terminology and context is Hosea 
10.12. This reads: 
Sow for yourselves righteousness; reap steadfast love; break up your fallow ground; for it 
is time to seek (071ý) the LORD, that he may come JAIMI-1, U) and rain 
righteousness Pl"11; -MT) upon you. (Hosea 10.12) 
The phrase 1711: 7171 bears close structural and terminological 
resemblance to ID"71t7i i Ill' "MU -1. U (CD 6.10-11). Furthermore, in both cases 
this event takes place as a consequence of 'seeking' God (cf. CD 6.6: 1711 U17). 
Cecil Roth suggests that, as with Joel 2.23, the scriptural passage may have been 
understood in reference to an individual teacher (thus: "It is time to seek the Lord, 
until He shall come who shall teach righteousness to you"; 1963, p. 93). " Indeed, 
this is the -understanding preserved in both the Targurn and Vulgate Q. M. 
Baumgarten 1979, pp. 230-231; Burrows 1956, p. 145; Reeves 1988, pp. 289- 
290). 14 Of greater significance still, the Karaites shared this interpretation of 
Hosea 10.12 and from it derived the label ji"771; 77"11D for an anticipated 
eschatological messianic figure. 15 
12 So too Roth 1963. J. M. Baumgarten further notes that this is the understanding held in the 
Targum and Vulgate (1979, p. 231, n. 52). 
13 Cf. Brownlee 1979, pp. 4748; Burrows 1956, p. 145. 
14 Cf. n. 12above. - 
15 See primarily, Polliack 2005, pp. 191-195. Also Brownlee 1979, pp. 4849. Note in this context 
the future orientation of C'U', I M-MKI il"T11: 77 I-11' MD "ID (CD 6.10-11). 
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Other, more obscure, scriptural provenances for the act of 'teaching 
righteousness' have also been suggested (see Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 191-195; 
Fr6hlich 1999, pp. 302-305; Lim 2002, pp. 74-75), though these bear little (if any) 
relation to the immediate context of CD 6.2-1 Ia. While Joel 2.23 simply attests 
the combination of the relevant root forms (moreover in the distinct form 
i 71-11CM), Hosea 10.12 shares several notable points of contact 
(terminological, structural and contextual) with CD 6.2-1 Ia and therefore alone 
16 
can be said to have perhaps had some influence on the shaping of f 
Thus an expectation of the fulfilment of Hosea 10.12 (reinterpreted) can be seen 
to lie behind CD 6.10-11; seeking (CM1) God will lead to his coming and raining 
righteousness (I)II: -M-M W: P-ID; Hosea 10.12), understood as the arrival of 
one who will teach righteousness' (P-ilt 77 77"11 1 -TC. U "ID; CD 6.10-1 1). 17 
This event appears not yet to have happened in the context of this passage 
but is instead anticipated 'at the end of days' or, literally, 'in the last (of the) 
days' (O'C"M rl'-IMAM; CD 6.1 1). 18 Brooke prefers the translation 'the latter 
days', thus avoiding the apparent abrupt finality of 'the end of days', and argues 
that O'C'M 11'"IMA denotes a period of time before the end which "is already 
16 So too Campbell 1995a, pp. 88-99 (esp. p. 92). It should be noted that Bengtsson not only denies 
scriptural provenance to the 'standard' form, IM71: 7 M"V3 (claiming its origins lie in the 
Damascus Document itself, see n. 1 I above), but also to the 'antecedent forms' found in the latter 
text (2000a, pp. 288-290). His reasoning is that "we do not have any evidence for the interpretation 
'teacher' of the M-11' and the 17-1113,1 in Hos and Joel in the Qumran context" (2000a, p. 289). This 
seems counterintuitive, especially since (as our examination aboVe has demonstrated) CD 6.10-11 
itself at least would appear to attest such an interpretation of Hosea 10.12. Indeed, Bengtsson 
concludes that "some sobriquets must have been moulded without suitable biblical passages" 
(2000a, p. 290). Conversely, Ida Fr6hlich, in her examination of 'Qumran names', concludes 
emphatically that "they are not ad hoc inventions of the authors of the works... 'Ibis traditional 
language, worked into the community and contaminated with other systems, issuedfrom other 
biblical texts" (1999, p. 305; my italics). While his suggestion that the origins of the 'standard' 
form, i1311M are to be sought in the Damascus Document would appear congruent with 
our examination thus far, this thesis remains unconvinced (and somewhat baffled) by Bengtsson's 
insistence that the designation ij: )-1Z I i-i"11' (CD 6.11) is without scriptural derivation. 
17 Russell Fuller's analysis of the text of Hosea 10.12 in 4Q82 (4QX119) likewise supports this 
conclusion (1992, pp. 254-256; cf. 1997). On the personification of IM-12, see J. M. Baumgarten 
1979 (esp. pp. 230-233). 
18 See Collins 2000a; Kosmala 1978a; Steudel 1993. 
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being experienced" (1985, p. 176; so too Stegemann 1992, pp. 153-154). 19 Such an 
interpretation may influence our understanding of the implied timetable for the 
arrival of the 'one who will teach righteousness'. Though Phillip Callaway notes 
that CD 6.10-11 appears to concern a future figure, he astutely adds: 
This depends, of course on, when one dates the end of days. If the writer or reader 
viewed himself as living already in the last days, this figure might be considered a 
relative contemporary. (Callaway 1988, p. 1 15) 
John Collins casts doubt on Brooke's assertion that 0101,71 rl'774, is already 
being experienced (from the perspective of the Damascus Document at least), 
though he concedes that 'the end of days' might refer to a period of time rather 
than the end of time itself (1994a, pp. 195-199; cf. 2000a). A potentially useful 
approach might be borrowed from an analogy Albert Baumgarten draws between 
eschatological expectation as conceived by the authors of the scrolls and by 
contemporary millenarian movements such as Jehovah's Witnesses (2000, pp. 13 - 
14). In this light, 'the end of days' is the final climatic period (itself of 
unspecified length), the commencement of which can be both variously identified 
and indefinitely postponed. It follows therefore that at different times some or all 
of those responsible for the scrolls may have considered themselves as on the 
brink of, or even in the midst of, 'the end of days'. 20 
Consequently, CD 6.10-11 appears in general terms to have expressed an 
expectation of a figure yet to come. Exactly when this event was supposed to 
occur however may well have varied in the minds of both author and reader 
depending on the projected imminence of 0101,1 MITIR. On the other hand the 
reverse may also have been true. As Davies puts it: 
The 'end of days' might signify the arrival of the Teacher: more pertinently, the arrival 
ofthe Teacher would signify the 'end ofdays. (Davies 1988, p. 315; cf. 1996, p. 91) 
19 Cf. 4Q398 (4QMMT) frags 11-13,4: O'n't-I rl"IMIR Wil MI. 
20 See further the discussion by Shemaryahu Talmon (2003). 
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In this sense the 'one who will teach righteousness' might be interpreted as an 
eschatological figure in the mindset of those awaiting his arrival. Might this 
fin-thermore have messianic undertones? Some support for this perspective may 
come from a parallel passage also constituting part of the pre-Yahadic Damascus 
Document. Compare: 
6.10 to walk in during all the age of wickedness ( ... ), until there shall arise 
"one who will 
teach righteousness at the end of days. (CD 6.10-11) 
12.23 those who walk in these in the age of wickedness, until there shall arise the messiah 
of Aaron 13.1 and Israel (CD 12.23 - 13.1) 
That these statements existed alongside each other in the pre-Yahadic text of the 
Damascus Document may indicate that the 'one who will teach righteousness' 
was anticipated as the (singular? ) 'messiah Of Aaron and Israel' Q-71N% nUn 
ýR-jVj, j). 21 
In the light of the above, there are three significant possibilities regarding 
the relationship (if any) between the 'one who will teach righteousness at the end 
of days' and the figure that appears elsewhere among the scrolls as 'the Teacher 
of Righteousness' q)-11-i Firstly that, given the apparent references to 
21 WOO corrected from IlIC70 (following Qimron 1992a). A messianic reading of CD 6.10-11 is 
advanced by Davies (1983; 1988; and especially 2000c) and Dupont-Sommer (1954, p. 54); see 
too Callaway (1988, p. 1 13), Knibb (1994a, p. 50) and Vermes (2004, p. 86). CD 19.10-11, also part 
of the FSL, similarly anticipates the 'visitation' (7 rjiSt-i) of 'the messiah of Aaron and Israel' 
(cf. 14.19). The issue of messianism is further complicated both by the suggestion elsewhere 
among the scrolls that individual messiahs from Aaron and Israel were expected (e. g. IQS 9.11) 
and by the potential for uncritically conflating texts. Consequently Vermes, amalgamating the 
messianic perspectives of various sectarian texts, identifies the 'one who will teach righteousness' 
with 'the messiah of Aaron' alone (2004, p. 86; so too Knibb 1994a, p. 50). Brooke highlights 
however that the Damascus Document must be recognised as attesting more than one perspective 
(the product of redaction) and further suggests that, in its earliest form, only a single messianic 
figure was anticipated (1980; 1991a). On addressing the ambiguous nature of messianic 
expectation in the scrolls see: Collins 1995a; 2000b; Duhaime 2000a; Evans 2000a; 2000b; Garcia 
Martinez 1995b (esp. pp. 178-179); Horbury 1998 (esp. pp. 59-63); Lichtenberger 2003. Despite 
the ambiguity that arises when the scrolls are conflated, with regard to the FSL of the Damascus 
Document at least it is certainly arguable that, on the grounds of similarity between CD 12.23 - 13.1 and 6.10-11 (and the use of a verb in the singular following the designation in CD 14.19; cf. Brooke 1991a, p. 222; Garcia Martinez 1995b, p. 179; VanderKam 1994b, pp. 228-231), the 
expectation was of a singular 'messiah of Aaron and Israel', described as 'one who will teach 
righteousness at the end of days'. We shall return to this issue in subsequent chapters. 
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the latter figure's death in CD 19.33 - 20.17,6.10-11 anticipates his return 'at the 
end of days' (Dupont-Sommer 196 1, p. 13 1, n. 6; Schechter 1970, p. 45). Secondly, 
that the expected messianic ID-11: 7M 7711' is distinct from the historical M-110 
I)-iSi I (Collins 1995a, pp. 102-135; Knibb 1990, pp. 56-60). Thirdly, that the 
figure appearing elsewhere among the (presumably later) texts as 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' (1")-ISM 71-111n) was acclaimed as the 'one who will teach 
righteousness at the end of days' anticipated in CD 6.10-11 (Davies 1988; Wise 
1999, pp. 202-209). 22 The first of these, while understandable as a reading, has 
little in the way of corroborative evidence from the texts and has not found 
widespread acceptance. 23 The second is the most commonly held response but has 
been criticised on several counts, not least that it posits two teachers though 
nowhere else among the scrolls is an 'eschatological counterpart' to the role of 
'the Teacher of Righteousness' implied. 24 The third has again been criticised on 
several counts, including notably that elsewhere the historical teacher appears to 
pre-date 'the end of days'. 25 
For our present examination we are prohibited from accepting the first of 
these possibilities since it would appear that the FSL knows of no historical 
'Teacher of Righteousness' whose return could here be predicted. The only 
teacher to be found in this sectarian textual layer is the one who is awaited 'at the 
end of days'. Thus, of the two remaining alternatives, the third seems as if it 
might prove the most congruent with our chronological layering of the texts. This 
is hardly surprising since the proposal is that of Philip Davies, whose work on the 
redaction of the Damascus Document we have drawn upon heavily in the creation 
22 As a fourth possibility, Doudna attempts to remove the future orientation of CD 6.10-11 entirely 
by regarding 1"77S-I 711' as a scribal error for -ii"110 and suggesting that "InD "W is not 
in fact original to the text (2001, pp. 686-689). His endeavour is contrived however and ultimately 
unconvincing. 
23 Though on belief in resurrection in the scrolls, see Puech 1994, pp. 246-256. 
24 E. g. see Davies 1988, p. 313. 
25 Cf. lQpHab 2.1-10a. See Collins 1994a, pp. 203-204. Michael Knibb further advances the 
criticism that nowhere else is it suggested that the 'teacher' was regarded in a messianic light, as 
would appear to be the case with 1711M 711' (1990, p. 59). This issue, along with the nature of 
the designation 113-11: j I ri'= (4Q252 5.3), will be discussed further in Chapter Three. 
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of our schema. Nevertheless it appears on other grounds the most convincing, 
being arguably more straightforward in its reconciliation of these 'teacher' 
designations (without resort to the reincarnation or multiplication of teachers) and 
displaying heightened sensitivity to the shifting perspectives that can accompany 
textual development and redaction. 26 
This expectation of 'one who will teach righteousness at the end of days' 
is set firmly in the context of a pre-existing group, consisting of* 




ýR-Mr '= who went forth from the land of Judah and sojourned in the land of 
Damascus (CD 6.2-5) 
Various translations of ýWIU' '= have been suggested, including 'the converts 
of Israel' (deriving IMU from : 110: Knibb 1983, pp. 105-107; 1994a, pp-48-49; 
Vermes 2004), 'the returnees of Israel' (similarly derived from : 110: Iwry 1969; 
1994; Murphy-O'Connor 1970, pp. 211-214; 1972, pp. 545-546) and 'the captivity 
of Israel' (derived from MMV: Davies 1983, pp. 92-95; 1987, pp-43-44; 
27 Rabinowitz 1954, pp. 16-17, n. 20; Schechter 1970, pp. 67,70). An exegetical 
approach to Numbers 21.18 within the passage reveals this group to be those who 
'dug the well' with the aid of 'a sceptre' (CD 6.3-4). The 'well' is further 
revealed to be il-IIMM, while the 'sceptre' is 71"Ilrl-il M11 (the Seeker of the 
Law'), the 'tool' of Isaiah 54.16.28 
26 In response to Collins' criticism that elsewhere 'the Teacher of Righteousness' pre-dates 
1: 'n'ol rl"Irit% (see n. 25 above), we have already noted the flexibility with which 'the end of 
days' can be both applied and postponed. It is only to be expected that the calculation of this 
period might undergo reinterpretation in the light of subsequent events, perhaps represented in 
later sectarian layers, of which the eventual death of 'the Teacher of Righteousness' would surely 
count. 
27 Note that in Murphy-O'Connor's later Work he claims to find the translation 'returnees of 
Israel' "impossible to maintain" (1985, p. 232) and instead gives support to the rendering 'the 
converts of Israel' (1985, pp. 232-233). 
29 In addition to the meaning 'sceptre', as found in Numbers 21.18,1)11)iln can also be taken (as a 
denominative of ji7i) to mean 'one who prescribes decrees' or 'lawgiver' (Clines (ed. ) 1996; 
2001; Koehler and Baumgartner 1994; 1995; cf. Victor 1966). This dual meaning presumably lies 
behind the Damascus Document's equivalence of the 'sceptre' (Num 21.18) and 'the Seeker of 
the Law' (cf. Rabinowitz 1954, p. 21; Schonfield 1956, p. 32). It should be noted however that 
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According to CD 6.7-11, 'the Seeker of the Law' is the one who issued 
the decrees that should be walked in 'during all the age of wickedness ( ... 
), until 
there shall arise one who will teach righteousness at the end of days' (CD 6.10- 
11). It is notable that this law is valid only for the interim period ('the age of 
wickedness'; cf, 15.6-10) and may therefore be abrogated by the anticipated 
1771: 77 71-11' 'at the end of days'. 29 His very title is reminiscent of the fact that in 
Hosea 10.12 the act of 'seeking' (ZM7) is a necessary prerequisite for the 
6raining' / 'teaching' of righteousness. 30 It has been claimed that 'the Seeker of 
the Law' (71-11r)7 LM17) is simply an alternative designation to 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' flID-11il M'M3) and that both refer to the same historical figure. 
31 
Others argue that two distinct figures are here referred to, the former being a 
precursor for the latter. 32 Certainly the evidence of CD 6.2-11 a would indicate 
that 'the Seeker of the Law' pre-dates the anticipated ID-IS-11 1-1-11 9 . 
33 It Will 
John Elwolde questions whether 1)1i-)r11n was ever understood as 'sceptre' within the context of the 
Qumran-related sectarian literature and proposes instead that, rather than the object of a pun, it 
was simply read unambiguously as 'lawgiver' (2000, pp. 2-1 1). 
29 Davies claims CD 4.8-9 (and perhaps 1.5-7) might indicate efforts to calculate the length of this 
interim period (2000b, p. 34). 
30 It is in order to bring out this terminological context and maintain consistency that we have 
elected to render 7i-llrli-i CnI-1 'the Seeker of the Law' rather than, as would be equally valid, 
'the Interpreter of the Law' (cf. Cn-1 in Clines (ed. ) 1995; Koehler and Baumgartner 1994). For a 
similar rendering, see: Brin 1995, p. 51; Dimant 1984, p. 494; Rabinowitz 1954; 1958, pp. 397-398; 
Wiesenberg 1955, pp. 302-303. The implication of the title is in either case that it denotes an 
authority responsible for the correct discernment of Cf. nll, )ýrlil 'CM-1 (see Chapter 
Five). 
31E. g. Allegro 1956a, p. 176; Bengtsson 2000a, p. 182; Collins 1994a; 1995a, pp. 102-104; Knibb 
1990, pp. 56-63; 2000a. 
32 E. g. Callaway 1988, pp. 108-116; Davies 1983, pp. 123-125; 1988, pp. 314-315; 1989, p. 205; 
Murphy-O'Connor 1985; Wise 1999, pp. 202-209. Conversely, Hugh Schonfield suggests that 'the 
Seeker of the Law' might be a successor to 'the Teacher of Righteousness' (1956, p. 36). 
33 The designation has furthermore been associated with Moses, Ezra or Nehemiah, or regarded as 
a title applied to a series of 'seekers' (cf. IQS 6.6-8; 4QI74 frag. 1,1.11-12); see the excellent 
summaries by Phillip Callaway (1988, pp. 108-116; 1990, esp. pp. 641-644). Even if the 11-11' 
1)711 was, on arrival, acclaimed as one of a series of 'seekers', he is nevertheless demonstrably 
distinct in CD 6.2-11a from the 7i"Ilni-l tnl'l who is associated with the origins of the 
movement. Davies further suggests that 'the Seeker of the Law' might simply be a "halakhic 
fiction" (Davies 1989, pp. 204-206). 
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suffice for the present therefore to note that, with regard to the FSL, CMI-I 
i MTM is presented as a figure of authority who has already come to a group 
described as the ýA-IV 'MU) and has issued decrees that are to be upheld 'until 
there shall arise one who will teach righteousness at the end of days' (CD 6.10- 
11 a). 
Within this textual layer 'the Seeker of the Law' is a figure prior, both 
chronologically and ideologically, to any teacher-figure. More importantly for our 
purposes however, in terms of sobriquet development the only known 'teacher' of 
the FSL is the one described as ID11: 71 i-i-11' (CD 6.11). The arrival of this figure, 
perhaps to be identified with 'the messiah of Aaron and Israel' (cf. CD 12.23 - 
13.1), will herald 'the end of days'. His description as 'one who will teach 
righteousness' draws upon the language and structure of the prophetic expectation 
in Hosea 10.12 and is, according to our chronological schema, the earliest form to 
be found in the sectarian literature related to the sobriquet ji-)111 71-11D. 
2.2.1.2. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
CD 5.20 - 6.2 
As already stated, there are no explicit references to 'the Spouter of the 
Lie' (MMM J=) in the pre-Yahadic D-material and equally none of the 
associated forms that we listed in Chapter One are to be found. However, one 
related phrase, reminiscent of MMM n%=, appears interestingly enough 
immediately before the passage considered above containing reference to -ii-11' 
jr, 771: 71i: 
"2OAnd at the time of the destruction of the land, there arose those who moved the 
boundary and led Israel astray (L71, %-1Cr MR 2 'And the land became desolate for 
they spoke rebellion against the commandments of God by the hand of Moses and also 
6* 'by the holy anointed ones, and they prophesied falsehood J-11)V I'KW) to turn Israel 
away from following 2 God. (CD 5.20 - 6.2) 
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This passage (paralleled in 4Q266 frag. 3,2.7-10; 4Q267 frag. 2,4-7; 4Q269 
frag. 4,1-3; 6Q15 frag. 3,2-5) refers to those who -11DO 1AM', translated here 
'prophesied falsehood' (Bowley 1999, p. 365; cf, Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 34 
This is one of only very few occurrences of the verb R: 0 among the scrolls (see 
Bowley 1999, p. 360; Flint 2005, pp. 161-162,166-167). The word "11DO denotes 
'lies' / 'falsehood' / 'deception' and is thus effectively synonymous in meaning to 
: IT: ) (cf, Koehler and Baumgartner 1995; 1999). 35 Indeed, -11DU and MT: ) appear 
alongside each other in Micah 2.11 (along with a passage that as we shall 
see in the following chapter may have some bearing on the development of the 
sobriquet W=-i j%: U. 36 It is in order to maintain some distinction between the 
two that we have here elected to render -11DO as 'falsehood', though the parallel 
with : )T: ) should not be ignored. 
The coupling of R= and -11DO has some scriptural precedence, of which 
the book of Jeremiah contains several notable examples: e. g. C'N"MYM 
'11'=7AM) (5.31); -11MV 'C= VIAMM (23.25); "11DOM "AM) (23.26); 1AM 
"11i'M MUýrl (23.32). Jeremiah 23 in particular concerns itself with false 
prophecy and similarly accuses such figures of having led Israel astray (Url; 
23.13,32; cL CD 5.20); this against the backdrop of the Babylonian exile and the 
desolation of the land, a theme that recurs throughout Jeremiah (cf. CD 1.3-8; 
3.8-16; 5.20 - 6.5). The employment of N: ) and -11MV) in this specific scriptural 
context may suggest that the book of Jeremiah (especially Jeremiah 23) exerted 
some influence over the shaping of CD 5.20 - 6.2 and the description of those 
34 Other translations include: 'prophesied falsely' (Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Davies 1983); 
'prophesied lies' (Knibb 1994a; Vermes 2004); 'prophesied deceit' (Garcia Martinez 1996; 
Garcf a Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997). 
35 Also: Davidson 2002; Holladay 2000. 
36 See Bcngtsson 2000a, p. 97, n. 48. 
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who 'Ili-)V IKO-v. 37 Furthermore, forming a contrast with the false prophets, 
Jeremiah 23.5-6 reads: 
The days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I will raise up for David a righteous 
branch (177111101: ), ... (Jeremiah 23.5) 
It is interesting to speculate whether this might have had some effect on the pre- 
Yahadic D-material's reading of Hosea 10.12 or on the subsequent formulation of 
the messianic ID-11: 71 71-11", expected at 'the end of days' (CD 6.1 1). 38 
The group portrayed in CD 5.20 - 6.2 as those who 1170 IKIDI are 
described as having arisen 'at the time of the destruction of the land' and are also 
accused of having 'moved the boundary' (ýIMM 7CC; CD 5.20), 'led Israel 
astray' (ýA-IVJI MA Wrl'; CD 5.20) and having spoke rebellion against the 
commandments of God' (ýA rll!: C ýD MID 1-1: 11; CD 5.2 1). 39 They are set in 
. direct opposition to Moses and 'the holy anointed ones' (VJ-il IXI 'MUU; CD 6.1) 
through whom God's commandments have been revealed . 
40 The explicit 
presentation of the tM1jiX1 'rMU as God's true prophets (cf. CD 2.12-13; see 
Bowley 1999, pp. 358-360) unmistakably renders the group who 'prophesied 
falsehood' (11M IK11% CD 6.1) and 'led Israel astray' in the role of 'false 
prophets'. 41 The scriptural language employed casts this group in the typological 
mould of the false prophets spoken of in Jeremiah 23 (cf. Deuteronomy 13). Their 
prophetic status is thus undermined ('I did not send them or appoint them'; 
37 So too Campbell (1995a pp. 92,97) and Knibb (1994a pp. 4647). The passage may also echo: 
Deuteronomy 13.6; 19.14; 27.17; Hosea 5.10; 2 Chronicles 36.15-16 (Campbell 1995a, pp. 91-99). 
38 Cf. 4QI74 frag. 1,1.11-12; 4Q252 5.1-7. See further, Ulfgard 2000. 
39 Cf. 51: 1 'X)n (4Q266 frag. 3,2.7); 5A M11M ýD 71"10 MIEU I'M"I (4Q266 frag. 3,2.8; 
4Q267 frag. 2,5). 
40 Vj-ilp" 
11 woncorrected from 011IN-1 IMCM, following 4Q267 frag. 2,6; 6Q15 frag. 3,4 (cE 
Fitzmyer 2000, pp. 88-90; Qimron 1992a; Rabinowitz 1954, p. 20, n. 41). 
41 On the identification (or self-proclamation) of "charismatic preachers" as prophets and the 
notion of false prophecy, see Barton 1986, pp. 105-116. See further, Bowley 1999; M. M. Roberts 
1988, pp. 216-220. Cf. 4Q339, a list of 'false prophets who arose in Israel' (4Q339 1). 
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Jeremiah 23.32) and truth is deemed to reside instead in the L, ")A-IV ': 20 and 
TIT-M 7711-1 described immediately below. 
The accusation contained in the phrase "lli"M IKIII is evocative of the 
sobriquet 'the Spouter of the Lie' and encapsulates the sense of the designation in 
as much as one labelled a 'spouter' / 'preacher' of a lie is thus presented in the 
mould of a false prophet (cf. Micah 2.1 1). 42 Davies likewise notes the similarity 
"in content if not in wording" between -11%) 1AM' and MT: )-ii J%=, though 
emphasises the influence of scripture upon the presentation of false prophets in 
this context (Davies 1983, p. 12 1). Nevertheless, if we were to view the Damascus 
Document as a unified text and thus attribute this passage to the same layer as 
those passages which do make accusations of 'spouting lies' (see Chapter Three), 
we might consider the failure of CD 5.20 - 6.2 to utilise this typology something 
of a 'missed opportunity'. However, construed as a pre-Yahadic passage, we may 
conclude instead that this typology was simply yet to be adopted within sectarian 
vocabulary. Indeed, the absence of any identifiable form of the designation ý'= 
MMM in the FSL and the consistent use of rather generalised scriptural terms to 
describe adversaries (e. g. 'those who moved the boundary'; CD 5.20) might 
suggest that there was no significant polarised opposition at this point. Perhaps, 
given that it would appear no 'teacher' had yet arisen (cf. CD 6.10-11 a), there 
was equally no specific counter-figure known to this textual layer upon whom 
some form of the title : 17MM n'= might be conferred? 
2.3. Conclusions 
The sobriquets IM-71M 7111C and : 17=1 n'= do not occur in the FSL 
and there is no unequivocal indication that this textual layer is aware of any 
historical figures to whom these titles might have been applied. 43 Instead, with 
42 Rowley 1958, p. 1 20. 
43 It has been suggested by some that jM"71: iI il"110 was an alternative label for the figure deemed 
i Mlrlil CM11 who does appear in the FSL (e. g. Bengtsson 2000a, p. 1 82; Collins 1994a; Knibb 
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regard to 1771; M we have only an abstract description of a future didactic 
figure, 'one who will teach righteousness pl-11: -M M-11') at the end of days' (CD 
6.11 a). A parallel passage (CD 12.23 - 13.1) suggests that this description may 
have applied to the anticipated (apparently singular) figure elsewhere labelled 
(ý% IVJ, l rj, tLn). 44 'the messiah of Aaron and Israel' nI CD 6.10-11 a shares 
terminological, structural and contextual affinities with Hosea 10.12, though (as 
with later exegetes; see n. 15 above) interprets the scriptural text in relation to a 
'teacher'. The roots M"I' and IM"7Y, the structure of the phrase M"11' "Mu -1D 
17IN-M, and the context of 'seeking' (root: 7717) can all be derived from Hosea 
10.12. Thus, the occurrence of 1D-71: 71 M"11' at CD 6.11 can be described as a 
thoroughly contextualised adoption from the scriptural passage. The precise 
M-11C relationship (if any) between this attestation and the sobriquet ID-il;, -l 1 is 
something that we shall endeavour to explore as we continue our examination of 
the remaining sectarian textual layers. 
Not only is the title MMM ý'= similarly absent from this textual layer, 
but also any identifiable use of vocabulary that might constitute an antecedent 
form of the sobriquet. The closest reference, in terms of sense at least, is the 
description of a group who, among other things, 'prophesied falsehood' (IKW 
'11MV; CD 6.1). The failure of the Damascus Document to utilise a 'spouting' 
typology in this context, as prevalent elsewhere in the (later) text, suggests that 
this motif was perhaps unknown to the FSL. Indeed, this textual layer attests no 
counter-figure to the anticipated ij-)11171 -711'. Even the group who 'prophesied 
falsehood' belong to the past-present from the perspective of this passage and so 
are set in opposition to the prophets of the past, 'the holy anointed ones' (CD 
6.1), rather than the 'teacher'. 
1990, pp. 56-63), though even if the case, the sobriquet itself, 1711: 71 il"IIC, remains demonstrably 
absent from this textual layer. 
44 See n. 21 above. 
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As noted by Michael Knibb, there is a marked dualism in CD 5.16 - 6.11 
(1994a, p. 46) . 
45 'The Prince of Lights' CY-11R'il 10; 5.18) is opposed by'Belial' 
(ýVý: % 5.18) while 'Moses and Aaron' Q-171W 70t% 5.18) have their 
9). 4 counteiparts in 'Jannes and his brother' MAI 107% 5.18-1 6 The 'men 
of understanding' 6.2) and 'men of wisdom' (01n: M; 6.3) raised up by 
God stand in sharp contrast to those described as 'not a people of understanding' 
(W i'l r1l )': I OD R 
ý; 5.16; cf. Isaiah 27.11) and of whom it is said 'there is no 
understanding -in them' (iV: 1 1271M J'tA; 5.17; cf. Deut 32.28). The 'holy 
anointed ones' (MlilD-il 'rl'Vn; 6.1), as true prophets through whom God's 
commandments are claimed to have come, are juxtaposed by those who 
'prophesied falsehood' (-11DU I KID% 6.1) 
. 
47 
However, the anticipated 'one who will teach righteousness' (il-11' 
1,771:, 1; 6.11) has no counterpart and remains, for the purposes of this passage, 
unopposed. This may indicate that the movement behind the text did not expect 
there to be any opposition when this eschatological figure arrived, perhaps 
believing he would be universally recognised. We might posit that only at a later 
stage, after the arrival of a claimant to the role and in response to those who did 
not in fact recognise him as such, was it necessary to employ labels denoting 
opposition. 48 Nevertheless, the terminology and typological mould for describing 
these opponents is in place in the FSL. The anticipated 'teacher' is presented as 
an eschatological successor to 01117M IMIM; just as 'the holy anointed ones' 
45 Note however that Knibb regards CD 5.17b-19 as secondary (1994a, p. 46; so too Murphy- 
O'Connor 1970, pp. 224-225), contra Davies (1983, p. 121) and Pietersma (1991, p. 384; 2000). On 
dualistic elements in the scrolls and Persian influences, see: Collins 1979; 1995b; Davies 1978; 
1985, pp. 49-55; Duhaime 2000b; van der Ploeg 1958, pp. 95-105; Wilcox 1969. 
46 Cf. Davies 2000b, p. 32, n. 6; Pietersma 1991; 2000. 
47 One glaring omission from this otherwise fairly consistent duality is the absence of any 
counterpart to 'the Seeker of the Law' (il"Ilr1i'l U111; 6.7). This may have historical implications 
which could be pursued in a subsequent study. 
48 This may in turn lend weight to the postulated existence of historical figures behind such 
epithets. 
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were the instruments of God's teaching in the past, so the anointed il-7il: M 77-11' 
(cf. CD 12.23 - 13.1) will confer God's teaching 'at the end of days' (CD 6.11; 
cf. Hosea 10.12) . 
49 Formulated in this manner, we might suppose that any figure 
who did later arise in opposition to the 'teacher' would be cast in the mould of 
those who -11DO IR: 11% the group that in this passage stands most clearly in 
contrast to 77711D, -i WM. In other words if we were to deduce an oppositional 
designation we would do so in terms of false prophecy. Might we here be able to 
detect the earliest traces of a dichotomy that was eventually to produce the 
sobriquet 'the Spouter of the Lie' (: 17 =71 J'=)? 
49 The passage notes that, during the interim 'age of wickedness', the decrees issued by 'the 
Seeker of the Law' are to be followed (CD 6.7-11). 
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Early Sectarian Layer 
3.1. Introduction 
The second of our proposed textual layers to be examined is the 'Early 
Sectarian Layer'. This is the first of two broad textual layers that can perhaps be 
more readily classed as Yahadic or 'sectarian' in the strictest sense., The 
designation 'Early Sectarian' has no specific bearing on the timescale in which 
these texts were produced and should not be taken to imply, for example, that 
these texts were all composed within a few years of the establishment of the 
'Yahad'. Neither should it be assumed that the texts contained herein were all 
produced simultaneously; indeed the period of time covered by this textual layer 
might be quite extensive. 2 Instead 'Early Sectarian' serves only in a relative sense 
to distinguish these texts from those which, on literary grounds, appear to be 
dependent upon them and therefore somewhat later (dubbed for our purposes 
'Late Sectarian'). In turn, both of these layers postdate the pre-Yahadic 
'Formative Sectarian Layer' examined in the previous chapter. 
This Early Sectarian Layer (ESL), in terms of our present investigation, 
consists chiefly of Yahadic D-material and H-material. As argued in Chapter 
One, the Damascus Document might primarily be described as a pre-Yahadic text 
and this informed our adoption of the 'Formative Sectarian Layer'. Yet, as Philip 
Davies notes, it is "strictly speaking, also to be regarded as a yabad texv' (2000b, 
p-36), as the documents we have constitute a Yahadic revision of the earlier 
material .3 It is these apparent revisions which comprise the 
Yahadic D-material 
1 See n. 5 of the Introduction. 
2 This in turn raises the possibility that our approach could be further refined if evidence of textual 
dependency internal to this layer was discovered. We shall return to this issue in our final 
Conclusions. 
See primarily Davies 1983. Cf. Chapter One, n. 93. 
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and will be examined here. 4 The H-material will likewise be scrutinised for any 
apparent occurrences of the sobriquets ji'771: 71 M"Iln and MM71 I= (along 
with both 'variant' forms and related terminology where appropriate). One further 
text to be examined in the ESL is 4Q252. In Chapter One we tentatively placed 
this-text alongside the D-material (following Campbell 2004, pp. 17-18) on the 
grounds of similarity in terms of language, structure and exegetica I method. We 
furthermore placed it with the specifically Yahadic D-matcrial after noting its use 
of -Iri'i-l 'MIR ('the Men of the Community/Yahad'). 5 Though the text contains 
no discernible designations related to MM77 ý=, we shall nevertheless consider 
what light one passage in particular might throw upon our understanding of the 
sobriquet 11711"1 "711U before proceeding to the 'Late Sectarian Layer'. First 
however, let us turn our attention once more to the Damascus Document. 
3.2. Sobriquets in the Early Sectarian Layer 
3.2.1. The (Yahadic) Damascus Document 
3.2.1.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
CD 1.4-11a 
The first of several possible allusions to 'the Teacher of Righteousness' in 
the Yahadic revision of the Damascus Document occurs early on in the text in the 
context of yet another passage that appears to describe the origins of a group: 6 
"But when he remembered the covenant of the forefathers, he left a remnant sto Israel 
and did not give them to destruction. And at the time of wrath, three hundred 6 and ninety 
years afier he had given them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, 7he 
visited them and caused to grow from Israel andfrom Aaron a root of planting to inherit shis land and to grow fat on the goodness of his soil. And they perceived their iniquity 
4 This Yahadic redaction consists of CD 19.33b - 20.27a, along with the various glosses (e. g. I-Ila; 1.13-18a; 4.19b-20a; 6.18b-19; 7.14 - 8.1; 8.12b-13; 19.24b-26a; 20.28b; 20.30b-33a). Note however: Boyce 1990; Campbell 1999; Dimant 1984 (ppA90497). 
5 See Chapter One, n. 97. So too Brooke 1994b, p. 174, n. 26; Garcia Martinez 1995b, p. 161. Cf. 
perhaps 17MM 'MA (CD 20.32). 
6 Charlotte Hempel identifies four such passages in the Damascus Document, each constituting an 'account of community origins': CD 1.3-11a; 2.8b-13; 3.12b - 4.12a; 5.20 - 6.11a (1999a; also 2000, pp. 2643). 
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and knew that 9they were guilty men, and they were like the blind and like gropers of a 
way 10for twenty years. But God perceived their deeds, for they sought him (1111UTI) 
with a whole heart, "and he raised upfor them /. ")7-V i777'oto leadthem in the way ofhis 
heart. (CD 1.4-11 a)7 
This passage is paralleled in 4Q266 (frag. 2,1.9-15) and partially in 4Q268 
(frag. 1,11-17), though, due to the poor state of preservation, I)-fit 11"lln is 
attested in neither. The text here is instantly reminiscent of CD 6.2-11 a, examined 
in the FSL, and indeed is largely pre-Yahadic itself in terms of content, though 
ultimately the product of Yahadic revision; as such the passage as a whole has a 
distinctly Yahadic 'spin' to it. The designation 1-71!: '7= would certainly 
appear to be related in some way to 1711: 71 -711n, and in fact the only notable 
difference between the two is the absence of the definite article. in the former. 
Sensitive to this omission (and its potential significance), most scholars render 
the phrase 'a teacher of righteousness' (Davies 1983; Knibb 1994a; Schechter 
1970; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996) or with capitals, 'a Teacher of 
Righteousness' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez 
8 and Tigchelaar 1997; Vermes 2004). Of these two possibilities, this thesis shall 
adopt the former, leaving the designation un-capitalised ('a teacher of 
righteousness'; j)-il: -711n) so as to distinguish it more obviously in our 
considerations from the 'standard' form title 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
(P-Tirm 11-11n)? 
Whence then jD71: -ii-IIU? Timothy Lim regards it as simply a variant 
form of ji')-il-i 71-11n, believing the absence of the definite article to be the result 
of "the poetic context in which the phrase is found" (Lim 2002, p. 75), and thus 
translates without distinction. Accordingly, he considers the origin of the phrase 
7 Italics signify the Yahadic glosses or expansions to the text, following Davies 1983 (p. 233; cf. 
pp. 61-69). Note however, Wassen 2005, p. 33, n. 66. 
g Cf. 'a Righteous Teacher' (J. M. Baumgarten 1996; 2004, p. 83). Note however '(the) Righteous 
Teacher' (Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995). Also, 'a Guide of Righteousness' (Rabinowitz 1954; 
1958). 
9 See Chapter One, n. 54. 
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to lie in such scriptural passages as Hosea 10.12 and Joel 2.23 (as we examined in 
the FSL). Of these, Jonathan Campbell regards Hosea 10.12 (in conjunction with 
Isaiah 30.20) as having some impact upon the formation of 171S i MIn in CD 
1.11 (1 995a, pp. 51-67). 10 It is perhaps worth re-examining this scriptural passage: 
Sow for yourselves righteousness; reap steadfast love; break up your fallow ground; for it 
is time to seek (077) the LORD, that he may come and rain righteousness 
fil')II: MT) upon you. (Hosea 10.12) 
As was the case with CD 6.2-11 a, there are likewise some significant parallels 
between this passage and CD 1.4-1 Ia. In both cases the 'raining of righteousness' 
or the arrival of 'a teacher of righteousness' is at the instigation of God and in 
direct resP'Onse to the act of seeking him (cf. CD 1.10: 1 It might even be 
possible that the planting metaphor of Hosea 10.12a consequently influenced the 
inclusion of such in CD 1.7 (the specific formation of which was perhaps more 
heavily influenced by Isaiah 60.2 1; cf. Campbell 1995a, pp. 56,61-62). " 
There are without doubt therefore some notable parallels between Hosea 
10.12 and CD 1.4-11 a, though it is significant that by and large these are the same 
parallels as occur between the former and CD 6.2-11 a. In the FSL we noted the 
striking similarity between the phrases ji-771: 7171 RIM""ID (Hosea 10.12) and 
177Y, 1 71"11 1 "7U. U "M (CD 6.10-11), both events occurring as a consequence of 
'seeking' God (cf. CD 6.6-7: 171IM7 '.: )). This parallel is arguably stronger, for 
example in terms of such phraseology, than that between Hosea 10.12 and CD 
1.4-11 a (the final form of which has already been allocated on other grounds to a 
later textual layer than CD 6.2-11 a). 12 Might the Yahadic redaction of CD 1.4-11 a 
therefore be dependent only vicariously upon Hosea 10.12 through an actual 
dependence upon CD 6.2-11 a? Furthermore, according to the schema we have 
10 So too Schechter 1970, p. 63, n. 16. 
Campbell also notes the occurrence of -IMIM =0 a little further down the column (CD 1.19) 
which, being paralleled in Hosea 10.11, would appear to corroborate the influence of this text on 
the passage in question (Campbell 1995a, p. 62). 
12 Cf. Davies 1983. 
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adopted from Davies, the act of seeking in CD 1.10 (17MMI), the planting 
metaphor of CD 1.7 and the occurrence of "IAIR-il : 11tO at CD 1.19 all belong to 
the original pre-Yahadic text, while God's raising of 'a teacher of righteousness' 
71-11t% CD 1.11) is a Yahadic expansion. 13 To what extent therefore can we 
really regard Hosea 10.12 itself as having influenced the formation of M-110 
in this passage? Rather, it is over the pre-Yahadic text of the Damascus 
Document that the scriptural passage appears to have exerted its greatest 
influence. 
In the absence of any other explanation we might consider the various 
apparent parallels with Hosea 10.11- 12 as evidence of the textual unity of CD 
1.4-11 a (or at least of the originality of CD 1.11 a), thus casting doubt upon the 
assertions of Davies and others that the passage has undergone a Yahadic 
revision. 14 However, the other possibility, as noted above, is that CD 1.4-11 a in 
its final form might be dependent upon CD 6.2-1 Ia. The pre-Yahadic elements of 
the first column OMIU-1-1; -IMI: i-i Mlt% etc) may still have been influenced by 
Hosea 10 (as identified by Campbell; 1995a, pp. 51-67), while the later Yahadic 
expansion of CD 1.1 Ia might have been fashioned post factum in accordance 
with the expectation of 'one who will teach righteousness' (P-Wil 7711') 
professed in CD 6.10-11 a, itself directly dependent upon Hosea 10.12. 
The jiý)-IS -711C of CD 1.1 Ia is generally interpreted by most scholars as 
referring in some way to the same historical figure elsewhere given the title 
17TIt-M ol'11C. 15 The historical question aside, there does indeed appear to be 
some relation between the two designations on account of their remarkable 
similarity. Given the absence of the 'standard' form title [)-iSM M-11U in the 
13 Davies 1983, p. 233; cf. pp. 61-69. 
14 The various scholarly arguments for the existence of such a revision of this passage are 
summarised in Davies 1983, pp. 61-69. 
15 See for example: Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Charlesworth 2002; Dupont-Sommer 1961; 
Grossman 2002; Hempel 1999a; Knibb 1994a; Lim 2002; Murphy-O'Connor 1974; Puech 1999; 
Schiffman 1994; Stegemann 1992; VanderKarn 1994a; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 
1996. 
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ESL, might 1771; 71-M3 represent not a variant (as Lim 2002, p. 75) but a 
developmental stage of the sobriquet, perhaps prior to such apparent 
standardisation? With the adoption of Davies' interpretation of the Damascus 
Document, specifically the proposal that the expectation of ij")ISM M'111 (CD 
6.10-11a) pre-dates the Yahadic assertion of a il71S ', I-Iln (CD 1.11a), it 
becomes increasingly probable that the formulation (and insertion) of the latter 
was primarily dependent upon the existence of the former passage already within 
the pre-Yahadic form of the text. An association of CD 1.11 a with Hosea 10.12 
comes vicariously therefore through CD 6.2-11 a and also'through the apparent 
influence of Hosea 10 upon the pre-Yahadic context in which CD 1.11 a is set 
(itself perhaps the reason for the inclusion of I)IS M-11C at this point). ' 6 That the 
figure raised up by God is described as 'a teacher of righteousness' owes more 
perhaps to the pre-existing expectation that there would arise 'one who will teach 
righteousness at the end of days' (itself an interpretation of the raining of 
righteousness in Hosea 10.12), than the scriptural text on which this expectation 
was based. 
The use of the past tense in CD 1.4-11 a implies that a figure described as 
'a teacher of righteousness' had already arisen by the time of this Yahadic 
revision of the text. The association of this description with (and probable 
dependence upon) i1771VI 77"11' of CD 6.10-11a suggests that the figure thus 
described was held (at least in some circles) to be the 'one who will teach 
righteousness' expected 'at the end of days'. Two further implications therefore 
become apparent. Firstly, those who subscribed to such an opinion may well have 
16 We are given perhaps to wonder whether, prior to Yahadic revision, CD 1.4-11 a may have 
contained at this point an expectation akin to that of the 1)11171 -ei-11' of CD 6.10-11 a. If the case, 
the poetical metre of the passage, upon which Mark Boyce bases his arguments in favour of 
textual unity and the originality of CD 1.11 a (Boyce 1990), might not have been so different in 
the pre-Yahadic stage. However, such would raise the question as to why an appropriate revision 
was not also made of CD 6.10-11a; a point noted by Campbell (1995a, p. 90, n. 71; 1999, pp-17- 
22) and which we shall discuss further in Chapter Five. Furthermore, it is arguable on specifically 
metrical grounds that CD I. Ila constitutes an insertion into the text rather than a replacement 
(e. g. Davies 1983, pp. 61-69). 
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believed themselves to be living in 'the end of days' (cf. CD 6.10-11a) . 
17 
Secondly, we noted in Chapter Two that O'C'M rl'"IMAM ji"771: M 71-11' (CD 
6.11 a) appears to be a description of the anticipated 'messiah of Aaron and Israel' 
(cf. CD 12.23 - 13.1); might we then infer that the figure acclaimed as -M"V3 
175'71: in CD 1.1 la was regarded in this messianic light? In terms of the historical 
question, Davies goes so far as to suggest that such (loosely defined) "messianic 
pretension" may provide the key to understanding the origins of the Yahad and its 
point of departure from the wider movement responsible for the pre-Yahadic 
material (Davies 1988, pp-316-317; cf. 1996, pp. 92-94). 18 
With regard to context, this figure is explicitly described as having been 
'raised up' for a pre-existing group who were 'like the blind and like gropers of a 
wayfor twentyyears' prior to his arrival (CD 1.9-11). It would be consistent with 
our interpretation of the text so far to identify this group with that described in 
CD 6.2-11 a as following the decrees issued for the interim period by 'the Seeker 
of the Law' while awaiting the arrival of 'one who will teach righteousness at the 
end of days. Specifically, from the point of view of the (post- ij711: 77-111n) 
Yahadic revision of the text, this unenlightened group represents the pre-Yahadic 
movement responsible for the earliest form of the text; by implication, any of this 
number who failed to acknowledge the figure acclaimed by the Yahad as 'M"Iln 
1711: (the time of whose arrival is clearly denoted) remain 'like the blind and like 
gropers of a way'. 
In the pre-Yahadic Damascus Document, the terms 'remnant' 
CD 1.4) and 'a root of planting' (MMM V7110; CD 1.7) appear to be 
17 Note the insight of Davies with regard to the expectation of j)7!;, I 7i'll' and its relation to 
U'Vi i rl'71R in CD 6.2-11 a: "The 'end of days' might signify the arrival of the Teacher: more 
pertinently, the arrival of the Teacher would signify the 'end of days"' (Davies 1988, p-315; cf. 
1996, p. 91). CfAQ398 frags 11-13,4: 013', l rl'-IMA h1ol 1171. 
'a Difference of opinion regarding the authority of the 'teacher' has also been suggested by other 
scholars as a defining factor in the shaping of the Yahad; see for example: Charlesworth 2002, 
p. 36; Murphy-O'Connor 1974, pp. 233-238; VanderKarn 1994a, pp. 100-101; 1999a, p. 527; 
Vermes 2004, pp. 54-66. 
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synonymous self-descriptions of the group responsible for the text. 19 The Yahadic 
redaction however, in particular the insertion of the phrase 'three hundred and 
ninety years after he had given them into the hand of Nebuchadnezzar, king of 
Babylon' (CD 1.5-6), results in the chronological distancing of the 'remnant' and 
the 'root', with the latter now appearing to designate a later group that sprang 
from the former. Accordingly, we should perhaps recognise the term 'a root of 
planting' as having been specifically adopted as a self-identification of the Yahad, 
a group from within the 'remnant' who, after a shared period of groping for the 
way (cf. 4Q306 frag. 1,12), acknowledged the arrival of one acclaimed as the 
anticipated ji')Mt-ii 71-11' of CD 6.11 a . 
20 Such a shift in the self-identification of 
the group responsible for the text as we have it is also evidenced by Charlotte 
Hempel's examination of 'accounts of community origins' in the Damascus 
Document. She claims that these accounts: 
convey a sense of temporal distance and remoteness of the writer(s) from the beginnings 
of the movement. One gains the impression that the writer(s) of these passages no longer 
identify with the beginnings of the movement but are very conscious of a considerable 
period of time having elapsed. (Hempel 1999a, pp. 327-328; my italics) 
As already stated, we may make an educated guess, based on the content of the 
Yahadic redaction of the text, that the point of departure was the arrival of a 
figure who was acclaimed by some as the messianic 'one who will teach 
righteousness' anticipated in CD 6.10-11a. 21 It is then the conviction of the 
19 So too Davies 1983, p. 65. On the use of the planting metaphor elsewhere among Jewish 
literature, see: Fujita 1976; Stuckenbruck 2005; Tiller 1997. Shozo Fujita notes the relationship in 
such literature between the planting metaphor and the existence of a 'righteous remnant' 
consisting of pious Jews who, in the aftermath of a period of wickedness, 'repent and return to 
God' (1976, p. 39). There is a clear similarity with the 'remnant' / 'root of planting' group of the 
Damascus Document who, existing in the 'time of wrath' (CD 1.4-8), are elsewhere in the text 
described as the 'Nt -10' ': = (CD 4.2; 6.5; 8.16; 19.29). This leads Hempel to conclude that such 
texts (for example, Jubilees and I Enoch) were actually composed by the same group as that 
responsible for the Damascus Document (I 999a, p. 329, n. 36). 
20 Phillip Callaway has similarly identified the 'remnant' with the (pre-Yahadic) IWIV `: Vj who 
followed the decrees laid down by 'the Seeker of the Law' while awaiting the arrival of 'one who 
will teach righteousness at the end of days'. The 'root of planting' on the other hand, in the 
present form of the text at least, is taken to designate the (Yahadic) group who acknowledged the 
historical arrival of 'a teacher of righteousness' (IM-1Y 7110; CD 1.11 a). See Callaway 1990. 
21 CE Davies 1988, p. 316. 
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Yahadic group that the 1771,1 TV had indeed arrived (in the face of opposition 
from other members of the 'remnant' group) that caused this separation of 
'remnant' and 'root of planting' in the ideology of the Yahad. Furthermore, it is 
this conviction that is directly responsible for the shaping of the designation 
1)71: M"Iln ('a teacher of righteousness') in reference to this figure. In this sense, 
the formulation of jD"71t M"M (CD 1.11 a) from ij771: -M M"11' (CD 6.11 a) can be 
viewed in a polemical light, aimed at establishing categorically the identity of this 
figure according to the understanding of the Yahadic group. 
CD 19.33b - 20. la 
Though no further instances of 'teacher' designations occur within 
manuscript A of the Cairo Damascus Document (save M'11' at CD 6.11 a, 
belonging to the FSQ, several are to be found in manuscript B. The last line of 
column 19 preserves the words '11' and 71-11U (CD 19.35), though a horizontal 
line crossing them indicates a cancellation. 22 The resulting passage reads: 
19.33 Tbus all the men who entered the new 34Covenant in the land of Damascus and turned 
and betrayed and departed from the well of living water 35 shall not be reckoned in the 
council of the people and in their list they shall not be written from the day of the 
gathering in tnoRn) of -rrrm until there shall arise the messiah from Aaron 
and from Israel. (CD 19.33b - 20.1 a) 
The meaning of the designation TM71 il"11C is uncertain. Solomon Schechter 
rendered it 'the only teacher', taking Trl"M as a subjective genitive derived from 
I'M' meaning 'only' (cf. Genesis 22.2). 23 His approach has been followed by 
several scholars who have translated the phrase similarly as 'the pnique teacher' 
(Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; 
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997). However, further down the same column, 
CD 20.31-32 reads: 
22 Qimron 1992a, pp. 4445; Schechter 1970, p. 75, n. 24. For the use of similar correction 
procedures among the Qumran-related Dead Sea Scrolls, see Tov 1999 (esp. p. 251). 
23 Schechter 1970, p. 75. 
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20.31 and have been instructed in the first ordinances by which -17171 -40ýtk 32 were judged 
(CD 20.31-32). 
An intriguing parallel exists in the Community Rule: 
and they shall be judged by the first ordinances in which ln'o i 'ViR began to be 
instructed (I QS 9.10). 
This suggests that might be a variant form of 7171 ('the Yahad 
Community'), in which case -11 r7I ,II =A could likewise be rendered 'the Men of 
24 the Community' . Furthermore, 
it would follow that taken as an 
objective genitive in this way, would render '771'71 7111C 'the Teacher of the 
Community' (Davies 1983; Knibb 1994a; Vermes 2004). 25 Unfortunately we 
have only the medieval manuscript B of the Damascus Document upon which to 
found any assumptions as the passage is not paralleled among the fragmentary 
Qumran-related material. Nevertheless we shall follow the majority of scholars in 
rendering 7n71 'VDA 'the Men of the Community' and thus, adopting a 
consistent approach that regards 1'r17i as a variant form of 71'il, render -ii"Iln 
IW71 'the Teacher of the Community'. 26 
What then is the nature of this relationship between the sobriquet 7111D 
I'M"71 and the other 'teacher' designations? Like Ii7ill 7711C of CD 1.11a, 
24 Indeed, Elisha Qimron notes in his transcription of CD to read 7177 for I (I 992a, pp. 46- 
49). So too Eduard Lohse (198 1, pp. 104-107). See further, de Moor 1957. Cf. Clines (ed. ) 1998; 
Koehler and Baumgartner 1995. 
25 It is intriguing that Baumgarten and Schwartz Tender -171'o I 711n 'the unique Teacher', yet 
translate -M171 'MA a few lines later as 'the men of the Community' (Baumgarten and Schwartz 
1995). In similar fashion, Wise, Abegg and Cook refer to 'the Beloved Teacher' and 'the 
members of the Yahad' respectively (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). Such an approach appears to 
be fundamentally inconsistent. 
26 Likewise, Brownlee 1979, p. 48; Cross 1995, pp. 73,118; Davies 1983; Eshel 1999a; Fitzmyer 
2000, p. 91; Fr6hlich 1999, p. 296, n. 8; Knibb 1994a; Lohse 198 1; Qimron 1992a; Roth 1963, p-95, 
n. 1; Rowley 1952a, p. 32, n. 5; Stem 1950, p. 24; Talmon 1953; 1989, pp. 53-60,289; Ven-nes 2004; 
Wernberg-Moller 1953, p. 311-312. 
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171'71 "M-M: would appear to describe a figure that has already arisen. 27 Rather 
than posit the existence of two historical teachers, 'the Teacher of the 
Community' may refer to the same figure elsewhere described as 'a teacher of 
righteousness'. 28 In our examination above, we concluded that [771: "711U in CD 
LIIa was acclaimed as the 'one who will teach righteousness' (P11: 77 M"11') 
anticipated 'at the end of days' in the FSL (CD 6.10-11 a). We can therefore 
further conclude, at least tentatively, that this figure was given the titular 
designation 'the Teacher of the Community'. 29 
The passage mentions 'the day of the gathering in (nMAM) of the Teacher 
of the Community' (CD 19.35b - 20.1 a), generally accepted as a reference to his 
death . 
30 Although Ben Zion Wacholder has argued that this refers to "the 
assembling of the community by the Morelf' (1988, p. 327), his approach has 
more recently been refuted by Joseph Fitzmyer who demonstrates beyond 
reasonable doubt that the death of 'the Teacher of the Community' is here 
indicated (2000, pp. 261-265). From this point until the arrival of 'the messiah 
from Aaron and from Israel' (ýR-VCI 1"I'MRn n=; CD 20.1 a): 
1933 all the men who entered the new 34 covenant in the land of Damascus and turned and 
betrayed and departed from the well of living water 35 shall not be reckoned in the council 
of the people and in their list they shall not be written (CD 19.33b-35). 
Why should the death of 'the Teacher of the Community' provide such a starting 
point? Perhaps it was considered that, with his death, there no longer existed the 
authority to allow re-admission (e. g. Murphy-O'Connor 1972, p. 546). 
Alternatively, perhaps it was his death itself that triggered this departure from the 
27 Cf. however Wiesenberg 1955, pp306-308. 
29 So too most scholars; see for example n. 26 above. Note however Roth (1963, p. 95, n. 1) and 
Wiesenberg (1955). 
29 Of course one potential problem with such an assessment is that we have already identified 
M-11' with 'the messiah of Aaron and Israel', whereas in CD 19.33b - 20.1 a 'the Teacher 
of the Community' is quite clearly distinct from ýX-IVMI j"17M0 MM. We shall use the 
remainder of this section to explore this issue. 
30 CC Genesis 25.8,17; Numbers 20.24-26; 2 Kings 22.20. 
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4new covenant' and its 'well of living water' (cf. CD 3.12b- 16; 6.2-5)? We earlier 
hypothesised that the pre-Yahadic expectation of 'the messiah of Aaron and 
Israel' as 'one who will teach righteousness at the end of days' (cf. CD 6.10-11; 
12.23 - 13.1) was deemed to have been fulfilled by the arrival of a figure 
acclaimed as such and described in these tenris (e. g. 71)72 71'11U; CD 1.1 la). His 
death, and the understandable disappointment that would ensue for those whose 
messianic hopes were pinned upon him, may have prompted some to depart from 
the group, thus betraying the covenant in the eyes of those who remained 
steadfast. 31 
Whatever the circumstances, the death of 'the Teacher of the Community' 
appears to have necessitated an amendment of the Yahad's messianic 
expectations. While in the FSL, the pre-Yahadic layer of the Damascus 
Document, a 'messiah of Aaron and Israel' is anticipated as 'one who will teach 
righteousness at the end of days' (cf. CD 6.10-11; 12.23 - 13.1), here the death of 
the figure to whom these descriptions were apparently applied results in the 
separation of the messianic and teacher roles. Though 'the Teacher of the 
Community' is dead, the 'messiah from Aaron and from Israel' (I"IMAD MOU 
CD 20.1a) is still to come. In this context perhaps we might draw 
upon two passages that constitute part of the overlap between manuscripts A and 
B of the Cairo Damascus Document (CD 7.18 - 8.1; 19.10-11): 
7*1 SAnd the 'star' is M"Ilrlo-i M11,19who came 146=j I) to Damascus, as it is written: "A 
star shall come forth from Jacob and a staff shall arise 20from Israel". The 'staff' is 
y2 t) WM and when he arises he will destro 'ail the sons of Seth. These escaped 
31 Davies responds to the passage differently. Taking the 'new covenant' as a gloss on the existing 
(old) covenant of the pre-Yahadic movement, he argues that those originally addressed here were 
members of the wider movement who did not accept the authority of 'the Teacher'; it is only with 
the addition of the gloss that the passage (wrongly? ) suggests that defectors from the Yahad are 
addressed (Davies 1983, pp. 176-181). The argument is certainly persuasive. However, Davies 
himself notes "the fact that 'new covenant' is a gloss on 'covenant in the land of Damascus' at 
XX, 12 shows that at one point the older terminology persisted" (1983, p. 177). In other words, the 
Yahad believed themselves to be the true continuation of the (old) 'covenant in the land of 
Damascus' (the gloss 'new' becoming necessary only at a later stage in order to distinguish 
themselves from the still existing wider movement). Therefore it is possible that, even without the 
gloss, the reference to 'the covenant in the land of Damascus' might still here have referred to the 
Yahad. 
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at the time of the first visitation 8"but those who drew back were delivered to the sword. 
(CD 7.18 - 8.1) 
19"These will escape at the time of the visitation but those who remain will be delivered 
to the sword when there comes ýA, -Crl 1-1, IR" MOC. (CD 19.10-11) 
It would appear that CD 7.18 - 8.1 is the later of the two and indeed for Davies 
constitutes a Yahadic revision of the passage (Davies 1983, pp. 250-253). 32 We 
can discern two distinct messianic perspectives. The earliest (pre-Yahadic) layer, 
taking CD 19.10-11 in conjunction with 6.10-11 and 12.23 - 13.1, looks forward 
to an upcoming 'visitation' and awaits the arrival of 'the messiah of Aaron and 
Israel' who 'will teach righteousness at the end of days'. The Yahadic layer 
however knows of a 'first visitation' (and accordingly transfers the sentence into 
the past tense), reveres 'the Teacher of the Community' who has died and awaits 
the arrival of 'the messiah from Aaron and from Israel' who is perhaps to be 
identified with 'the Prince of all the Congregation' (cf. CD 7.20-21; 20.1a). This 
latter figure is juxtaposed in CD 7.18 - 8.1 with 'the Seeker of the Law'. The 
i Mlrli 1 U177 'who came to Damascus' represents the movement's origins (cf. 
CD 6.2-11 a) while 'the Prince of all the Congregation' appears to represent the 
Yahad's renewed messianic eschatological. expectations. 33 The occasion for such 
a renewal would appear on the strength of our analysis to be the death of the one 
32 That the Zechariah-Ezekiel midrash found in CD 19.10-11 is earlier than the Amos-Numbers 
midrash of 7.18 - 8.1 has been argued by several prominent scholars; see: Brooke 1980 (cf 
1991a); Davies 1983; 1987; 2000c; Knibb 1991; (originally) Murphy-O'Connor 1971a; 1971b; 
Wise 1999, pp. 323-324, n. 9. For the opposite interpretation of the text, see Murphy-O'Connor 
1985; cf. Grossman 2002, pp. 159-160. Note further, White Crawford 1987. The scholarly debate 
is summarised in Wassen 2005, p. 20, n. 5. 
33 On understanding 1ý=-l A= as a reference to the past arrival of i Mlrli-i V"117, see: 
Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Davies 1983, p. 147; 2000c; Dupont-Sommer 1961, p. 134; 
Murphy-O'Connor 1985, p. 242. However, K)i 7 may also indicate a future event (so Brooke 1980; 
Collins 1994a; Knibb 1991; Vernies 2004). The depiction of 7711r7i CMI"I as a figure of the past 
in CD 6.2-11a would lend weight to the former interpretation. Nevertheless, as Brooke astutely 
observes, "by taking into account the redactional history of the Damascus Document both 
scholarly interpretations might be seen to be correct" (1991a, p. 225). In other words, the very 
ambiguity of this phrase may have given rise to an alternative reading within the community, 
reinterpreting Tllrlil MI as an eschatological figure. In this context, note 4QI74 frag-1,1.11- 
13 (cf. I QS 9.11). 
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in whom the group's messianic hopes had been invested, 'the Teacher of the 
Community'. 34 
CD 20.13-15 
An apparent ftirther reference to this figure appears at CD 20.13-15: 
20.13 And from the day of 14 the gathering in InOR, I) of "I'Mil i-i-11' until the end of all 
the Men of War who turned back 15with =7=1 VK there will be about forty years. (CD 
20.13-15) 
The form IM-M -M-11' is reminiscent of ID"11: 77 71-11' (6.11 a) and it is tempting to 
think it might deliberately' echo this scripturally-loaded 'original' expectation. 35 
There is uncommon unanimity in translating TMI M"11' in identical fashion to 
"I'MM M-M3, regarding M-11' as either nominal or an error for 11 . 
36 M-1 U Thus we 
have here another reference to 'the day of the gathering in of the Teacher of the 
Community' (cf. CD 19.35 - 20.1). This sobriquet appears to borrow directly 
from the pre-Yahadic expectation of il"771M -ii"11' in the FSL with regard to the 
prominence of a didactic role. The preservation of TIM' / -711n in the ESL can 
34 For a detailed overview of messianism in the scrolls, see: Collins 1994b; 1995a; Duhaime 
2000a; Garcfa Martinez 1995b; Knibb 1999; VanderKarn 1994b. On shifting messianic 
perspectives, Davies rightly notes: "the utter unlikelihood of any group's sustaining such 
expectation in an unaltered form over two hundred years. Even the Christian church was unable to 
sustain its eschatological fervor for more than a few decades without encountering the need for 
reformulation. Some kind of cognitive dissonance ... surely has to be reckoned with" (1985, p-42). See further, Esler and Hagedorn 2005, pp. 28-29; Rodd 1981. 
35 For the reading 71"171 71"11', see: Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Garcia Martinez and 
Tigchelaar 1997; Lohse 1981; Qimron 1992a. Cf. however, Tilil il"11' (Schechter 1970, pp. 76, 
100; followed by Davies 1983, p. 262). 
36 Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Davies 1983; Dupbrit-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; 
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Knibb 1994a; Schechter 1970; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg 
and Cook 1996. Of course, this raises the possibility that ij"771t-ii 11-11' (CD 6.11) should be more 
accurately regarded a variant of ij"7111 71"110 (cf. Rabinowitz 1958, p. 393). However, while 
certainly possible that such was the understanding, the context is nevertheless clearly orientated 
towards the future ('until there shall arise'; 6.10); the figure designated 1771: 17 11-11' has not yet 
arrived (as opposed to Til'i 7 17-11' who is a figure of the past in CD 20.13-15). We are therefore 
correct to ascribe CD 6.11 to the FSL (assuming both labels to refer to the same 'teacher') and, 
while it may be read as an expectation of 'the Teacher of Righteousness afthe end of days' (cf. 
Dupont-Sommer 1961; Schechter 1970), we shall maintain our original rendering 'one who will 
teach righteousness at the end of days'. Note Davies 1988, p. 313. 
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be seen to hark back to the expectation of a 'teacher' in the earliest layer of the 
text. Thus, as a label, I'M71 71-111 / i-MIC functions in such a way as to echo the 
role prescribed in CD 6.10-11 a; by utilising the capacity of 'teacher', it makes the 
implicit claim that the figure so labelled is indeed the anticipated 
This is made all the more clear by the explicit description of this figure elsewhere 
in the text as 'a teacher of righteousness' q771: 71"Iln; CD 1.11). 
As with CD 19.33b - 20.1 a, the death of 'the Teacher of the Community' 
in 20.13-15 signals the start of a specified period of time. In the former, the 
period will end with the arrival of 'the messiah from Aaron and from Israel'. In 
the latter, the period will last 'until the end of all the Men of War who turned 
back with : 17: )"il VW and will be 'about forty years' in length. The repetition of 
the formula 'from the day of the gathering in of the Teacher of the Community 
until' suggests the possibility at least that the same period is here referred to; in 
other words that the renewed messianic expectations of the group envisaged the 
arrival of 'the messiah from Aaron and from Israel' within about forty years of 
the death of the 'teacher' (Callaway 1988, pp. 1 11-112; Vermes 2004, pp. 58-59; 
Wiesenberg 1955, pp. 305-306). Campbell notes the influence of Deuteronomy 
2.14 upon both the proposed timeframe and the reference to the impending end of 
37 'all the Men of War' (1995a, pp. 161-171; cf. Steudel 1993, p. 238). The 
'cognitive dissonance' resulting from the death of one who had perhaps been 
perceived as the expected 'messiah of Aaron and Israel' (cf. CD 6.10-11; 12.23 - 
13.1) is tackled by the use of scriptural terms, likening the group to the generation 
in the wilderness who had to wait until the faithless ilUrl 
ýC-M 'ON4 among them 
had perished before God would fulfil his promise and allow them to occupy the 
land (cf. Deuteronomy 1.35; 2.7; 2.14) . 
38 This affords us a glimpse of the self 
understanding of the group and the mould in which they perceived themselves to 
be cast. 
37 Also, Numbers 14.32-34? Cf. Eshel 1999a. 
39 See further, Davies 1983, pp. 1 87-188. 
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CD 20.27-34 
The final passage from the Yahadic recension of the Damascus Document 
to contain relevant terminology is CD 20.27-34: 
20.27 But all who hold fast to these ordinances, to go out Hand to come in according to 
-IIrl- -11C, and confess before God "We have sinned , 
29 we ii and listen to the voice of iI 
have done wickedly, both we and our fathers, in walking contrary to the decrees of the 
covenant, 30 and true are your judgements against us", and do not raise a hand against his 
holy decrees and righteous 31 ordinances and true testimonies, and have been instructed in 
the first ordinances by which Tri', IJ were judged, and listened to the voice of 
Ct 33 17M 71110, and do not reje the decrees of righteousness when they hear them, these 
will rejoice and be glad, and their heart will be strong, and they will prevail 34over all the 
sons of the world, and God will atone for them and they will see his salvation for they 
have taken refuge in his holy name. (CD 20.27-34) 
In contrast to those groups who are perceived to have in one form or another 
rejected the covenant and will be punished accordingly (CD 20.8b-20.27), this 
passage lists the various attaimnents by which those true to the covenant will be 
recognised and thus 'prevail over all the sons of the world' (CD 20.33-34). 
Among these feature adherence to 711MI (the 'well' of CD 6.2-11a; cf. Num 
21.18) and instruction in 'the first ordinances by which "I'MIM 'MA were 
judged' (cf. 1QS 9.10). More interestingly for our purposes, significant import is 
attached to 'the voice of a teacher {M"11 n)' (CD 20.28) or 'the voice of a teacher 
of righteousness fl'771: (CD 20.32). We might justly assume that the 
same figure is here referred to rather than posit two teachers whose voices must 
be listened to, though of course the possibility cannot be entirely discounted. 39 
That this prominent authority's role is described as that of 71,111n once again harks 
back to the FSL and its expectation of 1D11: 71 (CD 6.10-11a). Such an 
identification is made explicit by the further description of this figure as -711C 
I)M; (CD 20.32; cf. 1.10- 11 a). In other words,, the labels used to describe this 
39 For example, Jerome Murphy-O'Connor argues that il"Iln (CD 20.28) should be understood as 
a reference to God, while he considers ji)-lY. 77-111n (20.32) to refer to 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' (1972, p. 559). However, Davies regards his interpretation as "improbable" (1983, 
p. 195). 
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figure deliberately echo the language of CD 6.10-11 a in such a way as to both 
imply and on occasion make explicit that the 'teacher' whose voice must be 
listened to is in fact the one who has been expected; the group's conviction that 
the anticipated 1711t-il TIM' had indeed arrived is therefore demonstrated and 
reinforced through the labels they attach to him. 
Further examples of this persuasive use of language come from a 
comparison of this passage with that examined in the pre-Yahadic layer of the 
text (CD 6.2-11 a). The present passage advocates stringent adherence to M'11 Miil. 
If we are right in assuming that in the context of the Damascus Document at least 
this is synony7nous with the 'well' of CD 6.2-11 a (cf. Num 21.18), then while 
others have 'departed from the well of living water' (CD 19.33b-35) the group 
considers itself to be the true inheritors of this 'wel. 1' dug by the ýR-V ': 1U. 
They perceive themselves therefore as the legitimate continuation of the original 
pre-Yahadic group, one defining characteristic being their recognition that the 
'771: 77 M-11' has arrived . 
40 Such a claim is perhaps also to be recognised. more 
subtly in the insistence of the present passage that those here blessed 'do not 
reject the decrees of righteousness 117111 )"71) when they hear them' (CD 
20.32-33). This brings to mind the decrees issued by 'the Seeker of the Law' to 
be followed for the interim period until the arrival of rl'"IMIAM li')-il: iM M-11' 
MIC111: 
"And the 'nobles of the people' are 9those who come to excavate the 'well' with the 
sceptres (/decrees; rllijýIMIMM) which 'the sceptre' decreed JIM17i) 10to walk in during all 
the age of wickedness ( ... 
), until there shall arise "one who will teach righteousness at 
the end of days. (CD 6.8-11 a) 
The clear implication of the passage is that the decrees issued by 'the Seeker of 
the Law' are valid only for 'the age of wickedness' and may be abrogated by 
those issued by the il711: 71 M-11' at 'the end of days'. Acceptance of both the 
arrival of such 'a teacher of righteousness' and the authority of his voice go hand 
40 See n. 31 above. ý 
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in hand with accepting both his abrogation of the previous decrees and their 
replacement (or supplementation) with his own. Perhaps in this light we can 
better understand the reference to 'the decrees of righteousness' (I'771: 7M )")M) in 
CD 20.32-33. Thus, those who will 'prevail over all the sons of the world' (CD 
20.33-34) are those who 'listened to the voice of a teacher of righteousness, and 
do not reject the decrees of righteousness when they hear them' (CD 20.32-33); 
once again, the crux of the message is that the 1-771: 71 M-11' has arrived. 41 
Though it is unclear from this passage whether the 'teacher' whose 
authority carries such weight is alive or dead, if taken with the rest of our analysis 
of the ESL of the Damascus Document*it would appear likely that continued 
adherence to his teaching after his death is here referred to (cf CD 1.10- 11 a; 
19.33b - 20.1a; 20.13-15). That 'the voice of a teacher of righteousness' 
continued to be authoritative even after his death is significant as it indicates that, 
despite the need for renewed messianic expectations reinterpreting the arrival of 
'the messiah from Aaron and from Israel' as an event yet to happen (cf. CD 19.35 
- 20.1a), fidelity to the 'teacher' and the maintenance of his decrees remained a 
0 central qualification for membership of the group. 
Summary 
Though the sobriquet il)II-i 71"11C does not occur in the Dwnascus 
Document, it would appear that some development of related terms can indeed be 
traced. The pre-Yahadic expectation of 'one who will teach righteousness' 
(P-111 71-11% itself a designation drawn from an interpretation of Hosea 10.12) is 
deliberately echoed in the ESL labels applied to a figure who was held to fulfil 
this role. He is described as both 'a teacher' (7MIC; CD 20.28) and, in more 
definite terms, as 'the Teacher of the Community' Cllrl'M 1"Ill / '711C; CD 
20.1; 20.14). It is his description twice-over as 'a teacher of righteousness' 
41 In this context, we might understand 'the first ordinances' (CD 20.31) to refer to the original 
decrees issued by 'the Seeker of the Law' and now supplemented by 'the decrees of 
righteousness' (CD 20.33); cf. Davies 1983, p. 197- 
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I? -T2 7111 U; CD 1.11; 20.32) however that draws most clearly in form upon the 
pre-Yahadic expectation and, in doing so, claims the fulfilment of the anticipated 
role. 42 This, which we might view in a polemical light (establishing in 
unambiguous terms the perceived identity of the so-called 'teacher' in the face of 
opposition), may go someway towards explaining the prominence elsewhere of 
what has come to be regarded as the 'standard' form, ID1271 71-11U. 
3.2.1.2. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
CD 1.10-18a 
The Yahadic recension of the Damascus Document contains several 
instances of terminology relevant to our examination of the sobriquet n`nn 
: 17: Y1. The first of these passages appears immediately after the reference to 
1711t 71110 in the first column of CD: 
'"But God perceived their deeds, for they sought him with a whole heart, 
'land he raised up for them /. 77T 1770 to lead them in the way of his heart. And he 
made known 12 to later 
3 
generations what he had done to the last generation, a 
congregation of traitors. 1 They are those who departedfrom the way. That was the time 
about which it is written, "like a stray heifer, '4so Israel strayed" , when arose 
rilt 
171ýi7 who spouted to Israel 13waters of a lie (ZO TT ýjl? '7rý ý'X17) and led 
them astray in a wilderness without a way, to bring low the everlasting heights and 
depart 16from the paths of righteousness and to remove 
17 
the boundary which the 
forefathers had established in their inheritance, in order that the curses of his covenant 
would cling to them, delivering them to the avenging sword of the vengeance of the 
Iscovenant. (CD 1.10-18aý 3 
This passage is paralleled in 4Q266 (frag. 2,1.14-21) where the designation 
Q1 ]1: ýM MA is partially attested. This would appear to be most suitably rendered 
'the Man of Scoffing' (cf. Davies 1983; Schechter 1970) and occurs only once in 
42 Indeed Bengtsson suggests that: "It can be assumed that at the time of the composition of the 
CD, there was no unified way of referring to the person we know as the Teacher" (2000a, p. 193). 
The consistently definite usage of I'Mil 7111 / Mlln (CD 20.1; 20.14) however and its 
similarity in form to the 'standard' 1711: 77 M"11n, might suggest that if the 'teacher' , was known 
by any specific title in the Yahadic recension of the Damascus Document it was 'the Teacher of 
the Community'. See Chapter One, n. 54. 
43 Italics signify the Yahadic glosses or expansions to the text, following Davies 1983 (pp-232- 
235; cf, pp. 61-72). 
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the Damascus Document (though note the plural, 17)DR, in CD 20.1 1). 44 
According to Campbell, the designation itself stems from a reference to 'men of 
scoffing' Qll: ý 'UNA) in Isaiah 28.14 (cf. v. 22) . 
45 These are described as being 
in a position of authority in Jerusalem and having taken refuge in lies (: IT: )) and 
falsehood The figure designated 'the Man of Scoffing' in the Damascus 
Document would presumably therefore, according to Campbell's analysis, 
encapsulate in a singular form the accusations levelled more generally at the 
111: ý 'V)tA of Isaiah 28.14. In this context it is interesting to note that he is 
accused of having 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie' (MT: ) 'VC '%WIVý I'Di-i; 
CD 1.14-15), a phrase that contains in some form both elements of the sobriquet 
: =-il 9=. The metaphorical usage of 'waters of a lie' plays on the dual 
understanding of nt: ) as both 'to spout / drip' and 'to preach, and is reminiscent 
46 
of the same duality with regard to -71' in reference to 'raining' or 'teaching'. 
The proximity of these two terms in the first column of CD ensures that the one 
who arose and 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie' (CD 1.14-15) is set in sharp 
contrast both contextually and terminologically to the figure who was raised up as 
'a teacher of righteousness' (CD 1.10_1 1). 47 
The pairing of nn) and MTM is often ascribed to a dependence upon 
Micah 2.11, which reads: 
44 Other translations of jlltý-ii VIA include 'the scoffer' (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez 
and Tigchelaar 1997; Knibb 1994a; Vermes 2004) and 'the man of mockery' (Baumgarten and 
Schwartz 1995; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 
45 Campbell 1995a, pp. 51-67. The phrase 111: 5 'MIA also appears in Proverbs 29.8 where they are 
contrasted with 'the wise' (cf. Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 95-96). Furthermore, note the reference to 
111: ý71 'MA in CD 20.11, to be examined below. Richardson (1955), in his examination of forms 
derived from r' 5, suggests that 111; 5 of Isaiah 28.14 should be rendered in reference to drunken 
'babbling'. Such a negatively associated form of speech would not be an incongruous 
interpretation of the sectarian polemic against VA (note also the use of ntN: CD 1.14; cf 
4.19-20; 8.13; 19.25). See further T'5 and nM in: Clines (ed. ) 1998; 2001; Koehler and 
Baumgartner 1995. 
46 See: Clines (ed. ) 1998; 2001; Davidson 2002; Holladay 2000; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995; 
1996. 
47 Tbiering 1978, p. 201; VanderKam 2003, p. 473. 
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If a man, walking in wind and falsehood, lies {: I: )) (saying), 'I will preach (/spout; 
nt: A) to you of wine and strong drink, he would be a preacher I/spouter; J%On) for 
this people. (Micah 2.11) 
Other than the appearance of JtO) and : T: ), nothing in particular about this 
passage is reminiscent of CD 1.10-18a. If however ýD) was employed in CD 
1.14 primarily to contrast the similarly ambivalent term 71T (itself drawn from 
Hosea 10.12 and interpreted in the FSL of the text in reference to the anticipated 
1711: 71 11 -11; CD 6.10-11 a) and therefore used to compare two types of teaching, 
the qualification of such spouting as MT: ) might well have been drawn from such 
a use of nD) in Micah 2.1 1.48 
'The Man of Scoffing' is thus described in terms that ideologically 
polarise him from the one who is 'a teacher of righteousness'. He is further 
accused of having 'led them (Israel) astray in a wilderness without a way' (M. Un' 
1"17 tA ýIMM; CD 1.15). Though this phrase may be drawn from Job 12.24 or 
Psalms 107.40 (Campbell 1995a, pp. 51-67; Knibb, 1994a, p. 24), Isaiah 9.13-15 
similarly links false teaching with being led astray and it is interesting to 
speculate whether this might also have had some bearing upon CD 1.14-15. It 
reads: 
9.13SO the LORD cut off from Israel head and tail, palm branch and reed in one day - 
14 elders and dignitaries are the head, and a prophet who teaches falsehood IR': ) 
-11MV-7110) is the tail; 15for those who led this people led them astray (C'Dr1n), and 
those who were led by them were left in confusion. (Isaiah 9.13-15ý 9 
By comparison, the figure described as 'a teacher of righteousness' has been 
raised up by God 'to lead them in the way of his heart' (CD 1.11 a). The two 
48 Micah 2.11 would certainly appear to have had a more specific influence upon passages 
containing related terminology elsewhere in the Damascus Document, as we shall examine below 
(e. g. CD 4.19-20; 8.12-13; 19.24b-26a). 
49 Note the affinity with those who 'prophesied falsehood' ('11X7 IR=) in the FSL (CD 6.1), and 
the presence of 7110 (cf. IDII: 71"110; 11711: 71 
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characters, 'the Man of Scoffing' and 'the Teacher of the Community' (if indeed 
such was the title applied to the figure described in CD 1.10-11a), are 
immediately set in opposition by the specific use of scriptural terminology 
employed to describe them. Two types of teaching and two brands of leadership 
are contrasted in this passage, represented by two opposing individual figures. It 
is noteworthy that the terminology used to describe their respective teaching 
employs (in an indefinite, descriptive sense) the very elements that comprise the 
two sobriquets ji'771: 71 71-11C and : IT: )"il J=:, even though these titles 
themselves have not yet appeared. 
The label 'the Man of Scoffing' would appear to refer to a figure of the 
past from the perspective of the ESL. The Yahadic recension of the text identifies 
the 'congregation of traitors' (O"DIM rl'V; CD 1.12) of the FSL as 'the last 
generation' (CD 1.12) and 'those who departed from the way' (CD 1.13). 
According to this revision they were led astray by 111; ý-M VJ'R, who 'spouted to 
Israel waters of a lie' (CD 1.14-15). However, as Phillip Callaway states, it is 
unclear whether this figure should be regarded as "anterior to or relatively 
contemporary with the Teacher", noting further that: 
Even if one should consider them to be contemporary, there is still no information about 
a direct confrontation between them. (Callaway 1988, p. 1 15)50 
Davies does not altogether discount the possibility that the passage is original 
and, in that context, referred to the pre-exilic generation having been led astray 
(Davies 1983, p. 70). 51 Nevertheless, the present text would appear to understand 
this passage in relation to more recent events (for example, the gloss (? ) 
identifying 'the congregation of traitors' as 'the last generation'). 52 In particular, 
the insertion of a figure described in distinctly opposing terms as 'a teacher of 
30 See further Callaway 1988, pp. 116-12 1. 
51 The secondary nature of CD 1.13-18a is upheld however by Michael Knibb, who argues that, 
unlike the original pre-Yihadic text, the inserted passage "is concerned not with the nation as a 
whole, but with a specific group associated with 'the scoffer', ... The effect of the insertion 
is to 
make the whole of 1.13 - ILI refer to this rival group" (1994a, p. 23). 
52 Davies 1983, p. 214, n. 33. 
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righteousness' (CD 1.11) invites the reader to understand the two figures as 
contemporaneous. 
If however we are correct in identifying the reference to [71S 7MIC (CD 
1.11 a) as secondary, itself drawing upon the pre-Yahadic expectation of 7i'll' 
1711VI (CD 6.11 a), then the fact that the description of 'the Man of Sco ng' 
appears to have been deliberately conceived in opposition to this figure (e. g. 
53 
1-17) might suggest that it too is the result of interpolation. In either case, 
on a conceptual level at least (if not necessarily a historical one), the reader is 
presented with two figures set firmly in opposition; one who 'spouted to Israel 
waters of a lie and led them astray in a wilderness without a way' (CD 1.14-15) 
and one who was raised up by God as 'a teacher of righteousness to lead them in 
the way of his heart' (CD 1.11 a). From the perspective of the historical question 
we are perhaps unable to ascertain the precise relationship between 'the Man of 
Scoffing' and 'the Teacher of the Community'; questions as to whether or not 
they were contemporary or came into confrontation remain unanswered (though, 
significantly, it appears likely that this was at least understood to be the case by 
readers of the Yahadic recension of the text). 54 Nevertheless, for our examination 
of the development of the sobriquets, it is sufficient to observe that, even without 
the appearance of the titles : 1T: )77 I= and ij7711 a figure described as 
one who 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie' is in this passage set in marked 
opposition to 'a teacher of righteousness'. 
53 The precedence of sl-l' over JZN is indicated by the clear dependence of the FSL's j-1,11' 
1711; -11 (CD 6.11) upon ID"71t 71' of Hosea 10.12 (see Chapter Two). By comparison, the two 
elements 1%00 and MID have a weaker relationship in Micah 2.11, suggesting that, while the 
passage may provide a likely scriptural precedent for the coupling of these elements, the 
inspiration for the employment of ntN was the use elsewhere in the text of the similarly 
ambivalent M7. 
54 Davies likewise notes that uncertainty with regard to the referent of 111; ýsl 7TR, "leaves open 
the question whether any particular individual in the history of the Qumran community can be 
associated with the soubriquet" (1983, p. 70). 
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In terms of such development, there is an intriguing parallel between CD 
1.15-16 and a passage examined in the FSL. As seen, 'the Man of Scoffing', as 
well as having 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie', is accused of having: 
1-13led them astray IC17M) in a wilderness without a way, to bring low the everlasting 
heights and depart 16 from the paths of righteousness and to remove the boundary (705 
51: 1)) which the forefathers had established in their inheritance (CD 1.15-16). 
Similarly, in the FSL we are presented with those who 'prophesied falsehood' 
(11DU IRMI'; 6.1), who are described as: 
those who moved the boundary (ý1=171 700) and led Israel astray jr146 
(CD 5.20)35 
If we are right in identifying CD 1.13-18a as a Yahadic interpolation, then it 
would appear quite plausible that the pre-Yahadic CD 5.20 - 6.2 has exerted 
some influence upon the passage. Certainly, according to our analysis above, the 
arrival of 'a teacher of righteousness' in CD 1.10- 11 a is directly dependent upon 
the expectation of [77N-il "711' in CD 6.2-1 Ia. In this context, Davies, following 
Stcgemann, rightly wams against taking all occurrences of boundary moving in 
the Damascus Document in reference to the same group and, while noting the 
ideological similarities between the prophesising of falsehood and the 
spouting/preaching of lies, is careful to distinguish between the two. 56 Such an 
approach is undoubtedly correct as those who 'prophesied falsehood' and 'moved 
the boundary' in CD 5.20 - 6.2 are presented as figures of the (pre-exilic? ) past 
from the perspective of the FSL, while the later Yahadic recension of CD 1.10- 
18a appears to be concerned with more recent events. 57 
However the possibility remains that, though different historical groups 
are here implied, the Yahadic edition of the text deliberately employs borrowed 
55 Qimron notes that 4Q266 frag. 3,2.7 reads ý= '; 00 in place of ýlnlil 700 (1992a, p. 19). 
CE 4Q267 frag. 2,4. 
56 Davies 1983, pp. 1 20-12 1. Cf. R. T. White 1990, p. 92, n. 43. 
57 E. g. the apparent gloss, 117TR "117: 1 (CD 1.12); cf. Davies 1983, p. 214, n. 33. 
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terminology to portray the later group as a 'continuation' of the earlier one, 
making the two ideologically identical. We examined in the previous chapter how 
the pre-Yahadic text anticipated the arrival of 'one who will teach righteousness' 
as an 'eschatological' successor to 'the holy anointed ones' (UllilXI 'ri'VJC; CD 
6.1). 58 Whilst these were the instruments of God's teaching in the past, the 
anointed 1711"1 71'11' (cL CD 12.23 - 13.1) will confer God's teaching 'at the 
end of days' (CD 6.11; cf. Hosea 10.12). In similar fashion, just as 'the holy 
anointed ones' of old had their counterparts in those who 'prophesied falsehood' 
C11'70 IK111; CD 6.1), who 'moved the boundary and led Israel astray' (CD 
5.20), so in the ESL a singular figure labelled 'a teacher of righteousness' (CD 
1.11 a) is set in opposition to one who 'spouted (/preached) to Israel waters of a 
lie' and 'led them astray ( ... ) to remove the boundary which the forefathers had 
established in their inheritance' (CD 1.15- 16). Though Davies and Stegemann are 
correct to distinguish between the groups of CD 1.11-18a and 5.20 - 6.2, the 
deliberate appropriation of terminology renders the two ideologically identical 
and is perhaps crucial for our understanding of sobriquet development in the 
Damascus Document. 'The Man of Scoffing' would appear to have been 
deliberately cast in the mould of '11i")V 1R=1 (CD 6.1), his description as one 
who 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie' demonstrating a preference for nn) over 
of - KID, thus providing a sharper contrast with the act 1 1-1-t. 
59 
CD 4.19-20 
The notion of 'spouting' recurs in a passage that warns of the 'three nets 
of Belial' (ý. U'ý: l M-MM Ml ýV; CD 4.15): 
5' 0771 T'00 corrected from T111D, i IMCM, following 4Q267 frag. 2,6; 6QI5 frag. 3,4 (cf. 
Fitzmyer 2000, pp. 88-90; Qimron 1992a; Rabinowitz 1954, p. 20, n. 41). ' 
59 On this understanding, the replacement of 11%) with the equivalent : 17: ) would result from the 
subsequent prominence of Micah 2.11 in the mind of the Yahadic redactor. 
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4.1 ý, 0270 20 f 9The 'builders of the wall' who walked after IN, the 7y is 0 whom he said 
"theyshall surelyspout f17VV ýX, 7) ", are caught in two (nets). (CD 4.19-20f 
Schechter, noting the intrusive gloss concerning IN, translated this expression 
'the commanding one' (Schechter 1970), taking it as a derivative of 'ill!;. 61 More 
recently however, while some scholars render it 'precept' (Vermes 2004; Wise, 
Abegg and Cook 1996), most have preferred to leave it effectively untranslated 
(Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Davies 1983; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia 
62 Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Knibb 1994a). The 
accusation that the 'builders of the wall' are those who IN "IMA lnýn (CD 
4.19) would appear to be dependent upon the similar phrase, IN"1MA I ýi'l, in 
Hosea 5.11 (made in reference to Ephraim and rendered by the NRSV, 'to go after 
vanity', with a note adding that the meaning of the Hebrew is uncertain). 63 
Interestingly, this apparent scriptural precedent for walking 'after IT occurs in 
the context of moving the boundary (ýI= Hosea 5.10), re miniscent of 
CD 1.16 and 5.20, examined already. A further scriptural occurrence of lit, and 
one that is potentially even more significant for our purposes, occurs in Isaiah 
28.10-13, where the phrase 11; ý 11; lltý I!: appears twice (rendered by the 
NRSV, 'precept upon precept, precept upon precept', again with a note adding 
that the meaning of the Hcbrew is uncertain). Here it is in the immediate context 
of the reference to the 'men of scoffing' Q11: 5 'MR; Isaiah 28.14), those who 
have taken reftige in lies (MM) and falsehood (11MV). As seen, Campbell deems 
60 Italics signify the Yahadic glosses or expansions to the text, following Davies 1983 (pp. 242- 
243; cf. pp. 108-119). Paralleled in 4Q269 frag. 3,1-2; 6Q15 frag. 1,1-2. Interestingly, Milik in his 
preliminary transcription of 4Q269 proposed to read n= in order to extend the line (see 
J. M. Baumgarten 1996, p. 126), though the absence of this form elsewhere in the Damascus 
Document renders such a reconstruction highly unlikely. More probable would be the indefinite 
form : 17: ) TtOn (cf. CD 8.13), though the lack of such in CD 4.19-20 means that this 
reconstruction in 4Q269 would be pure conjecture. 
61 Schechter 1970, p. 68, n. 23. 
62 See I!:, i ill: and WO in Koehler and Baumgartner 1996; 1999. 
63 Cf. Campbell 1995a, pp. 116-13 1. 
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this passage a likely scriptural precedent for the label 'the Man of Scoffing' 
Qll: ý-7 VIA; CD 1.14). 64 
The scriptural association of 11; with boundary-moving (Hosea 5.10-11) 
and 'men of scoffing' (Isaiah 28.10-14) already highlights a relationship between 
CD 4.19-20 and 1.10-18a, and in particular between I!: and 'the Man of 
Scoffing'. 65 This is heightened by the Yahadic gloss identifying 11: 77 as 'a 
spouter' fft=; CD 4.19), about whom the words 'they shall surely spout' 
Q1! O%O' JtYi; CD 4.20) are quoted in an allusion to Micah 2.6. This latter 
citation appears in the same immediate context as Micah 2.11, already identified 
as a likely scriptural precedent for the coupling of the two elements n%= and 
: IT: ). The expression I!: would appear then to be connected with the concept of 
false or unwholesome preaching both in its scriptural setting (Hosea 5.10-11; 
Isaiah 28.10-14) and in its employment in the Damascus Document (CD 4.19- 
20). Indeed, Andr6 Dupont-Sommer goes so far as to suggest that I!: may have an 
onomatopoeic function "to describe ironically a prophet's prating" (1961, p. 128, 
n. 1 0). 66 
The followers of IN are described as the 'builders of the wall' Cý1: 1 
Y'M-M; CD 4.19), seemingly an allusion to Ezekiel 13 which refers to the people 
who build a wall CrIrI i M; Ezekiel 13.10) and the false prophets they follow 
who daub it with whitewash (ýMrl 'M; Ezekiel 13.1 1). 67 Once again the 
expression 11; is linked with the concept of false prophecy. Schechter claimed 
that it was the Pharisees who were here accused (1970, p. 68, n. 22) while others 
64 Campbell 1995a, pp. 51-67. See n. 45 above. 
65 VanderKam even suggests: "Perhaps the overlap in letters between 11; and 111; ý is not 
accidental" (2003, pA74). 
66 Similarly, William Holladay renders IN a "syllable mimicking prophetic speech" (2000, p. 304). 
Cf. Campbell 1995a, p. 125, n. 57. See further, Koehler and Baumgartner 1996. 
67 y-wrl- M 'M corrected from r1ri-ol ')I: l (CD 4.19; 8.12,18), following Schechter (1970) and 
Qimron (1992a). Cf. CD 19.24-25,31 (TIM 111: 1). 
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have identified the 'builders of the wall' with Israel at large, at least in the pre- 
Yahadic context of the passage (Davies 1983, pp. III- 113; Knibb 1994a, p. 42). 
Michael Knibb notes that the accusations of taking two wives in a lifetime (CD 
4.20 - 5.6) and niece-marriage (CD 5.7-11) made against the 'builders of the 
wall' applied to "Jewish society in general" (I 994a, p. 42), but adds that the 
Yahadic gloss, 'the 11; is a spouter of whom he said "they shall surely spout"' 
(CD 4.19-20), has: 
the effect of making charges levelled against ... Judaism in general refer to a specific 
group under the leadership of an individual called 'the preacher'. (Knibb 1994a, p. 42) 
On this analysis, in the ESL the 'builders of the wall' have become synonymous 
with the followers of 'the Man of Scoffing' Q I!: ý7,7 01A) who 'spouted to Israel 
waters of a lie and led them astray' (CD 1.14-15). This may in turn suggest that 
'Israel' in CD 1.14 could be understood in a narrow sense with regard to a 
specific group led astray by 'the Man of Scoffing'. 
CD 8.12-13 119.24b-26a 
The 'builders of the wall' reappear in the context of a highly significant 
passage for our examination of the development of the sobriquet, MMM ý%30: 
8.12 But all these things they did not understand, the 'builders of the wall' and the 'daubers 
of whitewash', because 13 a raiser of wind (MI-I ýIMV) and =7: ) IT= spouted (ý%071) 
to them, against all of whose congregation the anger of God was kindled. (CD 8.12-13) 
Here we are presented with a reference to nT: ) J%OC (note the absence of the 
definite article), rendered variously '[one who] dropped lies' (Schechter 1970), 
'[one who] preaches lies' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Knibb 1994a) or 'a spouter/spewer of lies' 
(Davies 1983 and Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996 respectively). Baumgarten and 
Schwartz (1995) render the phrase 'the Spouter of the Lie', thus seemingly 
reading : 17: 3 I%= as synonymous with the definite form : 17: )-11 ý%Oln. Sensitive 
to the absence of the definite article however, we shall read 'a spouter of a lie', 
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akin to our treatment elsewhere in the ESL of ID"111 '711C ('a teacher of 
righteousness'; CD 1.11). 
As already noted, the coupling of I'VU and : 17: ) would appear to be 
dependant upon Micah 2.11, which reads: 
If a man, walking in wind 1111"I I ý71) and falsehood, lies (Ml: )) (saying), 'I will preach 
(/spout; nt4t) to you of wine and strong drink', he would be a preacher (/spouter; 
T=) for this people. (Micah 2.11) 
CD 8.12-13 describes the figure of 'a spouter of a lie' as 'a raiser of wind' (ýJ: )Iv 
111"1; CD 8.13), thus forming another partial parallel with Micah 2.11 where the 
4 Jý- spouter' is described as 'walking in wind' (ril"I 11). 68 The influence of Micah 
2.11 becomes indisputable once we consider CD 19.24b-26a, a passage from 
manuscript B of the Cairo Damascus Document that parallels the present passage 
from manuscript A: 
19*24But all these things they did not understand, the 'builders of 25the wall' and 'daubers 
of whitewash, because of a walker of wind (ril"I I ýIt I) and raiser of storms (ýij= 
MEM) and a spouter to men 26 of a lie (=ý VIA 7CM), against all of whose 
congregation the anger of God was kindled. (CD 19.24b-26a) 
Here the 'spouter' is explicitly described as 'a walker of wind'. However, it is to 
be noted that the elements I= and : IT: ) are no longer in such close association, 
having been separated by 'ý rendering the phrase 'a spouter to men of a 
lie' (CD 19.25-26) . 
69 Schechter notes that MIR I%= (CD 19.25) is reminiscent 
of OX7 ý%00 (Micah 2.1 1). 70 Furthermore, the description in manuscript A of 'a 
raiser of wind' (ril"I CD 8.13) might be explained by the presence of 
ýI)V) in manuscript B, in reference to a 'raiser of storms' (rIIVD 
171')U; CD 
68 Cf. nj-jý I, - I I j, C'A': 11 17 (Jeremiah 5.13). 
69 Literally, 'a spouter of men to a lie' (Davies 1983, pp. 260-261). 
70 Schechter 1970, p. 74, n. 19. 
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19.25). It would follow that manuscript B might preserve a slightly earlier 
reading of the variant phrase, explicitly dependent upon Micah 2.11 for the 
elements n'=, : 17: ) and r11-1 jh-i (and perhaps the inclusion of OIR, 
paralleling MUM): 
=T: )5 CIA 11=1 MBID 1 "IM rll-l 151,71 ': ) (CD 19.25-26) 
Manuscript A, by comparison, harbours less affinity with Micah 2.11 and would 
appear instead to preserve a condensed form of the above phrase, replacing I h-I 
rIIBIC) ýIDVJI rII'I, for example, with simply ril"I ýIDWJ: 
: T: n=l r1l"I ýIMV ': (CD 8.12-1.3) 
According to this understanding, it is CD 8.12-13 that, abbreviating the passage 
in manuscript B, first establishes J%Oln and : T: in a construct relationship (in the 
Damascus Document at least), a move that we might anticipate to be vital in the 
development of the sobriquet, MM-ii ý'=. 
In addition to Micah 2.11, Ezekiel 13 would appear to have exerted some 
influence upon CD 8.12-13 and 19.24b-26a, as evidenced by reference to the 
'builders of the wall' Cr'Til ')1: 1; CD 8.12; 19.24-25) and 'daubers of 
whitewash' 'MO; CD 8.12; 19.25). 71 In Ezekiel 13, it is 'the people' 
who build the wall Cr'rl 'M :; Ezeki el 13.10) and false prophets who daub it with 
whitewash (ýnrl MD; Ezekiel 13.11). However, in CD 8.12-13 and 19.24b-26a 
both of these groups are placed under the influence of a singular 'false prophet' 
cast in the language of Micah 2.11 as 'a spouter of a lie'. Consequently, Knibb 
suggests that the 'daubers of whitewash' should be understood in the Damascus 
Document more generally as the leaders of the people (1994a, p. 68). The 
combination of scriptural passages in this context effectively creates a prominent 
individual role that does not independently exist in either Micah 2.11 or Ezekiel 
71 See n. 67 above. 
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13 . 
72 Davies (1983, pp. 156-169) and Knibb (I 994a, pp. 66-68) both regard the use 
of Micah 2.11 as a further gloss on CD 8.12-13 and 19.24b-26a. The 'spouter' 
would appear to have been inserted into the text and as a consequence is placed in 
a position of authority over the 'builders of the wall' and 'daubers of whitewash' 
(so too as seen at CD 4.19-20; cf. 1.10-18a). 73 The primary concern of the 
Yahadic redaction of these passages is the presentation of an authoritative 
individual cast in scriptural language as an archetypal false prophet. The specific 
use of language employed renders this figure the ideological antithesis of the 
'teacher', and thrusts him into an oppositional role within the text. It remains 
unclear however what, if any, historical realities might lie behind such claims. 
CD 20.10-15 
The final passage from the Damascus Document to be examined in 
relation to : IT: 171 ý'Dn comes exclusively from manuscript B of CD: 
20.1OLike the judgement (VOM) of their companions who turned back "with '01A 
III: ý, i they shall be judged (%: E)Cr), for they spoke perversely against the decrees of 
righteousness P171M ))TI) and rejected 12 the covenant and the pact which they 
affirmed in the land of Damascus; and that is the new covenant. 13 And there shall not be 
for them or their families a share in the house of olllrlil. And from the day of 14 the 
gathering in InClAi-1) of TrI'M 77-11' until the end of all the Men of War who turned 
back 15with : 11: )-ii CrN there will be about forty years. (CD 20.10-15)74 
This is the only explicit reference in the Damascus Document to a figure 
designated =Yl CrR (CD 20.15). There is a clear similarity between this 
sobriquet and MT: ), I n%On. Given our understanding of the latter as 'the Spouter 
of the Lie', an appropriate rendering of : 17: 3M VR, reflecting this parallel, would 
72 Davies notes that the 'builders of the wall' and the 'spouter' share an exegetical connection 
within their scriptural contexts, highlighting the parallel between Ezekiel 13.8-10 and Micah 3.5 
(1983, pp. 166-167). Cf. Eshel 1999a, p. 335. 
73 In CD 1.10-18a, 8.12-13 and 19.24b-26a, it is noteworthy that this insertion brings him into 
association with a 'congregation' (M-T. U). The significance of this specific context will be 
examined further in Chapter Four. 
74 Italics signify a later gloss to the Yahadic: text of the passage following Davies 1983 (p. 263; cf. 
pp. 176-186). See n. 31 above. 
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be 'the Man of the Lie' (so too Baumgarten and Schwartz 1995; Davies 1983; 
75 Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 
Bengtsson highlights a scriptural occurrence of nT: ) VIA in Proverbs 
19.22 (note however the absence of the definite article). 76 Interestingly, this 
appears in the general context of several references to the judgement (UE)VU) of 
scoffers (Proverbs 19.25-29; cf. Richardson 1955), raising the possibility that this 
may have infort-ned the (earliest? ) employment of : 17: N-l 01A in the present 
passage from the Damascus Document. 
How then should we interpret the relationship between 'the Man of the 
Lie' (CD 20.15) and 'the Man of Scoffing' Q 11: ý, I VA; CD 1.14) who 'spouted 
to Israel waters of a lie' (CD 1.14-15; cf. 4.19-20; 8.12-13; 19.24b-26a)? The 
judgement of those who are 'covert traitors' is here compared with that dealt to 
covert traitors', 'their companions who turned back with the Men of Scoffing 
'V)NA)' (CD 20.10-1 1). 77 It would appear that it is the latter group of 
whom it is said that 'they spoke perversely against the decrees of righteousness 
PI-TIM '1i)M) and rejected the covenant and the pact' and consequently they and 
their families are excluded from 'the house of 71-MVP (CD 20.11-13). By 
comparison, in the case of the 'covert traitors', only they themselves are afforded 
the same judgement (CD 20.8-1 0). 78 It would appear reasonable to assume that 
75 Note also however, 'the man of lies' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Schechter 1970) and 'the Liar' (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 107; Knibb 
1994a; Vermes 2004). 
76 13cngtsson 2000a, p. 98. A plural form, : ITO 'MR, also appears in Sirach 15.8, reminiscent of 
111: 17 '=A ('men of scoffing') in Isaiah 28.14 and Proverbs 29.8 (note 111: 511 "MA in the 
present passage; CD 20.11). 
77 See for example Davies 1983, pp. 1 82-186. 
79 Murphy-O'Connor (following Stegemann), adopts a different understanding of the passage, 
regarding the former group, the 'covert traitors', as the subject of '1: 1 (CD 20.11) and hence as 
those who 'spoke perversely against the decrees of righteousness P1172711 '171) and rejected the 
covenant and the pact' (20.11-12). He is forced therefore by the repetition of 'a share in the house 
of 7i-llrlil' (CD 20.10,13) to regard one instance as an interpolation (Murphy-O'Connor 1972, 
pp. 552-556). The understanding outlined above however, convincingly argued for by Davies 
(1983, pp. 184-186), remains a simpler and more cogent explanation ofthetext. 
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'the Men of Scoffing' Q I!: ý-ii I=A; CD 20.11) are in some way associated with 
'the Man of Scoffing' VA; CD 1.14) who is accused of having caused 
Israel to 'depart from the paths of righteousness' (CD 1.15-16). 
In order to ascertain the relationship between 'the Man of Scoffing' and 
'the Man of the Lie', it may be helpful to compare those 'who turned back with 
the Men of Scoffing' (CD 20.10-11) with those 'who turned back with the Man of 
the Lie' (CD 20.14-15): 
IIN ýM 'CIA UD 1: 27J 'IM (CD 20.10-11) 
MlMil CrA Z: D I= "It N (CD 20.14-15) 
The two phrases are constructed in identical fashion, inviting the reader to 
understand the two as comparable. Knibb suggests that those 'who turned back 
with the Men of Scoffing' are the same group mentioned a little way above in CD 
19.33b - 20.1a (1994a, p. 73). 
79 Certainly, just as the former are described as 
having 'turned back' 0: 17)) and rejected the (new) covenant made 'in the land of 
Damascus' (CD 20.10-12), the latter are described as having 'entered the new 
covenant in the land of Damascus and turned JIMU) and betrayed and departed 
from the well of living water' (CD 19.33-34). On the other hand, we have 
previously noted the similarity between the following two phrases: 
19.35f 
Orn jnCD%q- r the day of the gathering in 6 11 1: 1%3) of 20.1the Teacher of the Community 
until 11D) there shall arise the messiah from Aaron and from Israel. (CD 19.35 - 20.1) 
20.13 from the day of 14 the gathering in (nCIR-ii CI'D) of the Teacher of the Community 
until I-ID) the end of all the Men of War who turned back 1swith the Man of the Lie 
there will be about forty years. (CD 20.13-15) 
The first of these applies to the period during which the group who 'departed 
from the well of living water' in CD 19.33-34, 'shall not be reckoned in the 
council of the people and in their list they shall not be written' (CD 19.35). If we 
79 Also, Murphy-O'Connor 1972, p. 549. 
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are right in identifying these two described periods, the start of each being 
signalled by the death of 'the Teacher of the Community', then as well as positing 
that renewed messianic expectations envisaged the arrival of 'the messiah from 
Aaron and from Israel' within 'about forty years', we might also assume that the 
faithless 'Men of War' (cf. Deuteronomy 1.35; 2.7; 2.14) who 'turned back 
(I MV) with the Man of the Lie' are also to be identified with those who 'turned' 
0: 10) from the covenant in CD 19.33b - 20.1a. Thus those 'who turned back 
with the Men of Scoffing' (CD 20.10-11), those 'who turned back with the Man 
of the Lie' (CD 20.14-15) and those who 'turned' from the covenant (CD 19.33b 
- 20.1 a) should most likely be regarded as identical. 
Such an interpretation would suggest that 'the Man of the Lie' (VR 
: =, "I; CD-20.15) and 'the Man of Scoffing' VTR; CD 1.14) might be 
labels denoting the same figure. 80 Jerome Murphy-O'Connor, following 
Stegemann, regards the reference to 'the Man of the Lie' as an interpolation, the 
purpose of which is "to identify the men of mockery with the followers of the 
81 Man of Lies" (1972, p. 552). Whether a later interpolation or an intrinsic part of 
this Yahadic redaction, it remains a reasonable assumption that in the present 
form of the text at least, the titles : 17=71 VA and 111: ý71 VIA would have been 
understood as synonymoUS. 82 In that context, William Brownlee suggests that the 
go So too, for example: Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 88-98; Brownlee 1982, pp. 9-10; Callaway 1988, 
pp. 1 16-121; Davies 1983, p. 1 87; Dupont-Sommer 1961, p. 122, n. 4; Fr6hlich 2004, pA Gmirkin 
2000; Knibb 1994a, pp. 23-24,73-74; Vermes 2004, p. 54. 
a' Cf. n. 78 above. 
82 In addition, it may not be inconsequential that the only scriptural occurrence of m7m VIA 
(Proverbs 19.22), as noted above, appears in the general context of several references to scoffers 
(Proverbs 19.25-29). It is the combination of scriptural allusions throughout the Yahadic redaction 
of the Damascus Document, in particular the use of : IT: ) terminology (e. g. Micah 2.11, in 
association with n=) and reference to scoffers (e. g. Isaiah 28.10-15, in association with 11ý and 
MT: )), that may have suggested the suitability of Proverbs 19.22-29 (mentioning scoffers in 
association with : IT: )) and hence first influenced the employment of the appellation =7: 11 tr A as 
a suitable scripturally-grounded alternative description of the figure otherwise known as VA 
In this context it is interesting to note that, according to Richardson, the verbal root r'ý 
(from which 111: 5 is derived) could be interpreted (e. g. in the Septuagint rendering of Proverbs 
9.12) in reference to the noun forms "lie, falsehood, untruth" (1955, pp. 164-165). See further, 
Clines (ed. ) 1998; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995. 
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label 'the Man of the Lie' deliberately "parodies the Old Testament title 'man of 
God' for a prophet" (1982, p. 10), thus bringing to mind the various accusations of 
false prophecy and spouting of lies associated seemingly with 'the Man of 
Scoffing' (CD 1.10-18a; 4.19-20; 8.12-13; 19.24b-26a). 83 We would appear 
therefore to be presented with an individual oppositional figure cast in the mould 
of a false prophet, referred to both as 'the Man of Scoffing' (111; ýil Ulk; CD 
1.14) and 'the Man of the Lie' VIA; CD 20.15), and described as 'a 
spouter {/preacher) of a lie' (CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26). 8' 
Just as in the first column of CD, where 'the Man of Scoffing' is 
presented in opposition to the 'teacher' and his group are described as those 'who 
departed from the way' (CD 1.13) and have been caused to 'depart from the paths 
of righteousness' (CD 1.15-16), so here 'the Man of the Lie' is rendered in an 
oppositional role to 'the Teacher of the Community' and a group are described as 
having 'turned back' (CD 20.14) with him and spoken 'perversely against the 
decrees of righteousness' (CD 20.11). It is significant, as noted by Callaway, that 
in spite of the clear oppositional role played by 'the Man of Scoffing / the Lie', 
there is "no evidence of any personal confrontation" (1988, p. 12 1). 81 
The relevant passages would appear to suggest that it was the 'teacher' 
and his group from whom the others departed, at least from the perspective of the 
Yahad (if those accused were members of the pre-Yahadic movement, they may 
86 
well have viewed the Yahad as having departed from them). This interpretation 
is supported by the accusation that they 'spoke perversely against the decrees of 
righteousness JID"71: 77 '1"711' (CD 20.11). We have already noted how reference 
93 Hanan Eshel similarly regards 'the Man of the Lie' as having been deliberately presented in the 
role of a false prophet (I 999a, p. 33 5). 
84 Bengtsson argues that, in principle, "two different epithets could be invented for one and the 
same character... A weighty argument in favour of a single identity for two similar sobriquets 
would be that they are depicted correspondingly and associated with the same features... " (2000a, 
p. 89). For the present, the points of correspondence between 112ýil Ch and : 17=71 MA are 
sufficient to favour such an understanding over an assumption of distinct identities. 
85 Such an insight may have important historical implications. If a direct confrontation had indeed 
taken place historically between two so-named figures, would it not perhaps find mention here? 
86 See Davies 2002, p. 93; Jokiranta 2001, p. 234; Murphy-O'Connor 1974, p. 236. 
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to I)IIM 'IDrI might function as an implicit claim to the arrival of 1D-i2f-i t'111' 
and the supplementation of the decrees issued by 'the Seeker of the Law' for the 
87 interim period (CD 6.8-11 a). That the followers of 'the Man of Scoffing / the 
Lie' 'spoke perversely against the decrees of righteousness' implies that they 
rýjected the claim of 'the Teacher of the Community' to be the anticipated 'one 
who will teach righteousness at the end of days' (CD 6.11 a). They are the 
antithesis of the loyal members of the Yahad who 'listened to the voice of a 
teacher of righteousness, and do not reject the decrees of righteousness ('IDM 
I)II'l) when they hear them' (CD 20.32-33). 
In this context it is also interesting to note that the followers of 'the Man 
of Scoffing / the Lie' are further accused of rejecting: 
the covenant and the pact which they affirmed in the land of Damascus; and that is the 
new covenant. (CD 20.12)88 
This departure from the (new) covenant is echoed, as seen, in CD 19.33-34 where 
they are portrayed as those who 'entered the new covenant in the land of 
Damascus and turned {I: VJI and betrayed and departed from the well of living 
water' (CD 19.33-34). Several scholars have noted that 'and that is the new 
covenant' (7%71ri-ii rl'-I: WTI% CD 20.12) would appear to be a later gloss (e. g. 
Callaway 1988, pp. 121-127; Davies 1983, pp. 176-186,263; Murphy-O'Connor 
1972, p. 550, n. 20), implying that in the first instance it was simply 'the covenant' 
(without further qualification) that was rejected. Davies argues convincingly that 
'the covenant in the land of Damascus' was a designation originally held by the 
pre-Yahadic movement but which continued to be used by the Yahad who, 
acknowledging the arrival of 'a teacher of righteousness', perceived themselves 
to be the legitimate continuation of that movement. 89 However, as the wider 
97 See nAl above. 
88 Italics signify a later gloss to the Yahadic text of the passage following Davies 1983 (p. 263; cf. 
pp. 1 76-186). See n. 31 above. 
89 As Davies notes: "If indeed a small group adhering to a messianic leader seceded from a larger 
group, the texts from this smaller group present an inverted history ... : it was the larger group that 
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movement who rejected 'the Teacher of the Community', and presumably still 
awaited one who would 'teach righteousness at the end of days', held on to the 
same designation, it eventually became necessary for the Yahad to further qualify 
themselves as 'the new covenant in the land of Damascus', superseding the 'old' 
covenant. 90 
If we are to accept that the followers of 'the Man of Scoffing / the Lie' 
were originally accused of having rejected simply 'the covenant', as seems likely, 
the question remains as to whether the 'old' covenant of the pre-Yahadic 
movement is meant or the continuation of that covenant within the Yahad (later to 
be qualified as 'the new covenant'). 91 Was their departure from the pre-Yahadic 
movement or from the Yahad? In the present (glossed) form of the text at least, 
the latter is clearly suggested. However, was this always the case? As seen, 
Davies argues that the covenant 'entered' (IKI) in CD 19.33-34 and 'affirmed' 
OV1i')) in CD 20.11-12 originally referred to that of the pre-Yahadic movement, 
with the later inclusion of the qualification 'new' wrongly suggesting that "those 
condemned had once been members of the Teacher's community" (1983, 
92 p. 177). However, he himself notes: 
the fact that 'new covenant' is a gloss on 'covenant in the land of Damascus' at XX, 12 
shows that at one point the older terminology persisted. (Davies 1983, p. 177) 
It would remain equally possible therefore that the continuation of the covenant 
within the Yahad is here referred to, at a time when "the older terminology 
deserted them, in rejecting the true leader" (2002, p. 93). See also, Jokiranta 2001, p. 234; Murphy- 
O'Connor 1974, p. 236. 
90 See Davies 1983, pp. 176-186. Note Jeremiah 31.31 which mentions a 'new covenant' 61'"IM 
i itMll), interestingly in the context of a planting metaphor (Jeremiah 31.27-34; cf. CD I A-1 I a). 
In the light of this, Phillip Callaway interprets the evidence differently, regarding the gloss in CD 
20.12 to reflect efforts to "harmonize this reference to the Damascan covenant with others in CD, 
not to distinguish a parent from an offspring ... community" (1988, p. 125). The position adopted by Davies however best accords with the other evidence of redaction present in the text and yet 
does not preclude the possibility that Jeremiah 31.31 may have influenced the adoption of the 
specific qualification 'new covenant' (cf. Campbell 1995a). 
91 Cf. Rabinowitz 1954, p. 3 1, n. 113. 
92 See n. 31 above. 
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persisted" prior to the need for further qualification. The followers of 'the Man of 
Scoffing / the Lie' could accordingly be defectors from the Yahad itself. 
In fact the difference between these two positions is not so great. That the 
Yahad appear to have perceived themselves as the legitimate continuation of 'the 
covenant in the land of Damascus' suggests that (originally at least) they would 
not have considered themselves to constitute a new or different movement (as 
indeed suggested by the persistence of the 'older tenninology'). In other words, 
'the covenant' in CD 20.12, even prior to the qualification 'new', referred to the 
Yahad in as much as the former was considered synonymous with the latter. The 
rejection of the covenant in CD 20.10-15 appears in the context of the rejection of 
the 'teacher' and 'the decrees of righteousness'. Therefore, any among 'the 
covenant in the land of Damascus', a movement that has evolved into the Yahad 
(from a Yahadic perspective), who rejected the authority of the 'teacher' (whether 
at the moment of his arrival or at a later stage) were considered to have rejected 
'the covenant'. 93 The only question that remains is whether those here accused 
had ever consciously accepted the 'teacher', later to reject him, or had merely 
been perceived as having 'affirmed' and subsequently 'turned back' from the 
Yahad in as much as it was considered synonymous with 'the covenant in the 
land of Damascus. Though defection from the Yahad is indeed the issue here, 
Davies is right therefore to note the possibility at least that "those condemned had 
not 'entered a new covenant' at all"' (1983, p. 177). 
Summary 
The sobriquet MT: )-il n= does not appear in the Damascus Document, 
though we are presented with the sobriquets VA (the Man of Scoffing'; 
CD 1.14) and : IT: )i"T VA ('the Man of the Lie'; CD 20.15), both seemingly 
synonymous titles for a figure described repeatedly as 'a spouter Of a lie' (CD 
8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26). We have observed that the deliberate 
employment of such scriptural language (drawing, for example, upon Isaiah 28, 
93 See n. 89 above. 
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Ezekiel 13 and Micah 2) demonstrates 'the Man of Scoffing / the Lie' to have 
been conceived in opposition to 'the Teacher of the Community' 
(Tril, "l 71-111 / CD 20.1; 20.14), described as 'a teacher of righteousness' 
(CD 1.11; 20.32). The dual understanding of nn) as both to spout / drip' and 'to 
preach' (specifically indicative of false prophecy) is, for example, reminiscent of 
the same duality with regard to '71' in reference to 'raining' or 'teaching'. 
We noted in Chapter Two that in the FSL of the Damascus Document 
there existed a degree of dualistic phraseology in CD 5.16 - 6.11 a. 
94 In particular 
the text attested a dichotomy between the 'holy anointed ones' (U-illi"XI 'rl'vju; 
6.1) as true prophets (cf. Bowley 1999, p. 359) and those who 'prophesied 
falsehood' C11MV IRMD; 6.1). We observed that the anticipated 'one who will 
teach righteousness' (P11: 71 71-111; CD 6.11) was presented as an 'eschatological' 
successor to Ullijýil Just as 'the holy anointed ones' were the 
instruments of God's teaching in the past, so the anointed ij71271 7711' (cf. CD 
12.23 - 13.1) would confer God's teaching 'at the end of days' (CD 6.11; cf. 
Hosea 10.12). While no opposition to this figure was seemingly envisaged, we 
posited that should any counter-figure arise he would by contrast be cast in the 
typological mould of those who 'prophesied falsehood'. Our examination of the 
ESL of the Damascus Document would appear to confirm this hypothesis, with 
'the Man of Scoffing / the Lie' depicted in opposition to the 'teacher' as 'a 
spouter of a lie' (CD 8.13; cfi 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26) and in the role of a 
false prophet. 95 
94 See Chapter Two, n. 45. 
95 Cf. Brownlee 1982, p. 10; Eshel 1999a, p. 335. John Collins, espousing the influence of Persian 
dualism upon the earliest layers of the Qumran-related texts, interestingly notes that: "In the 
Gathas, the oldest part of the Avesta, which are generally considered to be the work of Zoroaster 
himself, ... the opponents of Zoroaster are 'the followers of the Lie', and the evil spirit 
is 'Ile who 
is of the Lie"' (1995b, pp. 32-33). It is tempting to speculate whether this typology may have had 
any influence on the predominant use of : 11= and -11DO terminology to describe the opponents of 
the 'teacher', in particular 'the Man of the Lie' and those who 'turned back' with him (CD 20.13- 
15). Note however Dimant 1984, p. 546, n. 295. 
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3.2.1.3. Sobriquets in the (Yahadic) Damascus Document 
Though no occurrences of ij")111 i I"Iln or MT: )il I'ton are to be found in 
the ESL of the Damascus Document, we are presented with 'the Teacher of the 
Community' and 'the Man of Scoffing / the Lie', described respectively as 'a 
teacher of righteousness' (P-il: 7111t:; CD 1.11; 20.32; cf. 20.28) and 'a spouter 
of a lie' (: 17: ) ý%Oln; CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26). These 
descriptions would appear to owe much to the FSL of the text, where the former 
figure is expressly anticipated as 'one who will teach righteousness' (71-11' 
P-711; CD 6.11) and the typology for describing the latter is readily available. 
Davies suggests that the 'teacher' is deliberately presented as a 'new Moses' 
while the 'spouter' is a 'false Moses', echoing perhaps the dualistic phraseology 
of CD 5.16 - 6.11 in the FSL. 
96 However, as Callaway points out, despite the 
juxtaposition of 'the Teacher of the Community' and 'the Man of Scoffing / the 
Lie', there is "no evidence of any personal confrontation" (1988, p. 121). 
Nevertheless, leaving aside the historical question, our analysis suggests that 
(with Eshel): 
we may categorize the debate that takes place between the Teacher of Righteousness and 
the Man of Lies as the major event in the life of the Teacher of Righteousness, at least in 
the eyes of the author of the Damascus Document. (Eshel 1999a, p. 333) 
In other words, though the existence of a historical confrontation between these 
two figures is uncertain, the polarity between the 'teacher' and the 'spouter' 
(expressed both through context and terminology) remains a central theme 
throughout the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document. Their respective 
descriptions in the ESL as 'a teacher of righteousness' (P71: 711C) and 'a 
spouter of a lie' (: 27: ) n=), drawing upon the FSL and relevant scriptural 
terminology, would appear to pave the way for the absent sobriquets MlIn 
1771M and: 27: )il nl=. 
96 Davies 1988, p. 316. 
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3.2.2. The Hodayot97 
3.2.2.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
IQHa 7.17b-22a [15.14-19] 
The elements M-I' and ID"Ilt are not found in conjunction in the Hodayot 
and hence neither ij")11: 71 71"W:, nor its indefinite counterpart IDIN are 
attested in the H-material. Forms of both MT and 1,771: do however appear 
independently and therefore several passages are nevertheless worthy of 
consideration in our examination of the sobriquet's development. The first of 
these is from column 7 of the re-ordered I QH': 
7.17 You alone have [creat]ed 1M'71: 18 and from the womb you determined him for the time 
of approval to keep your covenant and to walk in all things, and to ... on him 
19in the 
abundance of your compassion, and to open all the narrowness of his soul to eternal 
salvation and endless peace without want, and you have raised 20his glory from flesh. But 
the wicked (VIUM) you have created for [the time] of your [w]rath and from the womb 
you have ordained them for the day of slaughter, 21 for they walk in a way 11"I'M) that is 
not good, and they reject your covenant, and your [ ... ] their soul loathes, and they take 
no pleasure in what 22you command but choose what you hate. (IQW 7.17b-22a) 
Sukenik 15.14-19] 
The passage concerns the creation by God of rendered variously as 'the 
just' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Vermes 2004) or 'the righteous' (Holm-Nielsen 
1960; Mansoor 1961). Other scholars, noting that 1"7-11: would appear in the 
context of this passage to refer to a singular figure, have rendered more freely 
'the just man' (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997) or 
'the righteous one' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; cf. Wemberg-Moller 1953, 
p. 3 15). 98 In recognition of this insight, this thesis shall adopt, with some 
97 The large Cave 1 text of the Hodayot (or "Ibanksgiving Hymns'), lQH2, was originally 
published by Eliezer Sukenik (1955). Since then however, the work of tmile Pucch (1988) and 
Hartmut Stegemann (1990; 1993; 2000) has contributed greatly to our understanding of the text 
and resulted in a re-ordering (and thus re-numbering) of the columns to reflect the original 
arrangement of the scroll (cf. Puech 2000). For the purposes of this thesis we shall adopt the 
revised column and line numbering presented in DSSS, ý (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (eds) 
1997), with Sukenik's numbering in parentheses where appropriate. 
98 Sung-Hae Kim, while condoning such renderings as 'the righteous' or 'the just man', claims 
that they are "not completely satisfactory" as the meaning of 17)"ll: "changes within the Hebrew 
Bible" (1985, p. 153, n. 2). It can, for example, be used in a legal sense to indicate 'the innocent' or 
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modification for purposes of clarity, the latter of these, thus rendering ID'11: 
(within this context at least), 'the righteous (one)'. 
Sung-Hae Kim notes the extensive employment of ID"11; throughout the 
Hebrew Bible (206 times), often juxtaposed by reference to M-1 ('the wicked 
(one)'). 99 Of particular significance for our examination of the Hodayot, he 
observes the usage of F)'"11: as a 'type' in the book of Psalms: 
Since the psalmists always presuppose the concept of righteousness and never explicitly 
describe their image of the righteous man, it is hard to extract a clear picture of ýaddiq 
from the psalms. On the other hand, the image of the wicked as the persecutor of the 
righteous man does stand out; so there is a rich enough context for us to draw a clear 
picture: the righteous in the psalms ... is a passive sufferer who appeals his cause to 
God 
(Pss 7: 8; 58: 11; 75: 7, etc. ). ... Though Yaddiq occurs in hymns and thanksgiving songs, 
it 
is found mostly in the individual laments, where both epithets - righteous and wicked - 
occur. (Kim 1985, p. 170) 
Given this general scriptural foundation we must be extremely cautious about 
attributing any especial note to the employment of ij"771: in the Hodayot. As Kim 
observes of the book of Psalms, so in our passage the lot of 'the righteous (one)' 
(P'-N; I QH' 7.18) is set in opposition to that of 'the wicked' (pl. M'DM; I QH` 
7.20). Indeed, of the seven occurrences of 1M'71: in I QW, six appear discernibly 
in the context of 'the wicked' (6.14-16; 7.17b-20; 12.38; 15.12; 20.16-19; 
25[top]. 13; the exception being IQH' 8.18). 100 Other instances of ji"771: -related 
'the vindicated', and often appears in the prophetic books "for the innocent man who suffers at the 
hand of the persecutor" (p. 166), an image that occurs frequently in the Qumran-related Hodayot 
texts. Kim likewise notes that, while 1)"11; can have a communal application (e. g. Isaiah 26-2), it 
remains "predominantly an individual image" (pp. 166-167), as indeed we would appear to find in 
the passage presently under consideration. See further, Koehler and Baumgartner 1996. 
99 Kim 1985, p. 153, n. I. There are 23 appearances of 711; in the Tetrateuch and Deuteronomic 
history, 45 in the Prophets, 51 in the Psalms, and 87 in the wisdom writings. Kim notes that in 
more than a third of these occuff ences, 1711; is directly contrasted with Dcn. 
100 One of these occurrences of ij"772, IQW 6.15, is in reference to God, thus indicating a 
plurality of application. Again the same phenomenon is true of the book of Psalms, where of the 
51 appearances of 1"711C, "seven occurrences describe God as righteous (7: 12; 11: 7; 112: 4; 116: 5; 
119: 37; 129: 4; 145: 17)" (Kim 1985, p. 170). In addition to these, a plural form, VID'12, appears 
in IQH'9.36. CC also in IQH' 17.9. 
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terms likewise appear juxtaposed with DC71 or MMn (e. g. I QH3 4.20-2 1; 5.25- 
27; 6.9-10; 10.12-13). 101 
Such occurrences of 17-N, contextualised as they are, would appear to be 
the result of stock terminology and scriptural themes. They may therefore bear no 
relation whatsoever to the il')MVI -ii-11' of the FSL or il)71: -711M appearing 
elsewhere in the ESL, and thus convey little with regard to specific sobriquet 
development. On the other hand, we have already witnessed in the Damascus 
Document the role of scriptural typologies in the development of apparent 
sobriquets or descriptive terminology. It is therefore worth perhaps taking a 
closer look at 'the righteous (one)' q71N) of I QH' 7.17b-22a. 
The individual described as determined from the womb 'for the 
time of approval' QI N"I -NUIC ý), is charged to keep the covenant and 'to walk in 
all things' (ýI= IQH' 7.18). 102 'The wicked' (CM71) however, 
created 'for [the time] of your [w]rath' (reconstructing yp]ý; IQHa 
7.20) and ordained from the womb 'for the day of slaughter', are said to both 
reject the covenant and 'walk in a way that is not good' (: 11n Aý 11"M 1. ý ýM; 
I QHa 7.2 1). 103 A sharp contrast is therefore drawn between the two. Indeed, the 
passage contains several elements reminiscent of the first columns of the (pre- 
Yahadic) Cairo Damascus Document. There a similar contrast is drawn between 
'the life of the righteous (one)' (P'-11; VM; CD 1.20) and 'those who walk 
perfectly' (M'M ': ) ý1 71; CD 1.20-2 1) on the one hand, and those who 'broke the 
covenant' (n'"IM 11'. =; CD 1.20) and 'depart from the way' Cl-l"I '710; CD 
101 It is tempting here to recall the apparent conflict between 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
(1)11: 77 71-110) and 'the Wicked Priest' (=711 Jill=l) in the later pesharim. Might this have a 
typological foundation in the juxtaposition of il")11; and VVI in the Hodayot and relevant 
scriptural passages? 
102 Assuming something has dropped out, some scholars supply 'to walk in all your ways' 
(Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Mansoor 
1961; Vermes 2004). Svend Holm-Nielsen suggests that ý= I ý73* may have the meaning 'to 
walk (uprightly) in all things' (1960, p. 227, cf. p. 230, n. 15). 
103 Cf. Isaiah 65.2(: MO-Rý 1"I'M 1 '1110 Z: D). 
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2.6) on the other. 104 The context in the Damascus Document is likewise 'the time 
of wrath' Q1-1r1 YID: 1; CD 1.5) and interestingly those who 'broke the covenant' 
are ftirther accused of having 'justified the wicked (one) and condemned the 
righteous (one)' (P'-Ilt DO-1 lli"771: '; CD 1.19). 105 The insertion of 
1771: i'l-11C and VA (who 'led them (Israel) astray in a wilderness 
without a way (1-1-i IAý), (... ) delivering them to the avenging sword of the 
vengeance of the covenant'; CD 1.14-17) in the Yahadic redaction of the text 
(ESQ, imposes within the Damascus Document (intentionally or not) a 
reinterpretation of 'the righteous (one)' (P'-il:; CD 1.19-20) and 'the wicked 
(one)' (. UM; CD 1.19) in the light of these figures. Might 17"71; have been 
similarly understood in our present text from the Hodayot? 
Though some thematic overlaps would appear to exist between I QH3 
7.17b-22a and the FSL of CD 1-2, in both instances it is primarily a scriptural 
typology contrasting 1"75"11: and DVI that would appear to be at work. 106 Certainly 
there is nothing to suggest that 'the righteous (one)' (ij7-N) of the Hodayot 
should be understood as an explicit reference to the ID-NTM M"11' of the FSL or 
indeed IDII: -M-11n appearing elsewhere in the ESL. 107 However, it is possible 
that this commonplace scriptural type, employed among the sectarian literature, 
may have influenced or helped shape the expectation of one who would embody 
such an ideal. The most therefore that can be said of the reference to il)"71: in 
104 Ilie identification of those who 'broke the covenant' 17M. U'; CD 1.20) with those who 
'depart from the way' (J"11 '710; CD 2.6) is made explicit in the Yahadic redaction of the text 
belonging to the ESL (1-11 "10 C-M; CD 1.13). 
105 " 1771: and DCM here employed in the legal sense noted by Kim (ef n. 98 above) to indicate the 
innocent and the guilty. Note by comparison CD 4.7 (DM 17CM ID'11; Illp"ITI). 
106 Nevertheless, such contextual thematic overlaps may yet indicate that CD 1-2 (FSL) bore some 
influence upon the author of I QH` 7.17b-22a (ESQ. 
107 Neither should the references to 1711: of the past in the FSL of the Damascus Document be 
associated too closely with the anticipated 1771: 7 M-11' of the future in CD 6.1 Ia. It is only in the 
post-teacher Yahadic redaction that such an association might be retrospectively implied. 
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I QH' 7.17b-22a is that it may have been read and understood by sectarian readers 
in the retrospective light of 'the Teacher of Righteousness'. 108 
IQII' 10.13-15a [2.13-15a] 
A further passage from the Hodayot that may be of some significance in 
its employment of I')-N comes from column 10 of the re-ordered lQH, one of 
the so-called 'Teacher Hymns': 109 
10.13 But you have set me like a banner to the ij-)71; and a rW7 Y'ýU of 
wonderful mysteries, to test 14 [the men of] truth and to try those who love instruction. 
And I have become a man of dispute 1: 1'"I) to M. Url 'TýC [but a man of '5pea]ce to all 
seers of truth (MIMIM '771). (IQH' 10.13-15a) [- Sukenik 2.13-15a] 
108 This figure may presumably have similarly been read into scriptural occurrences of The 
contrast with DVI in such passages (scriptural and sectarian), as well as perhaps providing the 
impetus for the conflict between 'the Teacher of Righteousness' i M10) and 'the Wicked 
Priest' (VUlt-i IMMI) in the later pcsharim (see n. 101 above), may have subsequently been read 
in the light of this apparent conflict. 
109 Sukenik was the first to suggest that 'the Teacher of Righteousness' might have authored at 
least part of the Hodayot (1955, p. 39). Since then numerous scholars have adoptcd such a 
standpoint, basing the assumption upon significant similarities between events which befall 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' in the pesharim and those experienced by the protagonist of the 
Hodayot (e. g. Abegg 1997; Allegro 1981; Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 179-196; Douglas 1999; Dupont- 
Sommer 1961, p. 200; Fujita 1976, p. 40, n. 35; Garcia Martinez 2002; Mowinckel 1956, pp. 275- 
276; Stegemann 1998, p. 107). Other scholars, noting for example the Hodayot's heavy 
dependence upon scripture, have warned against reading too deeply into such an identification 
(e. g. Burrows 1958, pp. 324-341; Callaway 1988, pp. 185-197; Davies 1987, pp. 87-105; Harkins 
2005, p. 235, n. 6; Holm-Nielsen 1960, pp. 39,316-331,332-348; Kittel 1981, pp. 9-11; Knibb 
1990, p. 54; 1994a, p. 166; Vermes 1981, p. 27). A more cautious examination of these similarities 
has led Davies to conclude that the pesharim are dependent upon the Hodayot for their 
information concerning 'the Teacher of Righteousness', thus nullifying any theory of 
identification made on the grounds of similarity between the two, while affirming that "within the 
Qumran community these hymns - and at the very least the autobiographical ones - were 
understood to be compositions of the 'Teacher"' (Davies 1987, pp. 89-90; my italics; cf. however 
Knibb 1990, p. 54). Gert Jeremias classified lQH` 10(2). 1-19,10(2). 31-39,11(3). 1-18,12(4). 5 - 
13(5). 4,13(5). 5-19,13(5). 20 - 15(7). 5,15(7). 6-25 and 16(8). 440 as 'Hymns of the Teacher' 
('Lehrerlieder') while others have come to be regarded as Illymns of the Community'. An 
excellent summary of the 'Teacher Hymn Hypothesis', including differing identifications of the 
'Lehrerlieder', appears in Douglas 1999 (see further Collins and Dimant 1994; Schuller 1994a). 
These classifications are useful as they do indeed appear to indicate separate blocks of material 
(oflen identified by use of 'I' or 'we' respectively). With regard to authorship however, we shall 
for the present go only as far as Davies (in agreement with our findings above concerning 11,77s; 
cf. n. 107 and n. 108), accepting the suggestion that the Hodayot "were regarded as compositions of 
the Teacher" as "a more modest and indeed a more secure basis on which to build a comparison 
between them and the pesharim '(Davies 1987, p. 93; so too Callaway 1994, p. 417). 
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This passage, written in the first-person, speaks of those designated il-71S "I'Mn 
(cf. 4QI84 frag. 1,14; 4Q215a frag-1,2.2), rendered variously 'the elect of 
justice' (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcfa Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997), 'the elect 
of righteousness' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Vermes 2004) or 'the chosen (ones) of 
righteousness' (Holm-Nielsen 1960; Knibb 1994a; Mansoor 1961; Wise, Abegg 
and Cook 1996). Similarly, in I QH' 6.15 we find 'all your elect/chosen are truth' 
ý1: ) =A), interestingly in the immediate context of the application of 
")-IS "I'11: 1 here should 177S to God (see n. 100 above). This may suggest that il 
be taken in conjunction with the '[men of] truth' (rIUA ['=A]; IQH' 10.14) and 
perhaps also, though a synonym is used, the 'seers of truth' (rIIrII: )) 'TIM; IQH' 
10.15). "0 
The speaker describes himself as 'NUI Y'ýIn of wonderful mysteries' 
(I QHa 10.13). T' ýIn would appear in this context to indicate a mediatory role (cf. 
2 Chronicles 32.31; Job 33.23), thus suggesting 'a mediator of knowledge' as a 
suitable rendering of rV7 Y" i7in. 111 The speaker is set in clear opposition in the 
passage to 'mediators of error' (rIVrI 'S" ýU; I QH a 10.14). ' 12 Such conflicting 
mediatory roles are instantly reminiscent of the two conflicting types of teaching, 
M' and n=, contrasted in the Damascus Document and associated with 'the 
Cf. MA 'lln (CD 2.12-13). 
111 Other scriptural contexts may indicate an interpretive role for T' ýU (cf. Genesis 42.23; Isaiah 
43.27), though Richardson has cast doubt on the accuracy of these readings (Richardson 1955, 
pp. 167-169). See further r'5 and YýU in Clines (ed. ) 1998; 2001; Koehler and Baumgartner 
1995. Both interpretations are represented in the variety of renderings proffered for r171 rýn: 
'knowledgeable mediator' (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997); 'informed mediator' (Wise, 
Abegg and Cook 1996); 'discerning interpreter' (Vermes 2004); 'knowledgeable interpreter' 
(Knibb 1994a); 'knowing interpreter' (Holm-Nielsen 1960); 'interpreter of knowledge' (Dupont- 
Sommer 1961; Mansoor 1961); cf. 'wise sower' (Garcia Martinez 1996). Note the plural form 
rID"I 'T5n in IQH" 23[bottom]. 6. 
112 In addition to 'mediators of error' (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Wise, Abegg and 
Cook 1996), other scholars have suggested: 'advocators of error' (Mansoor 1961); 'interpreters of 
error' (Holm-Nielsen 1960; Knibb 1994a; Vermes 2004); 'interpreters of straying' (Dupont- 
Sommer 1961); 'those who spread fallacies' (Garcia Martinez 1996). See n. 1 II above. 
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Teacher of the Community' ('a teacher of righteousness') and 'the Man of 
Scoffing / the Lie' ('a spouter of a lie') respectively. 113 
The description of those tried by 'a mediator of knowledge' (M-I Y` ýn) 
as 'those who love instruction' CIOIC IQH' 10.14) would appear to be 
dependent upon Proverbs 12.1a, which states that 'whoever loves instruction 
loves knowledge' (MI : 171A "101C MMR). 114 Terms such as 'mediator', 
'knowledge' and 'instruction' all imply a context of teaching behind the passage. 
The speaker, as 'a mediator of knowledge', performs a didactic role within a 
group who are characterised by truth (MA; IQH' 10.14 / n: )); 10.15), 
instruction (7101n; 10.14) and, most significantly, righteousness (ij, 771% 10.13), 
while 'mediators of error' (MWI '!: ' ýC; 10.14) would thus appear in the role of 
false teachers. Small wonder then that many have associated the author of this 
passage with the figure elsewhere described as 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
(1' '711t-ii seen. 109 above). 
Further to such an identification, Andr6 Dupont-Sommer notes that the 
speaker refers to himself as 'a banner' (0% 1 QH' 10.13), the closest comparative 
use of which is Isaiah 11.10 where the 'root of Jesse' is similarly described 
(Dupont-Sommer 1961, p. 205, n. 3). Thus Dupont-Sommer attributes a messianic 
claim to the speaker (a role we have likewise associated with the anticipated 
P"71: 71 71"11' of the FSL; cf. CD 6.10-11; 12.23 - 13.1). Svend Holm-Nielsen 
regards Dupont-Sommer's assumption as "rash" (1960, p. 35, n. 27), though it is 
intriguing, with regard to the possible applicability of Isaiah -11.10 to the 
'teacher', that 01 in that text appears in the immediate context of 'seeking' (M-i; 
113 In this context it is perhaps significant to note that Y'5U ('mediator') comes from the root 
Y'5, from which 111t5 ('scoffing') is also derived (cf. Richardson 1955; also Clines (cd. ) 1998; 
2001; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995). Though no especial negative connotations can here be 
inferred (the protagonist is also designated T'50, albeit one of 'knowledge'), might such 
negatively associated mediation (found also in similar phrases to be examined in due course) have 
had any influence on the use of jllt5 to describe one such false teacher in the Damascus 
Document? 
114 On 'knowledge' in the Hodayot, see Mansoor 1961, pp. 65-74. 
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Isaiah 11.10) and 'a remnant' ("IAV; Isaiah 11.11), both similarly important 
themes in the Damascus Document. 115 
Despite the didactic role of the speaker, provided furthermore for 'the 
elect of righteousness' (ji"711: I"jIrI: I; cf ji'772 '. U-il' in CD 1.1), we can yet 
again make no clear affirmation of identity with the figure described elsewhere as 
'a teacher of righteousness'. 116 More pertinently for our study however, the 
thematic content of the passage (in particular the conflict between, and reception 
of, two types of mediation) may yet cast light on our perceived developmental 
process. 
I QH' 12.23b-25a [4.23b-25a] 
It is with regard to the potential significance of such thematic content that 
we shall briefly consider a further passage which, despite an absence of 
discernible sobriquet-related elements, contains instances of related terminology 
which may prove informative: 
12.23 And you have not covered in shame the faces of 24 all those sought by 
me, those who gather -in, to your covenant. And they have listened to me, those who 
walk in the way of your heart (M=5 III= O'D51MI), and have aligned themselves 
for you 2sin the council of the holy ones (C'M" nji). (IQH' 12.23b-25a) [= Sukenik 
4.23b-25a] 
This comes from another of the so-called 'Teacher Hymns' attributed to 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness'. Though the identity of the author may be beyond our/ 
ability to affirm, a number of elements here are reminiscent of the context in 
which 'a teacher of righteousness' (P-11; 7MIC) is introduced to us in CD 1.1 Ia. 
115 Not to mention the association with 1")-il; (Isaiah 11.4,5) and 11X7 (Isaiah 11.2). It is perhaps 
also worthy of note that the speaker in our present text refers to himself as 'a man of dispute' 
(: '"I VA; IQH' 10.14; cf. Jeremiah 15.10), T"I being another prominent theme in the 
Damascus Document (e. g. CD 1.2; 1.2 1; 14.12). Cf. the use of M'"I in I QH` 13.22 in the context 
of 11711% "Ill' and rl"IM. 
116 Though, as Callaway points out: "The language of this psalm does induce one to think of the 
one praying as the leader or role model for a group of righteous ones who are opposed by a group 
of wicked persons" (1988, p. 191). 
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The act of seeking (Ull) is present both in CD 1.10- 11 (cf. 6.6-11; Hosea 10.12) 
and in I QH' 12.24 (though significantly not of God here) and of course the theme 
of 'covenant' is prevalent throughout the Damascus Document (often in 
association with the 'teacher'; cf. CD 1.1 - 2.3; 6.2 - 7.1; 19.33 - 20.34). More 
interesting however is the claim that those who have listened to the speaker are 
'those who walk in the way of your heart' (I QH' 12.24). The glossed Damascus 
Document, belonging to the ESL, specifically assigns the guidance of such a 
group to. 'a teacher of righteousness': 
1 "But God perceived their deeds, for they sought him with a whole heart. "and he raised 
up for them a teacher of righteousness to lead them in the way of his heart 
IM 5 JIM). (CD 1.10-11 a) 
Indeed, listening to the voice of this teacher is lauded in CD 20.27-34 and 
associated with Trl'i'l 'VDIA (the Men of the Community'; cf. -IM71 '=A; IQS 
9.10). 117 It is of some significance perhaps then that 'IT has been inserted above 
the line in IQH' 12.24.118 Furthermore, those who have listenýd to the speaker 
and 'walk in the way of your heart' are said to have aligned themselves 'in the 
council of the holy ones 101 (1 QHa 12.25). 119 It is tempting here to recall 
'the holy anointed ones' (VTID-ii 'MOU) of CD 6.1, to whom the anticipated 
1). 120 117TIVI 71-11' of the FSL was to be an eschatological successor (CD 6.1 
117 See n. 24 and n. 26 above. 
i's Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar translate accordingly: 'those who unite Aogether/ for your 
covenant' (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; cf. Garcia Martinez 1996). Wise, Abegg and 
Cook translate similarly, though suggest 'in the Yahad' as a possible alternative (Wise, Abegg and 
Cook 1996). Note Nehemiah 6.2 (I-Iri' 71DIý); cf Mansoor 1961, p. 127, n. 6. 
119 Transcribed in error by Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997) as Cf 
in Psalms 89.8. 
120 On C'M" nji as 'holy ones' or 'saints, especially with regard to non-human entities (e. g. the 
heavenly court), see Kim 1985, pp. 193-210. Menahem Mansoor points out that Vol"711") could 
also be taken to indicate 'angels' (so too Collins 1992, pp. 613-614), though suggests that in the 
context of IQW 12.25 it may refer to "members of the sect themselvee' (Mansoor 1961, p. 127, 
n. 9). Kim likewise notes that where holiness is applied to humans in a scriptural context, it is 
"mostly to the community as a whole or the group who are close and loyal to God" (Kim 1985, 
p. 205). 
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It would certainly be possible to infer the presence of the Damascus 
Document's 'Teacher of the Community' behind this text (e. g. the themes of 
'seeking', 'covenant', alignment with 'the holy ones', and more specifically the 
association with-7n' and the importance of 'those who walk in the way of your 
heart' listening to the speaker's voice). 12 1 However, just because it is possible 
does not necessarily mean we would be justified to do so. Even if a direct 
correspondence between I QH' 12.23b-25a and the Damascus Document could be 
demonstrated, we must not preclude the possibility that the former informed the 
Yahadic redaction of the latter (in the same manner that Davies considers the 
Hodayot to have likewise influenced the portrayal of the 'teacher' in the 
pesharim; 1987, pp. 87-105). Thus the identity of the speaker in this passage 
remains enigmatic, though we can acknowledge the presence of terminological 
and thematic elements which elsewhere pertain to descriptions of the 'teacher'. 
IQH' 16.16-17 [8.16-17] 
One final passage from the Hodayot to be considered with regard to the 
sobriquet ij")-TI: -M 71"11C is from column 16 of the re-ordered I QH: 
16.16BUt YOU, my God, you have placed in my mouth as it were an early rain a 
shower for all [ ... ] and a spring of living water. And the heavens will not fail (=T: )' Rý) 
to open, 17 they will not stop but will become a stream overflowing up[on ... ] water and to the seas without e[nd]. (I QH' 16.16-17) [- Sukenik 8.16-17] 
This passage is again in the first-person and assigned by Gert Jeremias among the 
'Teacher Hymns' (see n. 109 above). The speaker claims that God has placed 'an 
early rain' (M11) in his mouth, a metaphor that is extended to encompass 'a 
spring of living water' (M" M VC DIMC; I QH' 16.16) and other water imagery. 
It is hard not to see here the same dual understanding of 'MT employed in the 
12 1 Even the negative assertion 'And you have not covered (MIMO) in shame' (IQH' 12.23b) 
utilises the same word rM3 borrowed from Ezekiel 13 and employed in the Damascus Document 
in reference to the 'daubers of whitewash' who follow false prophets (CD 8.12: ýEnin nto; 
19.25: ýErl Ttn). Cf Holm-Nielscn 1960, p. 84, n. 53. 
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FSL where it finds expression in the expectation of 'one who will teach 
righteousness PIllt-M M-111) at the end of days' (CD 6.11a), drawing upon 
Hosea 10.12 (cf. Joel-2.23). Hence perhaps the specific placement of 'an early 
rain' in his mouth C EM; I QH' 16.16)? The metaphor would appear to play on this 
dual understanding and it is in fact teaching that is implied as having been placed 
in the speaker's mouth. 122 
Such an understanding has two important implications. Firstly, we may be 
given to wonder whether the speaker is deliberately applying the professed 
expectation of CD 6.11 a to himself and thus tacitly laying claim to the role. 
Secondly, we may note that he is claiming divine authority for his teaching; the 
words in his mouth have been placed there by God. 123 Dupont-Sommer, who 
believes the speaker to be identical with the 'teacher', goes further, suggesting 
that he is here intentionally alluding to "the title by which he was known by his 
followere' (1961, p. 228, n. 1), which, in Dupont-Sommer's opinion, was 711C 
1711-1. Given that our analysis so far would appear to indicate that the sobriquet 
1711: -M -ii-11C was not in use in the ESL, this would seem unlikely. On the other 
hand, an allusion to the title TM71 "7111 / 71"11C (CD 20.1; 20.14) would be 
possible and certainly some reference to the activity of teaching is implied 
(congruent with the didactic role implicit in the description 'a mediator of 
knowledge'; IQH' 10.13). 
In the present passage, 71-11' is ostensibly used to indicate 'an early rain' 
(cf. the abundant water imagery throughout I QH' 16.4-26), indicative perhaps of 
a dependence upon scriptural usage such as Hosea 10.12 or Joel 2.23 (Bengtsson 
2000a, pp. 192,194; Dupont-Sommer 1961, p. 228, n. 1; Holm-Nielsen 1960, 
122 Wise, Abegg and Cook tender this implicit meaning explicit in their rather loose translation, 
supplying the qualifying phrase 'your words' ('But You, 0 my God, have placed Your words in 
my mouth, as showers of early rain'). In their opinion, the intention of 1QH a 16.16 is to present 
the speaker as "a mouthpiece for God's words" (1996, p. 85). Cf. IQH' 19.33: 'And you have 
placed in the mouth of your servant thanksgiving' (1711"Ilil MM-OD '! D: l MMI). Also, Numbers 
22.38 and 2 Samuel 14.3 (see Holm-Nielsen 1960, p. 153, n. 31). 
123 Bengtsson 2000a, p. 198; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996, p. 85. 
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p. 153, n. 32), yet with metaphorical undertones playing on the ambiguity of 
1 -1 124 In other words, I QH' 16.16 TI . -17 is adopting a scriptural term that may 
be 
taken to indicate either 'an early rain' or the act of teaching, and employing it in 
such a way as to bring out both. meanings within the text. Hence we have here an 
interpretation of the term akin to that of Cb 6.1 Ia. That the latter text belongs to 
the FSL (and we can perhaps assume was available to the author of I QH' 16.16- 
17) lends further credence to our proposal above that the speaker is drawing upon 
CD 6.1 Ia and, by implication, claiming (with divine authority) the role of the 
anticipated 1-771: 77 71-11 -1 . 
125 
Other elements of this passage have a similarly distinctive sectarian 
character. The metaphor regarding the 'early rain' placed in the mouth of the 
speaker is extended to encompass 'a spring of living water' (01M MIC DIMU; 
, QHa 16.16). 126 We have already seen a similar phrase occur in the Yahadic 
redaction of the Damascus Document: 
19.33, rbus all the men who entered the new 34Covenant in the land of Damascus and turned 
and betrayed and departed from the well of living water JM"M' , : 1) 3 I C'n "IR 5shall not 
be reckoned in the council of the people and in their list they shall not be written from 
the day of the gathering in of Trl'-M 71-11020" until there shall arise the messiah from 
Aaron and from Israel. (CD 19.33b - 20.1 a) 
There, departure from the (new) covenant entails departure from 'the well of 
living water', seemingly representative of the 7i"Ilrl and teachings of the group 
(cL CD 3.12b-16; 6.2-5). Might such an understanding lie behind I QH' 16.16? It 
would follow that we should similarly regard 'a spring of living water' in the 
124 With regard tO Scriptural influence and typologies, see further Daise 2000 (esp. pp. 297-305). 
125 We have already speculated, in both the present chapter and previously in Chapter Two, that 
the figure acclaimed as 6a teacher of righteousness' in the ESL was considered the fulfilment of 
the expectation professed in the FSL regarding =71 11'"IMAM 1771: 7 M-11' (CD 6.11 a). If such 
a claim can indeed be recognised in I QH` 16.16, expressed furthermore in the f irst-person, greater 
weight may perhaps be given to the identification of the (implied) author with this figure. 
126 Mansoor draws attention to Isaiah 35.7 (Mansoor 1961, p. 155, nA), but this has only 'DIMn 
Vt). Cf. Jeremiah 2.13: 'a fountain of living water' (C"n VO -111M). 
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Hodayot as a metaphorical reference to a source of knowledge. Interestingly, 
IQH a 10.17b-18 states of the speaker's opponents: 
10.17 They throw into the pit the life of the man in whose mouth you have 
established and imparted understanding. 18You placed it in his heart to open a fountain of 
knowledge (MU"I "111M) for all those who understand. (IQH" 10.17b-18) [= Sukenik 
2.17b-18] 127 
The phrase 'a fountain of knowledge' (MUl "111"M) appears also in IQH' 20.29, 
while our present passage mentions'a fountain of life' (V'ri -111i"M; IQH' 16.14; 
cE Jeremiah 2.13: 'a fountain of living water'; C'M C'n -11 pn). 128 Furthen-nore, 
IQH' 23[top]. 10 states 'You have opened a [foun]tain in the mouth of your 
servant' (M)MD n -nmrinn "11[il"M]). 129 The mesh of similar phraseology, 
both scriptural and sectarian (in particular the use of O"MM VC '14tM in CD 
19.34; cf. 3.12b-16; 6.2-5) provides some justification forregarding the 'spring of 
living water' (O"M M'ln 171: 11n) of IQH' 16.16 in reference to a metaphorical 
'fountain of knowledge' (M-1 lQHa 10.18; 20.29). This would in turn 
appear to provide independent confirmation of our analogous interpretation of 
1-11' as an allusion to teaching. 
It is perhaps significant that I QHa 16.16-17 is set within the wider context 
of a planting metaphor (IQH' 16.4-26; cf. 14.14-19). The use of 77110 ('root'; 
lQHa 16.7,10,23) and = ('planting'; IQH' 16.5,6,9,10,13,20,21) recall 
the 'root of planting' (n. = MIVJ) of the Damascus Document (CD 1.7), there 
127 The text actually preserves 'B: I, as at IQH" 16.16 (both texts likewise contain 7TIOU, though 
here qualified by though most scholars correct to I'! O: l (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Mansoor 1961; Vermes 2004). Svcnd Holm-Niclsen, however, 
warns against such corrections (1960, pp. 36-37, n. 40) and so retains 'EM, translating 'through my 
mouth' (similarly Garcia Martinez 1996; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 
128 Cf. 'The words of a man's mouth (VIA-1) '*I: "I) are deep waters; the fountain of wisdom 
j7i? ZMlI is a gushing stream' (Proverbs 18.4). 
129 Cf. I QH' 19.33: 'And you have placed in the mouth of your servant thanksgiving' ('! DM MM1 
r1rin nnnu). 
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used to designate the group responsible for the text. 130 The language of IQH' 
16.4-26 draws upon themes from Ezekiel 31 (cf Isaiah 60.21; 61.3) and 
contributes to a body of planting imagery found among the Qumran-related texts 
(Dimant 1984, p. 539; Fujita 1976; Hempel 1999a, p. 329, n. 36; Stuckenbruck 
2005; Tiller 1997). 131 Patrick Tiller notes the following of I QH' 16.4-26: 
The images seem internally inconsistent and intermixed with inconsistent sorts of 
references by the psalmist to himseM ... The textual confusion and 
intermixture of poet 
and metaphor indicates that the writer felt that he participated in the planting or growth 
of the shoot that was to become an eternal plant of global proportions. (Tiller 1997, 
p. 332) 132 
Such an insight may prove to be of particular note if we were to accredit 
authorship to the figure described as 'a teacher of righteousness' (ij, )71; 7711C) 
who we are told was 'raised up' for 'a root of planting' in CD 1.4-11 a. 133 
One last point worth mentioning with regard to I QH a 16.16-17 is the 
presence of the negative MMI Aý indicating that 'the heavens will not fail (Rý 
MT: )') to open' (IQH' 16.16-17). It appears in form and context to draw upon 
Isaiah 58.11 b: 
and you shall be like a watered garden, like a spring of water, whose waters never fail 
WO"D 'IC N). (Isaiah 58.1 lb) 
It is however derived from the root MT: ) which can also mean 'lie' as we find in, 
for example, : IT: ) 1-inn. 134 Indeed the form found in Isaiah 58.1 lb, pointed 
130 See n. 19 and n. 20 above. 
131 Cf. Daise 2000. 
132 See further, Charlesworth 1991. 
133 Note the use of "Trl', albeit in the sense of 'together, within the planting metaphor of I QH` 
16A-26 (IQH' 16.5). Dupont-Sommer attempts to identify further sectarian terminology within 
the passage, reconstructing 'the sons of men' or 'the sons of righteousness' in the lacuna at I QHa 
16.16 (Dupont-Sommer 1961, p. 228, n. 1; cE Holm-Nielsen 1960, p. 153,03). In addition, rather 
than 'heavens' IQH" 16.17), he elects to reconstruct 'princes' thus 
drawing a parallel with the 'princes' who dug the well and sought God in CD 6.2-11 a (cf. I QH` 
14.14), an approach in which he has not been followed (1961, p. 228, n. 3; cE Holm-Nielsen 1960, 
p. 153, n. 34). 
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appears only once more in the Hebrew Bible, where it is rendered 'they 
lied' by the NRSV (Psalms 78.36). 135 The phrase MM" 10 appears in Proverbs 
14.5 and Habakkuk 2.3, both times most aptly translated 'does not lie'. 136 Though 
perhaps by accident rather than design, the proximity of the roots '71' and MM in 
I QH' 16.16 do bring to mind the terminology of opposition between 'a teacher of 
righteousness' (P"71: M-11C) and 'a spouter of a lie' (MM J'=). Though it 
would go far beyond the evidence to suggest a deliberate allusion, in this context 
it is perhaps interesting to recall the description in CD 1.14-15 of one who 
'spouted to Israel waters ofa lie' (MM 'VC ýA-)Zr ý n4n"M). 
Summary 
The sobriquet 'the Teacher of Righteousness' (1'771: 71 711C) does not 
appear in the H-material in either definite or indefinite form. Neither is the label 
'the Teacher of the Community' employed. Given the frequency with which the 
text is attributed to the historical 'teacher' (see n. 109 above), it is arguably 
peculiar that none of the designations attributed to this figure in the D-material 
(FSL or ESL) appear here. 137 Man Bengtsson, assuming authorship by the 
'teacher', suggests that since the title 'the Teacher of Righteousness' is absent: 
Consequently, it was not a self-designation. It is likely that the title was adopted and 
applied to him by the Yahad. (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 195) 
Such an interpretation however is grounded in the supposition that the speaker of 
the so-called 'Teacher Hymns' was in fact the figure to whom the title 7MIC 
134 Cf. Clines (ed. ) 1998; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995. 
135 'But they flattered him with their mouths, they lied to him (I with their tongues' 
(Psalms 78.36). 
136 'A faithful witness does not lie (=T: )' X5), but a false witness breathes out lies' (Proverbs 
14.5); 'For there is still a vision for the appointed time; it speaks of the end, and does not lie 
(MIM' M51)'(Habakkuk 2.3). Cf. Numbers 23.19. 
137 Mansoor similarly notes the apparent absence of 'the Teacher of Righteousness' from the 
Hodayot as problematic for the assumption of authorship by this figure (1961, p. 45). 
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1771t-il was eventually applied. Most scholars have attempted to establish this by 
a comparison of apparent 'historical' events which befall 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' in the pesharim with those experienced by the protagonist of the 
Hodayot. 138 However, as Bonnie Kittel. notes: 
Attractive as this view is, it is built on a fallacious assumption and circular argument. 
... many scholars have concluded that since the Teacher of 
Righteousness is described as 
suffering and persecuted, and the author of the Hodayot also speaks of suffering, the two 
must be the same. Once having made this identification, they see the distresses related in 
these psalms as events in the life of the Teacher, and thus affirm by this circular 
argument that he wrote them. (Kittel 198 1, pp. 9-1 0) 
We have already seen that Davies has similarly cast doubt upon the validity of 
such an approach, highlighting the apparent dependence of the pesharim upon the 
Hodayot for information concerning the 'teacher' (and thus explaining the 
similarity in content between the two). 139 Davies' suggestion is convincingly 
demonstrated, though carries with it the significant implication that: 
within the Qumran community these hymns - and at the very least the autobiographical 
ones - were understood to be compositions of the 'Teacher'. (Davies 1987, pp. 89-90; my 
ital iCS)140 
Thus designations or descriptions within the Hodayot may likewise have been 
understood as applicable to the 'teacher' and, even if not influenced by, may have 
fed into the process of sobriquet development. 
138 Cf. n. 109 above. 
139 Davies 1987, pp. 87-1 05. 
140 The assertion by Michael Knibb that he cannot find any evidence for this conclusion (Knibb 
1990, p. 54) would suggest both a denial, in his opinion, of literary dependency upon the Hoday6t 
by the pesharim and that the community who read the scrolls distinguished between 'the Teacher 
of Righteousness' as presented in the pesharim and the often near-identical descriptions of the 
protagonist of the Hodayot. The affinity between the two must surely suggest either (i) some form 
of literary dependency, (ii) an independent source upon which both drew, or, as many scholars 
would have it, (iii) that the two contain largely concurring (auto)biographical details concerning 
the life of an historical individual. Each of these possibilities entails the conclusion that the 
protagonist of the Hodayot was understood to be the 'teacher'. At the very least, even if the 
pesharim were written concerning a distinct individual and without regard for the Hodayot, 
modem scholars were quick to spot the points of contact between these two shadowy figures; 
would readers in the community not have done the same and thus read the 'teacher' within the 
Hodayot? 
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The description of 'the righteous (one)' (P'-il:; e. g. IQH' 7.18) and*the 
protagonist's portrayal of himself within a didactic role as 'a mediator of 
knowledge' (M-7 TI ýC) for the 'elect of righteousness' (1771: "I'MM; I QHa 
10.13) are in keeping with the description of 'the Teacher of the Community' in 
the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document. 14 1 Further descriptive 
elements in the Hodayot, such as association with the term -TTI' (e. g. I QH' 6.18; 
12.24; 13.22; 16.5), the 'spring of living water' (C"M VC UI: C; IQHa 16.16) 
and use of a planting metaphor (IQH' 16.4-26; cf. 14.14-19), are similarly 
paralleled in this text. Even more striking is the claim that 'those who walk in the 
way of your heart' (71=1 ý 1-ro v :) ýrnn; i QH' 12.24) have 'listened' to the 
protagonist of the Hodayot C)IM10% 12.24), while in the Damascus Document 
the figure labelled 'a teacher of righteousness' (whose voice must be listened to; 
CD 20.27-34) is expressly described as having been raised up for a remnant by 
God'to lead them in the way of his heart' (1: 2ý 1"I-M 1:: )'"17*; CD 1.11). 
Perhaps most significantly for our examination though is the use and 
application of the term 7111' by the speaker in I QH' 16.16-17. The context would 
suggest a deliberate metaphorical use, playing oný the ambiguity with regard to 
'raining' and 'teaching' as alternative understandings of the root MT and 
employing the term in such a way as to bring out both meanings within the text. 
Hence we have here an interpretation of 71-11' akin to that of CD 6.1 Ia. We have 
even tentatively suggested that IQH' 16.16-17 might represent an effort on the 
part of the speaker to claim identification with the anticipated P71: 7 M-W of the 
FSL. 142 Given the apparent application of this role to 'the Teacher of the 
Community' in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document (resulting in 
his description as 'a teacher of righteousness'; IDII: M"11 C; CD 1.11; 20.32) and 
furthermore the association of this figure with the protagonist of the Hodayot (see 
141 See in particular, CD 1.1 - 2.1; 19.33 - 20.34; cf 6.2-11. 
142 Cf. n. 125 above. 
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n. 140 above), such an approach might prove to reveal a crucial step in the 
development of the sobriquet ID-ilti-I 71-11n. 
3.2.2.2. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
IQB' 10.9b-11 [2.9b-11] 
Various designations and descriptions abound in the Hodayot for groups 
of opponents. It is perhaps significant that these are largely to be found within the 
so-called 'Teacher Hymns' and thus denote, for the most part, opponents of the 
protagonist. Whether any of these might be said to bear relation to the sobriquet 
MMM I'M remains to be seen. The first passage we shall examine concerns a 
group of 'scoffers': 
1"And you have set me as a reproach 10and a mockery to traitors a 
foundation of truth and insight to the upright of way (177 '"17). And I have become, 
because of the iniquity of the wicked (VIUM), "slander on the lip of violent men, 
scoffers (V!; ý) gnash their teeth. (IQH' 10.9b-I 1) [= Sukenik 2.9b-I 1] 
The term 0'1: 5, the plural of comes from the root This is the same root 
from which ýU ('mediator', as in rll. Un '!: ' 5U; I QHa 10.14) is derived (see 
Richardson 1955). 143 The same is also true of 111: 5 ('scoffing'), employed in the 
Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document in reference to 'the Men of 
Scoffing' Q 1!: 51-1 '01 A; CD 20.11) and, crucially, 'the Man of Scoffing JVA 
144 1125i"T) who spouted to Israel waters of a lie' (CD 1.14-15). Thus we shall, 
with the majority of scholars, render 0'1: 5 as 'scoffers' (e. g. Garcia Martinez 
1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Knibb 1994a; Mansoor 1961; 
Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 145 
143 Though note also rID"I Y'ýO (IQHA 10.13). Cf. Clines (ed. ) 1998; 2001; Koehler and 
Baumgartner 1995. 
144 See n. 113 above. 
145 Cf. 'mockers' (Dupont-Sommer 1961); 'scorners' (Holm-Nielsen 1960); 'babblers' 
(Richardson 1955). Richardson in particular outlines a convincing argument on the grounds of 
context for an understanding of r" 5 and its derivatives within scripture in reference to 'talking 
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Of the various scriptural occurrences of 0'1: ý, two are of especial note. 
Proverbs 1.22 reads: 
How long, 0 simple ones, will you love being simple? How long will scoffers 
delight in their scoffing 1111: ý) and fools hate knowledge? (Proverbs 1.22) 
It thus demonstrates a close association between 0'2ý (as found here in I QH' 
10.11 )and 111: 5 (employed as III; 5M VIN and III: 5M 'MA in CD 1.14; 20.11). 
Even more intriguing is the appearance of 0'1: ý in Proverbs 19.22-29: 
19*22 What is desirable in a person is loyalty, and it is better to be poor than a man of a lie 
(: IT: ) trtA). 23 The fear of the LORD is life indeed; filled with it one rests secure and 
suffers no harm. 2"The lazy person buries a hand in the dish, and will not even bring it 
back to the mouth. 25 Strike a scoffer Jr5), and the simple will learn prudence; reprove 
the intelligent, and they will gain knowledge 26Tbose who do violence to their 
father and chase away their mother are children who cause shame and bring reproach. 
27 Cease straying, my child, from the words of knowledge in order that 
you may hear instruction 28A worthless witness mocks (r'5') at justice, and 
the mouth of the wicked (C'Mn) devours iniquity. 29 Condemnation is ready for 
scoffers JI: '1; 5), and flogging for the backs of fools. (Proverbs 19.22-29) 
References to 'scoffers' (including the use of C'N ý) here appear in the context of 
6a man of a lie' (: ITM VIA; note the absence of the definite article), reminiscent of 
the association in the Damascus Document of : 17=1 01A with 112ý71 UIR (CD 
1.11 b- 17) and I 11: ýM 'M R (20.10-15). 146 Furthermore, reference to the 'wicked' 
Proverbs 19.28) and their iniquity QIR) recalls that of IQH2,10.10 
(though note IID, not II A), while, as we have seen, 'knowledge' (MI; Proverbs 
fre% and the noun 'babbler'. concepts that would tie-in also with the notion of spouting' (cf 
'111; il VA who spouted to Israel waters of a lie'; CD 1.14-15). Nevertheless, some 
wider range of meaning for the derivatives of r'ý would appear necessary (e. g. r'ýU, which 
Richardson concedes may on occasion be in reference to mediation, as indeed we translated 
above; Richardson 1955, p. 167) and so, to make explicit the relationship to J11: 1M MA (CD 
1.14) and JIS571 'MIA (CD 20.11), we shall follow the majority of scholars in rendering M'S5 
'scoffers'. 
146 See n. 76 above. 
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19.25,27) and 'instruction' (701U; 19.27) likewise appearjust a few lines later in 
IQHa 10.13-14.147 Though there is nothing to suggest a direct dependence of 
IQHa 10.9b-11 upon Proverbs 19.22-29, there is evidence of a contextually 
similar understanding of 1: '1; ý. 
There would also appear to be points of contact between I QHa 10.9b- II 
and the redacted first column of CD. In the latter, a figure described as 'a teacher 
of righteousness' is raised up by God 'to lead them in the way (177n) of his 
heart' (CD 1.11 a) but is set in opposition to 'a congregation of traitors' (r)"V 
O'"I)l M; CD 1.12), 'those who departed from the way' (177 '-10 1: 71; CD 1.13), 
led by 'the Man of Scoffing' VTR; CD 1.14; cf. 111: ý-ii IMA; CD 
20.1 1). 148 In our present text, lQHa 10.9b-1 1, the protagonist has been established 
by God for 'the upright of way' (1-17 '-V; IQH' 10.10) but is likewise 
opposed by 'traitors' 1 QH' 10.10) and 'scoffers' (VI: ý; I QH' 10.11). 
Is it possible to perceive a link here between the 'scoffers' of the Hodayot and 
those of the Damascus Document, in particular 'the Man of Scoffing' who we 
have seen described as 'a spouter of a lie' (CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25- 
26)? 
That 12'1tý and VIM appear only once in lQH', and are to be found 
within the same passage (I 0.9b- 11), lends credence to the suggestion of some 
relationship with the Damascus Document, where the two themes are also 
brought into association in the redaction of the text belonging to this ESL (CD 
I. Ilb-17). However, the use of slightly differing terminology with regard to 
'scoffers' might warn against too close an identification. The designation VA 
III; ý71 (CD 1.14; cf. 112ý71 'MA; CD 20.11), as we have already noted, would 
appear in context and form to draw upon Isaiah 28.14 Q I!: ýI MA), while VI: 
ý 
147 Mansoor suggests reading I'D for JID at IQH' 10.10 (1961, p. 106, n. 2). Holm-Nielsen 
disagrees however, regarding such a rendering as contextually incongruent (1960, p. 35, n. 22). 
148 Note also the role of 'the wicked' (M)"I) as a foil to 'the righteous' in CD 1.19 (belonging 
originally to the FSL, as does the rl"ID; CD 1.12). 
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(I QH' 10.11) has more in common with occurrences of the same term throughout 
Proverbs. 149 In addition, the Hodayot would appear to draw heavily upon 
Proverbs (and to a lesser extent Psalms) for the opposition of IMI 71: and 3MM (see 
n. 99 above). Phillip Callaway notes: 
The consistent use of comparison suggests that the speaker is not trying to communicate 
specific historical information about his adversaries. (Callaway 1988, p. 195) 
The most we can say for the present is that both the Hodayot and the Damascus 
Document share a general theme that portrays figures of opposition in the role of 
scoffers'; a theme that is founded in scriptural texts. 
While the 12'1: ý of IQH' 10.9b-11 would thus appear a general label 
applicable to any opposition met by the protagonist, the title I I!; ýM VA found in 
CD 1.14 is used in a far narrower sense (e. g. its association with specific deeds; 
CD 1.11- 17; cf. 20.10-15). It would be unlikely therefore that we have in I QH' 
10.9b-I I an oblique reference to 'the Man of Scoffing', though a movement in 
the other direction would be possible. 150 Given however our conclusion that the 
protagonist may retrospectively have been identified with the 'teacher' (see n. 140 
above), we may tentatively postulate that 'the Man of Scoffing' ('a spouter of a 
lie'; CD 1.14-15; cf. 4.19-20; 8.13; 19.25-26) and 'the Men of Scoffing' (CD 
20.10) might also have been retrospectively 'identified' within this passage. 
While therefore of limited use for our investigation of sobriquet development, 
IQH' 10.9b-11 does highlight the prominence of a more general theme that 
portrays figures of opposition as 'scoffers', present in two distinct texts of the 
ESL. This may indicate additional reasoning for the employment of the 
149 In fact, three out of the four scriptural occurrences of V!: ý, and eleven out of twelve of the 
singular form r 5, are to be found in Proverbs (the exceptions being Psalms 1.1 and Isaiah 29.20 
respectively). Note however the use of 111: 5 'MA in Proverbs 29.8 (see n. 45 above). 
150 Indeed, Davies' examination of the pesharim's dependence upon the Hodayot highlighted "a 
more general phenomenon, whereby rather vaguer plural terms in the Hymns become soubriquets 
for discrete individuals, or for identifiable parties, in the pesharim' (1987, p. 97). This itself is 
something we shall evaluate in due course, though one is given to wonder whether the insight 
might also apply to the relationship between the Hodayot and the Yahadic redaction of the 
Damascus Document. 
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designation 111; ý-M VA in CD 1.14. As to this figure's further characterisation, as 
6a spouter of a lie' (MM 11 =; CD 8.13; cf 1.1 3-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26), 1 QHa 
10.9b- II reveals very little. 
I QH' 10.13-1 7a [2.13-1 7a] 
A further passage of note, examined already with regard to the sobriquet 
1)72ýi i M-11C, appears two lines further down in the same column: 
10.13 But you have set me like a banner to the elect of righteousness, and a mediator of 
knowledge (MI Y'ýM) of wonderful mysteries, to test 14 [the men ofl truth and to try 
those who love instruction. And I have become a man of dispute (T"I) to M. Url 'Týn 
[but a man of '5pea]ce to all seers of truth (MMIM 'TIM). And I have become a spirit of 
zeal against [rllj")]ýM -i V)-11 -7.16 [All] MITI 'MA roar against me like the sound of the 
turbulence of many waters and schemes of Belial are [all] 17their thoughts. (IQH" 10.13- 
17a) [= Sukenik 2.13-17a] 
The speaker, 'a mediator of knowledge' (rl. 77 YýC; IQH3 10.13), is here 
opposed by 'mediators of error' qll. Un '1: 1 ýC; I QHa 10.14). 151 Reference is also 
made to MCI %)A, which we shall render with the majority of scholars, 'men 
of deceit' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Holm-Nielsen 1960; Garcia Martinez and 
Tigchelaar 1997; Knibb 1994a; Mansoor 1961; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). "' 
Both descriptions entail a sense of falsehood, made more explicit by the 
contrasting presence in the passage of 'a mediator of knowledge' and '[men ofl 
truth' (MUR [MR]; 1QH' 10.14). Indeed, with regard to 'mediators of error', we 
have already noted by token of its juxtaposition with the implied didactic role of 
'a mediator of knowledge', that it would appear to indicate false teachers. 
Though neither n= nor n7: ) are attested in the passage, some similarities 
exist with associated terminology in the redacted first column of CD. Despite the 
151 See n. 112 above. 
152 Note however, 'the deceivers' (Vermes 2004) and 'arrogant men' (Garcia Martinez 1996). 
Also, while here providing 'men of deceit', Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997) translate 
MCI 'Uj4t at IQH' 6.14 as 'men of guýle'. See iITI in Koehler and Baumgartner 1996. Cf 
7 'Uj 'I% in I QS 9.8. 
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fact that M. Url 'TýC and variant derogatory forms (to be examined below) are 
to be found in the Hodayot, Michael Douglas notes the uniqueness of this 
construction: 
In Jewish literature, the expression 'TýO + pejorative noun is only found within 1Q11 
cols 10-14. (Douglas 1999, p. 249; my italics) 
However, as we have already remarked, T'ýn ('mediator') comes from the root 
r"ý, from which I I!: ý ('Scoffing') is also derived, a term used to describe the 
false teacher of CD 1.13-15 who 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie' (cf Richardson 
1955; see n. 1 13 above). It is of further note that the qualification of such 
mediation in lQH a 10.14 is M. Un, here rendered 'error'. The root TiVrl can 
additionally mean 'to go astray' (Koehler and Baumgartner 1999; cf. Exodus 
23.4) and significantly is also used of this figure in CD 1.13-15: 
1.13 That was the time about which it is written, "like a stray heifer, 14SO Israel strayed", 
when arose the Man of Scoffing VA) who spouted to Israel 15waters of a lie 
and led them astray {1=1') in a wilderness without a way (CD 1.13-15). 
Thus both elements of rIlDrl 'TýC are found in some form in the terminology 
used to describe one 'who spouted to Israel waters of a lie' in the Damascus 
Document. 
We have similarly noted the presence of : 1'-I at lQH a 10.14, also 
appearing in the first column of CD (CD 1.2; 1.2 1; see n. 115 above), and the use 
of 1"711t (lQH' 10.13; cf, CD 1.1,11,16,19,20). In addition, [nlijplýn 'nl-i 
(I QH' 10.15) is paralleled bymij-*m 1CM (CD 1.18). 1 
53 There is accordingly 
a significant contextual overlap between the employment of M. Un 'Týln in the 
Hodayot and the description of one 'who spouted to Israel waters of a lie' in the 
Damascus Document. 
153 We shall examine this designation in greater detail in Chapter Five. 
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The descriptions 'mediators of error' (rll. U; l 11; 1ýn; IQH' 10.14) and 
'men of deceit' 'MR; IQH' 10.16) have an inherent association with 
falsehood. 154 The former in particular shares with our sobriquet, 'the Spouter of 
the Lie, the concept of false teaching. These designations thus have much in 
common on a thematic level at least, if not a strictly terminological one, with the 
sobriquet MMM I=. Along with their counterparts (M-i Y" ýM; MR rvmRl), 
they mirror the distinction within the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus 
Document between the two types of teaching represented by 'a spouter of a lie' 
and 'a teacher of righteousness. 
IQH' 10.3lb-34a [2.3lb-34a] 
Similar terminology to that employed in lQH' 10.13-17a appears in a 
passage towards the bottom of the same column: 
10.3'And you have saved me from the zeal of : 17: ) 9 1; -1 ýIn 32and from the congregation of 
MIIDýrl You have redeemed the life of the poor one whom they thought to finish 
off, spilling his blood 33 because he served you. But they did [not kn]ow that my steps 
come from you. And they have set me as an object of contempt 34 and reproach in the 
mouth of all # I'In-l 'V-11 -1. (1 QH` 10.3 1 b-34a) [= Sukenik 2.3 1 b-34a] 
We have noted already the insight of Douglas with regard to the unusual nature of 
the construction followed by a pejorative noun, a construction limited 
within Jewish literature to IQH' 10-14 (Douglas 1999, p. 249). In this passage, 
rather than rll. Url '!: ' ý0 (I QH' 10.14), we have : 17n '!; ' ýC (I QH' 10.3 1). This 
has been rendered variously as 'mediators of deceit' (Garcia Martinez and 
Tigchelaar 1997), 'mediators of lies' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996), 'interpreters 
of lies' (Holm-Nielsen 1960; Knibb 1994a), 'interpreters of falsehood' (Dupont- 
Sommer 196 1), 'lying interpreters' (Vermes 2004), 'spokesmen of lies' (Mansoor 
1961) and 'sowers of deceit' (Garcia Martinez 1996). Our understanding of 
r11-Url (IQHa 10.14) as 'mediators of error' and : IT: ) n'= (CD 8.13) as 
154 [njp]ýn 'M'T (I QH" 10.15) should perhaps be viewed likewise; see n. 153 above. 
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'a spouter of a lie', would suggest 'mediators of a lie' to be, for our purposes, a 
tenninologically consistent rendering of MM 'TýC (IQH' 10.31). 155 
Quite apart from the question of whether specific historical groups can be 
deemed to lie behind these designations, should we regard M. Url '11: 1ýU and 
MM '1V ýn as indicative of two (fictional? /historical? ) groups of opponents or as 
alternative labels for a single entity? In addition to terminological and structural 
similarities there are contextual parallels. As with the 'mediators of error' in 
IQH' 10.13-17a, so too here the 'mediators of a lie' are brought into association 
with rllj": )ýM %7111, 'seekers of smooth things' (lQHa 10.32; cf. 10.15). 156 The 
similar phrase iTC-1 I MI"I (I QH' 10.34) is reminiscent of the 'men of deceit' 
(7MC-1 %MA) in IQH' 10.16, and should perhaps accordingly be rendered 
'seekers of deceit'. 157 
Thus, in both I QH' 10.13-17a and 10.3 1 b-34a the forces of opposition are 
denoted by three discernible labels. Just as the speaker is set against (i) 'Týn 
M-Un, (ii) MIDýri 'V7111 and (iii) M"n-l 'MR in IQH' 10.13-17a, so in 10.3lb- 
34a be is opposed by (i) MM '1V ýn, (ii) MIDýri 'MI'T and (iii) M'Vi %Ml-i. 
Assuming that MID ýrl '7111 in I QHa 10.32 should be considered identical with 
those that appear in 10.15, might we perhaps further speculate that mun -, Y' 
ýn 
and : 17: ) '! Výn (IQH' 10.14; 10.31), and similarly M131 'MR and 'UMI"T 
il"Vl (IQH' 10.16; 10.34), should also be regarded as synonymous 
designations? 158 In addition, Holm-Nielsen notes a supposedly deliberate parallel 
155 As indeed Wise, Abegg and Cook (1996) elect to translate = 'Týc when it reappears in 
I QH` 12.9b- IIa. 
156 The designation would appear to draw upon Isaiah 30.10. Note also 
rllrl: )) (Isaiah30.10); cfn1n1: )) '11n (IQH' 10.15). Seen. 153 above. 
157 So too Holm-Nielsen (1960) and Mansoor (1961). Cf. '(those) who search deceit' (Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997); 'those that look for deceit' (Dupont-Sommer 1961); 'those who 
seek deceit' (Knibb 1994a; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996); 'seekers of falsehood' (Vemes 2004); 
'interpreters of trickery' (Garcia Martinez 1996). 
158 Knibb 1994a, pp. 171-172. 
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between MT :) 'It' ýC . which he renders 'interpreters of 
lies' (so too Knibb 1994a; 
cf. n. 111 above), and rIIji"*I '0117 (Holm-Nielsen 1960, p. 48, n. 3). Might the 
two likewise be alternative designations for the same oppositional group? Indeed, 
given the terminological similarity between M'T1 'CMI'7 and rllji-)ýM 1CMI-1, it 
is possible that between these two passages we simply have five synonyms 
applicable to opponents in the text. 
Such an understanding of. general oppositional themes would appear 
congruent with the context of IQH" 10.13-17a and 10.3lb-34a, and simpler than 
positing three (or even five) distinct opposing groups in these passages. If the 
case, doubt is cast on the ability to identify (or even confirm the existence oo 
specific referents behind these designations: 
Although such interpretations cannot be precluded, one should use the same caution here 
as in the O. T. psalms, where formerly attempts used to be made to apply the stereotyped 
expressions for enemies to particular people. Not only are names never mentioned, but 
the conventionalised phraseology never makes it at all clear whom is meant. Until 
something else can be demonstrated, I find it most reasonable to understand the 
expressions as simply taken over from the O. T. terminology. (Holm-Nielscn 1960, p. 48, 
n. 3)159 
With regard to sobriquet development however, these occurrences may yet be of 
some use. We have already noted that both elements of MIXI 121ýn (lQH' 
10.14) are to be found in some form in the terminology used to describe one 'who 
spouted to Israel waters of a lie' in the Damascus Document (CD 1.13-15). How 
greater the significance then that in our present passage M. Url is replaced by : IT=. 
Let us examine once again the passage from the Damascus Document: 
1.13 That was the time about which it is written, "like a stray heifer, 14SO Israel strayed", 
when arose the Man of Scoffing (111; i7s I VA) who spouted to Israel 15waters of a lie 
(: I: )) and led them astray (C. Url') in a wilderness without a way (CD 1.13-15). 
159 Knibb, on the other hand, argues that the various terms employed "suggest that the activities of 
a distinct rival group of opponents are in mind, even though the precise circumstances are 
unclear" (1994a, p. 171). 
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The designation : 17: ) 11; 1ýn contains an element that shares a root with 111: 
ý, 
found in the sobriquet 'the Man of Scoffing' Q I!: ý77 VA; cf. Richardson 1955), 
and finthermore a qualification, : 27: ), that occurs in the description of the same 
figure as 'a spouter of a lie' (MIn n=; CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25- 
26). Indeed, Mansoor (who renders : 2T.: ) '!: ' ýIn, 'spokesmen of lies') implies an 
explicit connection between this designation and the sobriquet 'the Spouter of the 
Lie' n'=), drawing attention to the possible translation 'babblers of lies' 
(196 1, p. I 10, n. 5). 160 
Certainly, in terms of descriptive value, a distinct similarity exists 
between 'mediators of error' (I QH' ' 10.14), 'mediators of a lie' (I QH' 10.3 1) and 
ca spouter of a lie' (CD 8.13). All indicate the proponents of false teaching, offset 
against the correct teachings of the protagonist of the Hodayot or the figure 
described as 'a teacher of righteousness' in the Damascus Document. 161 Knibb 
notes that the specific employment of MIMI 'TýV and MM ISIýn in the 
Hodayot: 
suggests that the major point at issue between the psalmist and his enemies was false 
teaching. (Knibb 1994a, p. 172; my italics) 
Such is what we also find between the 'teacher' and his opponents in the 
Damascus Document, reflected in the descriptive use of M-I' and JUI with 
appropriate further qualification. One would again expect from this that a 
retrospective identification of the protagonist of the Hodayot with the 'teacher' 
would have entailed the designation : 17: ) being read in the light of ý'= 
: 17D. Consequently, though it may not have fed directly into the developmental 
process of the sobriquet, this and similar designations in the Hodayot provide us 
with a wider thematic background against which to understand such labelling. 
160 Note that Richardson regards Y` ý and its derivatives within scripture in reference to 'talking 
freely' and the noun 'babbler' (Richardson 1955; see n. 145 above). 
161 CL Mowinckel 1956, p. 27 1. 
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IQBa 12.6b-Ila [4.6b-Ila] 
The term : T.: ) 11: 1 ýC also appears in a passage from column 12 of the re- 
ordered I QH': 
12.6 But they, your people [... 7 ... 
] 
... they smooth them 
(IIDIýrlil) and "TVI 'TýO 
[le]ad them astray 11: 110[i I% and they are brought to ruin without insight, for [ ... ] Stheir deeds in folly. For (1) have been rejected by them and they do not esteem me when 
you make yourself great through me. For they banish me from my land 9like a bird from 
its nest, and all my friends and my acquaintances have been driven from me and esteem 
me as a broken vessel. But they are : 3310 and MVI 'TIM, they have schemes of 
Belial against me, to change your law which you engraved in my heart for MID 
ýil 1 'for 
your people. (I QH' 12.6b-1 I a) [= Sukenik 4.6b-1 I a) 
Appearing in exactly the same form as at I QH' 10.31, the 'mediators of a lie' 
again denote an opposing party to the speaker. 162 A third example of the 
construction 'T ýC followed by pejorative noun also appears in the text, 'T ýO 
M-1 (cf. Douglas 1999, p. 249). In addition to the designations 'mediators of 
error' (M. Un IQHa 10.14) and 'mediators of a lie' (: 17: ) 'TýD; IQH' 
10.31; 12.9-10), this recalls the 'men of deceit' (770"1 'VJDIA; IQHa 10.16) and 
'seekers of deceit' (-MC"I V117; IQH a 10.34) of earlier passages, thus 
suggesting 'mediators of deceit' as a suitable rendering. 163 
162 Given that MM appears in identical form at IQH" 10.31 and 12.9-10, there is a 
surprising degree of inconsistency within most translations. For example, 'mediators of deceit' 
and 'mediators of fraud' respectively (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997); 'mediators of lies' 
and 'mediators of a lie' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996); 'interpreters of lies' and 'spokesmen of 
lies' (Holm-Nielsen 1960); 'lying interpreters' and 'teachers of lies' (Vermes 2004); 'spokesmen 
of lies' and 'preachers of lie' (Mansoor 1961). Perhaps this suitably demonstrates the generalised, 
stereotypical quality of these and similar labels. Nevertheless, while acknowledging the arguably 
non-specific nature of such designations, we shall attempt to maintain some consistency in 
translation in order to better reflect the underlying Hebrew text, lest otherwise important 
repetitions or parallels go unnoticed. 
163 So too Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997 and Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996. Cf 
'interpreters of deceit' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; Mansoor 1961); 'spokesmen of deceit' (Holm- 
Nielsen 1960); 'sowers of fraud' (Garcia Martinez 1996). Vermes' translation is problematic at 
this point as his use of brackets does not accurately reflect what is in the text and what constitutes 
reconstruction: 'Teachers of lies [have smoothed] Thy people [with words], and [false prophets] 
have led them astray' (Vermes 2004). Perhaps one may suggest: '[Teachers of lies] have 
smoothed Thy people [with words), and false prophets have [le]d them astray'. Thus Vermes 
would appear to render i I'M"I 'S' 170, 'false prophets'. 
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The passage would appear to confirm our earlier speculation that these 
designations for opposing forces in the Hodayot are interchangeable and therefore 
synonymous. The accusation that 'mediators of deceit [le]ad them astray' ('T ýn 
MIMI[M] -M'M; IQH a 12.7) hints at the label 'mediators of effor' (M. Url 
lQH' 10.14) and further recalls the use of MIMI in CD 1.15. Indeed so far, by 
noting the use of the shared roots -MWI, r'ý and : 17: ), we have in some form 
associated 01 Sý (I QH' 10.11), M. Un 'S' i7C (I QH a 10.14), : 17: ) 'S'ýn (IQH' 
10.31; 12.9-10), and now ISIýO (IQH' 12.7) with the 'traitors' of CD 
1.11-15.164 Combined with the presence of contextual similarities within the 
Hodayot where these different designations occur, a strong case can accordingly 
be made for regarding them as synonymous labels, drawing upon a wealth of 
interchangeable stereotypical imagery. 165 
A further example of pejorative labelling within our present passage is the 
reference to 'seers of deceit' (71'T1 Tiri; IQH a 12.10). 166 As well as 
terminological similarities with M13-1 'S" ýC, il"Vl %M% and il"M %7111, an 
obvious parallel can be drawn with the 'seers of truth' (MMIM 'TIM) of IQH' 
10.15 (cf. MR 'TIM; CD 2.12-13). James Bowley suggests that CD 2.12-13 
should be taken in reference to the prophets, and further notes that TITIM is 
equated with W= in 2 Samuel 24.11 (1999, p. 359). 167 Given the sense of false 
teaching implied by designations such as 'mediators of a lie' and 'mediators of 
164 Note also nlji)ýri 'CM11 (IQ113 10.15; 10.32; cf. 12.7; 12.10) and perhaps MCI '011-1 
(IQH' 10.34); cf. CD 1.18. Furthermore, rllji. )ýri 'MI"7 rl-M (IQH' 10.32) and V"711: 1 117U 
(CD 1.12). 
165 Other designations we have encountered, such as i I'C"I 'MIR (I QH' 10.16), would appear on 
the grounds of context and terminological similarities (e. g. with 7713"1 ': rýn and TO-1 %nI-7) 
to likewise be understood within this framework. 
166 So too Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Holm-Nielsen 1960; 
Mansoor 1961; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996. Cf. 'seers of falsehood' (Vermes 2004); 'seers of 
fraud' (Garcia Martinez 1996). 
167 'When David rose in the morning, the word of the LORD came to the prophet Gad, David's 
seer' (2 Samuel 24.11). 
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error', does this reference to 'seers of deceit' imply more specifically therefore a 
theme of false prophecy? We have already noted such an understanding to lie at 
least partially behind the description 'a spouter of a lie' in the Damascus 
Document (cf. CD 5.20 - 6.2; Ezekiel 13; Micah 2.11; 3.5). Bowley notes a 
significant difference however between the use of 7171ri and A= in the sectarian 
material: 
It is interesting to note that the term [7171M] is never used in an absolute form, but always 
in construct with another noun, which may be negative (, 113"1 '71ri, "seers of deceit, " 
IQH' 12: 10; cf. 12: 20) or positive (MIR '71M, "seers of truth, " CD 2: 12; cf. IQH` 
12: 18). It also never occurs in construct with a definite noun, in contrast to W: % which 
is usually found with the article. If these few uses of MINI are representative, one may 
conclude that the title MIrl, besides being less frequent, was used without definite 
reference to the prophets of Israel's past. In the case of the more common sobriquet, 
C'M=7 was simply employed to refer to a known group, which was apparently not the 
case with V71MI. (Bowley 1999, pp. 359-360; my italics) 
Such would agree with our own interpretation of these designations, that they do 
not refer to specific opposing groups but represent a textual typology of 
opposition. We cannot therefore assert with the same confidence as Knibb that 
"the activities of a distinct rival group of opponents are in mind" (1994a, p. 171; 
see n. 159 above), though if the case it was certainly one to whom a plurality of 
interchangeable labels could be applied. Instead, an equally valid case can be 
made that these designations denote a general theme of opposition such as is 
found in both scriptural texts and the Hodayot in the ideological dualism between 
'the righteous' (P'-7Y) and 'the wicked' (. UM). Therefore, no "distinct rival 
group" was necessarily in the mind of the author, though of course the text could 
retrospectively have been applied to such. Accordingly, all who might 
conceivably oppose the speaker (whether in the past or future) would be brought 
within the applicability of these labels. 
The 'mediators of a lie and seers of deceit' (I QHa 12.9-10) are mentioned 
in connection with 'schemes of Belial' (I QH' 12.10), just as the 'men of deceit' 
are in lQHa 10.16-17, again suggesting that in all likelihood M'O"l 'TIM and 
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16 7C-1 'Mn at least should be regarded as synonymous. 8 These schemes are 
further detailed, 'to change your law which you engraved in my heart for smooth 
things IM 1) ýM I for your people' (I QH a 12.10-11), recalling the MID 
ýrl %711-1 
that appear in association with both 'interpreters of error' and 'men of deceit' in 
I QH' 10.13-17a and the 'mediators of a lie' and 'seekers of deceit' in 10.3 1 b-34a 
(cf. also 117ýrl", I at IQHa 12.7, in association with 'mediators of deceit'). That 
this law is engraved on the speaker's heart is reminiscent in the first instance of 
IQH a 10.17b- 18: 
10.17 They throw into the pit the life of the man in whose mouth you have established and 
imparted understanding. "You placed it in his heart -MrICU) to open a fountain 
of knowledge for all those who understand. (IQH" 10.17b-I 8) [= Sukenik 2.17b-I 8] 
However, more striking is the parallel with Jeremiah 31.33, part of a passage 
already noted in our examination of the Damascus Document for the presence of 
a tnew covenant' ("MMM rl'"IM) in the context of a planting metaphor (Jeremiah 
31.27-34; see n. 90 above): 
But this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, says the 
LORD: I will put my law within them, and I will write it on their hearts; and I will be 
their God, and they shall be my people. (Jeremiah 31.33) 
If we were to posit that the law engraved on the speaker's heart in I QH' 12.10-11 
purposefully alludes to Jeremiah 31.33, then a significant association would be 
established between the protagonist and the concept of a 'new covenant' (an 
association that would have considerable implications for an attempt to identify 
168 Devorah Dimant notes that ýD' ý: I is "used in biblical parlance as an adjective meaning 'base', 
'wicked' (e. g., Deut 13: 14; Prov 6: 12y'(1984, p. 534). Holm-Nielsen and Mansoor advocate such 
an understanding within the Hodayot and translate accordingly (cf. Holm-Nielsen 1960, p. 36, 
n. 38; Mansoor 1961, p. 107, n. 3). Though we have attempted to retain a literal rendering, this 
insight should be borne in mind. 
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this figure with the 'teacher' of the Damascus Document, arguably the instigator 
of the 'new covenant' there; cf. Davies 1983, pp. 173-197). 169 
The overall picture from IQH' 12.6b-I la confirms that of 10.13-17a and 
10.3lb-34a. Yet more designations are employed that display a thematic, if not 
strictly terminological, affinity with the description of 'a spouter of a lie' (nnn 
: 11 : )) in the Damascus Document. M'M '71 rl in particular has been demonstrated 
to imply an accusation of false prophecy (cE 2 Samuel 24.11). These thematic 
links with 'a spouter of a lie' find expression in, for example, the rendering of 
: IT: ) in IQHa 12.9-10 by Mansoor and Vermes as 'preachers of lie' and 
'teachers of lies' respectively (Mansoor 1961; Vermes 2004), both terms that 
could adequately apply to : IT: ) J'Vn when contrasted with ji"771: 7711C. 
Nevertheless, in the Hodayot these designations would appear to remain 
indicative of a general theme of opposition rather than having been conceived in 
reference to specific groups. 
I QH' 12.14b-20 [4.14b-201 
The final passage we shall consider from the Hodayot with regard to the 
sobriquet MMM ý123 is from a little further down the same column: 
10.14 A root which produces poison and bitterness is in their thoughts, 'sand with 
stubbornness of heart they inquire and seek you among idols, and place in front of 
themselves the stumbling-block of their iniquities, and they come 16 to seek you in the 
mouth of MIM `W: 11, deceived by error frll. Url). And they, [in] stam[mer]ing lip and 
another tongue, speak to your people, 17to make folly all their deeds in deceit 
For they have not chosen in the way (177: 2) of your [heart] and have not listened to 
your word. For they said 18of the vision of knowledge (MU-i JIM), "It is not sure", and 
of the way of your heart, "It is not that". But you, God, will reply to them, judging them 19in your might [according to] their idols and the multitude of their sins, in order that they 
are caught in their plans those who separate -from your covenant. 20And you will cut off 
in ju[dgem]ent all 710-10 'UN, and M. Url 'Tlrl will no longer be found. (lQII' 12.14b- 
20) [= Sukenik 4.14b-20] 
169 Note however, ': =ý: I MMV (IQH' 12.10); cf. M=MMA MMý-ýD (Jeremiah 31.33). 
Nevertheless, an emphasis exists in both passages on the implication of such an act upon the 
people of God: 70nD ý (I QH* 12.11); r-D 5,5-rrr i M711 (Jeremiah 31.33). 
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This passage is paralleled in 4Q430 (frag. 1,2-7), though, due to the poor state of 
preservation, only : 17M remains of the designation : IT: 3 IRIM (lQHa 12.16). 110 
This significant phrase has been variously rendered 'prophets of fraud' (Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997), 'prophets of deceit' (Garcia Martinez 1996), 
'prophets of falsehood' (Dupont-Sommer 1961), 'lying prophets' (Vermes 2004; 
Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996) and 'prophets of lies' (Holm-Nielsen 1960; 
Mansoor 1961). This last comes the closest to what would constitute for our 
present thesis a consistent translation, 'prophets of a lie'. 
The tenn recalls the theme of false prophecy already mentioned as 
inherent in the designation 7iC-) '11ri (lQHa 12.10; cf, Bowley 1999, p. 359). 
More significantly, it echoes the phrase "11DO IK11', indicating those who 
'prophesied falsehood' in the FSL (CD 6.1). In CD 5.20 - 6.2, those who 
'prophesied falsehood' are set in opposition to the 'holy anointed ones' (MUO 
tMlli"Xl; 6.1), ranked as true prophets (Bowldy 1999, pp. 358-359). We speculated 
in Chapter Two that, just as the anticipated 'one who will teach righteousness at 
the end of days' (6.11) would appear to have been cast in the role of an 
eschatological successor to these past conveyors of God's teaching, so an 
oppositional role to this figure would likely be cast in the mould of those who 
-Ili-M IKI)'. In our examination of the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus 
Document, we found that the figure described as 'a spouter of a lie', set in clear 
opposition to 'a teacher of righteousness', was indeed depicted in terms that 
combined accusations of false teaching and false prophecy (CD 1.10-18a; 4.19- 
20; 8.12-13; 19.24b-26a; 20.10-15; cf. Isaiah 9.14-16; 28; Ezekiel 13; Micah 
2.11; 3.5). The designation 'prophets of a lie' (: 17: ) 'W=% IQHa 12.16) is 
terminologically closer to the specific description of this singular figure as 'a 
spouter of a lie' (MT: ) ý'=) than is the reference to those who 'prophesied 
falsehood' ("11DU IR='; CD 6.1). Might it be arguable that we have therefore in 
170 - , 10-IM 'MA and M. Un nn(IQH' 12.20) are entirely absent from 4Q430 as the fragment 
breaks off at C[-ii] 5 -M-Url (I QH4 12.18). 
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IQH' 12.16 an interinediary step between -11)V) INM' and : IT: ) ý= (or 
perhaps MMM Uin)? 171 
Such a bold movement would go beyond the available evidence, and 
indeed we have already identified some justification for the predominant use of 
MM in the ESL of the Damascus Document (e. g. : 17: ) n'=; CD 8.13) over the 
more readily suggestible "11iM (e. g. '11iM IA: I)'; CD 6.1 [FSL]), based upon an 
adoption of IM (in opposition to M'1') and subsequent association with MM on 
the grounds of Micali 2.1 1.172 It is perhaps enough to note that the Hodayot, 
belonging to the ESL, preserves a designation (:: T: ) W=; lQH' 12.16) that 
echoes the sentiment of a similar phrase in the FSL ('11MV ItA='; CD 6.1), yet 
whose main point of difference is the employment of a noun (MM) that finds 
particular expression elsewhere among the sectarian literature in labels denoting 
an oppositional figure who embodies such false prophecy. 
Bowley notes that the protagonist of the Hodayot is never, by contrast, 
expressly referred to as a 'true prophet' (though note r1l MI M) '71 M; I QH' 10.15; 
cf, rID-1 JIM; IQH' 12.18). 173 Instead, false prophecy is contrasted with 'your 
law' 12.10) and 'your word' 12.17), thus presenting the 
difference between the speaker and the 'prophets of a lie': 
not as a conflict between two equal but contradictory truth-claims (prophet versus 
prophet) - but rather as a conflict between self-proclaimed prophets and the already 
accepted God-given Torah. (Bowley 1999, p. 372) 
He ftirther points to 4Q339, a list of 'false prophets who arose in Israel' (4Q339 
1), as evidence that "describing one's adversaries as false prophets was not 
merely a poetic flourish by the author of the Hodayot' (1999, p. 372). Such is 
indeed what we have also found to be the case in the Damascus Document, where 
171 William Brownlee suggests that 'the Man of the Lie' deliberately "parodies the Old Testament 
title 'man of God' for a prophet" (1982, p. 1 0; cf. Eshel 1999a, p. 335). 
172 See n. 59 above. 
173 Bowley 1999, p. 372. 
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the teachings of IM-71; -M-11C are likewise contrasted with those of false teachers 
and prophets. 
It is stated that 'they come to seek you in the mouth of (Vn) prophets of 
a lie, deceived by error {MIUM)' (I QH' 12.15-16), reminiscent of the claim by 
the speaker that 'you have placed in my mouth ('E)=) as it were an early rain 
(IQH' 16.16). Thus the 'teaching' of the protagonist (assuming such 
an understanding of M-11') is expressly contrasted with that issuing from the 
mouth of false prophets. The recurrence of -MUM in this context brings to mind the 
'traitors' of CD 1.11- 17 who were similarly 'led astray' q1url') by one who 
'spouted to Israel waters of a lie'. 174 It further recalls the 'mediators of error' 
(MIM 'TýM; IQH a 10.14) and the accusation that 'mediators of deceit [le]ad 
them (your people) astray' 0: 1XI[M] 71'C-1 'TýU; 12.7). In our present text, 
false prýphecy and MM are brought into even closer association within the 
1 75 designation MIX MrT, accordingly rendered 'seers of error'. Combining 
elements already encountered in the labels rIlDn (IQH a 10.14) and '71M 
a TTI (IQH 12.10), it would appear to once again demonstrate the 
interchangeable nature of the constituent elements of such designations in the 
Hodayot, and hence perhaps the synonymous quality of these labels applicable to 
opponents in the text. 
A further designation to appear in lQHa 12.14b-20 is MU-10 'MA (lQH a 
12.20). The affinity with -Mn-l 'MA (IQH a 10.16) is demonstrated by the fact 
that both are translated 'men of deceit' without distinction by Dupont-Sommer 
(196 1), Holm-Nielsen (1960) and Mansoor (196 1). Though the phrases may well 
174 Note also that those who 'prophesied falsehood' ("11)0 IIA: 11'; CD 6.1) in the FSL are likewise 
accused of having 'led Israel astray' (ýNWIV MA Vrl'; CD 5.20). 
175 So too Dupont-Sommer 1961; Holm-Nielsen 1960; Mansoor 1961; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg 
and Cook 1996. Cf. 'seers of delusion' (Garcfa Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 
1997). 
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be synonymous in meaning and are both derived from the root we shall 
nevertheless preserve the distinction with regard to form and thus render 'men of 
deception' (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997). 1 76 e 
designation may, like much in the Hodayot, draw upon the book of Psalms where 
the singular i'IC-C-CA appears (Psalms 43.1). A related singular form, 'a man 
of blood and deception' ('i7C"InI =70'R), occurs in Psalms 5.7, along with 
'speakers of a lie' (MT: ) "IMI), while Psalms 55.21-24 has the plural 'men of 
blood and deception' O'CI 'ONA; 55.24) in the context of covenant 
violation ýýri; 55.21), smoothness (1')ýrl; 55.22) and 'the righteous 
(one)' (p"N; 55.23). Each of these contextual references has some parallel in the 
Hodayot, suggesting once again that we are dealing with a pool of stereotypical 
imagery. 
IQH' 12.19 mentions 'those who separate from your covenant', once 
again highlighting the context of covenant defection and departure from 'the way' 
(cf. I QH' 12.17-18). As we have seen, this theme is present also in the Damascus 
Document where such departure is likewise at the instigation or encouragement 
of false teachers (CD 1.11-17; 3.10-12; 19.33 - 20.1; 20.10-15). Even the 
reference to a 'root which produces poison and bitterness' (M-1 M-11B MID 
MU ý1; I QH' 12.14), while drawing upon Deuteronomy 29.17, recalls by way of 
contrast the 'root of planting' (MM of the Damascus Document (CD 
1.7). We have already noted the use of planting imagery in IQH' 16.4-26 and 
similar is to be found in IQH' 14.14-1 9.177 lnteýestingly, this latter passage is 
followed by a further designation of note: 
176 Cf. 'deceitful men' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996); 'men of lies' (Vermes 2004). See 7113110 in 
Clines (ed. ) 2001; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995. Cf. n. 152 above. 
177 See further Dimant 1984, p. 539; Fujita 1976; Hempel 1999a, p. 329, n. 36; Stuckenbruck 2005; 
Tiller 1997. Cf. n. 19 above. 
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But those committed to my testimony have been deceived by [-IjMC7 in the 
service of righteousness fil)-N). (I QH' 14.19) [= Sukenik 6.1 9]178 
The immediately following text is paralleled in 4Q429 (frag. 2,1.8), though, due 
to the poor state of preservation, none of the above text has survived; thus it is 
unclear what exactly appeared in the lacuna. Sukenik refrained from an attempt at 
reconstruction in his transcription (1955), as did Lohse (1981). Several scholars 
however have suggested reading the first word as (Davies 1987, p. 99; 
Douglas 1999, p. 249; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Kuhn (ed. ) 1960; Vermes 2004), coupled with 
either ')M (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997) or : IT: ) (Douglas 1999, 
p. 249). 179 Hence proffered reconstructions include 'those spreading lies' (Garcia 
Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997), 'teachers of lies' (Vermes 
2004), 'lying mediators' (Douglas 1999) and 'interpreters of falsehood' (Dupont- 
Sommer 1961). 
The designation -11DO '! Výn does not appear elsewhere in the Hodayot, 
though note "11DO 110ý (IQH' 13.27) and '11DO '11! )V (lQH' 15.11-12), which 
would suggest : 27D to be a more likely reconstruction (cf. I QH' 10.31; 
12.9-1 0). 180 Though "11DO and MT: ) are largely synonymous, the distinction is an 
important one. If Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar are right to reconstruct "Y' ýn 
-11DO, we have in this passage a juxtaposition of -11DV and 1D-71; such as is found 
by implication in CD 5.20 - 6.11 between 11%) IA=)" and 1D11: 71 '711 
Accordingly, -11DO 11A: )' (CD 6.1), : 17: ) 'A"M) (IQH' 12.16), "11DO 
(IQH' 14.19) and : 17: ) '! Výn (lQHa 10.31; 12.9-10) could be viewed as 
mutually enlightening and inform our understanding of the process of sobriquet 
179 The reconstruction of the text here follows Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997. 
179 Mansoor renders 'have been enticed by de[ceit ... ]' (Mansoor 1961), indicative that he would 
reconstruct [ ... oIC-11C (cf. his translation 'men of deceit' for 7VIC 'MIA; 1 Q11,12.20). 
180 See Mowinckel 1 956, p. 271. 
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development. 18 1 However, in the absence of the designation -Iilm 11: 1ýn 
elsewhere in the Hodayot (and given the rarity of the construction 'Týn 
followed by pejorative noun, which would militate against positing an additional 
label of this form; cf. Douglas 1999, p. 249), : 17: ) IT ýU would prove a more 
modest reconstruction at I QH' 14.19. 
Summary 
The sobriquet : ITM-il j%= does not appear in the H-material in either 
definite or indefinite form. Neither are the labels 'the Man of Scoffing' or 'the 
Man of the Lie' employed. However, numerous related designations for opposing 
parties do appear, often utilising similar terminology: scoffers (0'1: ý; IQH' 
10.11); 'mediators of error' 611=1 'I; I ýU; 10.14); 'seers of error' (rllun 'TI rl; 
12.20); 'mediators of deceit' ('TTI 11: 1 ýU ; 12.7); 'seers of deceit' 'TIrl; 
12.10); 'seekers of deceit' ('il'Tl 10.34); 'men of deceit' (77TI 't=A; 
6.14; 10.16); 'men of deception' (MU"IM 'VMA; 12.20); 'mediators of a lie' 
(MM 'TýU; 10.31; 12.9-10; 14.19[? ]); 'prophets of a lie' (= W: 2; 
12.16). 182 It is'notable that these share remarkable terminological and contextual 
affinities, suggesting that we might perhaps regard these labels denoting 
opposition as interchangeable and synonymous. They also consistently appear in 
plural and indefinite form, at odds with the terminologically similar designations 
III: ýM VIA (CD 1.14) and MMM MA (CD 20.15) considered in our examination 
of the Damascus Document. 183 
The terminological points of contact with designations in the Damascus 
Document are primarily scriptural in origin, drawing for example upon Isaiah 30, 
181 -11MV) 'Týt3 would thus be rendered most consistently, 'mediators of falsehood'. 
182 Also 'seekers of smooth things' (mjpýri 'C711-1; IQH' 10.15; 10.32; cf. 12.7; 12.10) and, 
according to Garcfa Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997), 'mediators of falsehood' (-11DO nvýn; 
IQH' 14.19). See further, Holm-Nielsen 1960, pp. 292-293; Mansoor 1961, p. 51. 
193 The plural form 1111 ýi I 'TMIR does appear (CD 20.11) but with the article. 
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Ezekiel 13 and the books of Psalms and Proverbs. Accordingly, Callaway 
concludes of the protagonist of the Hodayot: 
He always uses biblical imagery to present them as a dominion of evil. Since specific 
examples of this general description of evil adversaries are never given, one should 
probably avoid historicizing this language. ... Its conventionalized phraseology about 
enemies and the absence of names prevent one from saying anything about the actual 
identities of the protagonist and the antagonists nor concerning the historical nature of 
the conflict between them. (Callaway 1988, p. 1 92)184 
Nevertheless, while historical identification may be problematic to say the least, 
the shared use of imagery between the Hodayot and the Damascus Document 
suggest some association with regard to the terminology utilised and hence 
perhaps the development and employment of the labels found therein. There are 
some significant thematic overlaps, chiefly concerning the roots Y'ý, 'MUM and 
nin. 185 
The construction followed by pejorative noun (of which we have 
at least three examples: M. Un 'TýC and MM is 
especially interesting as it is, according to Michael Douglas, unique among 
Jewish literature (1999, p. 249). The three examples given are largely identical in 
meaning, combining the action of mediation (derived from the root Y'ý) with one 
of three synonyms for falsehood ('error' / 'deceit' / 'lie'). 186 The purpose of such 
a construction is seemingly to offset the positive designation, rV-1 rl ýn (I QHa 
10.13), adopted by the speaker, and thus form a stark contrast between the two 
184 Similarly, Holm-Nielsen states that "every effort to find a historical background for the 
stereotyped phraseology is over-interpretation" (1960, p. 47). Conversely, adopting perhaps an 
overly-simplistic view of the relationship between the Hodayot and the pesharim, Bilhah Nitzan 
asserts of the conflict depicted in the former between the protagonist and his opponents: "Ile 
resemblance of these details to the words of the Pesher Scrolls is proof of their being grounded in 
reality' (1994, p. 326). CE n. 109 above. 
185 Though also of note are M-1 and ij-)ýri. 
196 Though demonstrably unlikely to be the case, if Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997) are 
correct to reconstruct [11DU at IQH' 14.19, this designation, 'mediators of falsehood', 
would likewise fit this pattern. 
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parties. 187 The association of T'ý and : T= in the label nT: ) 'TýU is 
particularly striking given the prominence of the same association in the 
Damascus Document where an oppositional figure is given the alternative 
designations jlltý-M MA (CD 1.14) and =7=77 CrA (CD 20.15), and is also 
described as : 11M ý%= (CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26). Of especial 
significance in this context is CD 1.13-15 which combines Y'ý, nl: ) and -M. Url. 
Aside from terminological similarities between their constituent elements, 
as construct units M. M '11'ýn (IQHa 10.14), M'D-l 'It'i7ln (12.7) and 
MM (10.31; 12.9-10; 14.19[? ]), along with the other Hodayot designations (such 
as M. Url 'T IM[ 12.20] or 'M n [6.14; 10.16]), share with I 11: ý-, T VJ'R (CD 
1.14), =7=1 VA (CD 20.15) and MT: *) I%= (CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 
19.25-26) a common theme denoting false teaching. In the Hodayot, the teachings 
of others are contrasted with that of the speaker (M-1 r'ýn; IQH` 10.13; cf. 
16.16-17), and labelled 'error', 'deceit' and 'a lie'. The polemic engaged in by 
this process however is so broad as to render in effect all teaching that does not 
conform with that of the speaker in this category. The Damascus Document, 
while utilising the same terminology to highlight false teaching, does so in 
reference to an individual figure and his followers; thus the labels function in 
such a way as to seemingly target a distinct group. 
These similarities and differences between designations in the Hodayot 
and in the Damascus Document make significant for our purposes the following 
observation by Philip Davies: 
Is there any significance in the similarity between the IQH m1sy kzb and the connection 
between Iswn and kzb in CD? Are we, in other words, observing the formation of 
soubriquets for individual opponents out of more general terms characterizing opposition 
in IQH but not applied to any specific group? (Davies 1987, p. 99-100)188 
187 Note also the plural form, rID-1 'TýO (IQH' 23[bottom]. 6). CL C'M Y'ýn 1w (lQIIa 
14.13); 71 LIR: I r' ýt3 5 (1 QH" 23 [top]. 11). 
188 Similarly Bengtsson notes (though presumably in reference to the pesharim): "Even though not 
appearing in the Hodayoth, the designations : 17= MA and : 1=1 Tt= could also have been 
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This insight, already anticipated in our present examination of the Hodayot (see 
n. 150 above), may provide us with a way forward for understanding the 
relationship between these two texts with regard to the employment of labels 
denoting opposition and the process of sobriquet development. 
3.2.2.3. Sobriquets in the Hodayot 
Though no occurrences of ij: M! VI 'il"IlU or : IM-M n'ton are to be found in 
the Hodayot, we are presented with a wealth of other designations which have 
terminological or contextual affinities with our sobriquets. The protagonist, often 
identified with the 'teacher' of the Damascus Document (see n. 109 above), is 
described as 'a mediator of knowledge' OW-I T' ýU; I QH' 10.13) for the 'elect 
of righteousness' (PIN '"I'MM; IQH' 10.13) and 'seers of truth' (MIMIM ITIM; 
IQH' 10.15). He is further associated with the 'holy ones' IQHa 
12.25), the term -IM' (IQH' 12.24), 'a spring of living water' (VT CIU DI=C; 
I QH' 16.16), and it is stated that those who listen to him 'walk in the way of your 
heart' (IQH' 12.24). The imagery is near-identical to that employed with regard 
to the 1)IN 71MU of the Damascus Document. 
Perhaps most significantly, in IQH' 16.16-17 the speaker claims to have 
been given teaching by God, playing on the dual understanding of 717 as part of 
L, an extended metaphor utilising water imagery (MII'M '! D: l MrICU ' /IR MMAI; 
I QH' 16.16). Such corresponds to the interpretation of the term in CD 6.11 a, 
suggesting that the speaker might be drawing upon this text from the FSL and, by 
implication, claiming (with divine authority) the role of the anticipated il"11' 
1711: 77 (seen. 125 above). 
The teaching of this 'mediator of knowledge' is however contrasted with 
that of 'mediators of a lie' (: ITn IQH' 10.31; 12.9-10; 14.19[? ]), 'seers 
moulded in accordance with the abundance of disparaging epithets in columns ten and twelve in 
I QH"' (2000a, p. 289). 
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of error' (nWrl nn; I QH` 12.20) and scoffers I QH a 10.11), to name 
but a few examples. Though plural and indefinite, these designations echo the 
terminology, context and sense of the sobriquets 'the Man of Scoffing' (VA 
CD 1.14) and 'the Man of the Lie' (MT: ), 1 UR; CD 20.15), and the 
description : 11: ) JIDU (CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26), from the 
Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document. Likewise, 'prophets of a lie' 
(: IT: ) 'W: 2); I QH' 12.16) is reminiscent of the similar phrase denoting those who 
'prophesied falsehood' IKW; CD 6.1) in the FSL, a type which we 
speculated may have provided the mould for : 1T=7 J'Un. 
The significance of the Hodayot designations, both positive and negative, 
for our examination of the process of sobriquet development is primarily 
thematic. There are no instances of 11711"1 77111n or M7=1 9'nn in either 
definite or indefinite form in the Hodayot, yet the thematic overlap with the 
employment of such imagery in the Damascus Document nevertheless suggests 
the existence of some relationship between the labelling process in each. In both 
texts the issue of false teaching and being 'led astray' is the foremost 
characteristic employed in the description of opponents. In the Hodayot, the 
designations 'a mediator of knowledge' (n. U7 r'ýU) and 'mediators of a lie' 
(: IT: ) 'It' ýD) represent two contrasted types of teaching (cf Knibb 1994a, p. 172; 
Nickelsburg 1992, pp. 653-654). The sobriquets ji'71171 -ii-11n and : 17: 1-1 9%0n, 
and the indefinite forms found in the ESL of the Damascus Document, express an 
identical concern. 189 While none of the designations in the Hodayot explicitly 
relate to the development of ii711VT 71-110 or : 1Tn7i 91nC (though cf. IQH' 
16.16), there is some indication that specific labels applicable to individuals 
189 This theme also finds expression within the Hodayot in the conflict between 'the righteous 
(one)' (P'"71: ) and 'the wicked (one)' (DM); e. g. IQH' 6.14-16; 7.17b-20; 12.38; 15.12; 20.16- 
19; 25[topl. 13. Cf. IQH' 4.20-21; 5.25-27; 6.9-10; 10.12-13 (see Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 65-67; 
Holm-Nielsen 1960, pp. 290-293; Kim 1985, pp. 153-191). We speculated above that this may 
even have had some influence upon the apparent conflict between 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
I 7MIC) and 'the Wicked Priest' (MM IMIMM) in the laterpesharim (see n. 101 above). 
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elsewhere in the sectarian literature may have been influenced by more general 
designations applied to opponents here. At the very least, the common use of 
"generic biblical images and stereotypical phrases and expressions" in the 
Hodayot (Harkins 2005, p. 242) may have informed the portrayal of the 'teacher' 
and the specific accusations levelled against his opponents in the Damascus 
Document. 
3.2.3.4QCommentary on Genesis A190 
3.2.3.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
4Q252 5.1-7 
Though 4QCommGen A (4Q252) contains no discernible designations 
related to MM-ii J'Uln, before finishing our examination of sobriquets in the ESL 
we shall consider one passage from this text that may shed further light on 7711C 
5*1"A ruler (VýV) shall [no]t depart from the tribe (=V) of Judah". When there is 
dominion to Israel 2"[there will not] be cut off one who sits on the throne for David". For 
'the sceptre' Pjji)nOi-lj is the covenant of the kingshi p3 [and the thous]ands of Israel are 
'the standards'. Until there comes 1711: 77 MM, the branch Of4 David. For to him and to 
his seed has been given the covenant of the kingship of his people for everlasting 




] it is the assembly of the men of 7[ ... 
] he gave (4Q252 5.1-7). 
The passage comments upon Genesis 49.10, drawing in addition upon Jeremiah 
33.17, in reference to I)MUI riVC. 191 Noting the terminological and structural 
190 Fragment 6 of 4Q252, containing column 5, was previously titled '4QPatriarchal Blessings' 
(4QPB]ess: Allegro 1956a; cf. Callaway 1990, p. 643). The text as a whole later became known as 
'4QPesher Genesis" (4QpGen*: see for example, Bernstein 1994a; Fr6hlich 1994) and was 
regarded by Robert Eisenman and Michael Wise as 'A Genesis Florilegium' (Eisenman and Wise 
1992). However, George Brooke, responsible for the editio princeps in DJD 22, has conf inned the 
more accurate description of the text as "a Commentary on Genesis" (1994b, p. 178) and hence it 
is now officially designated '4QCommentary on Genesis A' (4QCommGcn A: Brooke 1996; 
Trafton 2002). 
191 The cited text here differs somewhat from the MT which reads: 'The =0 shall not depart 
from Judah nor 10171n from between his feet until tribute comes to him [or: 'until comes 
Shiloh']; and the obedience of the peoples is his' (Genesis 49.10). While =V is the subject in 
Genesis 49.10, it is instead the object in 4Q252 5.1, demonstrating the dual understanding of the 
I 
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similarities with j7IN, -I 71-110, most scholars have rendered the designation 'the 
messiah of righteousness' (Brooke 1996; 2004; Burrows 1958; Garcia Martinez 
and Tigchelaar 1997) / 'the Messiah of Righteousness' (Allegro 1956a; Dupont- 
Sommer 1961; Eisenman and Wise 1992; Vermes 2004) or 'the righteous 
messiah' (Bernstein 1994a; Trafton 2002) / 'the Righteous Messiah' (Wise, 
Abegg and Cook 1996). 1 92 However, John Reeves states that ij"711: should be 
taken in the sectarian material to mean "legitimate, proper, true" and remarks 
that: 
To translate the former [1,37im n, M] as "Righteous Messiah or "Messiah of 
Righteousness" borders on the absurd. (Reeves 1988, p. 293) 
Instead he advocates the rendering 'true anointed one' (1988, p. 293) as more 
indicative of the sense of the phrase. 193 
However, in the opinion of this thesis, Reeves' claim is overstated. Other 
scholars have likewise allowed the sense-meaning 'true Messiah' (Burrows 1958, 
p. 312) or 'Legitimate Messiah' (Allegro 1956a, p. 175), indicative perhaps of a 
"polemical edge" to the designation (so Reeves 1988, p. 293, n. 40), while 
maintaining a suitably literal translation. 194 Our analysis of, for example, M"110 
term as both 'staff (cf. CD 7.18 - 8.1) and 'tribe' (see Koehler and Baumgartner 1999). r 
iPtv is 
consequently introduced to the text, rendered either 'sceptre' (Bernstein 1994a; Brooke 1996; 
2004; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Vermes 2004) or 'ruler' (Allegro 1956a; Burrows 
1958; Collins 1995a, p. 62; Elwolde 2000, pp. 8-1 1; Traflon 2002; Wise, Abcgg and Cook 1996). It 
is the latter meaning that we shall primarily adopt seeing as the specific interpretation of the 
passage in 4Q252 concerns the continuation of the Davidic kingship (cf Fitzmyer 2000, p-87). 
Other scholars have accordingly rendered Vi7V, 'sovereign' (Garcia Martinez 1996), 'monarch' 
(Dupont-Sommer 1961) and 'Government' (Eisenman and Wise 1992). Furthermore, 4Q252 
follows the SP in reading 1'51"1 ('his banners') rather than 1'ýYl (MT: 'his feet'; cf. Trafton 
2002, p. 216, n. 1 18; Vermes 2004, p. 494, n. 1), though some scholars have indeed read VýYlll 
(4Q252 5.3) as Vý1-17i (e. g. Allegro 1956a; Bernstein 1994a; Burrows 1958; Dupont-Sommer 
1961; Eisenman and Wise 1992; Garcia Martinez 1996; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 
192 Note also, 'the messiah of justice' (Garcia Martinez 1996). 
193 Cross similarly suggests the reading 'legitimate Messiah' (1995, p. 91, n. 1). 
194 E. g. Garcia Martinez, while adopting the translation 'the messiah of justice', notes that "its 
meaning is none other than the true, lawful Messiah" (Garcia Martinez 1995b, p. 162; my italics). 
It should be acknowledged that Reeves utilises such an understanding of 177Sil MCM in 4Q252 
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[771: (CD l. ll; 20.32), j'7)7S7i -711' (CD6.1 I a) and the use of If)'-N (CD 1.19- 
20; 4.7; IQH3 6.14-16; 7.17b-20; 8.18; 12.38; 15.12; 20.16-19; 25[topl-13) 
suggests that, while a plurality of nuanced meanings with regard to the root lip-Tit 
must be borne in mind (including 'true', 'legitimate' and 'just'; cf. Kim 1985, 
pp. 153-191), in these occurrences 'righteousness' remains a valid rendering 
incorporating these connotations where appropriate. Hence, 'the Messiah of 
Righteousness' constitutes an understanding of [)71: 71 ri'VO that, far from 
"absurd", is thoroughly consistent with our examination of other designations in 
the sectarian material while retaining the sense of 'truth' and 'legitimacy' 
inherent in the terminology. 
Given that 4Q252 5.2 draws upon Jeremiah 33.17, the phrase 'the 
Messiah of Righteousness, the branch of David' CI'1'7 rICI: ij"7111 MOU; 
4Q252 5.3-4) would appear dependent upon the wider context of Jeremiah 33.15- 
17: 
33.1 51n, those days and at that time I will cause a righteous branch (i nli-ll; MCN) to spring 
up for David; and he shall execute justice and righteousness (Ml. )-N) in the land. 16 In 
those days Judah will be saved and Jerusalem will live in safety. And this is the name by 
11 il, i ). 17 which it will be called: 'The LORD is our righteousness' (I nill: I For thus says 
the LORD: David shall never lack a man to sit on the throne of the house of Israel. 
(Jeremiah 33.15-17) 
Also worthy of note is a similar passage in Jeremiah 23.5-6: 
23'51le days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I will raise up for David a 
righteous branch (IM'"71: ri=), and he shall reign as king and deal wisely, and shall 
6 execute justice and righteousness (ill)-11; ) in the land. In his days Judah will be saved 
and Israel will live in safety. And this is the name by which he will be called: 'The 
LORD is our righteousness' JU1771; 711, M). (Jeremiah 23.5-6) 
5.3 to suggest the 'True Lawgiver' as a rendering of 17711 ol"110 (Reeves 1988). However, while 
the latter title may well imply such a meaning, this smacks more of interpretation than translation. 
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The association between 'branch', 'righteousness' and 'David' is thus established 
in a context that lends itself to messianic exegesis. 195 The specific construction 
ri= however is unique to 4Q252 5.3 and it is tempting to see here some 
connection with the sobriquet il-71-11VI M-11n. 
On the one hand we might attempt to identify the two designations in 
some manner. We have already suggested on the grounds of similarity between 
CD 6.10-11 a and 12.23 - 13.1 that the 'one who will teach righteousness at the 
end of days' (CD 6.11 a) may have been anticipated as 'the messiah of Aaron and 
Israel', in which case 'the Messiah of Righteousness' would certainly form an apt 
designation for this figure (Lim 1997, p. 117; 2002, p. 75). 196 Furthermore, there is 
arguably some structural parallel between these phrases from the pre-Yahadic 
Damascus Document and 4Q252 5.34: 
"rin nint p-min ri'M Al: l ID (4Q252 5.34) 
nl-lrlR: l 1"7711 TV 7W "ID (CD 6.10-1 la) 
ýwxri priR n, m-Ilt3. V (CD 12.23 -13.1)197 
195 On the messianic interpretation of 'branch' (il=), see further Ulfgard 2000 (also Collins 
1995a; 2000b). Of significance perhaps, with regard to the establishment of the Davidic line in the 
context of MM, is Psalms 132.9-12,17: 132 -9Let your priests be clothed with righteousness 
{I")-N), and let your faithful shout for joy. 10For your servant David's sake do not turn away the 
face of your anointed one JIMM). "The LORD swore to David a sure oath from which he will 
not turn back: 'One of the sons of your body I will set on your throne. 121f your sons keep my 
covenant and my decrees that I shall teach them, their sons also, for evermore, shall sit on your 
throne. (... 13-16 ... ) 
17 There I will cause a horn to sprout up (ri"OUR) for David; I have prepared a 
lamp for my anointed one I'MM)'. Cf. Collins 2000b, pp. 204-206. 
196 Michael Knibb, wary of attributing messianic status to the 'teacher', notes that, "if this were 
so, we would expect to find some clear reflection of it in the Qumran scrolls; ... In fact, as we have seen, the teacher is explicitly mentioned in only a limited number of passages, and in none of 
these is it in any way suggested that he was regarded as the messiah" (1990, p. 59). Might the 
designation il)"Iltil MCM in 4Q252 however, if shown to bear terminological and contextual 
similarity to descriptions of the 'teacher' elsewhere, reflect such an understanding of the role? 
197 WOO corrected from MOO (following Qimron 1992a). CE iQs 9m: wmi w'ý wn n-u ýR-Itrl 11-Inn. 
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The ID-N-il rl" 00 of 4Q252 is also associated with 'the Men of the Community' 
(71'71 'OtA; 4Q252 5.5), those who are described elsewhere as having 'listened 
to the voice of a teacher of righteousness P171; (CD 20.32; cf 'V)n 
Til7i). Indeed, one of the scriptural passages presented above concerning the 
'righteous branch', Jeremiah 23.5-6, we have already noted with regard to the 
'teacher' on the basis of the general antithetical context of false prophecy in 
Jeremiah 23.9-40.198 We speculated, in the light of an apparent association 
between the latter passage and CD 5.20 - 6.2 (e. g. the description of those who 
11M IKI)') that Jeremiah 23.5-6 may even have had some effect on the pre- 
Yahadic D-material's reading of Hosea 10.12 or on the subsequent formulation of 
the messianic ji"711-i -711' expected at 'the end of days' (CD 6.11). 199 That the 
17TIM M-11' of CD 6.11 would appear to represent an 'eschatological' successor 
to 'the holy anointed ones' (MIlMil M'M; CD 6.1) further associates the 
designation with the term MOO. 
The pre-Yahadic Damascus Document highlights the role of 'the sceptre' 
(ij")IDIMCM; cf. Numbers 21.18), which it identifies with 'the Seeker of the Law' 
('71IM"M M17; CD 6.7). In 4Q252 however, commenting upon Genesis 49.10, 
'the sceptre {1DIDMU77) is the covenant of the kingship'. While ostensibly distinct 
in the flavour of their exegesis, Callaway perceives that, as with CD 6.2-11 a, so 
too in 4Q252: 
a chronological schema is set up between an earlier and a later entity. (Callaway 1990, 
p. 643) 
Such an understanding would again indicate some similarity between the 
anticipated figures of 171277 71-11" and ID-7271 MOD, each preceded by a 
'sceptre'. Other scholars have noted that 'the Seeker of the Law' is anticipated to 
198 See Chapter Two, n. 3 8. 
"9 Cf. Campbell 1995a, pp. 92,97; Knibb 1994a, pp. 4647. 
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arise alongside 'the branch of David' in 4Q174 (frag. 1,1.11-13) and furthermore 
that 'the branch' is identified with 'the Prince of the Congregation' (773WI WM) 
in 4Q285 (frag. 5,4; cf, CD 7.18 - 8.1; IQ28b 5.20). 
200 Given this association 
between 'the Seeker of the Law' and 'the branch of David', John Allegro 
proposed reading M"Ilrl-il [MI-i ... ] at 4Q252 5.5, a view that George Brooke 
has more recently affirmed as probable. 201 Brooke continues: 
Thus while the Meboqeq is explicitly identified with the covenant of the kingship, it is 
appropriate to associate the overall significance of the exegesis with the interpretation of 
Numbers 21 in CD 6: 2-11. (Brooke 1994c, p. 54) 
This being the case, room is perhaps left for an association of ji-771-i nTU 
(4Q252 5.3) with 1771VI 711' (CD 6.11 a) as indeed Callaway infers (1990, 
p. 643). 
If, on the other hand, we are not to identify these two designations we 
must consequently posit two anticipated individuals, both seemingly messianic in 
character, both associated with i MIMM tM17 (and -T(')M'il 'ONA) and both 
labelled in similar fashion (P-11: 7, i r11V)C / Nevertheless, this does seem to 
be the correct approach; while the expectation of 'one who will teach 
righteousness' belongs to the FSL (CD 6.10-11 a) and is fulfilled in the ESL by 
the arrival of 'a teacher of righteousness' (CD 1.11; 20.32), our present text, 
anticipating 'the Messiah of Righteousness', belongs to this ESL and so postdates 
the fulfilment of CD 6.10-11a. 202 Hence, 1"771t'ol ri'VJC cannot it seems refer to 
the 'teacher' we have encountered elsewhere. 203 Instead, perhaps we should 
200 See for example: Collins 1994b; 1995a; Fitzmyer 2000; Garcia Martinez 1995b; Lichtenberger 
2003. 
201 Allegro 1956a; cf. Brooke 1994c, p. 54. 
202 Cf -7n-q- 11 '=R (4Q252 5.5). 
203 Note however that Eisenman and Wise conclude differently: "the allusion in 5.5 to 'the men of 
the Community' with 'the Messiah of Righteousness' as 'Keepers of the Covenant' implies that 
the Messiah has either already come, is eschatologically to return, or is, in fact, at that very 
moment connected to or among 'the Yahad' (Community)" (1992, p. 85). Such an interpretation, 
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identify this post-teacher expectation with the renewed (post-teacher) messianic 
hopes of the Yahadic Damascus Document concerning 'the Prince of all the 
Congregation' (77. Wl 17: ) A'M; CD 7.20) . 
204 This latter figure is likewise 
brought into association with 'the Seeker of the Law' (CD 7.18) and furthermore 
identified with 'the staff' (=Ul) of Numbers 24.17 (CD 7.18 - 8.1), the same 
ten-n used in 4Q252 5.1. Indeed we have already noted that 'the branch of David' 
is explicitly identified with 'the Prince of the Congregation' ("MMUM WM) in 
4Q285 frag. 5,4 (note however the absence of ýD). 
An identification of il771: 71 MOD (4Q252 5.3) with '71XI (ý: )) WO) 
(CD 7.18 - 8.1; 4Q285 frag. 5,4) would accordingly make more sense of the 
evidence at hand and allow for the presence of 7171 'VMS' in the text. We may 
also be in a position to identify the source of the specific construction ri'M 
17111. We have speculated that the death of 'the Teacher of the Community', 
deemed to be the anticipated 1)11: 77 '711% necessitated an amendment of the 
Yahad's messianic expectations and resulted in a renewed expectation of the 
'messiah from Aaron and from Israel' (ýWIVCI 117MAU ri'VU; CD 20.1) who 
would be 'the Prince of (all) the Congregation' (CD 7.18 - 8.1; cf 19 . 10-11) . 
205 
Consequently, 4QCommentary on Genesis A, anticipating the arrival of this 
figure, could draw not only upon scriptural references (e. g. the 'righteous branch' 
of Jeremiah 23.5 and 33.15) but also upon the terminology already in place to 
regarding ij"771M i"I'M as a figure of the present / past in the ESL, if adopted might yet allow an 
identification with the figure elsewhere described as I)-T!; M-110 (CID 1.11; 20.32). 
204 See n. 32 above. 
205 It is unclear to what extent this may be congruent with the apparent expectation of 'a prophet 
and the messiahs of Aaron and Israel' in IQS 9.11 (see n. 197 above). The 'Prince of (all) the 
Congregation', or 'branch of David, has often been identified with 'the messiah of Israel' alone 
as a Davidic figure, while some scholars have suggested that 'the Seeker of the Law' be identified 
with 'the messiah of Aaron' on the strength of such passages as 4QI74 frag. 1,1.11-13 (cf. CD 
7.18 - 8.1; see n. 33 above); e. g. Collins 1994a; 1995a; Fitzmyer 2000, pp. 73-110; Garcia 
Martinez 1995b. Though the future orientation of 'the Seeker of the Law' is seemingly at odds 
with CD 6.2-11a, see Brooke 1991a, pp. 225-227 (cf. n. 33 above). Note further that Vermes 
identifies the 'teacher' with the forerunning prophet of 1 QS 9.11 (2004, pp. 86-87). 
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describe the messianic role (e. g. ID-11: 7 11-11-1). 206 Might 1)71: 71 MOU therefore 
be related to our question of sobriquet development after all inasmuch as it may 
reflect a re-usage of the original label from the FSL in the light of the Yahad's 
renewed messianic expectations? 
3.3. Conclusions 
We observed that in the FSL, the sobriquets ij")11"l 7MIC and ý%On 
: =77 did not appear, though there was expressed an expectation of 'one who 
will teach righteousness PI-11V7 '711') at the end of days' (CD 6.11a) and a 
general oppositional theme concerning those who 'prophesied falsehood' (IR: O' 
-Iji"=; CD 6.1). Similarly, it would appear that neither il")-TIVI "il'lln nor n'Uln 
: 2T: )i'1 occur in the ESL. Instead we are confronted by a host of related 
designations, including most notably the indefinite descriptions 'a teacher of 
righteousness' P-il: 71"11n; CD 1.11; 20.32; cf. 20.28) and 'a spouter of a lie' 
(MT: ) n%=; CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26). These appear only in the 
Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document and serve to describe two figures 
there denoted by the sobriquets 'the Teacher of the Community' 
(7n"il -ii-11' / 7111C; CD 20.1; 20.14) and 'the Man of Scoffing / the Lie' 
(: 1T: N-1 / 111: ý77 01%; CD 1.14; 20.15). 
The description f7ilt 77-11U functions as an implicit claim to the role of 
I)71t-ii 7i'll' prescribed in CD 6.10-1 Ia. It would appear therefore to iqentify 
'the Teacher of the Community' with this anticipated figure and so serves as an 
artful stratagem, re-using and applying the label of the FSL in such a way as to 
demonstrate its fulfilment in the present age. That the authority of the 'teacher' 
was not universally accepted is clear from the references to a schism and the 
labelling of these opponents as 'the Men of ScOffing' QIS ýi-i I Vý A; CD 20.11) 
206 Thus "memories of the teacher may have colored the Messianic expectations of his followers" 
(Burrows 1958, p. 336; cf. Schonfield 1956, pp. 38-44). 
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and 'those who departed from the way' (CD 1.13) and I departed from the well of 
living water' (CD 19.34). The most significant use of labelling with regard to 
these opponents however is reserved for an individual rival authority to whom 
both the titles 'the Man of Scoffing' (CD 1.14) and 'the Man of the Lie' (CD 
20.15) were seemingly applied. In addition to the accusations levelled against him 
(for example, that he 'led them (Israel) astray (C. Un') in a wilderness without a 
way'; CD 1.15), the terminology used to describe him (drawing upon scriptural 
passages such as Proverbs 19.22-29; Isaiah 9.14-16; 28; Ezekiel 13; Micah 2.11; 
3.5) is distinctly polemical; the most notable example of which is his 
characterisation as 'a spouter of a lie' (: IT: ) J'=; CD 8.13; cf. 1.13-18a; 4.19- 
20; 19.25-26). This specific accusation is terminologically polarised from the 
description of 'the Teacher of the Community' as 'a teacher of righteousness' 
(P"71; M-11 C; CD 1.11; 20.32) and even parodies the same ambiguity with regard 
to 1'77 as both 'teaching' and 'raining' (cf. Hosea 10.12; Joel 2.23), for the root 
ý= can similarly be taken to mean 'preaching' (especially in a pejorative sense; 
cf. Micah 2.6-11) or 'spouting' (e. g. the metaphorical use in CD 1.14-15: 'the 
Man of Scoffing who spouted to Israel waters of a lie'). While grounded in 
scriptural reference, the indefinite description :: T: ) I%= is constructed 
specifically in opposition to ID-N -ii-11C (itself an application of the FSL 
designation ID'71: 77 71-11' drawn from Hosea 10.12) in order to contrast two rival 
teaching authorities and demonstrate the legitimacy of that expounded by 'the 
Teacher of the Community'. 
Though neither definite nor indefinite forms of the sobriquets M-111n 
1177 2 an identical 7 and : 17 M-M n%On appear in the Hodayot we are presented with 
thematic backdrop to the conflict depicted therein. The speaker (often identified 
with the 'teacher'; see n. 109 above) is described as 'a mediator of knowledge' 
(r)D'7 r'ýIn; IQHa 10.13) and associated with the 'elect of righteousness' 
(P-N "MM; IQH' 10.13) and 'seers of truth' (MMIM 'TIrI; IQHa 10.15). He 
is opposed however by those labelled, amongst other things, 'mediators of a lie' 
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(: 11: 3 IQH' 10.31; 12.9-10; 14.19[? ]), 'prophets of a lie' (: ITM 'A'M); 
lQH' 12.16), 'seers of error' (nl. Un 'TlrT; IQH' 12.20) and scoffers (O'Ni7; 
I QH' 10.11). Though no individual is highlighted among the opponents, the same 
terminology is therefore used as employed in descriptions of 'the Man of 
Scoffing / the Lie' in the Damascus Document (in particular, the roots T'ý, -Mun 
and : 17: )). The designations in the Hodayot, as with those in the Damascus 
Document, contrast true and false teaching, seeking by the process of labelling to 
present all opponents of the speaker in the role of false teachers or prophets. 207 
The teaching of the speaker however is described as having been given by God 
(7111'M '! ): I Mn= 'i7A TilnlAl; I QH' 16.16). Interestingly this passage utilises 
water imagery and plays on the same dual understanding of i7l' present in CD 
6.11a, raising the possibility that we have here an implicit claim (in the first- 
person) to the role of jD-U-i 1-11-1.208 
While no specific occurrences of definite or indefinite forms of -ii"11C 
171STI. or MT: )71 n'= appear in the Hodayot, the primary importance of this text 
for our understanding of sobriquet development is thematic. On this level, the 
Hodayot and the Damascus Document are in near perfect agreement, each 
depicting a conflict between rival teaching authorities and using similar 
terminology and labelling processes to identify false teachers. It may even be that 
more general designations in the Hodayot informed the specific accusations of the 
Damascus Document. 209 
Our examination of the label 'the Messiah of Righteousness' (rl'= 
I)-Wil; 4Q252 5.3) in 4QCommentary on Genesis A suggested that, despite both 
terminological and contextual similarities, it is unlikely to have been applied to 
207 Cf. Knibb 1994a, p. 172; Nickelsburg 1992, pp. 653-654. 
208 Note further the association with the 'holy ones' I QH' 12.25; cf. CD 5.20 - 6.11 a), 
the term 71' (lQH" 12.24; cf I'M; CD 19.33 - 20.1; 20.10-15,27-34) and 'a spring of living 
water' (VT VO DIM13; lQH` 16.16; cf. CD 19.33 - 20.1). It is further stated that those who 
listen to him'walk in the way of yourheart' (IQH' 12.24; cf. CD 1.10-11a). 
209 See n. 188 above. 
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the same figure described as 'a teacher of righteousness' in CD 1.11 and 20.32, 
even though the latter while alive may well have been regarded in a messianic 
light (cf. CD 6.10-11 a; 12.23 - 13.1). Instead a more convincing argument could 
be made for an identification with 'the Prince of (all) the Congregation' (cf. 
4Q285 frag. 5,4) who, in our analysis of the Damascus Document, was seen to 
perhaps represent the renewed messianic expectations of the Yahad after the 
death of the 'teacher' (CD 7.18 - 8.1; cf. 19.10-11). However, the lack of a 
specific scriptural provenance for the form ij"7711 riM and the ready 
availability of the (messianic? ) designation l)"71M 7111' in CD 6.10-11 a offers 
the possibility that ji')71: -M MOU constitutes a re-usage of the label (drawing in 
addition upon, and indeed suggested by, the 'righteous branch' of Jeremiah 23.5 
and 33.15). Thus we may have at least two distinct examples of the designation 
j7ilti i M-11' from the FSL being used and applied as a label in the ESL. 210 
Our examination above has demonstrated that the sobriquets M"11C 
1771: 71 and : 11: )-ii J%OC were not in use in the ESL. There does exist however, 
arguably as a direct result of ij)-i1V7 71-11' in the FSL, the use of related indefinite 
forms (P"71: -M-11C and MM ý=). It is these, more than any other designations 
in the ESL, that would appear key to the eventual development of the forms 
177271 MIlt3 and : =71 I=. 




Late Sectarian Layer 
4.1. Introduction 
The final textual layer to be examined consists of those compositions 
which we have classed as belonging to the 'Late Sectarian Layer'. Again the 
purpose of such a broad designation is simply to distinguish these texts from 
those which would appear to represent earlier sectarian textual strata; it is not to 
suggest that they necessarily reflect a homogeneous group. Similarly no 
assumption is made as to the specific period of authorship in relation to the life of 
the 'Yahad', only that, broadly speaking, these texts would appear on literary 
grounds to post-date those examined in previous chapters. 
For our present investigation, this Late Sectarian Layer (LSL) consists 
solely of P-material. 1 There is perhaps therefore a greater deal of homogeneity 
than is evident in the ESL, though, as indicated above, such should not be 
assumed a priori. We shall proceed, as in previous chapters, by examining each 
text in turn for evidence primarily of the development and employment of the 
oppositional sobriquets ID'71: 71 M-11C and MT: -M n= (though noting the 
presence of related terminology where appropriate). We turn first to the Pesher on 
Habakkuk. 
1 Made up predominantly of 'continuous pesharim', though also of note is the 'thematic pesher', 
4QCatena A (4QI77). Note however Brooke's recent observation that "the long-standing 
distinction between continuous and thematic commentaries no longer serves such a useful 
function as once it did" (2005a, p. 1 35). 
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4.2. Sobriquets in the Late Sectarian Layer 
4.2.1.1QPesher on Habakkuk 
4.2.1.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
]QpHab IJOb - 2.10a 
The first passage we shall examine is from the initial two columns of the 
Pesher on Habakkuk: 
1*10"Therefore the law is relaxed. " "[Its interpretation: ... ] who rejected the 
law of God. 
12 ["And judgement does not go forth to victory for the wicked JDCM) surroun]ds the 
righteous 
13[ItS interpretation: 'the wicked' is ... and 
'the righteous') is 
14[ 
... p-11; - "Therefore] judgement goes forth 
15[perverted. " Its interpretation: ... 
and not 16... "Look, traitors, and see, 17 and be astonished, shocked, for a work is 
being done in your days that you would not believe iq 2.1it were told. " [ ... 
The 
: I: )- interpretation of the word concerns] the traitors with 12 VA, for [they did] not 
of 3 [believe in the words ofl i ni"711" -M-11n from the mouth God; and it concerns the 
trait[ors of the ) new [covenant] qo]r they did not 4 believe in the covenant of God [ ... 
] his 
holy na[me]; and likewise the interpretation of the word [concerns the trai]tors in the 
end Of6 days. They are violator[s of the coven]ant who will not believe 7 when they hear 
all that is com[ing upJon the last generation from the mouth of 8the priest in 
[whose heart] God has given [understandi]ng to interpret all 9the words of his servants, 
the prophets, by [whose] hand God has proclaimed 10all that is coming upon his people 
and [ ... ]. (I QpHab 1.1 Ob - 2.1 Oa) 
Though highly fragmentary, the formulaic structure attested in both the remainder 
of the text and other 'continuous pesharim' has allowed some reconstruction of 
the passage. 2 Significantly however, lQpHab 1.13 preserves the designation 
1711"1 M11C, our first actual encounter with this 'standard' form of the 
sobriquet. Its similarity to the label il)M: MMU found in the Yahadic redaction of 
the Damascus Document (CD 1.11; 20.32) indicates that there may be some 
relation between the two. The presence of the definite article however suggests a 
2 There is still disagreement with regard to the reconstruction of pesher elements however. For 
example, while M[ ... ]: 
1%4 1; 11 -IM 17M=7 (lQpHab 2.8) is rendered 'the priest in [whose 
heart] God has given [understandi]ng' (as above) by the majority of scholars (e. g. Brownlee 1979; 
Horgan 1979; 2002; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise et A 2004a), other 
reconstructions include 'the Priest whom God has placed wi[thin the commun]ity' (Garcfa 
Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997), 'the Priest whom God placed in [the 
House of Jud]ah' (Dupont-Sommer 1961) and, in William Brownlee's original reconstruction, 
'the priest whom He has given unto the Ch[ildren of Israel for a teach]er' (Brownlee 1948). 
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titular function for ID'Tlt-il 7711M and thus the familiar rendering 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' (cf. Chapter One, n. 54). 3 
Intrigifingly, an apparent variation on IM-Ni-I il"110 appears in lQpHab 
2.2: MI-D-72f '711C. An additional hi provides MIDM; while the definite article 
has been added above the line as a scribal correction. The latter is significant as, 
if the designation as a whole is to be considered a scribal error for il-711trif M-11n, 
when MID-11; 77'11C was corrected to 7711"772; " 71-11n why was the final hj not 
cancelled? 4 We must assume therefore that the use of 711D-11: was deliberate. 
With regard to translation, all commentators have effectively considered 
MID'72; " M11C a variant of 1DIRM 71-11C and so translated in identical fashion. 5 
Hdkan Bengtsson suggests that there is "no difference in meaning" between the 
3 So too the following translations: Brownlee 1948; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; 
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; 
Wise et al. 2004a. Note also, 'the Righteous Teacher' (Brownlee 1979; Horgan 2002). Isaac 
Rabinowitz renders the designation 'the guide of righteousness' (Rabinowitz 1958). However, he 
argues that li"711; should be understood in "the collective sense" so that the title "means 'the leader 
of the righteous' rather than 'one who teaches righteousness... (1958, p. 397). He draws a 
persuasive parallel with the designation "I'Mil 711' / 11113 (CD 20.1; 20.14), indicating that 
here too the object denotes a collective entity (taking Tri'jl as a variant of M171). Nevertheless, 
his treatment of Hosea 10.12 and Joel 2.23 is unconvincing and he fails ultimately to take account 
of the qualifying nature seemingly apparent among other sobriquets. Thus 17114 as with 
111; ý and rllli)ýrl, is best understood as a qualification of the former noun (in this case 
While Rabinowitz is content however to maintain the translation 'the guide of righteousness' 
(reflecting "the practice of the ancient authors"; 1958, p. 394, n. 2), John Reeves (1988) argues 
forcefully that i i"lln should be more accurately rendered the 'True Lawgiver'. Having 
already engaged with this position in Chapter Three, in reference to MOO (4Q252 5.3), 
our conclusion still stands that 'righteousness' remains a valid rendering of 1771; in the sectarian 
literature, incorporating a plurality of associated connotations where appropriate (including 'true', 
'legitimate' and 'just'; cf. Kim 1985, pp. 153-191). 
4 On scribal correction procedures, see Tov 1999. 
3 E. g. Brownlee 1948; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and 
Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; 2002; Rabinowitz 1950; Vcrmes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 
1996; Wise et al. 2004a. Cf Schiffman 1994, pp. 1 17-121. HAkan Bcngtsson erroneously suggests 
that Brownlee utilises the rendering 'the Teacher of Right' in 1QpHab 2.2 (as opposed to 'the 
Righteous Teacher'; e. g. 1QpHab 1.13) in order to signify the form i 1ID-11V 1 -110 (2000a, p. 198). 
In fact, Brownlee simply uses (in a somewhat questionable fashion) 'the Righteous Teacher' to 
translate il"7111 17"110 where it is seemingly set in opposition to 'the Wicked Priest' while using 
'the Teacher of Right' in the context of 'the Man / Spouter of the Lie' (1979, pp. 46-47). He thus 
uses the latter rendering both of -iil7i1: `7 il-11? Z in lQpHab 1.16 - 2.10 and I-711M 1-i'lltz in 
I QpHab 5.8-12 (1979; 1982, p. 22). 
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two (2000a, p. 198; cf. p. 215, n. 207). Such begs the question however as to why 
MID-ilt and not ID-11: as immediately above (lQpHab 1.13). Brownlee proposes 
that: 
Ile variation must have been made for emphasis. (Brownlee 1979, p. 55) 
Though possible, this explanation is rather unconvincing with no indication as to 
what specifically might be achieved by such a variant or why it fails to be used of 
the 'teacher' elsewhere. It may well be that a satisfactory explanation is beyond 
us, though a potential avenue for further investigation should involve some 
discussion of the use of Mli")-il: both in scriptural texts and among the sectarian 
literature. For example, we have already highlighted in Chapter Three the 
presence of Mli"771: M2 ('a righteous branch') in Jeremiah 33.15 and speculated 
as to the influence this may have had upon the messianic expectations of the 
movement. Sung-Hae Kim further notes that in Deuteronomy, while il"771: appears 
"always in the sense of right judgement, just weight, or lawful sacrifice", Mli")12 
is used of "human righteousness" and "conveys mainly human moral 
responsibility as one's righteousness" (1985, p. 160; cf. Koehler and Baumgartner 
1996). Within the sectarian texts, MID12 is to be found most frequently in the 
Community Rule documents (that which we might deem S-material: IQS; 
4Q255-64; 5Qll) and the Hodayot. 6 Of particular note is IQH' 19.7 which, 
following the phrase r1l"11 -ii '! = I r1r11 (19.4), continues: 
And I know that truth is your mouth and righteousness (i njill; ) in your hand. 
(I QH' 19.7) 
6 Cf. Abegg, Dowley and Cook 2003; Kuhn (ed. ) 1960. Note also CD 8.14; 19.27; 20-20. 
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Perhaps some resemblance can here be found to '[the words ofl MID-is' 711 
from the mouth of God' (lQpHab 2.2-3) in as much as MID-iS emanates from 
God (cf. I QH' 9.26-27; 12.30-3 1). 7 
The concept of divinely authorised teaching has already been noted in 
both the Hodayot (e. g. IQH' 16.16-17) and the Damascus Document (e. g. CD 
1.10-1 la). 8 The latter associates such with one labelled l'), 71: -M-11c; there is thus 
a contextual link with the similar designation (M)P11: 77 M"110. Also of interest is 
our discussion of 1")'11% 'the righteous (one)', in our examination of the Hodayot 
in Chapter Three (e. g. IQH' 7.17b-22a). There we speculated that this 
commonplace scriptural type may subsequently have been read and understood 
by sectarian readers in the retrospective light of 'the Teacher of Righteousness'. 9 
Here in the Pesher on Habakkuk such an understanding is made explicit and 
F'71: 77 of Habakkuk 1.4 is identified as a veiled reference to Ii 71: -il M 
(I QpHab 1.12-13). Noting this, Joseph Baumgarten comments that: 
The title Moreh ha-$edeq can be fathomed only if we take account of the role of 
personified $edeq in Qumran thought. (J. M. Baumgarten 1979, p. 233) 
Such would appear to lie also behind the interpretation of Hosea 10.12 in CD 6.2- 
11 a of the FSL. 
7 It may also be significant that Joel 213 attests the form oll'771: ý i-1-110il: '0 children of Zion, 
be glad and rejoice in the LORD your God; for he has given the early rain for your vindication 
I71ID-71: 5 71-11VI-1711A), he has poured down for you abundant rain, the early and the later rain, as 
before' (Joel 2.23). Cf. Lim 2002, p. 75. Note that in Russell Fuller's initial analysis of Hosea 
10.12 in 4Q82 (4QXIP) he read 7il"711: "11' (1992, pp. 254-256), though later amended to 1"1' 
1: )"11; (1997, pp. 282-285; cf. MT: 1-711; See further our discussion of Joel 2.23 and Hosea 
10.12 in Chapter Two. 
8 Indeed James Bowley argues that, while 'W: 11 is not used of the 'teacher', such divine 
authorisation should be taken as indicative of 'true prophecy' as opposed to that preached by 
those disparagingly given the titles 'prophets' and 'seers' (e. g. I QH' 12.9-20; cf. Micah 3.5-8). He 
even draws a comparison, as we have, with CD 5.20 - 6.2 and the past opposition depicted there 
between 'the holy anointed ones' and those who 'prophesied falsehood' (1999, pp. 365,371-373). 
In this light it is interesting to note that '[the words ofl ill)11: " 77110 from the mouth of God' 
(I QpHab 2.2-3) has an antithesis already seen in the Hodayot: 'in the mouth of prophets of a lie, 
deceived by error' (I QH* 12.16). Cf. Bengtsson 2000a, p. 1 98. 
9 See Chapter Three, n. 108 
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That 'the Teacher of Righteousness' is opposed by 'traitors' 
associated with 'the Man of the Lie' PT: M VR; I QpHab 2.1-3) recalls the same 
descriptions used to denote opposition to 'the Teacher of the Community' 
Cl'rl'77 71-11' / ol-lln) in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document (cf. 
CD 19.33 - 20.1; 20.10-15). The latter figure is seemingly identical to one 
described as 'a teacher of righteousness' (P-il: i-Mln) and similarly opposed by 
traitors in CD 1.10-17. This 1)72 77111n is invested with divine authority, has a 
didactic function and adherence to his voice is a defining feature of those 
considered loyal to the Yahad (CD 1.10-11a; 20.27-34). These same features 
appear in the current passage with regard to -ii-IlIn (lQpHab 1.10b - 
2.10a). 10 Taken in conjunction with the terminological similarities (only the 
definite article distinguishes il)-Wil 7MIU from 1772 7711n), it is tempting to 
speculate that we have here a different form of the same designation found in the 
ESL. The presence of the definite article, however, appears to represent a shift 
from a descriptive function to an appellative or titular one. Hence the sobriquet 
'the Teacher of Righteousness' may attest a development from the indefinite 
10 This passage also mentions 'the priest' (1-ii1=7i) who, being similarly accredited with these 
three features and opposed by 'traitors' (IQpHab 2.5-10), could arguably be taken as a further 
description of (il)P-11: 71 7MID (Brownlee 1979, p. 57; Knibb 1994a, p. 223). Note also the 
following similarity- 
'the interpretation of the word [6oncems the trai]tors in the end of days. They are 
violator[s of the coven]ant who will not believe when they hear all that is com[ing up]on 
the last generation III'MA-ii from the mouth of the priest 11111=7, i) in [whose 
heart) God has given [understandi]ng'. (I QpHab 2.5-10) 
'But God perceived their deeds, for they sought him with a whole heart, and he raised up 
for them a teacher of righteousness fil)"119 i-i-110) to lead them in the way of his heart. 
And he made known to later generations what he had done to the last generation 1"ITI 
11-111R), a congregation of traitors. ' (CD 1.10-12) 
Some scholars have taken the usage of the term to indicate that the figure labelled 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' was not only a priest, but must have been more specifically an ousted High Priest 
(cf. Murphy-O'Connor 1974, pp. 229-233; Stegemann 1991, p. 200; 1992, pp. 148-166). Such a 
leap has met with some criticism however (e. g. Charlesworth 1980, pp. 218-222). The term I7.11nn 
functions primarily as a label; all it really tells us is that the 'teacher' could be considered in 
priestly terms by his adherents. They may even have considered him the priest par excellence 
though such does not necessarily entail that he was ever recognised as a priest outside of his own 
movement. 
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description 'a teacher of righteousness', perhaps rivalling (or replacing? ) the 
previous title by which this figure was labelled, 'the Teacher of the Community'. 
In order to assess the validity of these suppositions, let us turn to the other 
passages from the Pesher on Habakkuk concerning 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness'. 
I QpHa b 5.8-12 
A number of the same themes found in I QpHab 1.1 Ob - 2.1 Oa reappear in 
the following passage from the fifth column of the manuscript: 
5*8"Why do you stare, traitors, and keep silent when 9a wicked one (DCM) swallows up 
one more righteous than he (I. M0 Its interpretation concerns the House of 
Absalom 10and the men of their council who kept silent at the rebuke of il)-71-i -711U 
"and did not help him against MM7 CN - who rejected Tllrlil 
12 in the midst of all 
their council. (I QpHab 5.8-12) 
The sobriquet ID11: 71 i-i'lln appears in the same formhcrc as at I QpHab 1.13 and 
should accordingly be rendered 'the Teacher of Righteousness' in identical 
fashion. " The figure so labelled is again set in opposition to 'traitors' (appearing 
in the lemma and identified in the pesher as 'the House of Absalom and the men 
of their council'; I QpHab 5.9-10) and 'the Man of the Lie' (: T =7 01%; 1 QpHab 
5.11). He is also identified as the referent of lf)'"71: (again juxtaposed with DOI) 
as at I QpHab 1.12-13. 
The cited passage differs from the MT of Habakkuk 1.13b; rather than 
God looking upon traitors, it is they themselves who look on while'a wicked one 
swallows up one more righteous than he' (I QpHab 5.8-9). This reading is borne 
out by the interpretation concerning 'the House of Absalom and the men of their 
council who kept silent at the rebuke of ji')-N-ii M-M and did not help him 
11 Note however that Brownlee, while translating 'the Righteous Teacher' at lQpHab 1.13, here 
renders 'the Teacher of Right' (as at I QpHab 2.2) in accordance with his custom in the context of 
'the Man / Spouter of the Lie' (1979, ppA647,93; 1982, p. 22). This thesis remains sceptical of 
such an approach to the sobriquet (see n. 5 above). 
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against the Man of the Lie' (I QpHab 5.9-1 1). 12 It is also uncertain as to whether 
1711: 71 M'110 M: )= refers to the 'rebuke' (or 'chastisement') of or by 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness'. The scriptural citation that 'a wicked one swallows up 
one more righteous than he' (lQpHab 5.8-9) would suggest an objective genitive 
is intended and that 'the Teacher of Righteousness' is the one rebuked 
(presumably by 'the Man of the Lie', the apparent referent of DOI). Such an 
interpretation has likewise been adopted by the majority of scholars (e. g. 
Bengtsson 2000a, p. 200; Bruce 1956, p. 94; Burrows 1956, pp. 147-148; Dupont- 
Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; 
Horgan 1979, pp. 33-34; 2002; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise 
et aL 2004a). 13 
Thus the passage interprets Habakkuk 1.13b in reference to a 
confrontation between li"771: -il t-MIU and Ml: -il UR, tacitly observed by 'the 
House of Absalom and the men of their council' (I QpHab 5.9-10) who made no 
protest when 'the Man of the Lie' rebuked 'the Teacher of Righteousness' and 
'rejected the law 171-11rl, 7) in the midst of all their council' (lQpHab 5.11-12). 
The terminological and contextual similarities between the use of the label -711n 
jr)'11: -ii in lQpHab 1.10b - 2.10a (cf. -iili"711: 
" -il"Illn) and 5.8-12 indicate a 
common understanding of the designation; one that has significant overlaps with 
the use of 1771; 77110 in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document. 
12 Knibb 1994a, p. 229. Note however U-IrM (second-person singular) in the scriptural citation, 
in accordance with the MT (cf. Horgan 1979, p. 33). On the significance of the Qumran-related 
scrolls for our understanding of the MT, see: Brooke 2000c; Brownlee 1959; 1964; Lim 1997; 
2002, pp. 54-63; Segal 2005; Skehan 1959; Tov 1991; Trebolle-Barrera 2000; Ulrich 1999; 2000; 
2001. 
13 For the opposite interpretation, see: Brownlee 1979, pp. 91-95 (though note 1948, p. 17, n. 38; cf 
1952, pp. 1 7-18); Cannignac 1962a, pp. 507-5 10; Lim 2005. 
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1 QpHab Z] - 8.3a 
Greater insight into the sectarian understanding of the sobriquet '711C 
I)II: M is to be gained from an extensive passage concerning the duration of 'the 
11 yp)- QI-IrIR- last time' or 'final age' 11): 
14 
7. 'And God told Habakkuk to write what was coming 
3 
upon 2 the last generation but the 
fulfilment of that time he did not make known to him. And as for what he says, "So that 
he can nm who reads it,,, 4itS interpretation concerns 1"711: 77 -11-110 to whom God has made 
known sall the mysteries I'M) of the words of his servants, the prophets. "For there is 
still a vision 6 for the appointed time, it witnesses to the end and does not lie. " 71tS 
interpretation: the last time 111714K-l yli)il) will be extended and will go beyond all 
sthat the prophets said, for the mysteries of God (ýR 'I-)) are wonderful. 9"If it tarries, 
wait for it, for it will surely come and not 10delay. " Its interpretation concerns the Men of 
Truth fr=, 77 'Mtq), "the Doers of the Law 17711rlil 'V. U), whose hands will not 
slacken from the service of 12 the truth when the last time (11-lilAii-i Y17i) is extended 
beyond them, for 13 all the times of God will come according to their determination as he 
decreed 14 for them in the mysteries ('7-1) of his prudence. "Behold, it is conceited, it is 
not upright 1s[his soul within him. "] Its interpretation: they will double upon them 16[... 
and] n[ot] find favour when they are judged. [ ... 
17... "But the righteous fli-711: ) will 
live by their faithfulness. "] "Its interpretation concerns all ol-llrlil 'VW in the House of 
Judah, whom 2God will deliver from the house of judgement on account of their toil and 
their faith 3 in 10-11: 71 71"W3. (I QpHab 7.1 - 8.3a) 
The passage twice attests [711'1 M"110 (lQpHab 7.4; 8.3a). The first of these 
continues 'to whom God has made known all the mysteries IT-11 of the words of 
his servants, the prophets' (lQpHab 7.4-5). In the first instance, this recalls what 
is said of 'the priest' Q MIM-M) in lQpHab 2.5-10, 'in [whose heart] God has given 
[understandflng to interpret all the words of his servants, the prophets' (I QpHab 
2.8-9), thus making an implied identification between the two more probable (see 
14 This phrase is variously rendered 'the final age' (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and 
Tigchelaar 1997; Vermes 2004), 'the final time' (Dupont-Sommer 1961), 'the final end' 
(Brownlee 1948), 'the last end-time' (Horgan 1979), 'the last period' (Horgan 2002) or 'the Last 
Days' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise et al. 2004a). No one translation is entirely 
satisfactory, though all entail the same connotations. Noting the similarity to I I-IiIN-1 "11"Is i ('the 
last generation'; lQpHab 2.7), we shall adopt 'the last time' as a terminologically consistent 
rendering of 11714M7 r1i7i (so too Brownlee 1979; Knibb 1994a). The meaning is nevertheless 
that seemingly shared by the various translations above, denoting a final period of history. There 
are clear overlaps with the use of similar phrases in I QPesher on Habakkuk expressing an interest 
in this period, such as 111MVI '117 1 (1 QpHab 2.7; 7.2) and M'Vi 7 rl'-IMR (I QpHab 2.5-6), 
though Annette Steudel warns against too close an identification (1993, pp. 239-240). 
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n. 10 above). Furthermore, however, it is reminiscent of what is said of 'a 
mediator of knowledge' (M"T Y' ýC) in the Hodayot: 
10.13 But you have set me like a banner to the elect of righteousness, and a mediator of 
knowledge jrID-1 TýM) of wonderful mysteries (110D 'I-1), to test 14 [the men ofl truth 
and to try those who love instruction. (IQH* 10.13-14) 
'The Teacher of Righteousness' of the LSL is described as being party to 
'mysteries' CYT-1) as was the 'mediator of knowledge' (i. e. the protagonist of the 
Hodayot) in the ESL. 15 This may prove significant given the oft-held assumption 
that the"teacher' himself authored the so-called. 'Teacher Hymns' (or was at least 
considered retrospectively to have done So). 16 
In IQPesher on Habakkuk, 'the Teacher of Righteousness' is thus 
seemingly portrayed in the role of a 'divinely inspired exegete' (cf. Bowley 1999, 
p. 37 1). Maurya Horgan notes that: 
The word r6z is a Persian loan-word that does not occur in biblical Hebrew but is found 
in biblical Aramaic (Horgan 1979, p. 237) 17 
Accordingly, John Barton, examining 'prophetic foreknowledge of the present 
day', draws comparisons with the book of Daniel in which C'M are similarly 
interpreted (1986, pp. 179-213; cf. Knibb 1994a, p. 233). 18 Our present text details 
the 'mysteries' here concerned as 'the words of his servants, the prophets' 
(IQpHab 7.5) which require interpretation to elucidate 'all that is coming upon 
his people' (lQpHab 2.8-10). Such an approach would appear characteristic of 
the pesharim in general. 19 
That IQH' 10.13-14 may bear some relation to the description of 'the 
Teacher of Righteousnesls' (P-11-1 M-11C) as one 'to whom God has made known 
1s Note also I QH` 12.27-28; 15.26-27; 24[bottoml. 5. 
16 See Chapter Three, esp. n. 109 and n. 140. 
17 Also in later Hebrew (Horgan 1979, pp. 37-38). 
18 Note in particular Daniel 2. 
19 See further: Brooke 1981; Lim 2002. 
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all the mysteries I'M) of the words of his servants, the prophets' (I QpHab 7.4-5) 
is farther suggested by the presence in I QpHab 7.10 of rlnWil 'ODA, 'the Men of 
Truth'. The same designation, though notably without the definite article, appears 
in I QH' 10.13-14 denoting the audience for whom the 'mysteries' are conveyed. 
Aside from ascertaining a probable link between the two passages, it is perhaps 
significant in itself that MCIR 'MA of the ESL (cf. 1QH' 6-2) is rendered 'UNA 
MW-ii in the LSL, a phenomenon we have already noted of ID'71; il'IIC (ESL) 
and ID-11"l o MIC (LSL). The MCAM 'MR are here described as: 
7.11 the Doers of the Law 1711rlil 'CID), whose hands will not slacken from the 
service of 12 the truth when the last time (11"IMA-7 YID-M) is extended beyond them 
(I QpHab 7.11-12). 
This phrase, i"I'llMil '7)1. U ('the Doers of the Law'; Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 217- 
234; Brownlee 1979), is also found at the end of our present passage as the 
apparent referent of ID"11:: 20 
7*17"But the righteous will live by their faithfulness. "] "Its interpretation 
concerns all 71"IM I 'MD in the House of Judah, whom 2 God will deliver from the house 
of judgement on account of their toil and their faith 3 in il-711: 77 M-110. (1QpHab 7.17 - 
8.3) 
It is notable that, in this instance, ji"711; is interpreted as those who are loyal to 
1771: 77 M'11C rather than in direct reference to the sobriquet itself (cf lQpHab 
1.12-13; 5.8-12). Perhaps we might recall here the other phrase employed 
alongside (and seemingly synonymous with) MR rMA in IQH' 10.13-14, 'the 
elect of righteousness' (P-71: -q TrIM). 
The passage concems itself with 11"IMR-M TIMM ('the last time'; see n. 14 
above), and in particular both the 'unforeseen' extension of the age and an 
emphasis on not losing faith. 
20 Altematively, 'thosc who keep/observe the Law' (e. g. Vermes 2004). 
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7 *S"For there is still a vision 6 for the appointed time, it witnesses to the end and does not 
lie. " 7jtS interpretation: the last time 11711IRM rl"), M) will be extended and will go 
beyond all 8that the prophets said, for the mysteries of God (1%4 'I'l) are wonderful. 
(I QpHab 7.5-8) 
Indeed the pesher serves as a reassurance that all is as it should be and that 'all 
the times of God will come according to their determination as he decreed for 
them in the mysteries JT-1) of his prudence' (I QpHab 7.13-14). While the topic 
is suggested by the lemma (a primacy we must acknowledge), the pesher would 
appear to be grappling more specifically with eschatological disappointment; the 
'appointed time' has Passed and thus requires explanation. 21 
We are reminded of the apparent renewed messianic expectations in the 
Yahadic redaction -of the Damascus Document following the death of the 
'teacher' (e. g. CD 19.33 - 20.1) and the insistence in CD 20.27-34 on adherence 
to i-Mlrl-ii (the 'well' of CD 6.2-1 la; cf. Num 21.18) and continued loyalty to 
'the voice of [)-il: i-MIV. These same features are to be found in our present 
passage in, for example, the reference to 'i-Mlrl-il 'O. U in the House of Judah, 
whom God will deliver from the house of judgement on account of their toil and 
22 their faith in 1'7511: 77 'i7-11V (lQpHab 8.1-3). It is these 'whose hands will not 
slacken from the service of the truth when the last time 1111MW7 rliXl) is 
extended beyond them' (lQpHab 7.11-12). Might the eschatological 
disappointment implied in IQpHab 7.1 - 8.3a likewise be bound up with the 
21 The same conclusion is reached by John Collins, who adds: "It is reasonable to infer, then, that 
the "end" was expected shortly before the pesher was written" (1997, p. 83; cf. Steudel 1993, 
pp. 235-236; Talmon 1989, p. 296). 
22 As opposed to, for example, 'the Man of the Lie' who 'rejected 711171,71 in the midst of all their 
council' (lQpHab 5.11-12). Phillip Callaway similarly highlights that: "The reference to the 
faithfulness of the Doers of the Law to the Teacher of Righteousness does suggest that the former 
lived after the Teacher" (1988, p. 152; my italics). 
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death of the figure considered to be the anticipated 'one who will teach 
righteousness at the end of days' (CD 6.11 a)? 23 
Philip Davies suggests along these lines that the text as a whole might 
reflect a reassessment of the role of the 'teacher' in the light of his death, 
highlighting the deliberate reinterpretation of the term 7-1 from the Hodayot in 
reference to 'the words of his servants, the prophets' (I QpHab 7.5): 
That is, "mysteries" are now scriptural texts, and "knowledge" is their interpretation. 
What does this suggest? Not that a new kind of treatment of scripture is being developed 
- for the principle of such inspired exegesis is much older - but that the original teaching 
of the founder of the community is now being transformed into something more (or 
perhaps, less) than it originally was. Instead of a religious leader and lawgiver, the 
"Teachee' has become the founder of a school of exegesis. ... It explains, 
however, one 
of the ways in which religious communities sustain and redefine themselves after the 
removal of their founder, and especially encourage their faith in times of distress by 
assuring themselves that all was foretold and that they will be secure in that knowledge. 
(Davies 1987, p. 104) 
We have noted that there would indeed appear to be evidence of some 
dependence upon both the Hodayot and the Damascus Document. With regard to 
the latter, another possibility presents itself-, rather than the death of the 'teacher' 
per se, might the cschatological disappointment in I QpHab 7.1 - 8.3 a stem from 
the passing of the revised 'end-date', anticipated forty years after his death in CD 
20.13-15? 24 Such would place the authorship of 1QPesher on Habakkuk some 
forty years at least after the death of the 'teacher', a proposal not incongruent 
with our analysis of the relevant texts so far . 
25 Concerning CD 20.13-15 and its 
lack of specificity, John Collins suggests: 
Nonetheless, as the years passed, they were aware that the end time was prolonged. 
"About forty yeare' could not be extended indefinitely. The lack of a specific date, 
however, mitigated the disappointment and made it easier for the community to adapt to 
the postponement of their expectations. (Collins 1997, p. 85) 
23 In this light, might 11-111' A-ii T171 refer obliquely to 11-1ri TI) ('the time of wrath'; CD 1.5), the 
period during which 1711: 7110 was raised up according to the Damascus Document? Collins 
suggests that 11-In T173 is a deliberate wordplay on 111MIKI rilMl (1997, p. 8 1; 2000a). 
24 Cf. Collins 1997, pp. 82-85; Steudel 1993, pp. 238-239. 
25 Note also Bengtsson: "There is nothing in lQpHab which hints that the Teacher was still alive 
when it was written" (2000a, p. 228, n. 64). 
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Adaptation to this postponement would indeed appear to be evidenced in I QpHab 
7.1 - 8.3 
This passage from IQPesher on Habakkuk presents IM"11VI M"Illn as an 
authoritative figure (of the past? ) and seemingly draws upon I QH' 10.13-14 for 
both the 'mysteries' (C'Tl) to which he is party and 'the Men of Truth' who are 
associated with him (thus implicitly identifying him with rID-7 The 
pesher on Habakkuk 2.3 is keen to demonstrate, in the face of "hope for an 
imminent messianic age amongst the members of the 'New covenant"' (Talmon 
195 1, p. 36), that the extension of I I-MIA-7 rij"), l is on account of such 'mysteries' 
(lQpHab 7.5-14) but that 'all the times of God will come according to their 
determination' (lQpHab 7.13). 26 In the meantime, continued adherence to 
i Mlrli I and loyalty to [711: 77 iMln are encouraged (lQpHab 7.9 - 8.3a), in 
accordance with the recommendations originally made in response to the death of 
the 'teacher' in CD 20.27-34. 
lQpHab 9.8-12a 
The following passage is the first of two in IQPesher on Habakkuk in 
I 
which it"711VI 'il"11C is set in opposition to a figure labelled. UMM 1 MIM71: 
9-8"Because of human bloodshed and violence to the land, the town and all who 
dwell in it. " 
91ts interpretation concerns DO[I], 1 I-MM-ii whom, because of wrong done to 1-1-110 
j)-iltil'o and the men of his council, God gave into the hand of his enemies to humble 
him 11 with disease, to destroy him in bitterness of soul because he had done wickedly 
12 against his elect 11-111M). (lQpHab 9.8-12a) 
Here 'the Teacher of Righteousness' is associated with a group designated 'the 
men of his council' OM: D 'ON; IQpHab 9.10). There is some dispute as to 
whether 711EU should be rendered 'council' or 'counsel' in this context (cf 
26 Indeed, Steudel suggests that the pesharim texts themselves were "aimed exclusively at proving 
that the end was near because a book of the Prophets was completely fulfilled" (1993, pp. 241- 
242). See too: Berrin 2005, pp. 1 16-117; Stegemann 1998, pp. 128-129. 
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Koehler and Baumgartner 1995). John Worrell, drawing upon scriptural use of 
the term (e. g. Isaiah 40.13: IMNU Un; Psalms 119.24: TND IMA), suggests 
'counsel' to be "the consistently preferable rendering" (1970, p. 71), though does 
allow that: 
there are also strong indications that it approached the status of a technical denomination 
for an important factor in their community structure. (Worrell 1970, p. 68) 
Though either translation is possible, both are to a degree synonymous and should 
accordingly cause us no great concern . 
27 For our purposes, either understanding 
would render IrIND 'MA a body of supporters or men of association, as with 'the 
House of Absalom and the men of their council {I: rll:. U ItMA} who kept silent at 
the rebuke of li')'71: il '711V (lQpHab 5.9_10). 28 
Instead of MM71 VA (as in 1 QpHab 1.1 Ob - 2.1 Oa or 5.8-12), the figure 
placed in opposition to IM-11: 7 i-MIC in IQpHab 9.8-12a is labelled 17111=1 
MM77, unambiguous enough in form to warrant the common translation, 'the 
Wicked Priest'. 29 We shall return to this sobriquet in an excursus as part of our 
examination of 'the Spouter of the Lie' in the Pesher on Habakkuk below. For the 
present however ii will suffice to highlight that 'the Wicked Priest' is accused of 
having wrpnged 'the Teacher of Righteousness and the men of his council' and is 
given by God 'into the hand of his enemies' (I QpHab 9.10) 'because he had done 
wickedly against his (i. e. God's) elect (9.11-12). The referent of this 
last phrase 0-17M) must be either I)II: -M -711n if singular (so Bengtsson 2000a, 
pp. 205-206) or IMUU 'VAI jD"1!: ', I 7711C if a defective plural (so Brownlee 
27 As Brownlee notes, "what is a 'council' but 'men of counsel'? " (1979, p. 155). He suggests 
however that the reference is probably to an 'organised group' and so prefers the translation, 
%ouncil' (so too Bengtsson 2000a, p. 205). 
28 On the basis of such an understanding, Horgan (1979) renders 'his / their partisans. 
29 Cf. Brownlee 1948; 1979; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and 
Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; 2002; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise et aL 
2004a. 
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1948, p. 17, n. 34; Horgan 1979). 30 In favour of the latter interpretation, Horgan 
notes that it is the plural ý'Al '"171: 1 that appears in I QpHab 10.13 while the form 
I -17M, seemingly with a plural understanding, is attested also in I QpHab 5.4 and 
elsewhere among the pesharim. 31 Brownlee argues that the singular may well be 
preferable but, if so, "should be interpreted as a collective" (1979, p. 86; cf. pp. 87, 
157); in which case we should identify 'his elect' (lQpHab 9.12) with not only 
'the Teacher of Righteousness' but also 'the men of his council' (I QpHab 9.10). 
Might lrl!: D 'OA bear some relation to 'the Men of Truth, the Doers of the 
Law' (lQpHab 7.10-11), associated with ji")11: 71 71-11C in IQpHab 7.1 - 8.3a? 
32 
In this context it may be informative to recall 'the elect of righteousness' ('Tr1n 
171N), associated in IQH' 10.13-14 with 'a mediator of knowledge' and 
seemingly synonymous with the 'men of truth'. 
]QpHab 11.2-8 
The final passage from I QPesher on Habakkuk to be examined in relation 
to the sobriquet ij)'71; -ii M"11C is the second in which this figure is set, in 
opposition tolUMM 1-iMM: 
1"2"Woe to him who makes his'neighbour drink, pouring Out 3 his anger, making him 
drunk so as to look upon their festivals. ', 41tS interpretation concerns =MM I ill n, 7, who 
Spursued 1'75"71: 71 7110, to swallow him up in the heat Of6 his anger, to the house of his 
exile. And at the time of the festival, the rest of 7the Day of Atonement jV"llmmi 7 Cl'), 
he appeared to them to swallow them up Sand to make them stumble on the day of 
fasting, the sabbath of their rest. (I QpHab 11.2-8) 
30 Note Qimron 1986, pp. 33-35. 
31 E. g. 1"I'MI rMD in 4QI64 (frag. 1,3) and 4QI71 (2.5; 3.5). See Horgan 1979, pp. 32,44; cf. 
Bengtsson 2000a, p. 206, n. 155. 
32 Bengtsson wishes to disassociate the two groups, suggesting that '11-11rl-il 'M. U, is a more 
theologically distinguished label than 11711M 'MR, which appears to be some sort of organised 
circle around the Teacher" (2000a, p. 205). It is not clear however that the two labels must on 
these grounds designate distinct groups. Indeed a more convincing argument for such a distinction 
would be that lrl!; D %7j'A are presented as contemporary to the 'teacher' and share in the wrong 
done to him, while 7MUT7 'VID of 1QpHab 7.9 - 8.3a would appear to post-date this figure (see 
n. 22 above). 
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The form attested is once again ID-111 M-110, to be rendered 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness'. 33 The text of Habakkuk 2.15 here exhibits some variance from 
the Masoretic Text, in particular the employment of 07i"NUIU ('their festivals') 
rather than 1277-11M (MT: 'their nakedness' ). 34 This is followed up by the 
reference to IDIC YID (lQpHab 11.6) in the pesher and strongly echoes an 
allusion found in one of the 'Teacher Hymns' of the Hodayot: 
12*1 'And they withhold the drink of knowledge from the thirsty, and for their thirst give 
them vinegar to drink so as to look upon 12 their error, that they act like fools in their 
festivals, so they are caught in their nets. (I QH" 12.11-12) 
A cursory glance at the immediately preceding passage from I QH' (examined in 
Chapter Three) uncovers yet more similarities between the two texts: 
12. SFor (1) have been rejected by them and they do not esteem me when you make 
yourself great through me. For they banish me from my land 9like a bird from its nest, 
and all my friends and my acquaintances have been driven from me and esteem me as a 
broken vessel. But they are mediators of 10a lie and seers of deceit, they have schemes of 
Belial against me, to change your law which you engraved in my heart for smooth things 
"for your people. (lQIr 12.8-1 la) 
The H- and P-material have in common reference to exile and error in festivals, 
both specifics absent from the MT of Habakkuk 2.15. An implicit association is 
thus made between 'the Teacher of Righteousness' of IQpHab and the 
protagonist of the Hodayot. 35 
Philip Davies utilises these passages to highlight the probable dependence 
of the pesharim upon the Hodayot, noting further that the intention of 'the 
Wicked Priest' to 'swaflow him (i. e. IM"11: 71 illlln) up' lQpHab 11.5; 
33 Cf. 'the Righteous Teacher' (Brownlee 1979; Horgan 2002). 
34 See primarily Brownlee 1959, though also: Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 75-78; Brownlee 1979, 
pp. 179-189; Harris 1966, pp. 33-35; Lim 2002, pp. 54-63. Cf. n. 12 above. 
35 Such would support either a strict identification of the two or the more moderate assertion that 
the Hodayot were considered to represent (auto)biographical details of the life of 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness'. See Chapter Three, esp. n. 109 and n. 140; cf. Davies 1987, pp. 87-105. 
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cE 11.7) seemingly draws upon the reference to schemes of 'Belial' in 
I QH' 12.10.36 As a result, the reliability of the pesharim for the reconstruction of 
historical scenarios is potentially undermined (the very foundation upon which a 
number of the hypotheses examined in Chapter One are based). For our purposes 
however, the accuracy of such historical information need not concern us; it is the 
understanding of, and connotations associated with, these sobriquets across the 
different sectarian texts and textual layers that is our focus. Consequently whether 
or not a historical confrontation, such as that detailed in lQpHab 11.2-8, did 
indeed take place is not as important as the fact that a figure labelled i-MIC 
I)111 was understood within the text (and thus also perhaps by subsequent 
readers) to have come into conflict with DO-1-M The work of Davies is 
crucial however in allowing us to trace the development of such ideas through the 
texts themselves. 37 
In accordance with I QH' 12.8-12,1 QpHab 11.2-8 conceives 'the Teacher 
of Righteousness' as being in exile. 38Hindy NaJman, in her recent examination of 
the concept of wilderness, identifies this as an implied "locus of suffering and 
isolation" (2006, p. 104), in which separation from the temple results in the state 
of wilderness. In establishing the conflict between [711: 71 77M and JTMI: 711 
DCM-M as having occurred on 'the Day of Atonement' (V-11=77 011; 1QpHab 
11.7), the text ftirther hints at calendrical differences underlying the dispute. 39 As 
in I QpHab 9.8-12a, 'the Teacher of Righteousness' is here presented as an object 
of persecution by 'the Wicked Priest' and is implicitly to be understood against 
36 See Davies 1987, pp. 93-97. Note however. U ý: l in Habakkuk 1.13 (cf. I QpHab 5.8-12) 
37 Accordingly, one question that should concern us is the presence of VVIM 1111=71 in IQpHab 
11.2-8 when MIn-ii VIR or MMI I'Mn would be more readily suggested by =TO "Týn and 
el'13-1 '1111 in IQH" 12.8-12 (cf. Davies 1987, pp. 96-97). We shall return to this in the excursus 
below on Mnsl I ell= I in the Pesher on Habakkuk. 
38 Note Sukenik (ed. ) 1955, p. 39. 
39 See in particular Talmon 1989 (pp. 186-199) and 1999. In both of these essays, Talmon also 
highlights a similar calendrical dispute between Rabban Gamaliel and Rabbi Joshua, drawing 
several notable parallels with the apparent case of lQpHab 11.2-8. See further, J. M. Baumgarten 
1999; Stem 2000. Cf. CD 6.18-19. 
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the typology of the righteous sufferer in the Psalms (Kim 1985, pp. 170-173) and, 
more specifically, the suffering protagonist of the Hodayot. 
Summary 
Despite its unequivocal absence in the FSL and ESL, the sobriquet i"111n 
I)-N-ii is to be found six times in I QPesher on Habakkuk (I QpHab 1.13; 5.10; 
7.4; 8.3; 9.9-10; 11.5). A seventh occasion witnesses the slightly different form, 
MIMI!: " 71"11C (lQpHab 2.2). While an altogether convincing explanation could 
not be reached for the presence of this variant, it is significant that the definite 
article was added above the line as a scribal correction; thus, unlike 1DII: -M-11n 
of CD 1.11 and 20.32, each occurrence of the designation in the Pesher on 
Habakkuk is definite. 
Some relation to the 'teacher'-designations found in the Yahadic redaction 
of the Damascus Document would appear nevertheless inescapable. There we 
observed that a figure, seemingly titled 'the Teacher of the Community' 
(7rl'il -711' / t"11IC; CD 20.1; 20.14), had been acclaimed as the anticipated 
'one who will teach righteousness at the end of days' (n'-MKI ID-Ilt-ii 71-11' 
O'Vt'l; CD 6.11a) and accordingly described as 'a teacher of righteousness' 
(P`71: CD 1.11; 20.32). He was perceived as having been invested with 
divine authority (CD 1.10-11 a) and set in opposition to 'traitors' (CD 1.10- 12; 
19.33 - 20.11 20.10-15) and 'the Man of Scoffing / the Lie' (: IT =-i I!: 
ý-, [ V n; 
CD 1.14; 20.15). After his death he continued to be venerated and adherence to 
'the voice of F)11; -711V was marked as a defining feature of those considered 
loyal to the Yahad (CD 20.27-34). We also noted similar characteristics of the 
protagonist of the Hodayot, including his didactic function and divine authority 
(I QHa 10.1 3-15a; 16.16-17), association with an 'elect' group (I QH' 10.1 3-15a), 
his opposition to 'traitors', 'scoffers' and 'mediators of a lie' (lQH' 10-12), and 
points of correspondence with descriptions of 'the righteous (one)' e. g. 
I QH' 7.17b-22a). 
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In similar fashion, the teachings of ('M)j')"7!; 7i 71"110 in IQPesher on 
Habakkuk are attributed divine authority (I QpHab 2.2-10a; 7.3-5), he is opposed 
by 'traitors' and 'the Man of the Lie' (lQpHab 2.1-10; 5.8-12) and there is 
emphasis on continued loyalty to him even though he would no longer appear to 
be present (lQpHab 8.1-3a). He is identified as the referent of 11,711: where it 
appears in the lemma (lQpHab 1.12-13; 5.8-12; though cf. 7.17 - 8.3), linked 
with an elect group (lQpHab 9.8-12a) and implicitly associated with the 
protagonist of the Hodayot (lQpHab 11.2-8; cf. IQH' 12.8-12). If, as seems 
probable, we should associate the 'teacher'-designations of the ESL with those of 
the Pesher on Habakkuk by means of some continuity, then our most striking 
observation must be that the title 'the Teacher of the Community' is unattested in 
lQpHab and instead the description 'a teacher of righteousness' P111t i7lln) 
acquires the definite article, thus providing the seemingly appellative form 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' (f7il: i-I I j-11n). 40 
4.2.1.2. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
lQpHab 1.10b- 2.10a 
For our examination of the sobriquet : 17: )'il I'M in IQPesher on 
Habakkuk we shall first return to lQpHab 1.10b - 2.10a, initially explored with 
regard to ID-N-il 71-110 above: 
1 -10"Therefore the law is relaxed. " 1 '[Its interpretation: ... 
) who rejected the law of God. 
12 ["And judgement does not go forth to victory for the wicked JVM) surroun]ds the 




judgement goes forth 15[perverted. " Its interpretation: ... 
I 
and not [... 16... "Look, traitors, and see, 17and be astonished, shocked, for a work is 
being done in your days that you would not believe iq 2.1it were told. " [ ... The 
MTM- interpretation of the word concerns] the traitors with 12 MR, for [they 
Of3 did] not [believe in the words ofl oll)"71: 
" M"110 from the mouth God; and it concerns 
the trait[ors of the] new [covenant) 11o]r they did not 4 believe in the covenant of God 
[... ] his holy na[me]; sand likewise the interpretation of the word [concerns the trai]tors 
in the end of 6 days. They are violator[s of the coven]ant who will not believe 7when they 
hear all that is com[ing up]on the last generation 111'774k-ii "1171) from the mouth of 
40 A phenomenon witnessed also of MR 'MA (ESL) and MR, I 'UMIR (LSL). 
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8the priest in [whose heart] God has given [understandi]ng to interpret all 9the words of 
his servants, the prophets, by [whose] hand God has proclaimed 10all that is coming upon 
his people and [ ... ]. (lQpHab 1.10b - 2.10a) 
While : IT: ), 'l TOZ3 is not encountered, there is a reference to =I'l VA 
(lQpHab 2.1-2). This appears in exactly the same form as found in the Yahadic 
redaction of the Damascus Document in the ESL (CD 20.15). As there, so here 
we shall translate 'the Man of the Lie' (so too Brownlee 1948; Garcia Martinez 
and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; 2002; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise el 
aL 2004a). 41 
In our present passage, MM-ii 01A is set in opposition to the 'teacher' and 
associated with 'the traitors' 0: "711: 171) who rejected '[the words ofl M-11C 
i IlDIR" from the mouth of God' (lQpHab 2.1-3). This constitutes part of a 
pesher on Habakkuk 1.5 which, in the MT, refers to O'l= ('arnong the nations'); 
though the lemma is almost entirely missing, the pesher suggests that lQpHab 
read instead, in agreement with the Septuagint (see Horgan 2002, p. 160, 
42 n. 20). The word finds expression three times in the pesher: 'the traitors with the 
Man of the Lie' (I QpHab 2.1-2), 'the traitors of the new covenant' (I QpHab 2.3) 
and 'the traitors in the end of days' (lQpHab 2.5-6). Accordingly, many have 
identified three distinct groups of traitors, "traitors past, traitors present, and 
43 traitors yet to come" (Snyder 2000, p. 39, n. 44). Phillip Callaway on the other 
hand distinguishes between only two groups of traitors: those of the past who 
rejected both the words of the 'teacher' and the 'new covenant' and associated 
themselves with 'the Man of the Lie' (I QpHab 2.1-4), and those contemporary to 
the pesharist, or of the future, who in 'the end of days' reject the words of 'the 
41 Cf. 'the Man of Lies' (Brownlee 1979; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996) and 'the 
Liar' (Knibb 1994a; Vermes 2004). 
42 Cf. Brownlee 1979, p. 54; Callaway 1988, p. 143; Harris 1966, p. 28; Horgan 1979, pp. 23,246; 
Knibb 1994a, pp. 222-223. See n. 12 above. 
43 So too Brownlee 1979, pp. 54-58; Grossman 2002, pp. 155-156; Horgan 1979, pp. 23-24; Knibb 
1994a, p. 223; VanderKarn and Flint 2002, p. 223. 
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priest' and are 'violator[s of the coven]ant' (IQpHab 2.5-1 0). 44 This 
interpretation is supported by the parallel structure of the dual pesher; both 
groups are seemingly introduced with ý. U "IMI-M -IVD, express disbelief in the 
words of God's mediatory figure and reject 'the covenant'. 45 The only significant 
difference between the two is the tense of the verb. 
Hence the text relates the lemma to traitors of the past, associated with the 
conflict between 'the Teacher of Righteousness' and 'the Man of the Lie', and 
those of the present/future who are described in the same terms and thus 
presented as their ideological successors. We have already suggested that 'the 
priest' lQpHab 2.8) should most likely be identified with 'the Teacher 
of Righteousness' (see n. 10 above; cf. lQpHab 7.4-5). Brownlee notes, as we 
have, that it was possible to 'listen to the voice' of the 'teacher' after his death 
(CD 20.27-34; i. e. his teachings could still be either accepted or rejected), and so 
we need not necessarily assume on the basis of lQpHab 2.5-10 that he is still 
alive (Brownlee 1979, p. 57). Accordingly, the contemporary traitors are those 
living after the time of the 'teacher' who nevertheless 'will not believe when they 
hear all that is com[ing up]on the last generation' (lQpHab 2.6-7). They are 
therefore contrasted with 'the Men of Truth, the Doers of the Law' who accept 
the interpretations of the 'teacher' regarding 'the words of his servants, the 
prophets' and display loyalty to him (I QpHab 7.1 - 8.3a; cf. CD 20.27-34). 
The figure labelled 'the Man of the Lie' (MMil VtA) is associated with 
the former traitors who rejected the 'teacher' and the 'new covenant' (M'-I: l 
W-In', I; lQpHab 2.1-4) and by implication thus belongs to an earlier age than 
the pesharist. This is congruent with what we know of MT.: N"I MA in the 
Damascus Document: 
44 Callaway 1988, pp. 142-149. In so doing he follows the early observation of Sacha Stem (1950, 
p. 25) and has the support of Bengtsson (2000a, pp. 165-178) and Charlesworth (2002, pp. 94-95). 
45 Note what is said of 'those who separate from your covenant' in I QI? 12.17-18: 'For they have 
not chosen in the way of your [heart] and have not listened to your word. For they said of the 
vision of knowledge, "It is not sure", and of the way of your heart, "It is not that". ' 
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20.1OLike the judgement of their companions who turned back "with the Men of Scoffing 
they shall be judged, for they spoke perversely against the decrees of righteousness and 
rejected 12 the covenant Jrl'"= IORU) and the pact which they affirmed in the land of 
Damascus; and that is the new covenant fi=717,7 PPIZ). 13 And there shall not be for 
them or their families a share in the house of the law. And from the day of 
14 the gathering 
in of the Teacher of the Community until the end of all the Men of War who turned back 
15with =7=71 VIA there will be about forty years. (CD 20.10-15Y 6 
While 'traitors' are not explicitly mentioned (though arguably implied), in 
Chapter Three we identified those who 'turned back' OMV) in this passage with 
those who 'turned' (IMVJ) from the covenant in CD 19.33b - 20.1 a: 
19.33 Thus all the men who entered the new 34 covenant (7M77M i rl'"IM) in the land of 
Damascus and turned and betrayed (IM: 11) and departed from the well of living water 
35shall not be reckoned in the council of the people and in their list they shall not be 
written from the day of the gathering in of 20.1 the Teacher of the Community until there 
shall arise the messiah from Aaron and from Israel. (CD 19.33b - 20.1a) 
Accordingly, these defectors from the 'new covenant', set in opposition to the 
teacher and associated with 'the Man of the Lie', should be identified with 'the 
traitors of the new covenant' of I QpHab 2.1-4.47 
That VA in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document is 
seemingly identical to 111: ý77 MA further suggests the potential significance of 
CD 1.10-15: 
1"But God perceived their deeds, for they sought him with a whole heart, "and he 
raised upfor them a teacher of righteousness to lead them in the way of his heart. And 
he made known 12to later generations (C'31-IMIA M-11-T) what he had done to the last 
generation (177MIt '777), a congregation of traitors p-m: rrD). 1177, ey are those 
who departedfrom the way. That was the time about which it is written, "like a stray 
heifer, 14so Israel strayed". when arose 172Vý, 7 nV who spouted to Israel 15waters of a 
lie and led them astray in a wilderness without a way (CD 1.10-15). 48 
46 Italics signify a later gloss to the Yahadic text of the passage following Daýies 1983 (p. 263; cf 
pp. 176-186). See further, Chapter Three, n. 3 1. 
47 Cf. Fabry 2003, pp. 253-254. 
48 Italics signify the Yahadic glosses or expansions to the pre-Yahadic text, following Davies 1983 
(pp. 232-235; cfi pp. 61-72). 
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The phrase 'a congregation of traitors' (O'"MM rl"T. U; CD 1.12) from the original 
FSL text is here expanded upon and associated with 112 ý-, T tr A in opposition to 
'a'teacher of righteousness' (P-11: 7711U; CD 1.11). It is also of note that the 
Yahadic redaction further identifies the C'"MM M-W with 'the last generation' 
QI-)MR -11-1; CD 1.12), a designation similarly used in lQpHab 1.16 - 2.10a to 
indicate the present generation QI-)MIA-M "1177% lQpHab 2.7) . 
49 Thus the 
presentation of 'the Man of the Lie' in I QpHab 1.1 Ob - 2.1 Oa is strikingly similar 
on both a thematic and terminological level to that found in the Yahadic redaction 
of the Damascus Document where this figure is further described as : 17: ) n, nn. 50 
A source of more recent controversy with regard to the sobriquet Mk 
: 17: il is the lacuna at I QpHab 1.13: 
1.12 ["And judgement does not go forth to victory for the wicked (. Ucn) surroun]ds the 
lj)4-ilt- righteous 11). 99 13[ItS interpretation: 'the wicked' is ... and 'the righteous'] is 
jr)-11: 77 11-110 (lQpHab 1.12-13). 
Given its presence elsewhere in the text, almost all commentators have restored 
'the Wicked Priest' (MY11i 171ID71) as a natural referent of 170"1.51 However, 
Timothy Lim makes a convincing argument that 'the Man of the Lie' (VR 
: 17: )77) should be restored instead (2000a; 2002, pp. 35-36). 'The Man of the Lie' 
and 'the Teacher of Righteousness' appear together just a few lines later (I QpHab 
49 Cf. Callaway 1988, pp. 146-147. 
50 Note in addition the occurrence of V"111: in I QH* 10.9b-I 1, associated also with 'scoffers. 
Bengtsson observes correctly that: "In the Hodayoth these 'traitors' appears not to be a reference 
to a specific group, but a general categorisation of enemies. However, in the Damascus Document 
the picture of 'the traitors' is more specific than in IQH` (2000a, p. 168). This may have 
implications for our understanding of the relationship between these two texts and would certainly 
agree with our observation that the general V-131M rIID of the FSL (CD 1.12) undergoes further 
specification in the ESL (e. g. the additional i "i nx-111 and the entirety of CD 1.13-18a). 
51 For example, see even the preliminary publication by Brownlee (1948, pp. 8,16, n. 12). Cf 
Brownlee 1979; Dupont-Sommer 1961; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 
1997; Horgan 1979; Lohse 1981; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise et al. 2004a. 
Note 4QpP? (4QI71) 4.7-10, to be examined below. 
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2.1-4), neither directly suggested by the immediately preceding lemma. While the 
'teacher' is placed in this context by his appearance in I QpHab 1.13, 'the Man of 
the Lie' is not grounded in the scriptural citation unless made the referent of DVJ-I 
in lQpHab 1.12-13. 
Lim notes that the adjective DO-1 appears only one other time in 
Habakkuk 1-2 and in the pesher is there identified with MMM VA (I QpHab 5.8- 
1 . 
52 MA to be the referent of DVJ-) in 2) It would not be unusual then for MMM t 
lQpHab 1.12-13; indeed such a reconstruction would display greater internal 
consistency than UM-iT Not only is no further comment made upon 'the 
Wicked Priest' in lQpHab 1.10b - 2.10a, but the sobriquet does not otherwise 
appear until column 8. This thesis is thus amenable to Lim's reconstruction of 
: 17: )-il VA in lQpHab 1.13.53 
A rather more dubious reconstruction is that of Brownlee who suggests 
that 6ur sobriquet : 17: ), 'l J%Oln should appear in the lacuna at I QpHab 1.11: 
"O"T'lierefore the law is relaxed. " 1 '[Its interpretation: ... ] who rejected the law of God. (lQpHab 1.10-11) 
Brownlee restores: '[Its prophetic meaning concerns I%= and the men of 
his congregation] who rejected the Law of God' (1979, p. 43; followed also by 
Wise et A 2004a). He notes that in lQpHab 5.8-12, 'the Man of the Lie' is 
accused of having 'rejected the law' (TIU177 MA CRU; lQpHab 5.11-12) and 
suggests that either : =)'il I= or VA could therefore appropriately be 
reconstructed at lQpHab 1.11 (Brownlee 1979, p. 44). While he regards both 
sobriquets as identical in meaning, -the preference given to : =)71 I'ton is 
puzzling. If either is to be reconstructed, : =)71 VA would appear the preferable 
choice given the parallel with I QpHab 5.11-12 and employment of this sobriquet 
52 Cf. also 4QpPe (4QI71) 4.13-16, to be examined below. 
53 So too Bernstein 2000b, pp. 649-650. 
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immediately below (lQpHab 2.1-2; and LIP). The lack of indication that a 
sobriquet is even required however suggests that we should refrain from 
speculating further as to the restoration of this lacuna. 54 
I QpHa b 5.8-12 
The following passage is another that we have already examined with 
regard to 'the Teacher of Righteousness': 
5*8"Why do you stare, traitors and keep silent when 9a wicked one (JUM) 
swallows up one more righteous than he? " Its interpretation concerns the House of 
Absalom f 1: 1 ý=h n': ) 10and the men of their council who kept silent at the rebuke of 
i MA -who rejected -1-11n- in the 1177st 11 1"11C and did not help him against =7 1 1112 
midst of all their council. (I QpHab 5.8-12) 
While : 1=1 ý'Un is again absent, the related sobriquet : 177M VA is once more 
employed. As noted above, the sobriquet appears as the referent of Den ('a 
wicked one'), in contrast to ID1271 7MIZ3, the referent of Such lends 
weight to Lim's proposal that MM-M VIA should likewise be restored alongside 
jr, )ISM M-11C in IQpHab 1.13 (2000a; 2002, pp. 35-36). 
A confrontation is here described at which 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
was seemingly rebuked (cf. n. 13 above) while 'the Man of the Lie' is accused of 
having 'rejected the law f7i'llni-l nR MAC) in the midst of all their council' (cf. 
I QpHab 1.11). While this specific accusation is not made against : 7=7i VA in 
the ESL, he is associated with those who 'rejected (ICRU) the covenant and the 
pact which they affirmed in the land of Damascus' (CD 20.11-12; cf. lQpHab 
2.1-4) and by implication, as a rival pedagogic figure, accused of having rejected 
the 'teacher' (CD 1.10-18a; 20.10-15; cf. lQpHab 2.1-4). 55 Given that the latter 
figure is presented as the divinely authorised teacher and exponent of the law 
(e. g. CD 1.10-11a; 20.27-34; IQH' 10.13-15a; 16.16-17), particularly in the 
34 See, for example, Horgan 1979; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996. 
55 CE IQH'10-12. 
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Pesher on Habakkuk itself (cf. lQpHab 1.10b - 2.10a; 7.1 - 8.3a), rejection of 
both him and 'the covenant' could be construed by the sect as rejection of i'l"Ilrl'il 
of God (I QpHab 5.8-12; cf. 1.11). 56 
'The Man of the Lie' (: IT: )-ii VIA) is thus presented at odds with 'the Men 
of Truth' (=Ail '=A), not only with regard to the ideologically polarised labels 
employed but also since the latter are described as 'sl-llrlil 'V. U (cf. I QpHab 7.1 
- 8.3a). 'The Men of Truth' are furthermore linked with 'the House of Judah' 
while 'the Man of the Lie' is associated in our present passage with 'the House of 
Absalom' (MI ý=A rl': I; I QpHab 5.9). This designation constitutes the referent 
of V"7)1: 1 in the lemma and hence the association of MT : )71 UIA with 'traitors' is 
again affirmed. The label O*V=4t r1IM itself has been variously interpreted, 
either in reference to a historical individual named Absalom (Driver 1965, 
pp. 271-272; Freedman 1949; Vermes 2004, p. 64) or as a type drawing upon the 
treachery and silence of Absalom in 2 Samuel 13-18 (Brownlee 1948, p. 17, n. 36; 
1979, pp. 91-95; Callaway 1988, pp. 150-151; Schiffman 1994, p. 119; Teicher 
1954). 57 Of these, the latter opinion that it denoted "a type representing 
treacherous behaviour" (Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 176-177) would appear most 
congruent with its employment in lQpHab 5.8-12. The usage here of the label 
MT.: )M MA, in association with this term, thus accords with what we find both in 
the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document belonging to the ESL and 
I QpHab 1.1 Ob - 2.1 Oa. 
56 Bengtsson highlights the potential significance in this regard of Amos 2.4b: 'because they have 
rejected the law of the LORD 1,11,1' rl-IMIIA CORD-i7D), and have not kept his statutes, but 
they have been led astray by the same lies (MM': IM I: I. Urrl) after which their ancestors 
walked. ' See Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 100-101. We have already noted the particular association of 
the root MUM with : ITM (and r" 5) in Chapter Three (e. g. CD 1.10-1 8a; IQIV 10-12). 
57 See the excellent summary in Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 1 65-178. Also, Nitzan 2000. 
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lQpHab 10.5b - 11.2a 
The final passage from IQPesher on Habakkuk we shall examine with 
regard to the sobriquet : 11=77 n'W is I QpHab 10.5b -I1.2a: 
10*5"Woe 6to him who builds (71M) a city with bloodshed and founds a town on 
iniquity. Is it not 7 from YHWH of hosts that peoples labour for fire Sand nations grow 
weary for nothing? " 9The interpretation of the word concerns : 17: )-, 1 91DO, who led 
many' astray 10': 11 ilUrlo 1) 10to build a city of vanity (110 TD r111: 
5) with 
bloodshed and to establish a congregation in falsehood flli")= 7MD), "for its glory 
making many labour in the service of vanity (110) and teaching them 12 wo[r]ks of 
falsehood ("11MV ND[D]= CM-1715) so that their toil is for nothing and that they come 
13 to the judgements of fire those who reviled and reproached the elect of God ("I'M 
14"For the earth will be filled with the knowledge of the glory of YIIWII, as the 
waters 15cover the sea. " The interpretation of the word [is that) 16when they return [ ... 17... ] : M111", and afterwards knowledge will be revealed to them like the waters of2 the 
sea in abundance. (lQpHab 10.5b- 11.2a) 
Of especial significance is, in lQpHab 10.9, our first encounter with the 
'standard' form, I=. As with ID-11: -M 7MIC, so here MTZI n%30 bears 
great resemblance to an indefinite label attested in the ESL (MIM n'=; CD 
8.13). While the latter seemingly performed a descriptive function however (cf. 
CD 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 19.25-26), the definite article here suggests a titular role. 
Hence, while we translated MM I%= 'a spouter of a lie', the definite sobriquet 
: IT.: )i I n'= should best be rendered 'the Spouter of the Lie'. 58 
Noting, as we did in Chapter Three, the dual meaning of nM, indicative 
of 'spouting' / 'dripping' and likewise 'preaching' or the activity of (false? ) 
prophets (cf. Micah 2.6-11), MM71 n'= has also been rendered by such tenns as 
'the Oracle of Lies' (Brownlee 1948), 'the Prophet of Lies' (Brownlee 1979) and 
'the Preacher of Lies' (Dupont-Sonuner 1961; Knibb 1994a). 59 This label thus 
stands in true antithesis to ID7271 i-MIC ('the Teacher of Righteousness'), both 
58 So too Horgan 2002. Similarly: 'the Spouter of Lies' (Vermes 2004); 'the One who Spouts the 
Lie' (Horgan 1979); 'the Spreader of the Lie' (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997); 'the 
Spreader of Lies' (wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise et al. 2004a); 'the Spreader of Deceit' 
(Garcia Martinez 1996). 
59 See Clines (ed. ) 2001; Koehler and Baumgartner 1995. 
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sobriquets functioning as an explicit evaluation of relative didactic roles and 
utilising terminology that betrays a metaphorical use of water imagery. As 
Brownlee comments: 
since the Hebrew word m6reh can mean "rain" as well as 61teachee' and can even be 
rendered as a participle, "he who showers, " the two men may be contrasted as "he who 
drips lies" and "he who showers truth. " (Brownlee 1982, p. 10f 
It is conspicuous however that the sobriquet ji"712ý71 7111C is absent from this the 
only passage in IQPesher on Habakkuk to contain : IMM J%On; what 
significance might this hold? 
There are a number of thematic overlaps between this passage and those 
examined with regard to 'the Spouter of the Lie' in the FSL and ESL. For 
example, : 1T: )71 I%= is here accused of having 'led many astray' (V="l i'l =171; 
I QpHab 10.9). This particular accusation was made also of 'the Man of Scoffing' 
who 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie' in CD 1.13-15: 
1.13 That was the time about which it is written, "like a stray heifer, 14SO Israel strayed", 
LIA-V 5 I't, I when arose the Man of Scoffing who spouted to Israel 15waters of a lie (., 
: 17: ) '13'n) and led them astray (1=11) in a wilderness without a way (CD 1.13-15)ý' 
Similarly in the Hodayot the opponents of the protagonist, identified with labels 
such as 'mediators of a lie' (: 17: 1 'TýO; IQH" 10.31; 12.9-10) and 'prophets of 
a lie' (MTM 'W: 0; 1QH' 12.16), alike in sense and terminology to MT: ) n%=, 
are frequently described by use of the root MIMI; e. g. M. Un 'It' ýn (I QH' 10.14); 
-T-C-1 'Týn (IQH' 12.7); rIlDrl MIDn Mn 'W: 0 (IQH' 12.16); 
III= 'Tlrl (IQH' 12.20). 
Likewise MM77 I= is accused of establishing 'a congregation in 
falsehood' (11MCM -77D; lQpHab 10.10). In the ESL, the indefinite label n'toc 
60 Cf. 'the dripper of untruth' (Rowley 1958, p. 122). 
61 'The Men of Scoffing' in CD 20.10-12 are accused of , -: )ri ýD ruirl 1-1: 1 (CD 
20.11). 
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: aT: ) is similarly associated with a congregation (IMID; CD 8.12-13; cf. 19.24b- 
26a), as is 'the Man of Scoffing' rl"V; CD I. Ilb-18a). 62 The use of 
-11%), as well as reinforcing the theme of lies established by : 11M (cf. Micah 2.11), 
is'reminiscent of those who 'prophesied falsehood'ý ('11DO IAM)I; CD 6.1) 
encountered in the FSL. 63 We have speculated in previous chapters that CD 5.20 
6.2a may have provided a typology for describing opposition to the 711' 
I)IIVI (CD 6.11 a) in the sense of false teaching. While the accusation of such is 
implicit in the sobriquet : 17: Y7 n%Oln, in I QpHab 10.11- 12 it is explicitly stated 
that this figure is 'teaching them wo[r]ks of falsehood' CV[D]UM =1-17iý 
IDP. 64 Such action recalls CD 8.12-13 where we learn that: 
a spouter of a lie spouted to them, against all of whose congregation the anger of God 
was kindled. (CD 8.13) 
The presentation of : IMM n'= in lQpHab 10.5b - 11.2a thus accords with that 
of MM ILOn in the ESL as a false teacher, in contrast to the true teacher. 
The reference in the lemma to he 'who builds a city with bloodshed' 
0=-M 'I'D M)IM; lQpHab 10.6) is interpreted in the pesher with regard to the 
62 Note further, Mil*1 'U"Ill MID (I QH* 10.32); cf. CD 1.18-2.1. 
63 Cf. : IT: ) 'WMI in IQH' 12.16 (ESQ. Note also that both "11"NO IAM)' (FSL) and =73 %A= 
(ESL) are brought into association with the toot il. Url (CD 5.20 - 6.2a; lQI? 12.10-16). 
Charlesworth highlights with regard to lQpHab 10.5b- 11.2a that neither MTO nor -Iji")V are 'echo 
words'; neither appear in the lemma (2002, pp. 96-97). 
64 For discussion of the form Cnl"Ii I ý, see Horgan 1979, pp. 47-48. She derives it from the root 
ill"I and so renders 'saturating them' though admits the reading is uncertain (see too Brownlee 
1979; Knibb 1994a; Horgan 2002); cf. i Mi I, 'to conceive / be pregnant' (Dupont-Sommer 1961; 
Garcia Martinez 1996; Vermes 2004). For a derivation from 711' however, see: Garcia Martinez 
and Tigchelaar 1997; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; Wise et al. 2004a (cf. Abegg, Bowley and 
Cook 2003; Kuhn (ed. ) 1960; also, note IQW 14.9-10). A reference to 'teaching' would be 
appropriate to the context and indeed Brownlee notes that even a derivation from illl should be 
interpreted as "a sarcastic and punning surrogate" of this activity: "Rdwilh means 'to drench, to 
saturate, to water abundantly. ' It is thereby an apt figure of speech for instruction by the 'Dripper 
of Lies. ' ... It is this which makes it more suitable to the context than simply 'teach... (1979, 
p. 172). 
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efforts of : 11: )71 n= 'to build a city of vanity with bloodshed' (7D r11=5 
Vt3-7: 1 11 V); I QpHab 10.10). The Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document, 
in an effort to portray : 17: ) nl= as a false prophet, draws upon Ezekiel 13 and 
so associates this figure with the 'builders of the wall' (r'ri-ii 'D1: 1; CD 8.12; 
19.24-25) and the 'daubers of whitewash' 'MO; CD 8.12; 19.25). 6' A 
similar association between the 'builders of the wall' and 'a spouter' ff=) is to 
be found in CD 4.19-20. This may explain why : 17: 1-1 I= was employed in 
lQpHab 10.5b - 11.2a and not : 17: )-11 VA, as attested in 1.10b - 2.10a and 5.8- 
12; the suitability of the former would have been suggested to the pesharist by the 
reference to building in the lemma (Habakkuk 2.12-13) given the specific 
association of this label with building activity in the ESL. 66 In this context it 
should also be noted that Habakkuk 2.12 is echoed in Micah 3.10: 
)67 C'C-M TD 70: 1 (Ilabakkuk 2.12 
nh= 1: 50-111 IM10-0 JI'l: MM (Micah 3.10) 
We have already highlighted the role of Micah 2.6-11 with regard to the pairing 
of ýn) and M7: ), and further noted the reference to: 
the prophets who lead my people astray fCD-rIR O'DrIMI VRIMM), who cry 
"Peace" (Micah 3.5). 
This itself bears relation to Ezekiel 13.8-16 (esp. 13.10) and hence Habakkuk 
2.12, Micah 2-3 and Ezekiel 13 might be construed as a web of texts that have 
65 y-irj- 
,i 'ýI: I corrected from r1rl-il 'DI: I (CD 8.12; cf. 19.24-25), following Qimron 1992a and 
Schechter 1970. 
66 This may also explain why D7171 I M=i is not employed despite the various references to this 
sobriquet surrounding the passage (cf. IQpHab 8.3 - 9.12a; 11.2 - 12.10). See Grossman 2002, 
p. 156. 
67 Cf -1 ýj V: j - 
.II i-t-I jr: $ J=M C'n"M "I'D -MIM (lQpllab 10.6). 
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bearing (perhaps via CD 8.12-13 and 19.24b-26a) upon the pesher concerning 
68 Ml: )i 1 ý'DU (I QpHab 10.5b -I1.2a). 
It is not clear wbether the building activity attributed to MMM J'= is to 
be taken literally or metaphorically (cf. Burrows 1956, p. 153; Cross 1995, p. 117). 
That 'i*IDM 7711-) is interpreted in reference to -Ili= MID VIDý 
(I QpHab 10.6,10) may suggest a similarly metaphorical understanding of MM 
ý 
IIV) "ID (so Knibb 1994a, p. 243). 
It may be that the city imagery is not meant literally, but refers to construction of a 
community. (VanderKarn and Flint 2002, p. 288t 9 
Brownlee on the other hand argues that this comparison indicates "two types of 
building", the physical 017) TD) and the spiritual (IlD= 71"V), the former 
referring to Jerusalem. 70 Of course, it may be that an association of the 'spouter' 
with metaphorical building activity in CD 4.19-20,8.12-13 and 19.24b-26a 
(dependent upon the depiction of false prophets in Ezekiel 13) had, by the LSL, 
become entrenched and understood in a literal sense. 
The qualification of the city as 'vanity' (11V; lQpHab 10.10) and the 
reference to 'the service of vanity' (110 rl-IIM. U; 10.11) are perhaps to be read in 
the light of CD 4.19-20 concerning 'the builders of the wall who walked after 
I! V. We noted in Chapter Three that the phrase lit 1"IMA 1: )5M (CD 4.19) 
68 Noted also in Cross 1995, pp. 116-117. 
69 So too VanderKarn 2003, pp. 473474. Cf. 4QI71 (4QpP? ) 3.14-19, where -MM is used 
metaphorically in reference to i17D (to be examined below). Hugh Schonfield suggests that the 
language indicates merelyý'an edifice of lies built up by the Prophesier of Untruth" (1956, p. 101). 
The following observation, drawing upon Philo of Alexandria's De Decalogo and the question as 
to "why God gave the law to Israel in the desert", may perhaps be of significance: "The law is the 
foundation of a new, pure city. As such, it must be given precisely in the desert, not in the city" 
(Najman 2006, p. 107). Might such lend weight to a metaphorical understanding of the 'city of 
vanity' established by : T: Di I TUC, perhaps in terms of a rival interpretation of the law? Such 
would indeed be congruent with the context of false teaching in which : lT: )11 n'to is consistently 
depicted. 
70 Brownlee 1982, p. 14 (cf. 1979, pp. 169-170). He thus concludes that : 17=1 J'U0 was "a chief 
priest" (1979, pA4), to be identified specifically with Ilyrcanus 1(1952; 1979; 1982). 
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echoes JýM from Hosea 5.11 where 12ý is rendered 'vanity' by the 
NRSV, taking it as RIO following the Septuagint. 71 It is perhaps significant that 
11VJ "I'D is paralleled by "11%= -71D (lQpHab 10.10), while 11VJ rl"71: 13U is 
paired with "11MV 'VJ[. U]C (lQpHab 10.11-12). Brownlee accordingly highlights 
that 11U7 is to be regarded a synonym of -11MV and taken as a qualification of 
MIM""M ý%OM (1979, p. 169). In this context it is interesting to note that the 
Yahadic redaction of CD 4.19-20 states: 
the I!: is a spoutcr Jj=) of whom he said "they shall surely spout (JIBIO' 
(CD 4.19-20) 
Indeed Ezekiel 13, concerning the 'builders of the wall', repeatedly attests NIV 
seemingly in the sense of 'falsehood'; for example, : 17: ) MOID1 AID ITri which 
the NRSV renders: 'They have prophesied falsehood and lying divination' 
(Ezekiel 13.6; cf. 13.6-9). The appropriateness of this language with regard to the 
pesher on Habakkuk 2.12, and in relation to : 17: )-, 1 11tOO in particular, is 
apparent. 
Most of line 16 and all of line 17 are missing from column 10 of I QpHab, 
though significantly : 17: )'il appears as the first word of column II suggesting that 
it was immediately preceded by either I%= (Eisenman 1996, pp. 405-421; 
Horgan 1979; 2002; Knibb 1994a; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996) or VA 
(Brownlee 1948; 1979). That : 17: 171 I%= appears as the subject of the previous 
lemma suggests that we should most likely restore the same here. 72 Hence 
I QpHab 10.17 - 11.1 may witness a second attestation of MM71 J'=. 
The various thematic overlaps we have seen (e. g. false teaching; leading 
astray; building activity) and the use of identical terminology (e. g. MXI; i MV; 
71 Cf. Campbell 1995a, pp. 116-131; R. T. White 1990, p. 82. See Holladay 2000; Koehler and 
Baumgartner 1996; 1999. 
72 So too Bengtsson 2000a, p. 88, n. I. 
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'11MV; not to mention the sobriquet itselo indicate that the presentation of I'tou 
: IT: ")M in lQpHab 10.5b - 11.2a is remarkably congruent with that of the 
6 spouter' in the ESL (cf. CD 1.10- 1 8a; 4.19-20; 8.12-13; 19.24b-26a). Perhaps, as 
with il711M 71"W3, the evidence of some continuity between the ESL and LSL 
may lead us to observe the same phenomenon that the indefinite description 'a 
spouter of a lie' (: IT: ) ý%M), by the acquisition of the definite article, has 
become in the LSL the seemingly appellative form 'the Spouter of the Lie' 
Summary 
The sobriquet MMil n= is certainly attested at least once in IQPesher 
on Habakkuk (10.9) and most probably appeared also in I QpHab 10.17 - 11.1. 
The assertion by Brownlee (1979, p. 43; followed also by Wise et aL 2004a) that 
we should restore : IMM j%0C in the lacuna at lQpHab 1.11 seems unlikely 
however. One further place in which we might have expected to find =71 11M 
is the pesher to Habakkuk 2.18 which, in the MT, refers to 'a teacher of 
falsehood' Clil"M 7MIC; cf. Isaiah 9.14). However, when cited in I QpHab 12.10- 
12, the form attested is -1170 "IC: 
12.10"What use is an idol once its maker has shaped it, "a cast image and fatling of 
falsehood I-11MV '"IC)? For its maker trusts in what he has made, 12 making dumb idols. " 
The interpretation of the word concerns all 13 the idols of the nations which they have 
made to serve them and bow down 14to them, but they will not deliver them on the day of 
judgement. (I QpHab 12.10-14) 
The fact that : 17=1 n'= is absent from the pesher implies that -Ijv'M "In is not 
simply a scribal error but was the understood reading, and similarly militates 
of - against viewing '"IC as a variant form 11-11n. 73 It is rendered here a 'fatling of 
73 Cf. Lim 2000a, pp. 47-48; Rabin 1955, pp. 153-154. 
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falsehood' following Brownlee (1979) and Knibb (1994a; cf. Vermes 2004: 
'fatling of lies' ). 74 
In addition to 'the Spouter of the Lie', I QPesher on Habakkuk also refers 
to 'the Man of the Lie' (lQpHab 1.1-2; 5.11) utilising the same form, : 17: )71 VtA, 
found in the ESL (CD 20.15). How should we regard these two sobriquets in 
relation to each other? In the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document we 
noted that MT: ) 1%23 appeared to function as a description of the figure labelled 
'the Man of Scoffing' (cf. CD 1.13-15) who in turn appeared to be identical to 
'the Man of the Lie' (cf. CD 20.10-15). 75 Accordingly we could consider I%= 
: 17: )71 and MT.: )il MA to have the same frame of reference in the Pesher on 
Habakkuk, being synonymous titles for one figure. 76 Brownlee argues this 
position on terminological grounds: 
The latter term [: IT: )i I n'=] may also be translated Prophet of Lies or False Prophet, 
since the verb lying behind "dripper" is used in Scripture for the "distilline' of prophetic 
speech, as in Deut. 32: 2. "Man of Lies" parodies the Old Testament title "man of God" 
for a prophet. Thus most probably both terms are synonyms for the same person. 
(Brownlee 1982, pp. 9-1 0) 
Charlesworth suggests that likewise: 
The Man of the Lie seems to perform the samefunctions as the Spoutcr of the Lie. The 
similar opposition to the Righteous Teacher and the similarity of the sobriquets suggest 
that these virtually identical terms refer to the same distinct person. (Charicsworth 2002, 
p. 96; my italics) 
However, is this really the case? 'The Spouter of the Lie' is not set opposite 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' in lQpHabIO. 5b - 11.2a (though the emphasis on 
false teaching may betray an implied ideological opposition), while both 
attestations of 'the Man of the Lie' are in the immediate context of this figure 
74 Reading "ID as W-113. Horgan (1979; 2002) and Rabid (1955, pp. 153-154) opt to read -MR-10, 
4vision' or 'image' (cf. LXX). Further possibilities are listed in Horgan 1979 (p. 54) and Lim 
2000a (pA8, n. 9). 
75 See the relevant discussion in Chapter Three. 
76 So for example the recent studies of the pesharim by Charlesworth (2002, pp. 94-97) and Lim 
(2002, pp. 72-74). 
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(I QpHab 1.1 Ob - 2.1 Oa; 5.8-12). Similarly, in agreement with the portrayal of the 
6spouter' in the ESL, 'the Spouter of the Lie' is associated with 'leading astray' 
(7i. Url), a congregation (71"V), falsehood ('11DU) and building (771: 1). These are 
not used of 'the Man of the Lie' who is instead associated with traitors 
the wicked (VVI), rejection of the law (771IM77 MA WIsU) and of both the 
covenant and 'the Teacher of Righteousness' (lQpHab 2.14; 5.8-12; cf. CD 
20.10-15). Thus both sobriquets come with their own individual connotations and 
associated terminology (perhaps drawn from the ESQ. This may explain why the 
reference to building in Habakkuk 2.12 prompted the use of =)-il I'VC in the 
pesher rather than =71 VA as previously employed. While the two sobriquets; 
Wn'il n= and M7=1 VA may well have been understood in reference to the 
same figure, it appears evident that (contra Charlesworth) in the Pesher on 
Habakkuk they performed a distinct fimction as labels. 
Excursus: 'The Wicked Priest' 
We have observed above that a further sobriquet to be found in I QPesher 
on Habakkuk is M771 IMI.: )71, 'the Wicked Priest'. It appears five times 
altogether, twice in lQpHab 8.3 - 9.12a (8.8; 9.9) and three times in lQpHab 
11.2 - 12.10 (11.4; 12.2,8). 
77 There are also, in close proximity to the 
appearances of this label, three occurrences of simply 1 -111: )71 that would appear 
to correspond to the sobriquet (8.16; 9.16; 11.12) and a reference to 'Iill: ) 
innnnn [*MT, 'the last priests of Jerusalem' (9.4-5). 78 A number of 
scholars have suggested that 'the Wicked Priest' should be regarded as 
synonymous with 'the Spouter of the Lie' and 'the Man of the Lie' (e. g. 
Brownlee 1952; 1982; Cross 1995, pp. 116-117; Dupont-Sommer 196 1; Thiering 
77 There is, as noted, some dispute as to whether the title should also be reconstructed in the 
lacuna at I QpHab 1.13 (see n. 51 above; cf. Lim 2000a; 2002, pp. 35-36). 
78 Seemingly distinct from the positive use of I-M=1 in IQpHab 2.8, which would appear to 
indicate 1)"11M 71113 (see n. 10 above). Lim tentatively suggests that 14TtD]C: (sic) should be 
restored instead at lQpHab 9.16 (1993a, p. 422). 
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1978; Vermes 198 1; 2004, pp. 54-66). Therefore we shall briefly examine the 
specific employment of MM'il I -M: )M in I QpHab 8.3 - 9.12a and 11.2 - 12.10 in 
order to assess this claim: 
8*3"And moreover wealth will betray the arrogant man and not 4Wi 11 he last, he who 
widens his throat like Sheol, and he, like death, cannot be satisfied. SAnd all the nations 
are gathered to him and all the peoples are assembled to him. 6Will they not all of them 
raise a taunt against him and be mediators of riddles about him, 7 and say, 'Woe to he 
who multiplies what is not his, how long will he burden himself with gdcbt? "' Its 
interpretation concerns MMM IM1=1 who 9was called by the name of truth when he first 
arose, but when he ruled loover Israel his heart became proud and he abandoned God and 
betrayed the decrees for the sake of "wealth. And he stole and gathered the wealth of 
men of violence who had rebelled against God. "And he took the wealth of the peoples, 
adding upon himself guilty sin, and ways of 13 abomination he followed in every unclean 
impurity. "Will not they suddenly arise, 14 0r creditors, and those who make you 
tremble awake, and you will be their booty? 'IOU For you have plundered many nations, but 
all the rest of the peoples will plunder you. " 16 The int[erpretation of the word] concerns 
jill=l who rebelled 17[ ... ] the decrees of [ ... ] ... [ ... ] 
"afflicting him with the 
judgements of wickedness and horrors of 2 evil diseases worked upon him, and 
vengeances on his body of flesh. And when 3it says, "For you have plundered many 
nations, but all 4 the rest of the peoples will plunder you", its interpretation concerns the 
last priests of Jerusalem 5 who will gather wealth and profit from plundering the peoples. 
6 But at the end of days their wealth will be given, with their plunder, into the hand Of7 the 
army of the Kittim. For they are 'the rest of the peoples'. 9"Because of human bloodshed 
and violence to the land, the town and all who dwell in it. " 91ts interpretation concerns 
jill=-M whom, because of wrong done to 171IM10 711D and the men of his 
council, God gave into the hand of his enemies to humble him I lwith disease, to destroy 
him in bitterness of soul because he had done wickedly 12 against his elect. (I QpIIab 8.3 - 
9.12a) 
11-2"Woe to him who makes his neighbour drink, pouring Out 3 his anger, making him 
drunk so as to look upon their festivals. " 41tS interpretation concerns DUIM JM=M, who 
5pursued IM-Nil 711C, to swallow him up in the heat of 6his anger, to the house of his 
pxile. And at the time of the festival, the rest of7 the Day of Atonement, he appeared to 
them to swallow them up Band to make them stumble on the day of fasting, the sabbath of 
their rest. "You are sated 9with shame rather than glory. Drink also yourself and stagger. 
'Olt will turn against you, the cup of the right-hand of YIIWII, and shame come "upon 
your glory. " 12jtS interpretation concerns jolIMM whose shame was greater than his glory, 
13 for he did not circumcise the foreskin of his heart and walked in ways of 14 drunkenness 
in order to quench his thirst, but the cuF of the anger of 15[Go]d will swallow him up, 
4 17 adding his [s]h[am]e and the pain I... "For the violence of Lebanon will cover 
you and the destruction of the animals) 12. lWill terrify you, because of human bloodshed 
and violence to the land, the town and all who dwell in it. " 2 The interpretation of the 
word concerns=71i II -M=i, to pay him 3his reward for that which he did to the poor. 
For 'Lebanon' is 4 the council of the Community (IrMl MW) and 'the animals' are the 
simple ones of Judah, il-llrlils =111U. God will condemn him to destruction -just as he 
planned to destroy the poor. And when it says, "Because of the bloodshed of7 the town 
and violence to the land", its interpretation: 'the town' is Jerusalem gin which 
; 7v"" performed works of abomination and defiled 9the sanctuary of God. And the 
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6violence to the land' are the cities of Judah where 10he stole the wealth of the poor 
(I QpHab 11.2 - 12.10) 
On the one hand, 'the Wicked Priest' is depicted in direct opposition to 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' (lQpHab 9.8-12a; 11.2-8), as is 'the Man of the Lie' 
(lQpHab 2.1-4; 5.8-12) . 
79 The above passages also surround that concerning 'the 
Spouter of the Lie' (I QpHab 10.5b - 11.2a), raising the possibility that the same 
figure is here referred to (though cf. Bengtsson 2000a, p. 53). Furthen-nore, we 
noted above the apparent dependence of I QpHab 11.2-8 (LSL) upon I QH` 12.8- 
12 (ESL), and in particular the fact that DM71 I 711=71 is employed in the pesher 
while we might have expected MMM n= or : 17: )-11 MA since MTD 'TýC and 
i M"I 'TIrT appear in the Hodayot (see n. 37 above; cf. Davies 1987, pp. 96-97). 
While this may imply the "possession of genuine historical information" (Davies 
1987, p. 97), it may also suggest: 
the possibility that the writer is not aware of any historical differentiation between the 
characters (Davies 1987, p. 97) 
Thus, MM-M J'=C, =7=1 VA and MMM I -M1: )-M are perhaps to be regarded as 
interchangeable. 
However, as with : 17: )-11 I= and : 17=i VN, there are some unique 
features with regard to the specific employment of JUD"IM j-M1: )77 and the 
terminology associated with it. First and foremost the sobriquet itself lays claim 
to a priestly role, something not associated with MM"il J%OU or MM"il V'R, and 
the qualification of this is MM rather than : 17: ). 80 'The Wicked Priest' is further 
L described as having 'ruled over Israel' (, 1VIV: ý=; lQpHab 8.9-10) and 
'performed works of abomination and defiled the sanctuary of God' (lQpHab 
79 Cf. lQpHab 1.13; Dtn-ii jill: M or VIM? The latter figure is moreover the referent of 
DM in IQpHab 5.8-12, thus both labels are associated with wickedness (see Lim 1997, p. 99, 
n. 5). 
so Note however that =7=1 U71A isthe referentof DM in lQpHab 5.8-12 (and 1.13? ). 
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12.8-9), and is associated with the accumulation of wealth Q171), drunkenness 
(711-1) and Jerusalem These are not used to describe or 
II V), &8 : 7: ), He is also accused of attempting to 'swallow up' (. Uý: I) 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' and 'destroy the poor' CZ') I'MIA r1l More notable 
still are the vivid, and varied, accounts of the punishments that have been/will be 
received by 'the Wicked Priest'. 92 
It is significant that most of these elements are suggested by the lemma. 
That there are no apparent preconceived connotations of DC7171 IM1=77 may 
result from the absence of this sobriquet in earlier textual layers. Indeed the role 
of 1711: )77 attributed to this figure and the accusation that he 'defiled the 
sanctuary' are the only elements that cannot be straightforwardly derived from 
the lemma. 83 Even the presence of punishments, acted out or threatened, is 
suggested by the 'woes' of Habakkuk 2.5-20.84 Thus little of the terminology 
used of 'the Wicked Priest' is independent of the lemma, while none of that 
re gularly associated with either =M71 ý'= or MM71 VA (for example: 71M, 
1"V, 11MV, 'MM, 01"DIM) is employed. 85 Our inference must be that, while it is 
81 Unless the 'city of vanity' of 1QpHab 10.10 is to be taken literally and MMM I'V3 
accordingly to be associated with Jerusalem (so Brownlee 1979, pp. 169-170; 1982, p. 14; see n-70 
above). 
82 It is these which have primarily led to the suggestion that the sobriquet may have been used of 
multiple 'wicked priests' (cf. Brownlee 1952; 1982; Garcia Martinez and van der Woude 1990; 
Lim 1993a; van der Woude 1982). 
83 We have already noted the probable dependence of Dý= upon either Habakkuk 1.13 (cf. 
1QpHab 5.8-9) or the schemes of'Belial'(ýVýM) in IQ1? 12.10 (see n. 36 above). Similarly 11ri 
is suggested by Habakkuk 2.5-6 (cf. lQpHab 8.3-8), oll"I by Habakkuk 2.15-16 (cf lQpHab 
11.2-3,8-11) and ý013 by Habakkuk 2.6 (cf. I QpHab 8.6-8; see Bengtsson 2000b, pp. 252-253; 
Brownlee 1979, pp. 131-144). It is perhaps also of significance that the three nets of Belial in CD 
4.14b-18 (introduced by I-IM) are 'fornication', 'wealth' and 'defilement of the sanctuary'; by 
implication D71M 1-MM, I is caught in at least two of these (cf. Kosmala 1978b). lQpHab 12.6-10 
may thus draw upon the phraseology of CD 4.14b - 5.16. For an overview of scriptural 
dependence and exegetical technique in the Pesher on Habakkuk, see Brooke 1994a. 
84 So too the 'judgements of fire' in the passage concerning 'the Spouter of the Lie' (lQp1lab 
10.5b - 11.2a). 
8s Note however M)DI ri= '111: 1' in I QpHab 8.10. 
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possible that. ="177 ji"11: N1, : 17: Y1 I= and MIM"M MA were interchangeable, 
this is even less plausible than the argument that MM-M n'= and : T: M VLA 
were understood to be synonymous, as the 'liar' and 'priest' labels "have 
86 different spheres of action and characterization" (Dimant 1984, p. 543, n. 283). 
In either case, the specific context and use (and absence) of terminology suggests 
that DO-171 1711D71 likewise fulfilled a distinct function as a label in IQPesher on 
Habakkuk. 
4.2.1.3. Sobriquets in 1QPesher on Ilabakkuk 
For the first time in the course of our examination we have a text that 
attests the 'standard' forms il"7111 M"11C and : 17=1 l'un, used so frequently in 
the secondary literature. Both bear great resemblance to the indefinite forms 
already seen in the ESL (1'712 M"IlU and MTM I'VO) and the contextual and 
terininological presentation of these ESL descriptions is likewise echoed in 
I QPesher on Habakkuk. There is accordingly a sense of continuity with regard to 
the understanding and employment of these labels. That both are to be found with 
the definite article (and performing a seemingly titular function) in this text, 
suggests that some developmental process is at work. 
It is equally significant that the titles 'the Teacher of the Community' 
(-T'Mil M"11' / 711n) and 'the Man of Scoffing' Q11: i7il MA), used in 
conjunction with the descriptions li'771: -711C and : 17: ) J%OU respectively in the 
ESL, are absent from IQPesher on Habakkuk. However, 'the Man of the Lie' 
VIA), which we suggested may be synonymous with 'the Man of 
Scoffing' in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document, is present in the 
Pesher on Habakkuk (I QpHab 1.1 Ob - 2.1 Oa; 5.8-12). We must thus question the 
degree to which : 17: )'il VA can be regarded as synonymous with Mnj"l I= in 
this text. We noted above that while the two labels share some terminological and 
8' See too the detailed studies by Gert Jeremias (1963) and Ilartmut Stegemann (1971), 
unavailable to me at the time of writing. Cf. Callaway 1988 (esp. p. 153); Charlesworth 2002; Lim 
2002, pp. 64-80. 
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contextual similarities, there are also numerous distinctions. These draw primarily 
upon connotations derived from the employment of these designations in the ESL 
and provide the impetus for the use of both : 17: )'il MA at I QpHab 2.1-2 and 5.11 
(in the context of M"MM) and Mln-ii I'= at lQpHab 10.9 (and 10.17 - 11.1?; 
in the context of -MM). We must conclude therefore that while the two may have 
been understood as interchangeable designations for the same historical (? ) 
referent (certainly perhaps by later readers), the very specificities of their 
respective employment demonstrate that the pesharist was aware of the distinct 
connotations associated with each. Thus on the textual level with which we are 
87 
concerned, these labels cannot straightforwardly be regarded as synonymous. 
A further sobriquet of some significance, DUTI 1711=1, is also to be 
found in lQPesher on Habakkuk. It differs in form from li"771; -ii 71"110, n'= 
Mn-il and MTM-, i VA (consisting as it does of a definite noun followed by a 
definite adjective) and has no discernible antecedent in the FSL or ESL (unless 
we should recognise in the opposition of this label to ID-11M -M-11C the dichotomy 
between ID-71: and DO-1 prevalent in scripture and mediated likewise through the 
88 Hodayot; e. g. I QH' 7.17b-22a). In the excursus above we noted both the points 
of similarity and those of difference between this sobriquet and : 17=7 n= and 
MM-M VA. Similar observations lead Lim to conclude that: 
If the wicked priest and liar are separate individuals, then it has to be said that the 
Habakkuk pesherist does not always maintain this distinction. (Lim 2000a, p. 5 1) 
Our conclusion with regard to MM"il I%= and : 1=1 UMA still stands here. The 
similarities between the employment of these three labels allow them to be read 
97 Such forces us to perhaps re-question also the relationship between nIn-M UR and trIA 
in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document. This may prove a fruitful avenue for further 
investigation. 
88 On the juxtaposition of li)Mt and DO'% see Kim 1985 (pp. 153-191) and our discussion in 
Chapter Three. Cf, IQW 4.20-21; 5.25-27; 6.9-10,14-16; 7.17b-20; 10.12-13; 12.38; 15.12; 
20.16-19; 25[top]. 13. 
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as interchangeable . 
89 However the points of difference indicate the undoubtedly 
distinct function of each on a literary level. The pesharist may have had no idea 
(or interest in? ) how these sobriquets related to historical individuals (cf. Davies 
1987, p. 97). The labels in 1QPesher on Habakkuk must be seen primarily as 
literary devices, governed by the lemma, thus perhaps undermining their potential 
value as sources of historical information. Nevertheless, of equal value is the 
wealth of information they can provide with regard to the use and development of 
sobriquets within the sectarian material. 
4.2.2. IQPesher on Micah 
4.2.2.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
IQ14frags 8-10, lb-9a 
The Pesher on Micah from Cave I contains one passage that makes 
apparent reference to 'the Teacher of Righteousness': 
Frags 8-10, "'For the transgression 2[of Jacob is all of this and for the sins of the House of 
Israel. What is the transgression of Ja]cob? Is it not 3[Samaria? And what are the high 
places of Judah? Is it not Je]rusa[lem? I will make Samaria 4a ruin of the country, a 
plantation of vines: '] Its interpretation concerns ==1 n%= 5[who has led astray the] 
simple ones. "And what are the high places of Judah? 6 (IS it not Jerusalem? " Its 
interpretation con]cerns 1"D-111 711D who himsel f7 [teaches ("711') Tlln-ii to] his 
[council] and to a[I]l those volunteering to be added to the elect of $(God (ýx -1, rin), 
M-11NI '03U] in the council of the Community ("M'i"l MINU) who will be 
delivered from the day 9[of judgement ... ]. (I Q 14 frags 8-10,1 b4aýo 
In the preliminary publication and subsequently in DJD 1, Josef Milik read 
I711VI '-110 in line 6 and suggested that "on y pourrait voir Vintensifichtion du 
nom du Maitre, par le pluriel" (Milik 1952, p. 415; cf. 1955). Theodor Gaster 
(1957) rendered the designation 'those who expound the Law correctly', adopting 
89 Indeed the use of stereotypical language allows them to be interpreted in reference not just to 
the same historical individual but to a plurality of (distinct? ) figures. Modem evidence of this 
comes from a cursory overview of the various hypotheses that have been advanced attempting to 
identify the referent(s) of these sobriquets (see Chapter One; also VanderKam 1999a). 
90 Following the structural reconstruction of Milik (1952; 1955; followed also by Garcf a Martfnez 
1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Vermes, 2004; Wise et aL 2004b). Note however the 
alternative structure suggested by Horgan (1979, esp. pp. 55-56; 2002). 
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an explicitly plural understanding of the form. The use of the singular pronoun 
immediately after, however, militates against this approach. It has been suggested 
that ii)MM "11C might represent an "orthographic variant" (Bengtsson 2000a, 
p. 212) or even "phonetic spelling" (Brownlee 1979, p. 47) of ID-il; -M M'11U, and 
should thus be translated in the usual fashion. Indeed, Horgan has argued that 
(4mwry is not a good reading" and that: 
the traces that are visible on the photograph do not entirely exclude the usual spelling 
mwrh. The word is vertically aligned with other words that are partially obscured by 
some damage to the skin; ... Thus, I transcribe mw[r]h. (I forgan 1979, p. 60) 
The reading M"M has also been explicitly adopted by Bengtsson (2000a) and in 
the DSSSE of Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997). 91 In light of the doubt 
expressed above with regard to the implied meaning of ID111 '-11U, and given 
that jD-1271 M"T3 (already noted on six occasions in lQpHab) remains a viable 
transcription, the latter reading is to be preferred here. 92 
The 'high places of Judah' (Micah -1.5), identified with Jerusalem, are 
here interpreted in reference to 'the Teacher of Righteousness' (IQ 14 frags 8-10, 
5-6). Either that or 'the high places' should be understood as 'the council of the 
Community' rll:. U; IQ14 frags 8-10,8) and 'Judah" as 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' (so Brownlee 1979, pp. 203-204; cf. Brooke 1994a, p. 347). The 
presence of 71'tl n!: D is significant given that, in the Yahadic redaction of the 
Damascus Document, the 'teacher' is associated with 'the Men of the 
Community' CI'Mi'l 'VJDR; CD 20.32) and himself titled 'the Teacher of the 
Community' (17171 71-11' / CD 20.1; 20.14). 93 Furthermore, IQpHab 
91 See in addition the PTSDSSP (Horgan 2002). Note that Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997) 
also reconstruct ij"771; i I 711D in the lacuna at frag. 1 1,4, though no traces remain in the text and 
so accordingly this is far from certain. 
'92 In either case, the sense ij-711: i 1 71113 would appear to be assured. 
93 Note also the association of the protagonist of the Hodayot with 71' (e. g. IQI? 12.23b-25a; cf. 
Chapter Three, n. 1 18). Cf. "IT71 'Milk in 4Q252 5.5. 
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9.8-12a refers to 'the Teacher of Righteousness and the men of his council' 
OrlINU 'UNAI ij"7111 "711C; lQpHab 9.9-10) and describes them moreover as 
'his (God's) elect' 0171: 1; IQpHab 9.12). Similarly in our present passage 'the 
council of the Community' are described as 'the elect of [God (? )]' ([ýtA] "rrin; 
IQ14 frags 8-10,7-8; cL lQpHab 10.13), once more recalling il"711t '7= of 
I QH' 10.13. 
Other phrases, found in the reconstructed portions of the passage, are 
likewise reminiscent of descriptions of il771VI t"I'Illn elsewhere. For example, 
Milik suggests 71"Ilrl'il 'VID should be read in the lacuna at line 8, perhaps on 
account of the reference to delivery 'from the day [ofjudgement]' (I Q 14 frags 8- 
10,8-9; cf. lQpHab 8.1-3) and '[the] simple ones' (IQ14 frags 8-10,5; cf. 
I QpHab 12.4-5) . 
94 He also offers 71,11rIll in line 7 with regard to 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness', followed by Garcia Martinez (1996), Garcf a Martinez 
and Tigchelaar (1997) and Vermes (2004). 95 Both suggestions are feasible and fit 
with the context of the passage. Neither is certain, though, owing to the 
ten-ninological overlaps with IQPesher on Habakkuk, the presence of 'M. U 
711rl-il in line 8 is perhaps the likelier of the two. 
4.2.2.2. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
IQ14frags 8-10, lb-9a 
The same passage from I QPesher on Micah may also, it has been argued, 
attest 'the Spouter of the Lie': 
F'11 8-10' '"For the transgression 2[of Jacob is all of this and for the sins of the Ilouse of 
Israel. What is the transgression of Ja]cob? Is it not 3 [Samaria? And what are the high 
places of Judah? Is it not Je]rusa[lem? I will make Samaria 4a ruin of the country, a 
plantation of vines. "] Its interpretation concerns MMil n'to 5[who has led astray 
(-Un') the] simple ones. "And what are the high places of Judah? 6[IS it not 
Jerusalem? " Its interpretation con]cerns 1)117 -11"110 who bimsel f7 [teaches 711MI to) 
94 See Milik 1952 and 1955; followed by: Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 
1997; Gaster 1957; Horgan 1979; Vermes 2004; cf. Wise el aL 2004b. 
95 Cf. Wise et aL 2004b. 
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his [council] and to a[IJI those volunteering to be added to the elect of s[God, 'VID 
i MIMM] in the council of the Community who will be delivered from the day [of 
judgement ... ]. (IQ14 frags 8-10, Ib-9a) 
in the preliminary publication Milik read : IT: ) I'VC (1952) in line 4, though 
later amended this reading to =71 ý%= in the editio princeps (1955), noting 
that U and "il were uncertain. This has been rejected by Carmignac (I 962a, p. 516) 
and Horgan (1979, p. 60; 2002), though no alternative restoration is proffered. The 
reading : 11=-i I%= has the support however of Bengtsson (2000a, pp. 105-106), 
Burrows (1958, p. 404), Dupont-Sommer (1961, p. 278), Garcia Martinez (1996), 
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997), Gaster (1957), Lim (2002, p. 73) and 
Vermes (2004). 96 
This form, if accepted, is identical to that attested in lQPesher on 
Habakkuk (lQpHab 10.9) and the addition of the definite article alone 
distinguishes it from the indefinite description : 17: ) n= found in the ESL (e. g. 
CD 8.13). It is hardly surprising that some form of the sobriquet Mlni-i I%= is 
to be found in the Pesher on Micah since we have already noted in Chapter Three 
that the origin of the designation is likely to be Micah 2.11. Indeed it is 
interesting to speculate as to what the specific pesher on Micah 2.11 might have 
been (only the interpretations of Micah 1.2-9 and 6.15-16 have survived in 1Q 14; 
cf. Micah 4.8-12 in 4Q 168 [4QpMic? ]); if such existed we would surely expect to 
find some reference to the false preaching of : 1T: )71 n%OU. 97 
It would appear that 'the transgression of Jacob', identified with Samaria 
(Micah 1.5-6), is here interpreted in reference to 'the Spouter of the Lie' (IQ14 
frags 8-10,1-5). A dichotomy is thus established between Jacob/Samaria(/Israel) 
and Judah/Jerusalem in the lemma, and between 'the Spouter of the Lie' and 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' in the pesher (cf. Brownlee 1979, pp. 203-204). The 
96 Note also Wise el A 2004b. 
97 In similar fashion we might bemoan the fact that no pesher has survived on Hosea 10.12, a 
passage that we have argued influenced the expectation of I)III il"11' in CD 6.11a (cf. 4QI66 
[4QpHos'] and 4QI67 [4QpHosý])- 
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reference in the lemma to 'the sins of the House of Israel' (Micah 1.5), seemingly 
associated in the pesher with those led astray by 'the Spouter of the Lie', recalls 
the positive reference to '71"Ilrli-l 'OD in the House of Judah' who were loyal to 
'the Teacher of Righteousness' (I QpHab 8.1-3). It is notable however that '[the] 
simple ones' (MIKID[71]; IQ14 frags 8-10,5) are in our present text likely "the 
object of Jacob's transgressioxf '(Brooke 1994a, p. 347) while in I QpHab we find 
98 reference to 71"11M71 701D 7111i-l' 'KID (lQpHab 12.4-5). The opposition of 
'the Spouter of the Lie' to 'the elect of God' (ýA '711: 1; lQpHab 10.13) in the 
Pesher on Habakkuk (10.5b - 11.2a) is also significant given that in IQ14 frags 
8-10,7-8 we have 'the elect of At this point Milik proposes to reconstruct 
[ýA) "1'77: 1.99 He also inserts i"Vrll in the lacuna at line 5; such would be in 
keeping with the terminology used of the 'spouter' elsewhere (e. g. CD 1.13-15; 
I QpHab 10.9; cf. I QH' 10.14,3 1; 12.7,9-10,16,20) but cannot be made certain. 
4.2.2.3. Sobriquets in 1QPesher on Micah 
In spite of some disagreement among scholars, I QPesher on Micah would 
appear to attest both ilD-N-M 71"11C (frags 8-10,6) and MMM I= (frags 8-10,4) 
in the same form as found in the Pesher on Habakkuk. In addition, the 
terminology associated with each is congruent with that used of these figures 
elsewhere (e. g. 'IMM; 7IND; -IM'; 77. = [? I). It would seem logical to conclude 
therefore that the sobriquets ij711: 71 M'110 and : ITMl JIM are used here with the 
same frame of reference as in lQpHab and, as there, we can note that the 
indefinite descriptions 1DII: '711C and MM n%: In of the ESL have seemingly 
been supplanted in the LSL by titles referring to 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
and 'the Spouter of the Lie'. 
98 The form 7MIN"i il=, rather than il"Ilrl-ii 'OV, in IQpHab 12.4-5 prompts Brownlee to 
translate 'the simple of Judah the Law Doer' and, drawing also upon the interpretation of 'Judah' 
in IQ14, posit accordingly that we may here be able to identify 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
(1979, pp. 202-205). Cf. Brooke 1994a, pp. 346-347. 
1 99 Followed by: Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; 
Vermes 2004; cf. Wise et al. 2004b. 
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4.2.3.4QPesher on Isaiah" 
4.2.3.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
4Q]63frag. 21,1-6 
Six pesher texts on Isaiah are to be found among the sectarian literature of 
the Qumran-related Dead Sea Scrolls, one from Cave 3 (3Q4) and five from Cave 
4 (4Q 161-165). One of the latter, written on papyrus (4Q 163 [4Qpap plsd]), may 
contain reference to 'the Teacher of Righteousness': 
Frag. 21. "'Shall [not, in a very little while, it return 
3 
again, 2 Lebanon, to an orchard, as a 












This passage is highly fragmentary and the lemma would appear to be from Isaiah 
29.17 (so Allegro 1968; Allegro et aL 2004a; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 100 The pesher is 
likewise hard to decipher though line 6 attests [ ... ] -711U. This has been 
translated 'the Teacher' (Horgan 1979; 2002; Allegro et aL 2004a), 'the teacher 
of' (Garcia Martinez 1996) and 'the Teacher of' (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 
1997), while Wise, Abegg and Cook (1996) go so far as to restore 'the Teacher of 
[Righteousness]'. While we are unable to judge with any certainty (it may, for 
example, have read [7ri"il] i-Mln; cf. CD 20.1), the restoration P111: 111 -711C 
is certainly plausible in the light of our examination so far of the LSL. 
It should also be noted that 4QI63 frag. 23,2.15-20 contains in the lemma 
the text of Isaiah 30.19-21 concerning 'your teacher' (MT: and the 
dictation: 'This is the way, walk in it' 0: 1 1: )ý 177M MT; Isaiah 30.21). 
Unfortunately the pesher to these lines is almost entirely missing so we can only 
speculate as to what the pesharist may have made of them. The association 
between the 'teacher' and 'the way' elsewhere though (e. g. CD 1.10-11a; cf. 
IQH' 10.9b-10; 12.23b-25a) would strongly suggest the employment of M-11n 
100 Horgan does not explicitly identify 4QI63 frag. 21,1-2 as Isaiah 29.17 though does 
acknowledge the possibility (1979, p. 118; cf. 2002). 
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1711VI in the pesher. 101 'The Teacher of Righteousness' may also have appeared 
in 4QI 65 (4Qplsa! ) in a lacuna immediately followed by flj)-I]I: -ii 71-11n rlts' 'il 
(4Q165 frags 1-2,3); such is the suggestion of Garcia Martinez (1996), Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997), Horgan (1979) and Wise, Abegg and Cook 
(1996). 
4.2.3.2. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
4Q]63frags4-6,1.6-10 
The sobriquet MMM n%Oln does not appear in 4Q 163, though one passage 
is worthy of mention simply because it quotes Isaiah 9.13-16 (a scriptural passage 
we have already examined in relation to the 'spouter' in Chapter Three) and thus 
may once have contained reference to 'the Spouter of the Lie': 
Frags 4-6,1.6[... "And YHWH has cut off from Israel head and tail, palm branch and rc]cd in 
one day; elders 7 [and dignitaries are the head and -117ND -M-11C W=] is the tail. 
g[Those 
who led this people led them astray and those who were led by them are 
swa]llowed up. Therefore 9[the Lord does not rejoice over his young men, and with his 
orphans and] his [wi]dows he has no compassion. " 10[Its interpretation: ... 
]. (4Q163 
frags 4-6,1.6-10) 
The lemma, as already seen, refers to 'a prophet who teaches falsehood' or 'a 
prophet, a teacher of falsehood' ("11i"M 71-11U W=; 4QI63, frags 4-6,1.7). 102 
Moreover he is described as having 'led them astray' (VIUM; 1.8) causing the 
people to be '[swa]llowed up' 1.8). The root "MWI is used in 
conjunction with the 'spouter' throughout the sectarian texts we have examined 
hitherto and the description 'a prophet who teaches falsehood' is virtually 
synonymous with our understanding so far of the title 'the Spouter of the Lie. 103 
101 Indeed, Jonathan Campbell regards Isaiah 30.20-21 as having directly influenced the 
presentation of l)71; i I-110 in the first column of the Damascus Document (I 995a, pp. 51-67). 
102 Rendered by the NRSV, 'prophets who teach lies'; cf. 'the prophet, the teacher of lies' (Iforgan 
1979; 2002) and 'the prophet, the Teacher of Lies' (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997). 
103 It is also perhaps of interest that the root Uý= is associated with 'the Man of the Lie' in 
lQpHab 5.8-12 and 'the Wicked Priest' in 1QpIIab 11.2-15 (cf. 'mediators of a lie' and 'seers of 
deceit' in IQH' 12.6b-12). Clearly, no matter on what grounds we distinguish these sobriquets, 
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While the pesher is entirely missing it is tempting to speculate that -T111n Wn) 
-11DO would have been interpreted in reference to MMM j%3U. 104 Certainly, as 
John Reeves points out, the "antithetical construction" -11DO M'Illn (Isaiah 9.14; 
Habakkuk 2.18) allows us perhaps greater insight into the sectarian understanding 
of ID-7271 7MIn (1988, p. 290). 
4.2.3.3. Sobriquets in 4QPcsher on Isaiah' 
The occurrence of [ ... ] -iI'IIU in 4QI63 frag. 21,6 lends itself to the 
restoration [I)-ilVI] 71-110 (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). While ["1'rl's i] M"Iln 
(cf. CD 20.1) would likewise be possible, the prevalence so far of the former title 
in the LSL (and apparent absence of the latter) renders 'the Teacher of 
[Righteousness]' the more likely alternative. Unfortunately nothing much can be 
learnt from the context other than an association with the 'Lebanon'. Intriguingly 
'Lebanon' is interpreted in reference to 'the council of the Community' (rl!: D 
7171) in lQpHab 11.17 - 12.5a, supporting perhaps our reading of lip-il: -M M-111n 
in this passage (cf. IQ14 frags 8-10,5-9a). 'The Teacher of Righteousness' may 
also have appeared in 4QI63 frag. 23,2.15-20 (and 4QI65 frags 1-2,3), while 
"11M MMU WM) may have been interpreted in reference to 'the Spouter of the 
Lie' (4Q 163 frags 4-6,1.6- 10). 105 
there are terminological overlaps which indicate that the issue of their development is a complex 
one that may have resulted in a plurality of readings Gust as we witness today). 
104 Ilough note I Qpllab 12.10-14. 
105 Allegro (1968) also read Mrli iI Ml [: N 1] in 4Q 163 frag. 30,3 (cf. Abegg, Bowley and Cook 
2003; Allegro et aL 2004a; Bengtsson 2000a, p. 51), though this is not acknowledged by Lim 
(2000b; 2002, p. 70) who lists the sobriquet as occurring only in lQpHab and 4QI71. Indeed, as 
Horgan comments, the fragment is "almost completely illegible" (1979, p. 122) and nothing is 
preserved of the context. In either case, as Bcngtsson notes, "no coherent information can be 
retrieved from this fragment" (2000a, p. 5 1, n. 4). 
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4.2.4.4QPesher on Psalms" 
4.2.4.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
4QI 711.25 - 2.1 
The first of several important passages we shall examine from 4QI71 
(4QpPs') is from the bottom of the first column: 
1,25 ["Be si]lent before [YHWH and] wait for him, and do not be angry with the one who 
makes his way prosperous, with the man 26 [who mak]es evil plots. " Its [interpretation] 
concerns MM-7 MA who led many astray with words of 27 falsehood, for they chose 
worthless things and did not lis[ten] to n7l y-t 50, So 2.1 they will perish by the sword 
and by hunger and by plague. (4Q171 1.25 - 2.1) 
In the pesher on Psalms 37.7 we find reference to rl. U-i T'ýO (4QI71 1.27), a 
designation already encountered in the Hodayot (I QH' 10.13) and which we there 
rendered 'a mediator of knowledge' (cf. Richardson 1955, esp. p. 167). Given the 
trend we have noted for indefinite designations in the ESL to acquire the definite 
article in the LSL (e. g. ID"72M 7711C; MM'l J'nn; rlclVi '=A), it is in fact 
106 somewhat surprising that we do not also find rIDI YýC in definite form. 
In IQH' 10.13-15a, r1D"7 YýU is used of the protagonist of the Hodayot 
who is associated with both the 'elect of righteousness' (ji"771; 'T MM) and 'men 
of truth' (MA ['VMA]) as well as 'wonderful mysteries' (RýB 'T"I). We 
speculated that 'the Teacher of Righteousness' may have at least been perceived 
retrospectively as this figure (see n. 16 above), and in lQpHab 7.1 - 8.3a is 
explicitly associated with 'mysteries' (M'71), 'the righteous' flID"TE) and 'the 
Men of Truth' (MUR71 'MA). In our present passage, 'the Man of the Lie' has 
'led many astray' so that they 'did not lis[ten] to r1X7 TI ýU' (4Q 171 1.26-27). 
Similarly in a passage from the Pesher on Habakkuk we find: 
106 Note however the following suggested renderings: 'the Mediator of Knowledge' (Allegro 
1968; Allegro with Gordon 2004a); 'the interpreter of knowledge' (Knibb 1994a; Vemes 2004); 
'the Interpreter of Knowledge' (Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; 
Horgan 1979; 2002); 'the spokesmen for true knowledge' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 
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2.1 [... The interpretation of the word concerns] the traitors with the Man of 2 the Lie, for 
Ithey did] not [believe in the words ofl the Tea6her of Righteousness from the mouth of 
God (lQpHab 2.1-3a). 107 
Not only do these passages both indicate the oppositional role played by 'the Man 
of the Lie', but they also emphasise the importance attached to the words of a 
didactic figure, just as listening to 'the voice of 1DII: ol'11V is lauded in CD 
20.27-34 (cf. IQH' 12.23b-25a). We might conclude therefore, with Bengtsson, 
that "probably MIU7 Y'ýIn also denotes the Teacher" (2000a, p. 182; cf. pp. 207- 
108 208), at least in 4Q171. 
We must ask consequently why we do not simply find il"77SM M-11C in 
4QI71 1.25 - 2.1, as commonly found elsewhere in the LSL (and perhaps also 
elsewhere in 4Q171; see below). Horgan proposes an intriguing solution; she 
suggests that the pesharist has seized upon ID-1-7 ril ý= ('the one who makes 
his way prosperous') in the lemma (Psalms 37.7; cf. 4QI71 1.25) and, 
rearranging the consonantal order of n'ý=, derives Y'ýIn (Horgan 1979, 
p. 247). Thus nD7 T1 ýt3 is more readily suggested than ID"Wil , MIn. However, 
this hypothesis is not thoroughly convincing as 1: )-1"7 ri'ý! = in the lemma is 
associated with 'the man [who mak]es evil plots' (4Q171 1.25-26), seemingly 
identified in the pesher with 'the Man of the Lie'. Instead, if we were to follow 
Horgan's proposal, we might more appropriately expect nl. Un 'T ýn, 'T ýn 
: 2T: ) or i-in-l 'Týn to appear in place of : 17: )-11 trR (cf. 1QH" 10.14,3 1; 12.7, 
9-10). Horgan is forced to state that the interpretation is subsequently built around 
NU-1 T' ýtZ "independent of the action described in the lemma7' (1979, p. 247). A 
potentially more fruitful derivation is suggested by Jutta Jokiranta who observes 
107 The '[trai]tors in the end of days' (I QpHab 2.5-6) likewise: 'will not believe when they hear 
all that is com[ing up]on the last generation from the mouth of the priest (1,11=77) in [whose 
heart) God has given [understandflng to interpret all the words of his servants, the prophets, by 
[whose] hand God has proclaimed all that is coming upon his people'(IQpllab 2.6-10a). 
108 Accepting Richardson's proposal that Y'ýO denotes not strictly an interpreter but an 
intermediary, the portrayal of the 'teacher' in the role of a 'mediator' would indeed be apt in the 
light of I QpHab 2.1-10,7.1-5 (cf. Richardson 1955, p. 167). 
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that rIlCTU (evil plots' / 'schemes'; Psalms 37.7; 4QI71 1.26) are likewise 
attributed to the opponents of r)D-1 r'ýn in lQHa 10.13-17a (2005b, p. 344, 
n. 36). 109 If either is right, this may at least explain why rID-T r'ýU remains an 
indefinite designation; it has not become a title in the LSL (so ID-11: 77 ol'11C; 
=T: )71 JIUC; rl=il 'VJDt%) but is instead a description suggested by, the lemma 
and so imported directly from the ESL (I QHa 10.13). 
It would certainly appear, on the basis of comparison with lQpHab 2.1- 
3a, 7.1 - 8.3a and I QH' 10.1 3-17a that the description in 4Q 171 1.25 - 2.1 of an 
opponent of 'the Man of the Lie' as 'a mediator of knowledge' is likely in 
reference to 'the Teacher of Righteousness'. ' 10 This may in turn support our 
supposition in Chapter Three that, rightly or wrongly, the 'teacher' was perceived 
by readers of the Hodayot to lie behind the so-called 'Teacher Hyrnns'. ' 11 
4Q] 713.14-19 
A ftuther passage of some significance from 4QI71 may, it is suggested, 
twice refer to 'the Teacher of Righteousness': 
3.14, 'For by YHW[H are the steps of a man] established [and] he delights in his [w]ay, for 
though he [stum]bles [he will not] "be hurled, for Y[IIWI1 supports his hand. "] Its 
interpretation concerns [1771; ]-11 7MIC IM1: 11, [whom] 16 God [ch]ose to arise (110315) 
[ ... ] he established to build for him a congregation of [... 
17and] straightened his [wa]y to 
truth. "I have [been young] and now am old, but [I have] not [seen- the righteous 
pj'"71t)) 18abandoned or his offspring begging bre[ad. All the day] he is generous and 
109 Jokiranta also notes the scriptural association of M37 and IIXT (e. g. Proverbs 1.4; 5.2; 8.12). 
110 So too: Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 182,207-208; Brownlee 1982, p. 25; Doudna 2001, p. 689; 
Jokiranta 2005b, p. 344, n. 31; Knibb 1990, p. 52; 1994a, p. 249; Lim 2002, p. 73. Charlesworth 
(2002, pp. 83-84) chooses instead to identify rW"T T'i7O with 'the Seeker of the Law' (C711-i 
Mlrlil; e. g. CD 6.7), though this seems unlikely given that 'the Man of the Lie' and the 'teacher' 
are presented as contemporaries in both the ESL and the LSL while 'the Seeker of the Law' is a 
figure of the past/present in the preceding FSL, pre-dating the arrival of 1)"IlVil M"11" (CD 6.2- 
1 la; though cf. 4QI74 frag. ], 1.11-13). 'The Seeker of the Law' is nowhere contrasted with 'the 
Man of the Lie' and furthermore Charlesworth's subtle efforts to associate him with rlu"l T'ýO 
on the grounds of translation (the Interpreter of Torah' and 'the Interpreter of Knowledge' 
respectively) do not adequately represent the terminological differences in the underlying Ilebrew. 
111 See n. 16 above. 
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]ends, and [his] offspr[ing become a blessing. " The interpretation) 19of the word concerns 
P11"71: 111 177,1]10 [ ... ]. (4QI71 3.14-19) 
In 4QI71 3.15, we find the phrase M110 I ýD 1"IVE) in relation to 
Psalms 37.23-24, and in 3.18-19 we find [ID-11: 71 -M]ln ýD 'IM-77 [10B] in the 
almost entirely lost pesher on Psalms 37.25-26.1 12 Neither [ ... ]-ii 
M-11C nor 
[ ... ]IC could be said to indisputably attest ji"771: 71 il"M (cf. "777'77 71-11n; CD 
20.1), though it may be that such can be inferred from the context. ' 13 In the first 
instance, [ ... ], "I 7MIC is a further qualification of 'the priest' we have 
already noted in the Pesher on Habakkuk that ji"11. =1 would appear to be 
synonymous with ij")-Wil il"11C (cf. IQpHab 1.16 - 2.10; 7.1-5; see n. 10 above), 
an identification that is seemingly made explicit in 4QI71 3.15. Our present 
passage also refers to (4Q171 3.17), drawing upon the lemma (cf. 3.14), 
and MCA (3.17), both terms associated elsewhere with the 'teacher' (e. g. CD 
1.10-11; lQpHab 7.1 - 8.3a; cf. IQH" 10.9b-10,13-15a; 12.23b-25a). More 
striking is the statement that ]', I M"Iln I ill=il is one '[whom] God [ch]ose to 
L-14 14 arise' (-11Wý 7,1: 1 'Irl[: 2 MIA]; 4QI71 3.15-16). ' This echoes phrases such 
as 'his (God's) elect' (1-171M), made in reference to 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' ('and the men of his council'?; 1QpHab 9.8-12a) and the fact that 
the FSL anticipates the rise (-InD) of 'one who will teach righteousness' (CD 
6.10-11) while in the ESL the raising up of 'a teacher of righteousness' is 
explicitly attributed to God (CD 1.10- 11). 
112 According to the reconstruction of Allegro (1968; followed by Garcia Martincz 1996; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; 2002; Knibb 1994a; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996; 
cf. Allegro with Gordon 2004a). Vermes (2004) follows Allegro's reconstruction of 4QI71 3.15 
though hesitates to restore [ID-11 I i-M]l U at 3.19. 
113 In fact, Allegro reads [ ... ]-11n at 3.19 (1968; cf. Allegro with Gordon 2004a; Lobse 1981), 
though the more conservative ]IC is read by both Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997) and 
Horgan (2002). 
114 Following John Strugnell's reading 71[: ] in place of Allegro's -1: ["I) (Strugnell 1970, 
p. 215). 
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Thus the reconstruction [ID11: 17 7MIC 1', 11MM (4Q171 3.15) would 
appear valid, lending weight to the reading of [ID-ill M-1]10 immediately below 
(3.19), the latter suggested also by the presence of ilT-11t in the lemma (Psalms 
37.25). ' 15 In the light of this interpretation of Psalms 37.23-24, it is also 
interesting to recall the words of the protagonist of the Hodayot in the ESL: 
10.3 'And you have saved me from the zeal of mediators of a lie 32 and from the 
congregation of seekers of smooth things. You have redeemed the life of the poor one 
whom they thought to finish off, spilling his blood 33 because he served you. But they did 
[not kn]ow that my steps come from you ('"IMM IMIA13). (I Q1 1" 10.3 1 b-3 3) 
We might even venture that IQH' 10.3lb-33, understood as the words of the 
'teacher', were brought to mind by the similar concept expressed in Psalms 
37.23-24 and consequently resulted in the pesharist's inclusion of ij. 1111 71-11n at 
this point (while other seemingly more opportune occasions are missed; e. g. 
Psalms 37.12-13; cf. 4QI71 2.13-16a). Such a hypothesis must remain 
speculative however. 
As already seen, the description of ij)-iIN1 il"11C as I -MM, 71 has led some 
to speculate that the 'teacher' must have been an ousted High Priest (cf. Murphy- 
O'Connor 1974, pp. 229-233; Stegemann 199 1, p. 200; 1992, pp. 148-166), a claim 
that other scholars have refuted (e. g. Charlesworth 1980, pp. 218-222; 2002, p. 88, 
n. 265). ' 16 More insightful is the following comment by Bengtsson: 
But too little attention has been paid to the fact that -ii"110 actually stands as an 
apposition to 1,11=7. Consequently, the Yahad must have known the Teachcr also as 
Ii Mi I, "the Priest" (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 209) 
That 'the Teacher of Righteousness' could be referred to simply as 'the priest' is 
implied not only by I QpHab 1.16 - 2.10 (cf. 7.1-5) but also by a further passage 
115 Cf. van de Water 2003, p. 398. However, it should be noted that, in the preceding text, the 
pesharist does not take advantage of the four occurrences of il-771C in Psalms 37.12-22 to refer to 
1711: 7, M-11n, interpreting the former instead with regard to M-MIM 'OD and VD'=A-M MID 
(4Q 1712.13 - 3.13; cf. I QpHab 7.17 - 8.3a). 
116 See n. 10 above. 
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in 4QI71 which mentions 'the priest and the men of his council' (2.16-20; cf. 
lQpHab 9.9-10). However, Bengtsson concludes that 4QI71 3.15 indicates "a 
change of mission": 
First being a priest, his dominating function towards the Yahad became teaching and 
expounding the scriptures. Later on he was only known by the title ID-11M M-1113, since 
this was how his community perceived him. The legitimacy as a correct teacher was 
more crucial for the Yahad than his past as a priest. (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 209) 
Our present examination would suggest otherwise. The expectation of i i"11' 
1772-M in the FSL (CD 6.2-11a), drawing upon Hosea 10.12, indicates that 
teaching was a function attributed to this figure from the very beginning and 
continued throughout the ESL (e. g. CD 1.11 and 20.32: ID12 oMIC; CD 20.1: 
I'M71 -ii-IIC; CD 20.14: I'Mil M-111; CD 20.28: iMIC; cf. lQIV 10.13: r-výn 
rID7). 117 By contrast, only in the LSL have we found a priestly function ascribed 
to the 'teacher' (I QpHab 1.16 - 2.10; cf. 7.1-5; 4Q 1712.16-20; cf. I QpHab 9.9- 
10; 4Q171 3.14-17). Our inference must be, contra Bengtsson, that only at a later 
stage was 'the Teacher of Righteousness' ever referred to as J', 11=1 and thus he 
may not have been attributed this role during his lifetime. It is perhaps no 
coincidence that we meet 'the Wicked Priest' (MMil I oll: )M), also referred to as 
simply I 7=71 (I QpHab 8.16; 9.16; 11.12), only in the LSL; might the attribution 
of a priestly role to the 'teacher' be primarily in order to contrast this figure? 
Thus, if we are to identify -any "change of mission" or reinterpretation of the 
'teacher', rather than a move from priest to teacher (so Bengtsson 2000a, p. 209) 
we should see instead a move that tends the other way, incorporating in these 
later texts a priestly function with the didactic. Such may cause problems for 
those scholars whose historical reconstructions latch onto the supposed priestly 
nature of the 'teacher'. 
117 Note also: M-WO '! DM I MCO ' ýt% TMAI (I QH' 16.16). 
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The comment that God established ID"11V7 711n 'to build for him a 
congregation of [ ... 
], ([ ... 
] rl"V Iý rl= 17; 4Q 1713.16) has likewise generated 
discussion and led to the suggestion that the 'teacher' was the founder of the 
community. " 8 This is at odds however with the evidence of CD 1.4-11 a which 
presents 'a teacher of righteousness' as having been 'raised up' for. a pre-existing 
community (cf. CD 6.2-11a). On the one hand we may here witness a further 
reinterpretation of the role of the 'teacher', his role as founder being "a concept 
later developed" (Charlesworth 2002, p. 87). Alternatively, yet still along the 
same lines, we saw, in Chapter Three that the arrival of the 'teacher' occasioned a 
split within the wider movement and thus the effective creation of the Yahad, 
those who recognised the 'teacher of righteousness' as the anticipated figure of 
CD 6.10-1 Ia. In this sense, and certainly looking back upon the event, it would 
be possible to accredit 'the Teacher of Righteousness' with the founding of 
(specifically) the Yahad. More significant for our purposes however is the parallel 
between the following two phrases: 
3.151tS interpretation concerns [1771; ]il 711n 1,11: 0, [whom] 16 God [ch]ose to arise [ ... ] 
he established to build for him a congregation of [his elect in truth] (4QI71 3.15-16)119 
'"The interpretation of the word concerns TnU, who led many astray 10to build a 
city of vanity with bloodshed and to establish a congregation in falsehood (lQpllab 10.9- 
10) 
Though from two different texts, it is hard not to see a deliberate comparison here 
between the 'congregations' established by ji"712-ii TMIC and MTD-il n%ou 
respectively. There is certainly an implied parallel that we may speculate would 
have been noted also by early readers of these pesharim. 
118 See, for example, the commentaries by Horgan (1979, p. 219) and Knibb (I 994a, p. 254). 
119 The reconstruction [nCKI 17r1: 1) r1ID is suggested by Horgan (1979, p. 219) and followed 
by Bengtsson (2000a, p. 208) and Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997). Cf. [MCIR111 rl-i. U 
(Dupont-Sommer 1961); [1'17M] rl-W (Garcia Martinez 1996). 
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4QI 71 4.26b - 5.2 
The final passage we shall examine with regard to 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' in 4QPesher on Psalms' is from the bottom of the fourth column 
(and top of the fifth): 120 
4 '26"And my tongue is the pen of 27 (a skilled scribe. " Its interpretation) concerns 77110 
[71111 [... befo]re God with the answer of the tongue S"[... and] with the lip of [ ... ] to 
return together ("Irl') to the I-11rl in 2 ... ] the elect [ofl Israel (4Q 171 4.26b - 
5.2) 
Here, as at 4QI63 frag. 21,6, we have only [ ... ] 'il"IlU (4Q171 4.27). The 
restoration of 77"M however seems probable given our examination of 
4QI71 3.14-19 and other passages from the LSL. 12 1 The association with 
'tongue' and 'lip' betray a possible didactic function (compare IQH' 12.16-17), 
while the phrase 'the answer of the tongue' Q10 '). UU; 4QI71 4.27) is used 
also in the so-called 'Teacher Hymns' QIVý -DDU; IQH' 10.7; cf. 4.17; 19.33- 
34). The presence of 711 (4Q171 5.1), albeit in the general sense 'together' 
(Allegro 1968; Allegro with Gordon 2004a; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; 2002), and ýR-Iv [1]'Iln: l 
(4QI71 5.2) are likewise reminiscent of terminology used elsewhere of the 
'teacher' (e. g. CD 20.1,14,27-34; lQpHab 9.8-12a; IQ14 frags 8-10,5-9a; cf. 
IQH' 10.13; 12.23b-25a). 
Summary 
There are no indisputable occurrences of ji"771: 71 i-MIC in 4QPesher on 
Psalms', though [ ... ]71 711C (4Q171 3.15), [ ... ]In (3.19) and [ ... ] M"IIU (4.27) 
120 The DSSSE (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; also Garcia Martinez 1996) follows column 
4 with frags 11-12 to reconstruct the top of column 5 (so Strugnell 1970, p. 217). 
121 So Allegro 1968; Allegro with Gordon 2004a; Bengtsson 2000a, p. 21 1; Garcia Martinez 1996; 
Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; 2002; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 
1996. 
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are generally considered to partially attest this title. 122 In particular, the presence 
of the definite article at 4QI71 3.15 suggests that this text contained the form 
than th I)-TIVI i'1110 (as elsewhere in the LSL; e. g. lQpHab 1.13) rather e 
indefinite form found in the ESL (CD 1.11; 20.32). The 'teacher' is presented as a 
priest and the founder of a community (4Q171 3.14-17a; cf. 2.16-20) though, 
while some regard these as "two facts about the Teacher of Righteousness" 
(Horgan 1979, p. 219), our examination suggests they should not be taken at face 
value. 
A further passage identifies an opponent of 'the Man of the Lie' as 'a 
mediator of knowledge' (M-I 4QI71 1.25 - 2.1), found as a self- 
designation in the Hodayot (I QH' 10.13). Both in terms of context and associated 
terminology it would appear that this indefinite description has been imported 
directly from the ESL and is likely in reference to 'the Teacher of Righteousness' 
(see n. 110 above). 
4.2.4.2. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
4QI 711.25 - 2.1 
With regard to 'the Spouter of the Lie' in 4QPesher on Psalms', we shall 
first return to a passage already considered in relation to 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness': 
1-25["Be si]1ent before [YHWH and] wait for him, and do not be angry with the one who 
makes his way prosperous, with the man 26 [who mak]es evil plots. " Its [interpretation] 
concerns M=1 MA who led many astray (C'M"I s-iDrII) with words of 27 falsehood 
j"11MV "ICIA), for they chose worthless things and did not lis[tcn] to MD-T Y'ýO, so 
2.1 they will perish by the sword and by hunger and by plague. (4QI71 115 - 2.1) 
Here we find once more, not : IMM n%00, but MMM UrA (as lQpHab 2.1-2; 
5.11). 'The Man of the Lie' has caused many to fail to listen to 'a mediator of 
knowledge' (rID-1 Týt3) who, following our examination above, would appear 
to be 'the Teacher of Righteousness' (see n. I 10 above). Such bears resemblance 
122 Seen. 112 and n. 121 above. 
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to lQpHab 2.1-3a where MT: Yl UrN is associated with 'the traitors' who '[did] 
not [believe in the words ofl the Teacher of Righteousness from the mouth of 
God' (cf. 2.6- 1 Oa). As well as being pitted against il"771: 77 M-11C in I QpHab 2.1 - 
3a and 5.8-12, 'the Man of the Lie' is set at odds with the 'teacher' in the ESL: 
20.13 And from the day of 14 the gathering in of Tri'ol il"11' until the end (Crl) of all the 
Men of War who turned back 13with =T.: )il MA there will be about forty years. (CD 
20.13b-15) 
A few lines beneath our present passage, the interpretation of Psalms 37.10 reads 
similarly: 
2.7jtS interpretation concerns all the wicked, at the end of 8forty years, who will be 
finished (10M) and there will not be found on the earth any UC7["1]9 MA. (4Q171 2.7- 
9a) 123 
We observed in Chapter Three that the 'about forty years' of CD 20.13b- 15 was 
seemingly dependent upon Deuteronomy 2.14 (cf. Campbell 1995 a, pp. 161-17 1; 
Steudel 1993, p. 238), though the proximity of 4QI71 2.7-9a to the interpretation 
concerning : 17: )-, 1 VA (1.25 - 2.1) may suggest that the forty years here (only 
71D in the lemma) draws instead upon CD 20.13b-15 itself. 
The presentation of : IMM MA in 4QI71 1.25 - 2.1 is so far similar to 
that found in both the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document (ESL) and 
the Pesher on Habakkuk (LSL). However, there would also appear to be 
similarities with the description of J%Oln in lQpHab 10.5b - 11.2a. The 
latter was introduced as 'the Spouter of the Lie who led many astray' ff= 
O'n-I 77. Urli"I -ICN : 17: )71; lQpHab 10.9), and so here we have 'the Man of the 
Lie who led many astray' (0': I"I 711=71 ICAA :: T: )-iI VIA; 4QI71 1.26). So far 
we have noted the persistent employment of 71.0 in relation specifically to the 
'spouter', yet here it is not only used of =0 UIA but the phraseology is also 
123 Cf. Horgan 1979, pp. 205-206. 
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identical to I QpHab 10.9.124 'The Spouter of the Lie' was accused of 'teaching 
them wo[r]ks of falsehood' (11%) Crll"IM 51; 1 QpHab 10.11- 12) while 
'the Man of the Lie' is similarly accused of having led them astray 'with words of 
falsehood' Clij-%J "IntAM; 4QI71 1.26-27). 125 The association of -11DU with 
: 17: )"il 11010 has a scriptural foundation (Micah 2.11) that is echoed in the 
sectarian literature, yet hitherto we have observed no precedent for the association 
of '11DO with : =)-il V& The specific terminology which thus far has 
distinguished the two sobOquets with regard to their function as labels bere 
overlaps to a considerable degree. 
In this light it may also be noted that the punishment decreed ('they will 
perish by the sword and by hunger and by plague'; 4QI71 2.1) is a scriptural 
idiom, whose immediate provenance, Horgan suggests, is Jeremiah 32.24 or 
Ezekiel 14.21 (1979, p. 204; 2002, p. 11, n. 7; followed by Bengtsson 2000a, p. 104, 
n. 79). However, neither of these occurrences accurately reflects the phrasing or 
context found in 4Q171. Instead, the phrase "1: 11: 11 MD-Cal : 1"T1: 1 (4QI71 2.1) 
is attested in Jeremiah 14.12 (cf. Knibb 1994a, p. 249) where significantly it is set 
in the context of false prophets, qualified by 11DO (Jeremiah 14.13-16). 
Accordingly this would prove a more apt provenance and again forces us to 
recognise an ideological overlap between : 17=71 01% in 4QI71 1.25 - 2.1 and 
: 17: )-il I= as depicted elsewhere. 
Bengtsson notes that this similarity "supports the assumption that the 
epithets : 17: )-11 UR and : IMM n= refer to the same character in the Pesharim" 
(2000a, p. 104). More intriguing however is the apparent breakdown in this 
passage of the terminological boundaries distinguishing these two labels. The 
specific resemblance to accusations made in IQpHablO. 5b - 11.2a regarding 'the 
Spouter of the Lie' may suggest some dependence one way or the other, though 
1 124 See Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 1 03-1 OS. 
125 The 'worthless things' (nftl) of 4QI71 1.27 may likewise be understood in view of the 
&vanity' (110) of lQpHab 10.11; cf. Brownlee 1982, p. 25. Note Koehler and Baumgartner 1996; 
1999. 
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while the sobriquets function as distinct labels in the Pesher on Habakkuk (each 
with its own terminological associations) this distinction is seemingly less 
defined in 4Q 171 1.25 - 2.026 
4Q] 714.13-16 
While MMM I'LOU is absent, a further passage from 4QPesher on Psalme 
does mention 'the Man of the Lie' once more: 
4.13, q [have seen] a wicked one (DM), a ruthless one, and he pres[entcd] himself [as a 
native tree of luxuriant growth. And] I passed by before his p[la]ce but be[hold] he was 
[not there], and I [looked for him] but he could not 14 [be found. " Its interpretation] 
concerns : 17=1 V [R] [ ... ] ... [ ... ) against the el[cct] of God 
[and loo]ked to end 15[ ... ] 
to carry out ... 
judgement acted arrogantly with a hand of deceit 
in"I) 16[ ... . 
(4QI71 4.13-16)1 27 
The lemma (Psalms 37.35-36) recalls Psalms 37.10, the interpretation of which, 
concerning the end of all the wicked in forty years (4Q 171 2.5-9a), we noted bore 
similarity to CD 20.13b- 15 regarding 'the end of all the Men of War who turned 
back with : IT: ), -i VW. 'The Man of the Lie' is also mentioned in the present 
passage (4Q171 4.14); Allegro reads MT: ), I 0[1]tý (1968; Allegro with Gordon 
2004a) though note : 17: )-11 V[A] (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 
1979, p. 224; 2002). 128 Here he is the referent of 'a wicked one, a ruthless one' 
(TI-T =71; 4QI71 4.13), just as this sobriquet appears in relation to DOI in 
lQpHab 5.8-12 (cf. Horgan 1979, p. 194). 129 He is also associated with 'deceit' 
(, -ITI; 4QI71 4.15), recalling the descriptions of opponents in the Hodayot; e. g. 
126 Indeed if we were to posit dependence on these grounds we would perhaps tend towards 
regarding I QpHab as the earlier of the two since the distinct terminological connotations would 
appear to draw upon the ESL. The use of 'spouter' terminology to describe 'the Man of the Lie' in 
our current passage would thus result from a later understanding that perceived these labels as 
synonymous. 
127 On the reconstruction of the lemma, following the MT, see Horgan 1979, pp. 223-224. 
128 The latter reading is also followed by Bengtsson (2000a, p. 105). 
129 Such may lend further weight to the proposed reconstruction of =Tn-ii VIA at lQpllab 1.13 
(Lim 2000a; 2002, pp. 3S-36; see however n. S I above). 
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inl 'UNA (IQH' 10-16); iMln-l %)"111 (IQH' 10.34); i-l'n"l '! VýU (IQH' 
12.7); 71'In-1 '71 rl (I QH' 12.10); cf. I QH' 12.16-17. 
Though the pesher is fragmentary, 'the Man of the Lie' would appear to 
be set against 'the el[ect] of God' (ýA 4Q 1714.14). In I QH` 10.13-17a 
the 'men of deceit' %JýA) are placed in opposition to 'the elect of 
righteousness' PI-11; '7r1: 1). More striking however is the use of the same 
phrase ýR '"171: 1 in lQpHab 10.13 (and perhaps IQ14 frags 8-10,7-8; see n. 99 
above) in the context of 'the Spouter of the Lie'. 130 Here is perhaps yet more 
evidence of the blurring of the tenninological boundaries between : 2T.: )M ý= 
and : 17: )-11 VA in this text. 
Summary 
There are no occurrences of MMM n%30 in 4QPesher on Psalm?, though 
we do witness two attestations of MT: )77 01A (4Q171 1.26; 4.14). The first places 
him in opposition to rID7 T'i7n while the second associates him with 'deceit' 
Cilln'l) and sets him against an elect group (ýA interestingly all three 
of these elements are present also in IQH' 10.13-17a. 'The Man of the Lie' is 
presented as the referent of DCM in Psalms 37.35 (4Q171 4.13-16), in agreement 
with lQpHab 5.8-12. However, in both passages terminology is used which, on 
the strength of our examination hitherto, we would most naturally associate with 
'the Spouter of the Lie'. In particular there are various similarities with I QpHab 
10.5b - 11.2a. Bengtsson notes that there are "parallels of contents between 
Habakkuk 1-2 and Ps 37.7-40" (2000a, p. 105), yet the elements with which we 
are concerned (e. g. V: a"l 7=lil; "Ili"DO; i7R "Ilil: l) appear not to be dependent 
upon the lemma. Thus we must conclude that the apparent terminological 
boundaries distinguishing the employment of : 17: )-11 I'Vin and : aT: ), -i VR in, for 
130 Cf. I QpHab 9.8-12a. 
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example, the Damascus Document and the Pesher on Habakkuk are not so strictly 
maintained in 4QPesher on Psalm?. 
Excursus: 'The Wicked Priest' 
In addition to the occurrences of DMi IIi 11: 1"I in I QpHab, this sobriquet 
is to be found on one occasion in our present text: 131 
4.7"The wicked (DM) watches for the righteous Pil"11: ) and looks [to kill him. 
YH]WH [will not abandon him into his hand and] n[ot) let him be condemned when he is 
judged. " Olts interpretation concerns DM71 IiI [1: )11] who wa[tch]es I [and looks 
to] kill him [ ... ] and ol"Ilrl-ii 
9which he sent to him, but God will not ab[andon him] and 
not [let him be condemned when] he is judged. But, for [him, God will] pay him his 
reward, giving him 10into the hand of the ruthless ones of the nations to carry out upon 
him [ ... ]. (4Q 1714.7-10) 
Unlike 4QI71 4.13-16 (and lQpHab 5.8-12), where MM in the lemma is 
interpreted with regard to : IMM VA, here the referent is=77 jiI[I: )"II](4Ql71 
4.8). 132 Though the beginning of the sobriquet is missing, there is no good reason 
to doubt that the form is that attested in the Pesher on Habakkuk (DO1,71 I 
lQpHab 8.8; 9.9; 11.4; 12.2,8). The restoration of [ ... ]MVII '11[ ... ]It 'IMA 
(4QI71 4.8) on the other hand has proved more controversial. Allegro (1968) 
suggests [IDI]'INM M[BI]N, while Horgan proposes "moving frgs. 5 and 6a little 
farther apart" so as to allow room for [ID]IN-it o1[-IIU5 71! D]I;, arguing that this is 
justified in "the light of similar descriptions of the aggressiveness of the Wicked 
Priest against the Teacher of Righteousness" (1979, p. 221; 2002). These "similar 
descriptions" are however by necessity all from the Pesher on Habakkuk and we 
should be wary of arnalganiating these texts uncritically. Furthermore, there 'the 
Wicked Priest' is not the referent of IUM (unless perhaps in I QpHab 1.12-13). 
Admittedly where DM and il"7'11; appear together in Habakkuk 1.13, the pesher 
interprets the latter with regard to 1711: 7M 71'11U (lQpHab 5.8-12; also 1.12-13), 
131 See also n. 105 above. 
132 Cf. lQpIIab 1.13? 
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yet it also interprets the former as MMil UR (5.8-12) at odds with 4Q171 4.7-10. 
Thus, while Horgan has convinced some (Vennes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 
1996), more likely is the less ambitious reading 
It may nevertheless be that we should understand to indicate the 
'teacher', in which case the text implies that 'the Wicked Priest' sought 
unsuccessfully to kill him (cf. 1QpHab 9.8-12a; 11.2-8), though the strong 
correlation between lemma and pesher in 4QI71 4.7-10 casts doubt on the 
historical reliability of this claim. Indeed the only elements not to be derived 
straightforwardly from the lemma are '7711M-M which he sent to him' (4.8-9) and 
the reference to the punishment of M)"I'M 1711: )-11 (4.9-1 0). 13' The latter is in 
agreement with 1QpHab where descriptions of this figure's punishment are 
prolific (e. g. 1QpHab 8.3 - 9.12a; 11.2 - 12.10). In particular, lQpHab 9.9-10 
states that God gave him 'into the hand of his enemies' while 12.2-3 preserves 'to 
pay him his reward', both paralleled here. ' 35 On a literary level however, the 
passage could have been read so as to infer an attempt upon the life of the 
'teacher' by 'the Wicked Priest'. 
While we have less material at our disposal in 4QPesher on Psalm?, the 
depiction of 'the Wicked Priest' here is congruent with that found in the Pesher 
on Habakkuk. He is seemingly accused of persecuting the 'teacher' (4Q171 4.8; 
cf. I QpHab 9.9-10; 11.4-8) and will be punished accordingly (4Q 171 4.9-10; cf. 
1QpHab 8.3 - 9.12a; 11.2 - 12.10). However, we do not find specific indication 
that he 'ruled over Israel' (lQpHab 8.9-10) or 'defiled the sanctuary' (lQpHab 
133 So, Allegro 1968; Allegro with Gordon 2004a; Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and 
Tigchelaar 1997; Lohse 198 1. See too Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 82-83,18 1, n. 13,210-211; 2000b, 
p. 265. The suggestion by Dupont-Sommer that we should restore il")"11M 11'1113 (as 4QI71 
3.15) is entirely implausible (1961, p. 272). 
134 Strugnell suggests TIT-iil 1)[IMI] (1970, p. 216), though others read ", Mlnill rl[... ) (Allegro 
1968; Allegro with Gordon 2004a) or il"IT, 11 (Garda Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; 
Horgan 1979, p. 222; 2002). 
135 This militates against the otherwise persuasive argument by van de Water that we should 
restore a third negation, in 4QI71 4.9 and thus read here that 11"711M will not be delivered 
into the hands of the nations rather than the assertion that 'the Wicked Priest' will be (2003, 
pp. 414-415). 
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12.8-9). The limited information provided concerning 'the Man of the Lie' 
(4Q171 1.25 - 2.1; 4.13-16), and absence of : 17: )1-1 J'Un, prohibits a detailed 
examination of the comparative function of these three sobriquets in 4Q171. Yet, 
while punishment is also prescribed for the followers of : 17: N-I Lr A in 4Q 1712.1, 
the specific terminology employed in 1.25 - 2.1 and 4.13-16, though reserved for 
: IM71 J%OU in I QpHab, is not used of DO-177 I ill: )i I in 4Q 1714.7-10. Thus we 
are led to tentatively reaffirm the conclusions made in the light of the Pesher on 
Habakkuk, agreeing with Dimant that the 'liar' and 'priest' labels "have different 
spheres of action and characterization" (1984, p. 543, n. 283). 1 36 
4.2.4.3. Sobriquets in 4QPesher on Psalms' 
There are three probable attestations of jD711 M"IM in 4QPesher on 
Psalms': [ ... ]il il"11C (4Q171 3.15); [ ... ]In (3.19); [ ... ] 7111n (4.27). The 
sobriquet : 17: Y1 9=, on the other hand, does not appear at all. Instead we have 
two occurrences of : 11: )i-I VA (4Q171 1.26; 4.14) and one of DU-I'il JM=il 
(4.8). While the terminological context of the latter would not be out of place in 
the Pesher on Habakkuk and remains distinct, from that of : 17: )"il MA, it is 
significant that 'the Man of the Lie' is, in both 4QI71 1.25 - 2.1 and 4.13-16, 
described in tenns that, in the light of such texts as the Damascus Document 
(ESL) and the Pesher on Habakkuk (LSL), we would more readily associate with 
'the Spouter of the Lie'. Coupled with the absence of : 17: ), 'l 9%0n in this text, the 
grounds upon which we argued that the two labels perform a distinct function in 
lQpHab are undennined in 4Q171. While our conclusions hold true for the 
former text, we might consequently posit that these sobriquets were not used 
uniformly throughout the LSL. 
136 See n. 86 above. 
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4.2.5.4QUnidentified Pesher Fragments 
4.2.5.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
4Q]72frag. 7,1-2 
A group of fourteen unidentified fragments, which may belong to 
pesharim. texts, are grouped together by Allegro as 4QI72 (4QpUnid). Of these, 
fragment 7 would appear to partially attest 17N-ii 
Frag. 7, I[... I 
11,11n [ ... 
2... ] all [ ... ]. (4QI72 frag. 7,1-2) 
We noted this reading, [ ... ]il also in 4QI71 3.14 where we argued 
for the 
restoration '711n. So here this has been implied by Allegro who 
translates 'Teacher of [ ... ]' (1968; Allegro with Gordon 2004b) and made explicit 
in the restored transcriptions by Charlesworth and Elledge (2002) and Horgan 
(1979). 
Little else can be derived from the fragment, though Doudna suggests that 
it may have come from 4Q167 (4QpHos), noting Allegro's remark that the script 
used in these fragments is 'reminiscent' of 4Q161,166-167 and 171 (Allegro 
1968, p. 50). 1 38 However, both Strugnell (1970, p. 218) and Horgan (1979, p. 263) 
argue for the exclusion of 4QI67 from this group. It is significant however that 
the presence of the definite article would again indicate the form 1)'IS-M 71"lln (as 
elsewhere in the LSL; e. g. I QpHab 1. i 3) rather than the indefinite form found in 
the ESL (CD 1.11; 20.32). 
4.2.6.4QPesher on Psalms b 
4.2.6.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' 
4Q] 73 ftag. 1,4-5 
A second Pesher on Psalms from Cave 4,4Q173 (4QpPsb), also refers to 
'the Teacher of Righteousness': 
137 Interestingly, fragment 6 contains "11ND though nothing else can be ascertained; Allegro (1968) 
draws attention however to Psalms 38.20-21. 
138 Doudna 2003, pp. 351-352. 
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Frag. ], 4[ 
... hid]den things of 1711: 71 M-110 [ ... 
3... pri]est at the end of ti[me ... I. OQ173 
frag. 1,4-5)139 
The fragmentary nature of the text renders it hard to discern the context, though 
Allegro (1968) suggests an association with Psalms 127.2-3. The sobriquet 71-11M 
1711: 71 is preserved in the same definite form we have found elsewhere in the 
LSL and in the following line we have [ ... ]11')Il rl"IMO 
1"11[ ... ] (4QI73 
frag. 1, 
5), unanimously (though without certainty) restored so as to read: 
[ ... Y]IIX11 rl, "IMO 
1"11[1: ) ... ]. This reference to the 
'[pri]est at the end of 
ti[me]', if correct, recalls the 'last priests of Jerusalem' (lQpHab 9.4-5) and 
resembles the designation the 'last priest' Ql"IMKI IMIM) in 4QI67 (4QpHos 
b) 
frag. 2,3 . 
140 However, its proximity to ID-71: 71 "M"11M also recalls the phrase 
[j'71!: )71 M"M 1711=7M (4Q171 3.15) in the other Pesher on Psalms from Cave 4 
and the occurrences of 1711: )77 apparently in reference to the 'teacher' (IQpHab 
1.16 - 2.10 [cf. 7.1-5]; 4Q 1712.16-20 [cf. I QpHab 9.9- 10]). Interestingly, while 
YIXI n"IMNý does not appear elsewhere (see Horgan 1979, p. 228), the phrase 
11"IMVI rijXl is attested twice in lQpHab 7.1 - 8.3a (cf. IQS 4.16-17), a text 
concerning the 'teacher' which parallels what is said of 'the priest' in lQpHab 
1.16 - 2.10. Perhaps, given the priestly function seemingly attached to 'the 
Teacher of Righteousness' in the LSL, we might posit that in this text 71"Iln 
1711: 71 was explicitly described as YID-M M-IMN 
ý I7.11M. 
139 Horgan (1979; 2002) restores nl"Irl[01] ('[hid]den things'; cf. '[secr]et things'; Wise, Abegg 
and Cook 1996). Other readings include rII-IrI[. U] ('[sup]plications'; Allegro 1968; Allegro with 
Gordon 2004c) and rII-IrI [ ... ] ('the warnings (? )'; Garcia Martinez and Tigchclaar 1997). 
140 For '[pri]est at the end of ti[me]', see: Allegro 1968, Allegro with Gordon 2004c; Horgan 
1979. Also rendered: '[pri]est at the end of the a[ge]' (Vermes 2004); '[pri]est in the final e[ra]' 
(Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997); '[pri]est at the last per[iod]' 
(Horgan 2002); '[pr]icst for the t[ime] to come' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996). 
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4 Ql 73 frag. 2,1-2 
A further probable reference to 'the Teacher of Righteousness' comes 
from 4Q 173 frag. 2: 
2 pyly- The interpretation of the mat[ter ... ... 11 IMI[c] 
(4Q173 frag. 2, 
1-2) 
This is the entirety of the surviving text and reveals nothing of the context. 
Allegro (1968) suggests an association with Psalms 127.3b on the basis of his 
restoration I-IUD (4Q173 frag. 2,1), though Strugnell (1970, p. 219) 
amends this to [M]MEM -)V! D (cf. 4QI61 frags 2-6,22). 141 While the text 
[ ... 1111 M11 [... ] could attest i1771: 
7T -ji"11' (cf. CD 6.11 a), the absence of this 
designation elsewhere in the LSL and the prominence of the form ij-71277 71-11n 
(cf. 4QI73 frag. 1,4) would render more probable the restoration fljý]'1271 "TII[C] 
at 4Q173 frag. 2,2. 
Summary 
4QPesher on Psalmsý would appear to twice attest the definite sobriquet 
I)IIVI -M-11C (4Q173 frag. 1,4; frag. 2,2). The fragments reveal very little with 
regard to context, though frag. 1,4-5 associates this figure with the '[pri]est at the 
end of ti[me]'; while the precise relationship between them is unclear, it is 
possible that the two are to be identified. 
141 Also Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997) and Horgan (1979; 2002). 
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4.2.7.4QCatena A 142 
4.2.7.1. 'The Spouter of the Lie' 
143 
4Q] 77 1.6-10 
The following passage from 4QCatena A may have some bearing upon 
our examination of the sobriquet MM'il J%On: 
"6["He] hatches [p]lots to des[troy the poor 7With words of falsehood (11M '-ICA). " 
112; ý11 [ 
... 
] to Israe[I ... . "For the 
leader. ] Of David. In YIIWII [I take refuge. 'For, 
behold, the wicked bend the bow] and set arrows o[n the string, to shoot in the darkness 




b]ird from its place and be exil[ed ... written about thjem 
in the book of [ ... 
10"On 
account of uncleanness that destroys with a griev]ous [destruction). If a man, walking in 
win[d and falsehood, lies (: IM) ... 
he would be] nt[C] for this people. " (4Q177 
1.6-1 0)144 
In line 7, Allegro reads r1R JID571[5] which he translates 'to curse 
Israel' (1968; Allegro et aL 2004c; cf. 'to condemn Israel'; Wise, Abegg and 
Cook 1996). However, Strugnell notes that upon more careful study "on arrive A 
une lecture presque certaine de 111; 5i'T" (1970, p. 242). This has been followed by 
Milgrom with Novakovic (2002) who restore 111: 577 [, =A], and by Garcia 
Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997) who restore 111: 5,1 [V R] (also Garcf a Martinez 
1996). 
142 Commonly designated 4QCatena A in relation to 4QCatena D (4Q 182); cf. Allegro 1968; Tov 
(ed. ) 2002. Note however 4QCatena' (Garcf a Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997). The resemblance of 
4QI77 to 4QI74 (4QF]or), noted by Strugnell (1970, p. 237), has led Annette Steudel to suggest 
that they belong to the same document which she titles 4QMidrash on Eschatology'-b (Steudel 
1992); accordingly 4QI 77 = 4QMidrEschat b. In his excellent summary, Jonathan Campbell (2004, 
pp. 45-46,53-54) concludes that: "The safest conclusion for the time being is that this aspect of 
her hypothesis remains unproven and that, as a result, 4QFlorilegium and 4QCatena A are to be 
characterized'as broadly similar but not identical works" (2004, p. 54; similarly Milgrom with 
Novakovic 2002, p. 287). Cf. 'Thematic Commentaries A-B' (4QI 74,177) in Davies, Brooke and 
Callaway 2002, p-79. 
143 It should also be acknowledged that 711rlo-i M71 appears in 4QI77 2.5 (cf. CD 6.7; 7.18; 
4QI74 frag. 1,1.11-13) though, as this sobriquet does not fall within the immediate scope of this 
examination, it is enough simply to note its presence in the LSL. We shall return to 'Ml"l 
rllji! )ýMil (cfi 4QI77 2.12) in Chapter Five. 
144 Following the numbering and reconstruction of columns in DSSSE. 
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The former, 'U)n ('the Men of Scoffing'), is found in both the 
ESL (CD 20.11), where they are seemingly associated with 'the Man of the Lie', 
and the LSL (4Q162 [4Qplsab] 2.6,10), where they are associated with a 
Gcongregation' in Jerusalem and, drawing upon Isaiah 5.24, have rN 104tU 
rl-llrl (note the same accusation of =7i VrR in I QpHab 5.8-12; cf. Bengtsson 
2000a, p. 223). Appropriately, the designation JIN5 '01A, without the definite 
article, appears in Isaiah 28.14 in reference to a group in Jerusalem who have 
taken refuge in lies (: ITM") and falsehood ( -1pp. 145 The restoration 111: 51-1 'VýA 
would thus prove apt in relation to the immediately preceding citation of Isaiah 
32.7 (4Q177 1.6). 146 
On the other hand, 111: i7'il UR ('the Man of Scoffing'), described in CD 
1.14-15 as one who 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie', would more readily apply 
to the description of he (10-1) who 'hatches plots to destroy the poor with words 
of falsehood ("11MV (Isaiah 32.7; cf. 4QI77 1.6). 147 In the ESL we 
speculated that I I!: ýM VA was an alternative designation for the figure labelled 
: IMM VR (see Chapter Three, esp. n. 80 and n. 82). It is therefore perhaps 
significant that, in the LSL, 'words of falsehood' (11M) "IMA) are explicitly 
attributed to MMM 01A and he is furthermore the referent of 'the man who makes 
evil plots' in Psalms 37.7 (4Q171 1.25-2.1). 
In possible favouK of the reading [MA] in 4QI77 1.7, after the 
interpretation of Isaiah 32.7 and subsequently Psalms 11.1 (cf. 1Q, ja 12.8-9; 
lQpHab 11.4-6? ), there follows a citation of Micah 2.10-11 (4Q177 1.10). 148 As 
previously noted, this scriptural text, coupling nU) and : 17: ), likely influenced the 
145 See Chapter Three, nA5. 
146 Cf. Strugnell 1970, p. 242. 
147 So VanderKarn and Flint 2002, p. 287. 
148 Not recognised by Allegro (1968; Allegro et aL 2004c; followed by Milgrorn with Novakovic 
2002), though pointed out by Strugnell (1970, pp. 241-242) and followed by Garcia Martinez 
(1996), Garcia Martinez and Tigcbelaar (1997) and Wise, Abegg and Cook (1996); cf. 
VanderKarn and Flint (2002, p. 43 1). 
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description MM 'VC ýA'Mrý I'Vil -IM 111; ýM VA (CD 1.14-15) and 
ultimately the sobriquet : 17n-il n'nn. It is not clear what followed this citation 
though, given the presence of : 17MM n'nn elsewhere in the LSL, an attestation of 
this label would be most appropriate. 
With regard to 111: ýM [ ... ] (4Q177 1.7), either 
111: ýM 'MA or MA 
I!: ýM could feasibly be restored and it is not an easy choice between these two 
alternatives (cf VanderKam 2003, p. 472, n. 22). In order to be safe, given the 
otherwise apparent absence of the title 111: ýil VJ'R in the LSL, we should 
perhaps more cautiously restore 111; ýM [UNA] (as attested twice in 4QI62 2.6- 
10). However, the nature of Isaiah 32.7 and the similarities with the exposition of 
Psalms 37.7 in 4QI71 1.25 - 2.1 leave open the possibility that the singular 
designation (hitherto found only in CD 1.14) may have been employed. 
4.3. Conclusions 
Unlike the Fonnative or Early Sectarian Layers, the Late Sectarian Layer 
does attest both ID11: 71 71-110 and : IM-M n'=. Not only that, but these forms are 
used consistently (with one exception: MIMI!: " MMC; lQpIIab 2.2). 149 With 
regard to ij")IRM 7MIC, in total there are eight full occurrences of the form 
(lQpHab 1.13; 5.10; 7.4; 8.3; 9.9-10; 11.5; IQ14 frags 8-10,6; 4QI73 frag. 1,4) 
and six partial attestations (4Q163 frag. 21,6; 4QI71 3.15; 3.19; 4.27; 4QI72 
fmg. 7,1; 4QI73 frag. 2,2), in addition to ill"771V1 i MIC (lQpHab 2.2). 150 The 
prevalence of the form IDII; -M 77-11n in this textual layer, and the preservation of 
the definite article in some cases, suggests that these partial attestations should all 
149 According to Milik (1952; 1955) also I)-Ilt-il "110 (IQ14 frags 8-10,6), though see Horgan 
1979, p. 60 (cf. Bengtsson 2000a; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 2002). 
150 The restoration of iID-M-ii 11-110 has also been suggested by some scholars at IQ14 frag. 1 1,4 
(Garcia Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997), 4QI65 frags 1-2,3 (Garcia 
Martinez 1996; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 1979; Wise, Abegg and Cook 
1996) and 4QI71 4.8 (Horgan 1979; 2002; Vermes 2004; Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996); these are 
highly speculative however. 
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likewise be restored ilD71: 71 7MID (as opposed to the indefinite form il)"IS i-MID 
found in the ESL [CD 1.11; 20.32] or the designations il"77SM M"11' [CD 6.11 a] 
or 77MI M-11' / -ii'lln [CD 20.1; 20.14] found in the FSL and ESL respectively 
though entirely absent from the LSL). This figure is also seemingly described as 
'a mediator of knowledge' (NU-I r'ýn; 4QI71 1.27) and 'the priest' QMIMM; 
lQpHab 2.8; 4QI71 2.19; 3.15 [and 4QI73 frag. 1,5? ]); while the former draws 
upon I QH' 10.13 (ESL) the latter would appear innovative to this textual layer. 
With regard to MM-ii J'=, there are two full occurrences of the form 
(lQpHab 10.9; IQ14 frags 8-10,4) and one probable partial attestation (lQpHab 
10.17- 11.1). 151 The context of the latter, and preservation of the definite article, 
suggests that the form : 17MM 9'Cln should be restored (as opposed to MM"11 VR 
or the indefinite form : 17: ) I= found in the ESL [CD 8.13]). In addition, the 
sobriquet MMM MA appears four times (1 QpHab 2.1-2; S. 11; 4Q 171 1.26; 4.14) 
and DO-IM I'M1=1 six (lQpHab 8.8; 9.9; 11.4; 12.2; 12.8; 4QI71 4.8). 152 While 
the former appeared once in the ESL (CD 20.15), the latter (described also as 
1"MM"il; lQpHab 8.16; 9.16; 11.12) is unique to the LSL. There are two 
occurrences of 111: ý-M 'MA (4Q162 2.6; 2.10) and one, 111: 
ý77 [... ] (4QI77 1.7), 
that could be restored to read either 111: ý71 ['V)4t] (cf. CD 20.11 [ESL]; 4QI62 
2.6; 2.10 [LSL]) or I I!: ý77 [V 1A] (cf. CD 1.14 [ESL]). 
In terms of context and terminology, the sobriquets 77"M and 
nl: )-, i I= are thoroughly consistent with their indefinite counterparts in the 
ESL (with the addition of one or two notable innovations; e. g. the priestly role 
assigned to the 'teacher'). Thus our most significant observation must be the shift 
151 The restoration of [n%)]1: (sic) has tentatively been suggested at IQpIIab 9.16 (Lim 1993a, 
p. 422), while =I: ), I I'DU may have at one time appeared in the pesher following Isaiah 9.13-16 
in 4QI63 frags 4-6,1.6-10 and followingthe citation of Micah 2.10-11 in 4QI77 1.6-10. 
152 Furthermore, it has been suggested that one or the other be restored at I QpI lab 1.13 (see the 
discussion above). DUTI may perhaps also be found at 4QI63 frag. 30,3 (see n. 105 
above). 
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from an indefinite form to a consistently definite one and, by implication, from a 
descriptive ftinction to an appellative one. 153 Hence, only in the LSL would we 
appear to meet the titles 'the Teacher of Righteousness' and 'the Spouter of the 
Lie'. With regard to the latter, its role as a distinct label in IQPesher on 
Habakkuk (despite its appearance alongside MMM MA and MM71 j-M1: )M) is 
highlighted by the specific use of terminology and thematic association, drawing 
upon the occurrences of the 'spouter' in the ESL (CD 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 8.13; 
19.25-26). Its very employment by the pesharist, rather than simply reusing VtA 
: 17: )"il for example, demonstrates the fact that it performs a distinct function; 
consequently the two cannot be straightforwardly equated. 
' 54 The use of 'spouter' 
connotations in relation to MMM VIA in 4QI71 1.25 - 2.1 and 4.13-16 however 
suggests that these terminological boundaries are not consistent and are 
apparently less defined in 4QPesher on Psalms'. 
Having now completed our survey of all apparent occurrences of the 
sobriquets [7711: 71 M"M and : 17: )'il ý'bn (along with 'variant' forms and related 
terminology where appropriate) across these three sectarian textual layers, we 
shall, in the next chapter, consider the overall developmental process we have 
witnessed in the hope that further light can be shed upon the shifting form and 
function of sobriquets in the Qumran-related literature. 
153 Similarly, rICIA 'MIR ('men of truth'; IQH' 6.2; 10.14 [ESL]) and rInKii 'VIR ('the Men of 
Truth'; I QpHab 7.10 [LSL]). 
154 Nevertheless, for scholars in pursuit of the historical question, these distinct labels (along with 
DCM, -i j7iI: )j-T perhaps? ) may have applied to the same figure (at least for some readers; the 
possibility cannot be ignored that these labels were understood differently by different readers). 
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The Development of the Qumran Sobriquets 
5.1. Introduction 
In the previous three chapters we have examined in turn the Formative, 
Early and Late Sectarian Layers, according to the broad chronological layering of 
textual material (notably that classed as D-, H- and P-material) established in 
Chapter One. In particular our examination has focussed on the (apparent) variant 
forms of the sobriquets ID"72-M 71"Illn and : 17=ii I= to be found across these 
layers, along with related designations where appropriate. 
In this present chapter we shall firstly review our findings so far, thus 
drawing tentative conclusions as to the seemingly developmental process 
witnessed, before further demonstrating this observed trend by means of a 
supplementary case study involving the group sobriquet, 'the Seekers of Smooth 
Things' (TIIIDýrlf-l 'V7111). We shall follow this with some discussion of the 
varying use and function of sobriquets across the sectarian textual layers as well 
as noting the problems with our developmental model. In the latter part of the 
chapter we shall compare our results with the insights to be garnered from a 
sociological approach, specifically one drawing upon the sociology of deviance 
and 'labelling theory'. In this manner we will seek independent confirmation of 
this thesis' findings, examining their compliance with research carried out in 
another academic field, and hope to illustrate both the labelling process and 
apparent development of 'master status' attested by the Qumran-related 
sobriquets. 
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5.2. The Evidence for Sobriquet Development 
5.2.1. 'The Teacher of Righteousness' and 'the Spouter of the Lie' 
In the FSL we examined the pre-Yabadic D-material, in particular CD 
5.20 - 6.11 a. ' There we found a professed expectation of 'one who will teach 
righteousness fij-711: i 1 71-11') at the end of days' (CD 6.11 a), drawing primarily 
upon Hosea 10.12 in terms of terminology and context (though to a lesser extent 
perhaps also Joel 2.23). This designation, set firmly in the scriptural context of 
'seeking' God (CD 6.6-7; cf Hosea 10.12) and utilising similar phraseology (CD 
6.10-11: 11")11: 71 M"11' -=U 7U; Hosea 10.12: 1711: 7171 appeared 
to attest an implicit reliance upon the scriptural passage (Campbell 1995a, pp. 88- 
99) and would seem to be our earliest instance of any'antecedent form of M11n 
The 17TIVI 71-11' of CD 6.11 is ideologically lined up with 'the holy 
anointed ones' (011il')-ii won; CD 6.1) who were the instruments of God's 
teaching in the past. 2 These are set in opposition to those who 'prophesied 
falsehood' (11%) 1K111; 6.1), a designation seemingly drawing upon the 
language of Jeremiah 23.25-32. The latter are further characterised as having 
'moved the boundary' (ý1: 277 'ý'On; CD 5.20) and 'led Israel astray' (13UM' 
ýA"177 MR; CD 5.20). 3 While no counterpart to the eschatological I-771ri 
is mentioned (perhaps none was expected? ), the language was clearly in place to 
describe such a figure. 
In the ESL we looked first at the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus 
Document where we found the indefinite designation 'a teacher of righteousness' 
(I-)-TI: 71"11 C; CD 1.11; 20.32; cf. 20.28). The redaction of CD 1.4-11 a presents 
1 Partially paralleled in 4Q266 (frag. 3,2.7-17a), 4Q267 (frag. 2,4-15) and 6Q15 (frag. 3,2b-5). 
Our identification of pre-Yahadic D-material was based primarily upon the redaction history 
posited by Philip Davies (1983) and discussed in Chapter One. 
2 'rIM corrected from U111M IMM, following 4Q267 frag. 2,6; 6Q15 frag. 3,4 (cf 
Fitzmyer 2000, pp. 88-90; Qimron 1992a; Rabinowitz 1954, p. 20, n. 41). 
Cf. Jeremiah 23.13 (5RIUr-M, 'M. U-M4, UUM). 
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this figure as having been raised up for the 'root of planting' in direct response to 
their act of 'seeking' God OTMCMI; 1.10), reminiscent of both Hosea 10.12 and 
CD 6.2-11 a. Our analysis demonstrated however that the influence of Hosea 
10.12 upon the passage relates primarily to the pre-Yahadic text and that the 
sp6cific formation of the label IMII: 71"Iln owes more to the professed 
expectation of 'one who will teach righteousness' in CD 6.2-11a. 4 The 
description 'a teacher of righteousness' is seemingly applied to a figure titled 'the 
Teacher of the Community' (11MIM M-11' / M-M% CD 20.1; 20.14), thus 
portraying him (in what may be a distinctly polemical move in the face of 
opposition) as indeed the anticipated 1-77irl -11-11 
Similar language to that used of the 'teacher' appeared in relation to the 
protagonist of the Hodayot (note in particular lQH` 12.23b-25a and the play on 
il"T in 16.16-17). More specifically he was described in a didactic role as 'a 
mediator of knowledge' (n. U7 r' ýn; I QH` 10.13) and associated with the 'elect 
of righteousness' q)-il: '"177: 1; 10.13) and '[men] of truth' (rICIA [T) A]; 10.14). 
A passage from 4QCommentary on Genesis A was also examined and found to 
contain reference to 'the Messiah of Righteousness' (P-N-il rl"VC; 4Q252 5.3). 
The fact that this figure is associated in some way with 'the sceptre' (PjI, )r1C-II; 
5.2; cf. CD 6.2-1 la) and 'the Men of the Community' ("IM'il 'VýR; 5.5; cf. CD 
20.27-34) suggested some continuity with the 'teacher' designations of the 
Damascus Document, though our analysis ruled a straightforward identification 
with the figure designated f7ilt 7711U unlikely. 
While it may have been thought that the eschatological 1-771: 71 M-11" 
would be universally recognised and thus unopposed (cf. CD 6.2-11 a), the 
presence of disparaging epithets in the ESL would suggest that the figure 
acclaimed as such did indeed encounter opposition. In CD 1.10-18a we observed 
4 In this light, the oft-noted dependence of 1-711: M-1113 upon Hosea 10.12 (e. g. Campbell 1995a, 
pp. 51-67; Schechter 1970, p. 63, n. 16) is better understood as coming vicariously through CD 6.2- 
11 a (so Davies 198 8). 
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that the il)-il: 7711t3 is set against 'the Man of Scoffing' Qll; ý71 VIA; 1.14) who 
L 'spouted to Israel waters of a lie' (: 17: ) 'VC 71A"IVTý I'Vil; 1.14-15), 
suggestive of false prophecy. 5 Moreover he is further accused of having 'led them 
astray' (C. Url'; 1.15) so as 'to remove the boundary' (51M) D05; 1.16), 
reminiscent of the description of those who 'prophesied falsehood' (11DU ItAml') 
in CD 5.20 - 6.2. The specific accusation of having 'spouted to Israel waters of a 
lie' is revisited- in the indefinite description : 17: 3 9%0n (CD 8.13; cf. 4.19-20; 
19.25-26), drawing upon Micah 2.6-11 and thus providing an apt foil to 1"I'lln 
1)12. Furthermore, it appeared on balance that the designation 'the Man of the 
Lie' (: 17: )77 VR; 20.15), associated with 'the Men of Scoffing' Q125. -I 'att 
20.11), may well have been understood (by the readership at least) as 
synonymous with II it ý77 VK 
Once again similar terminology was to be found in the Hodayot, 
describing the opposition in terms of false teaching and prophecy. While the 
constructions MT: ) 1%00,1111571 UN and MT=', 7 UILA were absent, we did find 
reference to: scoffers (0'2 5; 1 QH' 10.11); 'mediators of error' (rlllun 'T 5n; 
10.14); 'seers of error' (rll. Url ITIrl; 12.20); 'mediators of deceit' (77'n-1 'Týn; 
12.7); 'seers of deceit' (-MVI 'TIrI; 12.10); 'seekers of deceit' 'MIl; 
10.34); 'men of deceit' (71b-) 'MR; 6.14; 10.16); 'men of deception' ('MIA 
MU-C; 12.20); 'mediators of a lie' (MID 10.31; 12.9-10; 14.19[? ]); 
46 prophets of a lie' (MT: ) 'A"M); 12.16). While indefinite and plural, the use of 
roots such as Y'5 and : IT: ) (as well as MDrl) betray some functional similarity 
with the labels 111: 571 MA and MM71 VA to be found elsewhere in the ESL, 
along with the description Mn 1%00. 
5 Cf. Micah 2.6-11. 
6 Also 'seekers of smooth things' (nijpýn 'MI'7; lQI? 10.15; 10.32; cf. 12.7; 12.10) and, 
according to Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar (1997), 'mediators of falsehood' ("11IND 'TýC; 
14.19). See further, Holm-Nielsen (1960, pp. 292-293) and Mansoor (196 1, p. 5 1). 
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In the LSL we examined a number of the pesharim and found that the 
definite form ij"711: 71 7711C was consistently employed (with one exception: 
ili'772'1 M'11? ); IQPHab 2.2) rather than any of the other explicit 'teacher' 
designations encountered in the FSL or ESL (e. g. ID-71: 77 il-11% ij"711: 77110; 
j, 11n). 7 There are eight full occurrences of the form (I QpHab 
1.13; 5.10; 7.4; 8.3; 9.9-10; 11.5; IQ14 frags 8-10,6; 4QI73 frag. 1,4) and six 
partial attestations (4Q163 frag. 21,6; 4QI71 3.15; 3.19; 4.27; 4QI72 frag. 7,1; 
4QI73 frag. 2,2). 8 Conceptual and contextual similarities indicate that the same 
figure titled "I'MM M-11' / M111n in the ESL and descilbed as ji"711: '711n 
(drawing upon the expectation of 1.771M i M11 in the FSL), is here known instead 
by the sobriquet il"71271 jl"W3. This figure is further described as 'a mediator of 
knowledge' (nD-1 TýIn; 4QI71 1.27), drawing upon IQH" 10.13, and 
(seemingly innovative to the LSL) 'the priest' I QpIIab 2.8; 4Q 1712.19; 
3.15 [and 4Q 173 frag. 1,5? ]). 
Similarly, while the label 111: ý77 UR is ostensibly absent, the description 
of this character in the ESL as MM TOU was found to be preserved in definite 
form in the LSL as the designation :: T: )-M 11 = (I QpHab 10.9; 10.17 - 11.1 [? ]; 
lQ14 frags 8-10,4). 9 In addition to this sobriquet we observed the continued 
employment of MMM VA (lQpHab 2.1-2; 5.11; 4QI71 1.26; 4.14) and 'VJ: K 
112ý7,1 (4Q162 2.6; 2.10), both present in the ESL. 10 It is notable that the 
sobriquet MMM I 711=71 is unique to the LSL (I QpHab 8.8; 9.9; 11.4; 12.2; 12.8; 
7 Milik (1952; 1955) reads 1771: 71 '-IR3 in IQ14 (frags 8-10,6), though see Horgan 1979, p. 60 
(cf. Bengtsson 2000a; Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997; Horgan 2002). 
8 See further Chapter Four, n. 150. 
9 See further ChapterFour, n. 151. 
10 Cf. 4QI77 1.7: ['CMAI or jlllýsl [VT4ij? 
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4QI71 4.8). 11 This may in turn shed light upon the positive description of M-Iln 
ID11VI as 'the priest', peculiar to this layer. Our analysis suggested that while the 
specific use of terminology and thematic association in IQPesher on Habakkuk 
presented MMM n'= as effectively distinct from MM71 VA or. UU-171 1711: )71, 
these boundaries were not consistent and were for example less defined in 
4QPesher on Psalms'. 
With regard to the sobriquets tID-N-M M-M and MMM I'M it is 
significant that they do not in fact appear in this form until our final sectarian 
layer despite the presence of so-called 'variant' forms in earlier layers. It is the 
contention of this thesis that a developmental process can be witnessed, drawing 
initially upon scriptural terminology and typologies but increasingly upon 
previous sectarian textual layers. Thus we find specific elements of 
contextualised scriptural terminology being adopted and re-employed within the 
tradition of sectarian literature (as for example the indefinite descriptive forms 
I)-ilt 7MIC and MM I'VO, themselves the product of scriptural exegesis) before 
arriving ultimately at the definite seemingly titular forms found in the LSL. 
Our examination has noted the subtle complexities of this process, 
manifest in the use and repetition of associated tenninology and the explicit, or 
often implicit, influence of relevant scriptural and/or sectarian passages. So for 
example with regard to MMM J%Oln we have uncovered a web of inter-related 
texts and root forms that lie behind the epithet, providing an extensive implicit 
context which itself may then influence the subsequent employment of the 
sobriquet. 12 In effect we have witnessed the development of these sobriquets from 
11 Cf. 1-ii1=1 (lQpHab 8.16; 9.16; 11.12). DCM IMMil may perhaps also be found at 4QI63 
frag. 30,3 (see Chapter Four, n. 105). It has further been suggested that either MMil V'R or I. 711=71 
=r7i be restored at 1QpHab 1.13 (see the relevant discussion in Chapter Four). 
12 Thus an implicit association of MMil IT= with, for example, Isaiah 9.13-15,28.10-15, 
Jeremiah 23.9-32, Ezekiel 13.1-16, Micah 2.6-11,3.5-10 and CD 1.10-18a, 4.19-20,5.20 - 6.2, 
8.12-13,19.24b-26a (and accordingly: nt% : 17M, -11)0, i1iM, I!:, 771D), would appear 
to have influenced both its inclusion in the interpretation of Habakkuk 2.12-13 (lQp1lab 10.5b- 
13; e. g. noting the presence of 701: 1 in the lemma) and moreover the specific direction taken by 
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scriptural reference to sectarian terminology, noting in the process the ultimate 
acquisition of a definite form. 
5.2.2. 'The Seekers of Smooth Things' 
5.2.2.1. The Formative Sectarian Layer 
One further example may be desirable in order to more confidently 
illustrate this developmental process. We shall therefore briefly turn our attention 
to another sobriquet that clearly exhibits the same trend, 'the Seekers of Smooth 
Things' 6111')ýMT '0111), and track its development across our three sectarian 
layers. 13 As listed in Chapter One, 'variant' forms of the label appear in the 
scrolls. However the only one to fall within the Formative Sectarian Layer comes 
from the first column of the (pre-Yahadic) Cairo Damascus Document where, in 
reference to 'a congregation of traitors' (O"MM rl'73U; CD 1.12; cf. 2.1), it 
states: 
'"For they sought smooth things trwipýnnIVII) and chose illusions and watched for 19breaches and chose the fair neck. (CD 1.1 8-19a) 14 
Significantly, this passage attests a verbal forra 00'11) rather than the construct 
noun witnessed in the 'standard' form of the sobriquet. Here it functions as the 
first in a list of accusations brought against the 011=1 ITID and would appear to 
have a scriptural foundation in Isaiah 30.9-11: 
3"For they are a rebellious people, faithless children, children who will not hear the 
instruction of the LORD; 10who, say to the seers, 'Do not see'; and to the prophets, 'Do 
the pesher itself (e. g. the establishment of 'a congregation in falsehood' (II)CM 7MIU); lQpllab 
10.10). 
13 This literal rendition of the epithet (following Allegro et aL 2004d, Knibb 1994a, Vermes 2004 
and others), which "encompasses the polemic content intended with this sobriquet, but is open to 
different specific interpretatione' (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 135) is preferable to other more 
interpretive translations such as 'the Flattery-Seekers' (Wise, Abegg and Cook 1996) or 'those 
looking for easy interpretations' (Garcia Martinez and Tigchelaar 1997). For a summary of 
historical hypotheses regarding this designation, see Bengtsson 2000a (pp. 1 10-114) and Callaway 
1988 (pp. 164-168). 
14 Partially paralleled in 4Q266 frag. 2,1.21-22. 
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not prophesy to us what is right; speak to us smooth things 
0-n: r), 
prophesy illusions, "leave the way, turn aside from the path, let us hear no more about 
the Holy One of Israel. ' (Isaiah 30.9-11) 
Here, as in CD 1.18-19, rllj)ýM are coupled with r1*M71C. A reference to 'a 
breach' (Y"M) also appears in Isaiah 30.13, further strengthening the case for a 
dependence of CD 1.1 8-19a upon this passage. 15 
The Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document identifies the M. U 
0'711: 1 with 'the last generation' and the followers of 'the Man of Scoffing' (CD 
1.1lb-18a). Accordingly the accusation of seeking smooth things and preferring 
illusions is, in its new context, brought against those who rejected the 'teacher' 
(CD 1.10 - 2.1). Interestingly, the rival pedagogical figure is said to have 'led 
them astray in a wilderness without a way' (1.15) and they are further described 
as 'those who departed from the way' (1.13) and who 'depart from the paths of 
righteousness' (1.15-16). These elements may likewise draw to an extent upon 
Isaiah 30.9-11 where we have not only 'speak to us smooth things, prophesy 
illusions' but also 'leave the way, turn aside from the path'. 
Having established the influence of Isaiah 30.9-11 we must ask whence 
M"T (CD 1.18) since it does not appear in the scriptural passage. We might argue 
that the 'rebellious people' of Isaiah 30.9 are in fact by implication actively 
'seeking' rllji")ýrl by virtue of their request, though such does not provide 
provenance for the root. Instead we might well highlight the presence of the 
positive appellation i"1-11n-il MI-1 in the pre-Yahadic text (CD 6.7) and posit 
some dichotomy between the two expressions (cf. Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 117-118). 
More revealing however is the use of 071 in CD 1.10, especially when we 
consider that, according to our analysis, prior to Yahadic redaction the text 
currently preserved in CD 1.10- 1 9a would have read simply: 
15 Cf Campbell 1995a, p. 56. Man Bengtsson regards Psalms 12.3-4 as equally influential upon 
the designation (2000a, pp. 1 17-120), though the present examination is unconvinced, at least with 
regard to this specific (earliest) occurrence. Note also Ezekiel 12.24; Psalms 5.10; Daniel 11.32. 
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But God perceived their deeds, for they sought him [I-MMI] with a whole heart. And 
he made known to later generations what he had done to a congregation of traitors, for 
they sought smooth things IM'I) and chose illusions and watched for 
breaches and chose the fair neck. 16 
Thus the remnant who sought God are contrasted with the M'-Mn MID who 
instead 'sought smooth things'. The seeking of God in CD 1.10 is comparable 
with that in 6.2-11 a (which plays on Hosea 10.12), shown for example by the 
inclusion of ij")"11; M"11C in the redaction of the passage. The influence of Hosea 
10.12 upon the pre-Yahadic passage above is further demonstrated by the 
presence of -NII: 71 MID in CD 1.19 (cf. Hosea 10.11). CD 1.10 - 2.1 would 
appear therefore to provide us with a suitably transparent context for the pairing 
of U-1-1 and 17)ýM. Specifically, the reason we find ji"*M coupled with U11 and 
not "1: 7 (Isaiah 30.10) is on account of the prevalent theme of 'seeking' in the 
pre-Yahadic layer of the text (deriving ultimately from Hosea 10.12) and in order 
to contrast the remnant who sought God (CD 1.10; 6.6). 
This attestation in the FSL arguably represents contextualised scriptural 
terminology, reliant primarily upon the scriptural passage that underlies it. Hence 
this reference to the seeking of 'smooth things' remains coupled with the same 
preference for 'illusions' that appears in Isaiah 30.9-1 1.17 Rather than a specific 
epithet we have a description thoroughly grounded in the scriptural text and 
applied to a group who are twice described as 'a congregation' (CD 1.12 and 2.1) 
and later, in the redaction belonging to the ESL, associated with the followers of 
I 11: ýn 0, n. 
16 Following Davies' identification of pre-Yahadic material (1983, pp. 232-235). 
17 Likewise T"M (Isaiah 30.13; CD 1.19). Isaiah 30.9-11 may also have influenced the redaction 
of CD 1.1 lb-1 8a. 
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5.2.2.2. The Early Sectarian Layer 
In the Early Sectarian Layer we find a similar pairing of CM and 1) ýri on 
two occasions within the so-called 'Teacher Hymns' of the Hodayot: Is 
10.14 And I have become a man of dispute to mediators of error [but a man of 15pea]ce to 
all seers of truth. And I have become a spirit of zeal against seekers of smoo[th things] 
flMll)] ýil (I QIV 10.14-15) [=Sukenik 2.14-15] 
10*3'And you have saved me from the zeal of mediators of a lie 32 and from the 
congregation of seekers of smooth things jrlll)ýri 'C711-i). (IQII' 10.31-32) [= Sukenik 
2.31-32]19 
Interestingly these attest an indefinite construct form (hence 'seekers of smooth 
things') comparable with those designations found elsewhere in the Hodayot (e. g. 
mun I:, ýn, -, rn , Tlrl, etc. ). 20 James VanderKam suggests that MM 'TýC 
and Mil"*1 'M17 in IQH' 10.31-32 are "poetic parallels" (2003, p. 476; Holm- 
Nielsen 1960, p. 48, n. 3) and indeed we have already noted in Chapter Three the 
likely synonymity of the Hodayot's pejorative expressions. In this light it is 
noteworthy that just two lines later we also find the designation 'seekers of 
deceit' '0"111; lQHa 10.34). 21 
With regard to MIDýr`l 'V-11-l it is significant that the description would 
appear dependent upon the FSL not only for the coupling of U-17 and 1) ýri but 
also for the portrayal of this group as a 'congregation' (M -T. U; I QW 10.32; cf. CD 
1.12; 2.1), there being no other discernible provenance for the term in the 
Hodayot. No other elements of Isaiah 30.9-11, *such as the preference for 
18 See Chapter Three, n. 109. 
19 Note also however the use of il) ýrl as a verb in I QIV 12.7 (IlD' ýM 1) and the noun rIIj) ýil in 
lQH' 12.10, again associated with such designations as -MVI '! VýO (12.7),:: 7: ) 'S'ýO (12.9- 
10) and MO-I mn(12.10). The noun rIIji*I (without M-1) likewise appears in 4QI84 (frag. 1, 
17; cf. Proverbs 2.16; 5.3; 6.24; 7.5,21) and 4QI85 (frags 1-2,2.14), the former associated with 
attempts to lead astray the 'elect of righteousness' flj"771: "I'MI; 4Q184 frag. 1,14; cf. lQ1V 
10.13; 4Q2 I Sa frag. 1,2.2). 
20 See Chapter Three for a complete list. 
21 See further n. 19 above. 
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'illusions' (found in CD 1.18), are attested; instead we have simply the isolated 
accusation of seeking 'smooth things'. Crucially it would appear therefore to have 
been removed from its original scriptural context and consequently highlighted as 
an individual charge. Rather than an explicit dependence upon Isaiah 30.9-11 (as 
is seemingly the case in CD 1.1 8-19a), this appears rather, given its association of 
M il") ýrl 'V-11"T with a 'congregation', to be dependent upon the pre-Yahadic text 
of the Damascus Document itself. These attestations in the ESL arguably 
therefore indicate a degree of de-contextualisation from the original scriptural 
passage and a subsequent partial-adoption of the phrase (complete with new 
connotations) within the sectarian tradition. 22 
5.2.2.3. The Late Sectarian Layer 
The Late Sectarian Layer contains no less than eight occurrences of the 
combination 7711 and 1ý ýM across three texts (4Q 163,4Q 169 and 4Q 177). Each 
of these consistently attests the definite construct form rllij")ýMM 'V7117. For 
example, 4QI63 (4Qpap plsaý) states in relation to Isaiah 30.15-18: 23 
FraS13,2. loThe interpretation of the word for the end of days concerns the congregation of 
the S[eekers ofl Smooth Things jnIji*T-, i "who are in Jerusalem. (4QI63 
frag. 23,2.10-11) 
Similarly, 4Q 169 (4QpNah) refers six times to 'the Seekers of Smooth Things'. 24 
To give just two examples, in quoting Nahum 3.1 it states: 
22 Given this apparent acquisition of new connotations (e. g. tl"M), it is perhaps worth noting that 
the designations 1711M 'TýM (IQH" 10.14) and MM 'TýM (10.31) interestingly combine root 
forms (Yý; -MMI; : 11M) found in the (new) context of those who 'sought smooth things' in the 
Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document (CD 1.11 b-1 8a). 
23 Unfortunately we can only speculate as to what the pesher on Isaiah 30.10 may have been, 
though this interpretation of vv. 15-18 would strongly suggest that it contained reference to 
nljpýiiri nnrl. 
24 4QI69 frags 3-4,1.2; 1.7; 2.2; 2A; 3.3; 3.6-7. Maurya Horgan also suggests reconstructing 
rllj)ýM-l '011"! MiD in the lacuna at frags 1-2,7, though this cannot be substantiated (1979, 
pp. 162,170). 
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Frags 34,2.1 "Woe the city of bloodshed, all of it [deceitj full of [plund]er. " 2jtS 
interpretation, it is the city of Ephraim, the Seekers of Smooth Things feml-I 
rllji)ý1177) at the end of days who walk in deceit and falsehood[s]. (4QI69 frags 34, 
2.1 b-2) 
Likewise it asserts with regard to Nahum 3.1-3: 
Frags 3-4,2.41tS interpretation concerns the dominion of the Seekers of Smooth Things 
pjpýriri I MI-1), 5from the midst of whose congregation the sword of the nations will 
not be lacking. (4QI 69 frags 34,2.4b-5a) 
In similar manner a rather fragmentary passage from 4QI77 (4QCatena A) 
preserves: 
They are the congregation of the Seekeri of [Smoo]th Tlings (rllj)[ýM]71 'MI-q 
(4Q177 2.12) 
The association of this label with a 'congregation' (M-T. U), observed in the ESL 
(I QH' 10.32) and seemingly drawn from the FSL (cf. CD 1.12; 2.1), is continued 
with surprising uniformity in the LSL (4QI63 frag. 23,2.10; 4QI69 frags 34, 
2.4-5; 4QI77 2.12). The new connotation (absent from Isaiah 30.9-11) has clearly 
stuck. 
A number of descriptive features in this layer further suggest that in the 
LSL the M11i'*171 'VJ-11-1 were (on a literary level) implicitly identified with the 
followers of : 17MM ý'= (I QpHab 10.9; 10.17 - 11.1 [? ]; IQ 14 frags 8-10,4). 25 
They are accused of leading astray (71=1; 4QI69 frags 3-4,2.8; 3.5,7), 
associated with lies, deceit and falsehood (4Q169 frags 3-4,2.2,8) and 
mentioned with regard to 'the city of bloodshed' of Nahum 3.1 (4Q 169 frags 3-4, 
2. lb-2). In lQpHab 10.5b-13, 'the Spouter of the Lie' is identified with the one 
'who builds a city with bloodshed' (Habakkuk 2.12) and is accused of having 'led 
many astray' (lQpHab 10.9; cf. 4QI69 frags 3-4,2.8) and establishing 'a 
congregation in falsehood' ClilMOM -M-TD; lQpHab 10.10). Furthermore, the 
25 See also Callaway 1988, pp. 158-159. 
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reference to Vý017M -IM rllij')ýMl ['M1]'7 MID (4QI63 frag. 23,2.10-11) 
recalls -IMA 112ýM 'VMA MW in 4QI62 (2.10; cf. 2.6-7). Our 
analysis would suggest that the foundation for this implicit association with n'= 
MM"M and 112 ý'M 'URA in the LSL was the Yahadic redaction of CD 1.11 b-2.1 
in the ESL, identifying the 'congregation of traitors' who 'sought smooth things' 
with the followers of 112ýM VA (who 'spouted to Israel waters of a he'; 1.14- 
15). 
Thus a suitable provenance for the various connotations associated with 
the sobriquet rllj)ýMM 'M17 in the LSL can be found in the ESL. 26 No 
discernible trace of the scriptural context (Isaiah 30.9-11) remains and instead 
these attestations, all with the definite article and performing a seemingly titular 
function for a specific group (cf. 4QI69 frags 3-4, Llb4a), indicate an adoption 
of the phrase as a discrete element of sectarian terminology. 
The sobriquet 'the Seekers of Smooth Things' (M 1) 
ýri 7M %M71) exhibits 
the same developmental process observed with regard to [7111 il"M and n'= 
In essence this involves a move from an indefinite scripturally-grounded 
description to a definite. titular form, explicable by reference to an expanding web 
of inter-related texts and root forms that implicitly or explicitly influence the 
employment and development of the epithet. 27 
26 Writing of the relationship between the Hodayot and the pesharim, Davies likewise suggests 
that "the phrase [n11M`7M1 %M11] has been borrowed from the Hymns in order to coin a 
soubriquet" (1987, p. 101). So too Bengtsson 2000a, p. 120. 
27 This may indicate that at different stages in its development the accusation of seeking 'smooth 
things' was applied to different (historical? ) groups who are ideologically lined-up with their 
6predecessors'. For example, 'a congregation of traitors' are described as having 'sought smooth 
things' in the FSL (CD 1.1 lb - 2.1) but the Yahadic redaction of the passage (postdating the split 
from the wider movement responsible for the original text) identifies the C'"MM MIJU with the 
Yahad's erstwhile companions. Anselm Hagedorn notes with regard to 'otherness' that when the 
'reference group' changes, "it is possible to transfer set stereotypes to a new entity' (2005, p. 234). 
Furthermore it has been suggested that r11l*T1 'MI-1 is a deliberate pun on ol: )5,1 (Brownlee 
1951, pp. 59-60). While it is conceivable that Isaiah 30.9-11 was alluded to for just this reason in 
the pre-Yahadic text of CD 1.18-19a, our analysis provides a sound account of the sobriquet's 
development and function on literary grounds without resort to this assumption. Of course, this is 
not to deny that the label may retrospectively have been understood in a punning capacity. 
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5.2.3. Sobriquets across the Scrolls 
In examining the development of it)11: 71 71"11C and : 17: )'il n'MC, and 
more briefly rllj.: )ýrlil 'VIII, we have noted a process by which scriptural 
terminology is employed descriptively (in order to identify an individual or 
group, positively or negatively, with a scripturally-grounded typology) though 
may subsequently be isolated so as to perform a titular function. In so doing, the 
designations become increasingly prototypical; the implied referents are made 
personifications of these qualities. 28 The core of this process with regard to these 
three sobriquets can be sketched thuS: 
29 
'7he Teacher of 'ne Spouter of 'The Seekers of 
Righteousness' the Lie' Smooth 77iings' 
FSL 'one who will 'they sought 
teach smooth things' 
righteousness' 
jr: )-Tl: -, l mir*m iur 
[cf. Hosea 10.12] [cf. Isaiah 30.10] 
ESL 'a teacher of ta spouter of a lie' 'seekers of 
righteousness' smooth things' 
jp-71; -11-11n : 11: ) n'ton mir*i %nr 
[cf. Micah 2.11] 
LSL 'the Teacher of 'the Spouter of the 'the Seekers of 
Righteousness' Lie' Smooth Things' 
prilri 1-min ninn I%= nllpýnn 'enri 
Ida Fr6hlich (speaking specifically of the 'spouter' designations) suggests that 
attestations in the Damascus Document (ESQ: 
28 See initially Jokiranta 2005b. 
29 Ignoring for now the various related designations which have further fed into (or resulted from) 
this process (e. g. "I'M-7 7i'll' / 11'11C; ipmin n, =; =mn ern; jii: ýn trit mn s, 
ýn). 
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can be considered as antecedent forms of the surname used in the pesharim. (Fr6hlich 
1999, p. 300, n. 33)30 
Bengtsson likewise notes that: 
the Damascus Document thus contains many concepts and expression [sic] appearing in 
a more definite form in the Pesharim. (Bengtsson 2000a, p. 95) 
The same phenomenon ba; been observed of the Hodayot's influence upon the 
terminology and sobriquets of the LSL (see Davies 1987, pp. 97-105). In addition 
to the indefinite form rllji")ýM 'Ull-l (IQHa 10.15,32), it also attests the label 
-'men 
of truth' (MCIR 'UDA; IQHa 6.2; 10.14) yet we find 'the Men of Truth' in 
the LSL (MCIR71 'OA; I QpHab 7.10). 31 
In spite of this apparent developmental template, it is clear that, while the 
above sobriquets share an 'evolutionary timetable', these stages are not intrinsic 
to a given sectarian layer. We find definite forrns not only in the LSL but also in 
the ESL (e. g. CD 1.14: JIRý71 VA; 20.1: 'I'Mil 71-11U; 20.11: 111: ý71 'MR; 
20.14: "T'rl"M M'11'; 20.15: : 17: '-11 MA; 20.32: -MI'M 'MR; 4Q252 5.3: ri'M 
I)IR71; 5.5: Iri'M 'MR) and even the FSL (e. g. CD 6.7: MIMI MTI). Thus 
we cannot say that titular sobriquets in general were a late sectarian development, 
even if some of the better known appear only in the LSL (e. g. ji'772ý71 711U; 
MMil n',, UU; rllj". )ýM-M 'MI-1; M)"171 I'MMI). We can however note that, 
where we do have evidence for variant forms or a scriptural origin, the direction 
of change is consistently towards a definite titular form. We can only speculate as 
to the origin of those sobriquets for which this evidence is lacking; they may 
either have undergone a similar developmental process (whether or not this was 
ever reflected in the texts) or perhaps appeared without discernible antecedent 
30 See further, Fr6hlich 1996, pp. 155 (n. 6), 161 (n. 20). 
31 Note similarly -M'O"I 'MR (IQH" 6.14; 10.16) and MO-177 IMA (IQS 9.8). We have not in 
this examination undertaken an analysis of the S-material or assigned it to any textual layer; a 
synthesis incorporating other blocks of sectarian material is therefore to be desired. 
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forms (e. g. DUTM I 711=1? ). In either case the trend we have observed holds true 
for'all instances in which variant forms can be found to exist. 32 
5.2.4. The Problems with this Model 
We should at this juncture address some of the potential criticisms of our 
developmental model. Firstly, in the course of our investigation, 4Q252 (allotted 
to the ESL) was shown to be somewhat anomalous. It was examined on account 
of the designation il-711: iI n'= (4Q252 5.3) and the obvious similarities with 
1)11171 However, despite distinct terminological and contextual afflinities, 
it could not easily be incorporated within our otherwise rather linear development 
of the sobriquet. On the one hand, this may raise questions about the overall 
accuracy of our model, though on the other it should be acknowledged that the 
issue of messianic expectation within the scrolls is a complex one displaying a 
diversity that is yet to be adequately reconciled. 33 Nevertheless, Davies is surely 
right to recognise the role of 'cognitive dissonance' in this respect (1985, p. 42; 
1988, p. 317; cf. Rodd 1981). Our tentative proposal that the construction MUC 
177271 may reflect an amended (post-teacher) expectation, drawing not only upon 
Jeremiah 23.5 and 33.15 but also upon the terminology already in place to 
describe the messianic role (e. g. IDMV7 'Tll'; CD 6.11; cf. 12.23 - 13.1), might 
yet provide a suitable context for this designation within our model. In terms of 
future study, it may prove fruitful to examine the specific theme of messianic 
expectation against the backdrop of the chronological schema and process of 
sobriquet development advocated here. 34 
More seriously, questions can be raised regarding our textual layering. 
What, for example, would happen if we were to adopt a different chronological 
schema? Furthermore, our establishment of a Fonnative Sectarian Layer was 
32 Though cf IQS 6.6 and 8.11-12, to be discussed below 
33 Collins 1995a (esp. pp. 77-83); Garcia Martinez 1995b; VandcrKam 1994b. Cf. Smith 1959. 
34 See further our comments in Chapters Two and Three regarding ýR-171 11,14,11'CM (CD 
12.23 - 13.1; 19.10-11) and 
1%4'IVCI I-MR13 rl'= (CD 20.1). 
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based upon the redaction history of the Damascus Document posited by Philip 
Davies (1983). 35 While others have argued similarly (see our discussion in 
Chapter One), Jonathan Campbell suggests thai there is "no need to go down the 
interpolatory route" (1999, P. 19): 36 
how can it be, on the one hand, that an individual or group was happy to propagate the 
Damascus Document in its extantform and, on the other, that we apparently can detect 
all kinds of vestiges of earlier editions that undermine its status as a unified piece? 
(Campbell 1999, p. 1 8; my italics) 
If indeed the IM11; 7111C of the Yahadic Damascus Document was regarded as 
the anticipated il"711VI "7111 (CD 6.11) of the FSL, why did the latter (future- 
orientated) expectation remain in the Yahadic text? 37 
John Barton argues that 'in ancient times' scriptural texts were read "with 
an assumption of coherence" (1986, p. 145) and not necessarily as a "unitary 
whole" (p. 150). 38 With regard to the Qumran-related sectarian material, Sarianna 
Metso likewise suggests that we should "focus on individual redactional units 
rather than on complete documents as if they were literary unitiee' (2004, pp. 330- 
33 1). For example, the redaction of the Damascus Document by the Yahad would 
not necessarily entail the deletion of all parts no longer directly relevant. 
Accordingly: 
one group formulated the material, which presumably matched the activity of that group. 
When a different group borrowed that material because they thought it was valuable, It is 
not necessary to conclude that the new group acted out every detail of the passage; thus 
it would be misleading to make the direct connection between that group's texts and its 
historical activity. 
It is true that, when the community actually used a manuscript, it presumably 
functioned as a unified document, and the separate sections that comprised the document 
may have gained a new focus in the new context of the newly redacted document. But 
there may well have been an understanding that certain parts were important and their 
details corresponded with the activities of the group, but that other parts were less so 
35 Cf. Collins 1985 
36 Also, Campbell 1995a, pp. 90 (n. 71), 205-206; Dimant 1984, ppA95497; Knibb 1994b, pp. 155- 
158. See Rendtorff 1988, p. 300. 
37 So Collins 1994a, p. 194. 
38 See further, Rodd 198 1, pp. 102-103. 
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and those details had little or no correspondence to the historical activity of that group. 
(Metso 2004, p. 331; my italiCS)39 
Moreover, while the predominantly incompatible nature of the 'teacher' 
designations in the text is suggestive of a redactional history, there is at least a 
sense in which CD 6.10-11 may have continued to hold meaning for the 
movement. Given that the text was redacted after the death of the 'teacher' (cf. 
CD 19.33b - 20.1a; 20.13-15), in a period of reformulation of community 
expectation, when it came to it CD 6.10-11 may have been regarded as still 
relevant to the group's (reformulated) eschatological hopes. 40 
One further criticism of our developmental model is the fact that it is not 
demonstrable of all the sobriquets. In particular, 'the Seeker of the Law' is to be 
found in the form 71'11rl"il U-117 in the FSL (CD 6.7), ESL (CD 7.18) and LSL 
(4Q1 74 frag. 1,1.11; 4Q 177 2.5). However, this does not contradict the direction 
towards a definite titular form taken by those epithets for which there is evidence 
of development. Indeed, as mentioned above, lack of evidence need not altogether 
preclude the possibility that other sobriquets underwent a similar developmental 
process. More difficult however is the fact that, while the title i"1"Ilrl"il 711"1 is 
given to a figure of the past in the FSL, it is assigned to an eschatological figure 
(perhaps to be identified with the Aaronic messiah) in the LSL (Brooke 1985, 
41 pp. 202-205). Furthermore, IQS refers in general terms to 'a man seeking the 
law' (-ii-ITIM tM11 VR; IQS 6.6; cf. 8.11-12), seemingly applicable to a 
plurality of 'seekers'. 42 How are we to account for this? 
39 Likewise, Grossman notes that: "Ihe arguments presented in a text that receives ongoing use 
cannot be understood as static, unitary, or transparent. Although in its original setting a text may 
be intended to present a specific view, this in no way ensures that the text will be understood in 
terms of its original claims whenever it is read or interpreted" (2002, p. 5). On the capacity for 
diverse readings of the Damascus Document, see Grossman 2002, pp. 127-161. 
40 Cf. 4Q252 5.3? 
41 We have already noted the possibility that CD 7.18 (ESL) likewise portrays the 11"IM11 MVI 
as a future figure; see Chapter Three, n. 33 (also Brooke 1991a, pp. 224-225). 
42 Collins 1994a, p. 194. 
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The latter problem may solve the first, as if the designation 'il-ITil U711-1 
primarily indicated an ongoing activity within the community (as evidenced by 
I QS 6.6-7) then we might well expect to find a more conspicuous re-usage of the 
epithet. 43 However the use of the seemingly indefinite description CM17 VIA 
MIM in IQS (almost certainly postdating the pre-Yahadic FSQ, while 
contextually admissible in the light of the plurality of 'seekers' (i. e. any M11 
711rl'il is here referred to), is ostensibly incongruent with our proposed 
developmental model. This may call into question once again our chronological 
layering of material or at least the veracity of the developmental process we have 
advocated. We might justifiably appeal on the grounds that the sobriquet MI"I 
i M%71 is clearly a special case (with explicit provision for a plurality of 
44 
seekers') and not representative of the other epithets we have witnessed. 
Instead however we shall concede that, as Campbell notes with regard to 
scholarly hypotheses, "there can be no proof without some kind of external 
supporf' (1999, p. 17). Therefore we shall turn our attention to sociological 
approaches, drawing specifically upon the sociology of deviance and 'labelling 
theory', in order to seek independent verification of these results. 
5.3. The Qumran Sobriquets and the Sociology of Deviance 
5.3.1. Sociological Approaches to the Scrolls 
Sociological lines of enquiry, part of the wider field of social-scientific 
criticism, have a history of application to the study of religious belief . 
45 The use 
of these approaches within biblical studies has been especially pervasive (Esler 
43 George Brooke even notes that the plural r11jDj')1r1n (CD 6.9), in the context of a/the past 
I-11n, i CM71 identified with IDIDNIn (6.7), "would suggest that there was a succession of 
Interpreters" (1985, p. 200). See Fitzmyer 2000, p. 99, n. 78; Wise 1999, pp. 202-209,238-239. 
44 Might we observe here the apparent 'democratisation' of a title that was applied in the first 
instance to a prominent figure of the past? 
4S See initially, Goldthorpe 1974 (pp-183-204) and Macionis and Plummer 1998 (pp. 502-528). 
Also the more detailed studies of Hill (1973) and Weber (1966). 
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2005; Robbins 1995; Rodd 198 1). 46 In general we may note, in recent years, the 
production of several volumes devoted to the application of varying sociological 
models as a means by which we might better understand both the Hebrew Bible 
and the New Testament as well as the social contexts that produced them. 47 More 
specifically we may highlight individual works which pursue lines of enquiry that 
may prove relevant to our own examination; in particular those concerning 
prophecy (Petersen 1991), sects and popular religious movements (A. I. 
Baumgarten 2005; Berlinerblau 1996; Blenkinsopp 1981; Elliott 1995; Malina 
1995; Stark 1967; L. M. White 1988; Theissen 1978; cf. Chalcraft (ed. ) 2007) and 
deviance and labelling (Barclay 1995; Lipp 1977; Malina and Neyrey 1993; 
Pietersen 1997; 2004; J. T. Sanders 1993). 48 
Pierluigi Piovanelli suggests however that sociological approaches such as 
these are "conspicuously absent from the literature on the Qumran sectarian 
landscape" (2005, p. 368)ý9 While their use in the field of Qumran studies is 
certainly less extensive than in biblical studies, as perhaps reflects the relative 
youth of the discipline, nevertheless there are some notable exceptions and 
increasingly scholars have, implicitly or explicitly, begun to draw upon 
sociological models in order to facilitate our understanding of the scrolls. Early 
on, Johannes van der Ploeg noted the pertinence of a sociological understanding 
of sects to an examination of the Qumran-related movement (1958, pp. 90-95). 
More recently, the volume entitled New Directions in Quinran Studies (Campbell, 
Lyons and Pietersen (eds) 2005) serves as a good example of how a wide range of 
interdisciplinary methodologies, including the social-scientific, can and have been 
applied to Qumran scholarship. This and other similar studies have shed light 
upon such areas as the sectarianism behind the scrolls (Blenkinsopp 2005; Davies 
1996, pp. 163-177; 2005; Jokiranta 2001; Piovanelli 2005; Regev 2004; E. P. 
46 Note the following useful summaries: Elliott 1986; Esler 1995; Esler and Hagedorn 2005; 
Pietersen 2005, pp. 166-167; Rogerson 1985. 
47 For example, Esler (ed. ) 199S; 2005; Gunn and McNutt (eds) 2002; Ncyrey (ed. ) 1993; Simkins 
and Cook with Brenner (eds) 1999. Also, Elliott (ed. ) 1986. 
48 See too the multifaceted work by Norman Gottwald (1979). 
49 Also Charlesworth 2002, p. 6, n. 1 0. 
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Sanders 2000; Stanton 1993; cf Chalcraft (ed. ) 2007) and messianism (Duhaime 
2000a), utilising for example Weber typology and a sociology of millenarianism, 
(Talmon 1989; 1991a; 1994a; 1994b; Wise 1999), study of relative deprivation 
(Duhaime 1993), social conflict models (Douglas 1999), spatial theory (Davies 
2002; Lied 2005; Okland 2005), conversion theory (Brooke 2005b), social 
identity theory (Jokiranta 2005b; Lawrence 2005) and the sociology of deviance 
(Pietersen 2005). It is upon the latter approach that we shall now focus. 
5.3.2. The Sociology of Deviance and Labelling Theory 
The sociology of deviance is concerned with the behaviour of (and 
reaction to) "those individuals or groups which deviate from social norms" 
(Barclay 1995, p. 1 14). 50 It thus addresses the processes by which we identify and 
define deviance, noting also its relevance to social control. 51 Accordingly it may 
pertain to an examination of the community behind the scrolls, since, as Brooke 
notes: 
the minority status of the Qumran group suggests that those who became members could 
well be considered by others, or have considered themselves, as deviating from 
normative Jewish behaviour in certain ways. (Brooke 2005b, p. 73)52 
More crucially, evidence from the scrolls themselves (e. g. 4QMMT) would 
suggest that conversely the movement viewed the rest of Israel as deviant or in 
53 
error (cf. CD 1.1-8a). Thus we can speak of 'positive', as well as 'negative', 
deviance; the community behind the scrolls would have viewed in a positive light 
their deviance from 'normative Jewish behaviour' (so Pietersen 2005, p. 17 1). 
50 A history of the discipline and its critics can be found in Sumner 1996. 
31 The approach is outlined in the following: Becker 1973; Box 1971; Kelly (ed. ) 1989; Macionis 
and Plummer 1998, pp. 204-235; Rock 1973; Rock and McIntosh (eds) 1974; Schur 1980; Scott 
and Douglas (eds) 1972. 
52 See further the comments by Stark (1967, p. 174) and L. M. White (1988, p. 14) on the deviant 
nature of sectarian movements. Also: Blenkinsopp 1981, pp. 1-2; Goldthorpe 1974, pp. 198-199; 
E. P. Sanders 2000, ppA2-43; Stanton 1993, p. 90. Cf. Talmon 1994b, p. 6. 
53 Goranson 1999. 
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Edwin Lemert (1989) distinguishes between primary and secondary 
deviation, the former concerned with the act of deviance itself and the latter with 
reactions to it. Secondary deviation focuses therefore on the interaction between 
'society' and the deviant. This issue has been addressed by the 'interactionist' or 
f. 9 54 societal reaction9 perspective, known more commonly as 'labelling theory . 
The classic expression of this is by Howard Becker: 
social groups create deviance by making the rules whose infraction constitutes deviance, 
and by applying those rules to particular people and labeling them as outsiders. From this 
point of view, deviance is not a quality of the act the person commits, but rather a 
consequence of the application by others of rules and sanctions to an "offender. " The 
deviant is one to whom that label has successfully been applied; deviant behavior is 
behavior that people so label. (Becker 1973, p. 9) 
Deviance can accordingly be viewed as a social construct, the perception of 
which results in 'negative labelling' (Malina and Neyrey 1993, P. 100). 55 
Bruce Malina and Jerome Neyrey (1993) together identify three stages to 
the labelling process: (i) denunciation, (ii) retrospective interpretation, and (iii) 
status degradation ritual. The first of these reflects accusations of deviance made, 
for example, on account of behaviour perceived as such (e. g. 'thief', 'murderer', 
'heretic'). Accusations of this type may betray an implicit moral judgement. John 
Barclay notes in this respect the activity in I Corinthians of "Paul labelling as 
deviant those he considers should be excluded from the church" (1995, p. 123). 
The result of this social distancing is that: 
it becomes more and more possible to describe the deviant in impersonal and abstract 
terms. ... The consolidation of stereotypes can engender a punitive stance which allows 
the deviant less and less freedom to play anything but a deviant role. (Rock 1973, p. 3 1) 
54 See primarily: Becker 1973; 1974; Schur 1971; Sumner 1996, pp. 197-248. Becker has 
expressed his dislike of the broad term 'labelling theory', preferring 'an interactionist theory of 
deviance' (1973, p. 181). Nevertheless for the sake of convenience, and having acknowledged the 
more specific terminology, it is the expression we shall continue to use. 
s5 Critiques of this approach have further refined the issue: Box 1971, pp. 11-15; Schur 1971, 
pp. 13-23; 1980, pp. 17-21; Scott and Douglas (eds) 1972, pp. 37-116; Sumner 1996, pp. 249-315. 
Cf. Barclay 1995, p. 126, n. 6; Becker 1973, pp. 177-208; 1974; Pietersen 2005. pp. 172-173. 
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Increased tension may in turn cause these accusations to become "more 
pronounced and hostile" (Hagedom 2005, p-237). 
The second stage of the labelling process involves the reinterpretation of 
past actions "in the light of this newly perceived deviant status" (Schur 1980, 
p. 14). Through this process of retrospective interpretation, drawing selectively 
upon biographical information, it is demonstrated that the deviant was always 
thus. 56 As a result: 
the deviant actor is made into a typical case of the thing the deviant is alleged to have 
done ... from crime perpetrator to "a criminal. " Behavior is fused with character, as the devious action and its actor become one in the deviant. (Malina and Neyrey 1993, p. 106) 
In this sense, and crucially for our purposes, "The deviance is personified so that 
the person can be depersonalized" (1993, p. 106), a move aimed ultimately at 'role 
engulfment' and the attribution of 'master status'. Consequently five criteria, if 
met, enable the widespread recognition of deviant status and are seen therefore to 
legitimise the label: (1) affirmation of responsibility; (2) affirmation of injury; (3) 
affirmation of the victim; (4) condemnation of the deviant; (5) appeal to 
authority. 57 
Finally the status of the deviant is degraded by means of a ritual intended 
to stigmatize and engulf the accused in the deviant role: 58 
the actor's former identity is virtually destroyed and a totally new identity established, a 
masterstatus which engulfs all others. (Malina and Ncyrey 1993, p. 107) 
This 'master status' has an overriding quality which accordingly comes to define 
the deviant and is thus considered representative of the whole character. 59 One 
who steals is no longer simply described as 'a thief' but is formally labelled as 
such and subsequently regarded (primarily) in relation to this role. Ile is a 
56 Malina and Neyrey note that: "Positive information about the alleged deviant is left open to 
doubt or simply ignored" (1993, p. 106). See further, Schur 197 1, pp. 52-56. 
57 Malina and Neyrey 1993, pp. 1 05-107. 
58 See Garfinkel 1956. 
59 Becker 1973, pp. 33-34; Schur 1980, pp. 12-14. 
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personification of the deviant act and so "at the same time, exposed, prosecuted, 
and sentenced" (Lipp 1977, p. 65). Barclay again reads I Corinthians 5 in this 
light: 
Paul selects from this individual's many activities the one feature of which he 
disapproves and makes that the defining character of his identity: this man does not just 
indulge in some porneia, he is a pornos and must be treated as that, whatever c1se he 
might also be in character or behaviour. (Barclay 1995, p. 1 24) 
Similarly we might consider the portrayal of Judas as 'a thief in John 12.4-6, a 
master status which comes to define him and through which his past is 
retrospectively interpreted: 60 
12.4 But Judas Iscariot, one of his disciples (the one who was about to betray him), said, 5'Why was this perfume not sold for three hundred denarii and the money given to the 
poor? 16 (He said this not because he cared about the poor, but because he was a thief, he 
kept the common purse and used to steal what was put into it. ) (John 12.4-6) 
Role engulfment and the attribution of master status, being by nature both 
overriding and personifying (while simultaneously depersonalising the one 
labelled), may thus advocate an appellative use of the deviant label. Paul Rock 
notes that we "impose increasingly anonymous and general characteristics on 
people ... as they become socially removed from us" (1973, p. 29) and so the 
deviant is frequently referred to as 'the thief, 'the addict', 'the murderer' .61 In the 
case of Judas, William Klassen observes that he: 
is portrayed as the epitome of evil in the form of hypocrisy, greed, unfaithfulness, 
ingratitude, and, above all, betrayal. His name is equivalent to "traitor". In many writings 
about him, authors spare themselves the effort of using Judas's name and refer to him 
mainly as "the traitor". implying thereby that his act of betrayal of Jesus is what made 
him stand out among the twelve apostles. (Klassen 1996, p. 4; my italicst 2 
60 Cf. Pietersen 2005, p. 174. 
61 See: Becker 1973, pp. 25-39; Malina and Neyrey 1993, p. 106; Rock 1973, pp. 33-34; Schur 
197 1, pp. 69-8 1; 1980, pp. 12-17,146-150. 
62 Also Malina and Neyrey 1993, p. 101. 
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To give another, more contemporary example, we might note Peter Sutcliffe, 
more commonly known as 'the Yorkshire Ripper'. 
63 With the establishment of 
master status the labelling process is successfully completed and a new 
overarching role ascribed to the deviant. 
Malina and Neyrey point out that deviant status can be resisted and 
accusations of deviance can be neutralised (1993, pp. 108-1 10). 64 In this respect, 
five criteria are employed (the reverse of those listed above to enable the 
recognition of deviant status): (1) denial of responsibility-, (2) denial of injury; (3) 
denial of the victim; (4) condemnation of condemners; (5) appeal to higher 
loyalties. Two further neutralisation techniques are noted by Lloyd Pietersen 
(2005, pp. 170-171): (6) claim of benefits; (7) basking in the reflected glory of 
related others (BIRGing). The fourth of these, the condemnation of condemners, 
entails what Edwin Schur describes as 'stigma contests' (1980, p. 8); in effect, "I 
am not a crook; you are the crooks" (J. T. Sanders 1993, p. 144). 65 Inasmuch as the 
community behind the scrolls can be regarded as deviant, this insight may prove 
enlightening in the context of the group's own deviantizing of those external to 
the community. 
5.3.3. The Qumran Sobriquets and the Acquisition of Master Status 
Robert Scott makes the following observation: 
There are at least two features of a [negative] deviant label that make it distinctive; one is 
that it carries an imputation of moral inferiority and culpability, and the other, that it is an 
essentializing label. (Scott 1972, p. 14) 
63 It should be acknowledged that acquisition of master status can similarly result in positive labels 
becoming appellative (Hagedom 2005, p. 231; Malina and Neyrey 1993, p. 99). To use an example 
from nascent Christianity, we have only to note the appropriation of Jesus as 'the Christ', with 
regard to which Horbury observes "the development of the title towards the status of a proper 
name" (1998, p. 142). Perhaps also we might consider the appellative use of 'Augustus' for the 
first Roman emperor, (previously known as) Octavian; see for example Boardman, Griffin and 
Murray (eds) 1991. 
64 See further: Lipp 1977, pp. 65-67; J. T. Sanders 1993, pp. 232-233; Schur 1971, pp. 148-154. 
65 Also Becker 1973, pp. 1-2. 
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These qualities are likewise true of the disparaging sobriquets found among the 
scrolls, such as 'the Spouter of the Lie' or 'the Seekers of Smooth Things'. The 
same essentialising quality, along with an assertion of moral superiority, is also 
demonstrable with regard to the positive epithets such as 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness' Or 'the Men of Truth'. Might the sociological model of labelling 
outlined above, in particular the insights concerning the acquisition of master 
status, shed light upon the developmental process witnessed of the Qumran- 
related sobriquetS? 66 
We have seen that the sobriquets are primarily evaluative in nature 
(Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 38,49-50; Brownlee 1979, pp. 35-36; Harris 1966, pp. 53- 
54; Jokiranta 2005a, pp. 27-28). Moreover, our examination demonstrates a shift 
from a descriptive or indefinite use of these evaluative traits to an appellative one. 
Hence a figure is initially described as 'a teacher of righteousness' (CD 1.11; 
20.32; drawing on CD 6.2-11a) and ultimately confirmed as 'the Teacher of 
Righteousness', indicating a subsumption within the prescribed role. Similarly, 
one who is accused of spouting lies (CD 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 8.13; 19.25-26) is 
ultimately ascribed an appellative designation, 'the Spouter of the Lie', 
associating him intrinsically with his deviant behaviour. The final form of the 
sobriquets thus reflects a master status which is both definitive of the person so 
labelled and personifying of the evaluative trait. The designation 'the Seekers of 
Smooth Things' is stereotypical of the accusations of Isaiah 30.9-11. The use of 
such terminology is indicative of role engulfment and governs all subsequent 
interpretation of character and actions (Schur 1980, pp. 12-14). 
66 Cyril Rodd cautions against the application of sociological models to ancient documents, as the- 
only available evidence is that which has survived by chance and thus the approach is "not likely 
to be fruitful" (1981, p. 104). He does concede however the possibility of a heuristic employment. 
Similarly, Pietersen states that: "when we come to ancient texts ... we do not have any access to 
the 'deviants'. We only have the point of view of those doing the labelling as embedded in the 
texts. Nevertheless, the value of labelling theory ... is precisely due to the fact that it 
begins with 
the assumption that no act is intrinsically deviant. Labelling theory thus draws attention to the 
significance of the labellers in the deviance defining process. This aspect can usefully be 
employed heuristically to ask fresh questions of the text" (2004, p. 30). So too Philip EsIer: 
"Models are heuristic tools, not ontological statements. Accordingly, they are either useful or not, 
and it is meaningless to ask whether they are 'true' or 'false"' (1995, p. 4). 
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In the first instance, Pietersen notes the use of four neutralisation 
techniques within the scrolls, aimed at resisting the accusations of deviance 
brought against the community (2005, pp. 175-181): (i) condemnation of 
condemners; (ii) appeal to higher loyalties; (iii) claim of benefits; (iv) basking in 
the reflected glory of related others. Of these the first and fourth are most 
pertinent to our examination of the use and function of sobriquets in the texts. 
Significantly, Pietersen observes 'the condemnation of condemners' to be "the 
favourite strategy of the pesharim" (2005, p. 179), indicating that other strategies 
might have been more prevalent in earlier textual layers. 67 That the use of labels 
in the scrolls may arise from such a neutralisation technique prompts him to state 
that: 
in the case of Qumran, the process can best be described as 'reverse labelling' as the 
Qumran community seeks to define itself over and against the rest of society by 
deviantizing all those who are not membcrs of the community. (Pietersen 2005, p. 173) 
Michael Wise similarly notes the use of reversal in the texts (for example, the 
Hodayot) and suggests that the various derogatory designations indicating false 
prophecy (e. g. rIlDn 'TIrI; 1"I'VI 'TIM; =T= W=)) imply that the 'teacher' was 
68 himself accused of such. This is reminiscent of Schur's concept of 'stigma 
contests' (1980, p. 8; cf. J. T. Sanders 1993, p. 144). 
The effect of this neutralisation technique is the aflin-nation of the 
deviance of those external to the community. With regard to the labelling process 
engaged in by the group, the same three stages identified by Malina and Neyrey 
('denunciation', 'retrospective interpretation' and 'status degradation ritual') can 
be witnessed. Initially those who are at odds with the group's ideology are 
denounced on account of their deviant behaviour, drawing upon scriptural 
typologies where appropriate. In this light, the description of one who spouts lics 
67 See further, Pietersen 2005, pp. 179-180. 
68 Wise 1999, pp. 97-99. Note that Gershon Brin interprets 4Q375 as "a polemic against ... a spiritual leader, defined by Jerusalem as a seducer prophet, but whom the Sect evaluated 
positively" (1995, p. 59). 
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(CD 1.13-18a; 4.19-20; 8.13; 19.25-26) can be understood in relation to the 
positive attributes of 'a teacher of righteousness' (CD 1.11; 20.32): 
the symbolic quality of the perpetrator and the trait are seen by witnesses as stark 
opposites of the counter symbolic figures available ... so much so that it only makes 
sense to condemn the perpetrator. Not to condemn him/her is to reject the opposite. 
(Malina and Neyrey 1993, p. 105P 9 
Likewise those who 'sought smooth things' (CD 1.18), borrowing imagery from 
Isaiah 30.9-11, are contrasted with those who sought God (CD 1.10). The 
denunciation of opponents in this manner is such that their deviant status is 
readily apparent. 
Through a process of retrospective interpretation these opponents of the 
community are identified as having always fulfilled such a role. The followers of 
the 'spouter' are recognised to be the 'congregation of traitors' of CD 1.12, while 
in the Hodayot the labels given to opponents (e. g. IQH' 10.14: 'mediators of 
error'; 12.10: 'seers of deceit'; 12.16: 'prophets of a lie') indicate that they are 
viewed as typifying the deviant behaviour ofwhich they are accused. Thus, just as 
Malina and Neyrey recognise the move "from crime perpetrator to 'a criminal"' 
(1993, p. 106), so here we see a shift from those who 'sought smooth things' (CD 
1.18) to 'seekers of smooth things' (I QH' 10.15,32). 
Finally, a status degradation ritual takes place. In his examination of the 
concept, Harold Garfinkel asserts that: 
Any communicative work between persons, whereby the public identity of an actor is 
transformed into something looked on as lower in the local scheme of social types, will 
be called a "status degradation ceremony". (Garfinkel 1956, p. 420; my italics) 
In the Qumran-related material this ritual is a literary one, played out in the texts 
themselves . 
70 The labelled opponents are imbued with a master status and are 
69 Also Garfinkel 1956, pp. 422-423. 
70 To what degree a historical/physical 'ceremony' may be deemed to lie behind such a literary 
degradation ritual is not clearly evidenced by the texts (though note, for example, lQpllab 5.8-12 
according to the interpretation of Brownlee (1979, pp. 91-95), Carmignac (1962a, pp. 507-510) and 
Lim (2005); see Chapter Four, n. 13). On status degradation within texts, see further Garfinkel 
1956. Pietersen likewise views the Pastoral Epistles as attesting "a literary version of a status 
W 
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engulfed in the deviant role; their public identity is transformed and their social 
status degraded. The deviant is depersonalised and the label comes to define the 
character, the result of which is that in the final analysis: 
the enemies of the Community were, to them, not historical people or peoples, but 
the actual personifications of their biblical prototypes. (B. J. Roberts 1968, pp. 198-199) 
Derived from these scriptural typologies we accordingly find the stereotypical, 
role-personifying designations such as 'the Spouter of the Lie' (lQpHab 10.9; 
10.17 - 11.1 [? ]; IQ 14 frags 8-10,4), 'the Men of Scoff ing' (CD 20.11; 4Q 162 
2.6; 2.10; 4QI77 1.7[? ]) and 'the Seekers of Smooth Things' (4QI63 frag. 23, 
2.10; 4Q 169 frags 3-4,1.2; 1.7; 2.2; 2.4; 3.3; 3.6-7; 4Q 177 2.12). These not only 
serve an appellative function but one that is intrinsically evaluative and 
definitive. 71 
In addition to negative labelling we find positive affirmations of role and 
identity in the scrolls. These perform a similar function inasmuch as they confirm 
the social distancing between the community and those they perceive to be 
deviant. 72 The process of negative labelling already witnessed: 
naturally involves two-way stereotyping, since every image we create of the other is tied 
- subconsciously - to a stercotypic image of ourselves. (Ilagedorn 2005, p. 233) 
Harold Garfinkel, in relation to the practice of status degradation, likewise states 
that: 
71be witness must appreciate the characteristics of the typed person and event by 
referring the type to a dialectical counterpart. Ideally, the witnesses should not be able 
to contemplate the features of the denounced person without reference to the 
degradation ceremony" (2004, p. 110; cf. pp. 31-33; 110-111). This difference in medium may also 
explain why, with regard to the Qumran-related sobriquets (as we find them within the scrolls at 
least), the acquisition of master status does not occur 'overnight'. As Garfinkel notes: "Face-to- 
face contact is a different situation from that wherein the denunciation and reply are conducted by 
radio and newspaper" (1956, p. 424; cf. Nielsen 1961, pp. 32-38). Ilic speed of the process can 
likewise be affected by other factors such as social distance (Rock 1973, p. 29). 
71 See Pietersen 2005, pp. 176-177. 
72 William Schniedewind suggests that the community "used language ideologically as a means of 
differentiating and further insulating themselves" (1999a, p. 235). 
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counterconception, as the profanity of an occurrence or a desire or a character Irait, for 
example, is clarified by the references it bears to its opposite, the sacred. (Garfinkel 
1956, pp. 422423; my italics) 
Thus the affirmation of positive ideals goes hand-in-hand with the denunciation 
of negative deviance. As Fr6hlich notes, "The definition of 'the other' is possible 
in the light of their self-definition, the definition of 'we"' (2004, p. 1). Sobriquets 
such as 'the Teacher of Righteousness' or 'the Men of Truth' exhibit an acquired 
master status (e. g. 'one who will teach righteousness' - 'a teacher of 
righteousness' - 'the Teacher of Righteousness') and are presented as both 
archetypal and personifying of the positive qualities by which the negative might 
be better known. 73 
It is notable that "Such rhetoric betrays a rigid dualism of insiders and 
outsiders" (Anderson 2005a, p. 354), thereby lending itself to the intricacies of 
social control: 74 
denouncement speech can be used as a means of propaganda to marginalizc outsiders 
while exercising control over the behavior of insiders. (Anderson 2005a, p. 354)75 
Through the identification of deviants, the symbolic and moral boundaries of the 
group are reaffirmed, solidifying community identity and serving as a warning to 
potential deviants. 76 The role-engulfing labels, having acquired a master status: 
create a dichotomy between the righteous and the wicked, and thus call for identification 
with the right side, the right group. (Jokiranta 2005b, p. 256) 
One strength of the labels' stereotypical nature is that it allows for transferable 
application (see Hagedom 2005, pp. 234,238-239). As Bengtsson puts it, "New 
opponents could also have been disparaged by old designations" (2000a, p. 297). 77 
73 So too Jokiranta. 2005b, p. 257; cL Callaway 1994, pp. 417418. 
74 Rock 1973, p. 66. Cf. Rock and McIntosh (eds) 1974. 
75 Cf. Mason 1997. 
76 See primarily Erikson 1989. Also: Barclay 1995, pp. 1 17-118,123-125; Davies 2002, p. 88; 
Scott 1972, p. 10. Note in this context, CD 20.8b-13 and IQpIIab 2.1-1 Oa. 
77 See van der Woude 1982. 
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In terms of social control and boundary maintenance, the master status acquired 
by the deviant labels provides: 
an example of how to handle covenant members who refuse to stay within their proper 
bounds. In the language of these texts, anyone who leaves the community - whether in 
its present state or in the 
8 
distant past - is, in fact, a follower after 'the Man of the Lie. ' 
(Grossman 2002, p. 1 57Y 
The use of the Qumran-related sobriquets in this fashion, and their development 
as noted in previous chapters, accords with the sociological model of 'labelling 
theory' and the development of master status. A sociology of deviance approach 
can therefore be seen to perhaps shed light upon the function and employment of 
the sobriquets and lend weight to our findings above. 
5.4. Conclusions 
Our examination of the sobriquets ID-N-M 7111C and MT: 71 n= (along 
with rIIj, "*M, -I 10"11-1) has uncovered a complex process by which these labels 
were formulated and subsequently employed. In their earliest forms they draw 
primarily upon scripture in order to perform an evaluative, descriptive function 
grounded in this shared tradition. 79 Increasingly however they become 
prototypical designations such that any historical referent to the label is engulfed 
within the prescribed role. In this sense the sobriquet itself, as personified 
typology, becomes its own character within the text, overshadowing that of any 
historical referent it may once have had . 
80 Accordingly: 
the presentation of various persons and groups in Qumran pesharim is determined not so 
much by the historical reality as by literary stereotypes. (Fr6h]ich 1996, p. 159, n. 1 1) 
This allows Jutta Jokiranta to comment that, despite references to his death in the 
ESL (CD 19.33b - 20.1a; 20.13-15), in the pesharim the 'teacher' could be 
78 So too Bengtsson 2000a, p. 109. 
79 See Fr6hlich 1999, p. 305; Jokiranta 2005a, pp. 24-25. 
go Hence perhaps the problems encountered with attempts to identify the referents of the 
sobriquets; see Chapter One. 
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construed as a contemporary figure. 81 More particularly our examination has 
focussed on the process by which this shift is achieved, noting the specific form 
and context of employment across our three sectarian textual layers. As a result 
we have witnessed a developmental tendency from an indefinite, scripturally- 
grounded descriptive function towards a definite titular form. 
A comparison with the insights to be garnered from a sociology of 
deviance perspective, drawing in particular upon labelling theory, has engendered 
a fruitful fresh approach to the labelling processes within the scrolls. 82 The 
sociological labelling of deviants and affirmation of positive counterparts bears 
great resemblance to our findings concerning the Qumran-related sobriquets. The 
process of denunciation, retrospective interpretation and status degradation can be 
demonstrated, as well as the presence of neutralisation techniques where relevant. 
Moreover the move towards role engulfment, and thus the acquisition of master 
status, provides a suitable backdrop to the developmental process witnessed with 
regard to the sobriquets. While this sociological model is a 'heuristic tool'. and so 
"yields insight rather than necessarily embodying truth" (Eslcr 1995, p. 7), it does 
provide us with a lens. through which we might better understand the sobriquets 
and lends weight to our own observations regarding their developing function 
across the textual layers (and thus by implication our chronological schema). 
Consequently we can now perceive this development as one from indefinite, 
scripturally-grounded accusations of deviance (denunciation) towards a definite 
prototypical and appellative form denoting role engulfment and the 
personification of the deviant act (master status). By the same measure, the 
positive designations, through their acquisition of master status, represent "the 
maximum difference to the out-groupe' (Jokiranta 2005b, p. 257); this enables 
boundary affirmation and the successful completion of the labelling process, 
a' Jokiranta 2005b, pp. 262-263. 
82 The groundwork for which has been laid by Pictersen (2005). James Charlesworth likewise 
notes that: "It is imperative to comprehend the sociological dimensions of knowledge and 
language developed within the Community. One might miss some dimensions of Qumran history 
and sociology by seeking to discern the identities of those named only by sobriquete' (2002, 
p. 72). 
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We began this investigation with the recognition of 'standard' forms 
among the sobriquets, those forms found most frequently among the texts 
themselves and/or cited most commonly in the secondary literature (e. g. M"11C 
I)IIVil; MMI ý=; MI'*171 We also noted the existence of 
alternative forms (e. g. ij771; often regarded as variants of no real 
consequence. ' We hypothesised that, given the traditionally allotted time-span for 
sectarian composition and evidence for ideological development attested by the 
texts, the- sobriquets may likewise have undergone a developmental process, 
changing in form and perhaps meaning and/or referent. We further speculated that 
this process might be evidenced within the scrolls themselves if examined in a 
manner sensitive to the varied composition dates of the texts and with particular 
reference to the specific forms taken by the sobriquets where they appear. 
Concentrating our investigation on the labels il"77IN-i 'M"Iln and I'tOO 
and adopting a chronological schema that posited a Formative, Early and 
Late Sectarian Layer, we proceeded to examine the various sobriquet occurrences 
across the sectarian textS. 2 In addition to fascinating insights regarding the 
development of terminological and contextual connotations governing both the 
employment of the designations and the direction taken by the passages in which 
they are set (see Chapter Five, n. 12), we also noted a more general evolutionary 
trend towards a definite ('standard') form, with the so-called variants representing 
earlier stages in this process. The same development, ostensibly from scriptural 
reference to sectarian ten-ninology, was similarly demonstrated with regard to the 
sobriquet r1l ID ýM 7M 'M77 in Chapter Five. 
1 So, for example, Lim 2002, p. 75. 
2 FSL: (Pre-Yahadic) D-material; ESL: (Yahadic) D-material and H-material; LSL: P-material. 
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We further augmented our study by utilising the insights of a sociology of 
deviance approach, drawing heavily upon 'labelling theory', in order to 
investigate the compliance of our findings with research carried out in another 
academic field. The use of this model proved to be fruitful, providing a template 
for such a move towards definite or appellative labels and thus some explanation 
for the process witnessed within the scrolls. Viewed from a sociological 
perspective the Qumran-related sobriquets funciion as tools for labelling deviance 
and affirming positive counterparts. As a result, we can propose with some 
confidence that the move from indefinite designations (e. g. 'a teacher of 
righteousness') to definite ones ('the Teacher of Righteousness') reflects a 
process of role engulfment geared towards the personification of the quality and 
the acquisition of 'master status'. 3 
Our investigation has a number of implications and above all promotes the 
need for a heightened sensitivity regarding the unique and/or inter-related nature 
of individual texts and the designations found therein. 4 It can no longer be 
assumed uncritically that different forms of the sobriquets are merely 
insignificant variants. Instead our approach has uncovered the intricacies of a 
developmental process, the broad contours of which find both support and 
explanation within the sociology of deviance and labelling theory. The 
acknowledgement of such development entails a recognition that, in the course of 
this process, these labels may have altered in terms of associated connotations 
and/or referent. Certainly it is to be conceded that the stereotypical nature of the 
'standard' form sobriquets denoting master status (coupled with the inherent 
5 depersonalisation of the individual labelled) lends itself to reapplication. 
Furthermore such reinterpretation of the referent might not be restricted to the 
3 In this context we might note by way of interest a potentially similar phenomenon with regard to 
various of the New 
, 
Testament titles applied to Jesus. Ferdinand Hahn (1969) argues for a 
conceptual development of these labels towards definite, more specific forms. As summarised by 
Geza Vermes: "the vocative 'lord! ' paved the way to the absolute designation, 'the lord', in the 
same way that the appellation 'rabbi! Aeacher! ' led to the definition of Jesus as 'the teacher'" 
(2001, p. 86; see further pp. 64-194). Note also Horbury 1998, pp. 140-1 50. Cf. Chapter Five, n. 63. 
4 See Davies 1985, p. 48. 
5 Note the multiple wicked priests of the Groningen Hypothesis (e. g. van der Woude 1982). 
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texts alone; while the Pesher on Habakkuk may have intended to refer to a 
specific, individual 'Wicked Priest', the stereotypical (and anonymous) nature of 
the designation would allow readers to 'identify' later figures within the text. 6 
Moreover, the web of scriptural and sectarian material drawn upon, along with 
the not-always-consistent employment of relevant terminology, allows the reader 
scope to perceive (to a varying degree from text to text) different sobriquets as 
either synonymous or distinct. This was demonstrated most clearly with regard to 
: al: )-, i 910C, MM71 Un and I I!: ý-, i MA. Thus we may speak of an evolution of 
'perceived history' within the group, the results of which are displayed most 
prominently in the later texts (e. g. the pesharim) though the phenomenon itself 
would continue with the response of readers to this material. Accordingly, the 
problems other scholars have noted with a 'naive historicism' (see Chapter One) 
are confirmed in detail here. Serious questions are raised about the reliability of 
historical/biographical information in the scrolls and hence concerning those 
approaches to the sobriquets which seek primarily to identify historical referents 
behind them. 
While we have addressed a number of issues with regard to our 
understanding of the Qumran-related sobriquets, we have nevertheless generated 
many more questions that must for the moment remain unanswered but which 
may prove fertile avenues for future investigation or refinement. For example, 
while labelling theory ostensibly supports the internal coherence of our 
chronological schema, it would be interesting to consider what effect a different 
construal of the textual layers might have upon our reading of the sobriqucts. Can 
an equally convincing case be made for an alternative reconstruction? In addition, 
can we further refine our own schema? If, for instance, we accept the commonly 
held view that the 'Teacher Hymns' were indeed composed by the 'teacher' (e. g. 
Douglas 1999), then we may be able to further divide the ESL on the grounds that 
the death of this figure appears in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus 
So too Bengtsson 2000a, pp. 41-42. 
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Document (accordingly, 'ESL-1: H-material; ESL-2: Yahadic D-material). 7 Thus 
the accusations of lying (e. g. MMM MA; MM J'=) and scoffing VIA; 
jll: ý-, l 'Mn) in the Yahadic redaction of the Damascus Document may be 
dependent upon the less specific references to liars and scoffers in the H- 
8 
material. 
Furthermore, consideration should be given as to where in our 
chronological schema we might place other texts such as 4Q174,4QI75 or 
4Q253a and, more generally, M- and S-material. 9 The 'anomalous' designations 
we have encountered, such as il"771M ri'M (4Q252 5.3) and ol"lln 
(lQpHab 2.2), also need to be convincingly synthesised within our 
developmental model; while explanations have been offered no entirely 
satisfactory solution to their presence has yet been found. Indeed a thorough 
investigation of all the sobriquets in the scrolls along the lines proposed here is 
desirable (including perhaps the use of such designations as -11iMn and 
ý': 010). 10 In particular, further examination is required of the label C711"I 
M-11r77 and its relationship with ID-Wil 7i'lln. " 
We have in this present study really only scratched the surface, but 
nevertheless have hopefully paved the way for future critical examinations of the 
Qumran-related sobriquets. We have demonstrated the development of these 
7 See, for example, Stegemann 1998 (pp. 107,116-118) and Steudel 2000 (pp. 338-339). Note our 
discussion of this position in Chapter One. 
8 See Chapter Three, n. 150. 
9 4Q253a (4QCommentary on Malachi) frag. 1,1.5 for instance, as observed in Chapter One 
(n. 59), preserves ID11: 7i [ ... ]. George Brooke suggests this may either be restored ij-)71: 7i [rmln], 
as found in the pesharim, or 1"371M [n=] as found in 4Q252 5.3, one of the 'Commentaries on 
Genesis' with which this text was previously associated (Brooke 1995, pp. 237-238; cf 1996, 
pp. 213-215; 2002). Our positioning of 4Q253a in either the ESL or LSL may consequently inform 
our reconstruction of this phrase (or vice-versa? ). 
10 Cf. Hempel 2006; Kosmala 1978c; Schiffman 1994, pp. 121 ff.; 2003, pp. 422-423. 
11 Our examination of labelling theory and the acquisition of master status would appear to 
support our chronological schema and developmental model. Therefore, for the present, the 
occurrence of ii"W1: 1 UR in IQS 6.6 (and the future orientation of 11-IT"'I tnl"7 in 
4QI74 frag. ], 1.11-12) can be attributed only to the apparent plural nature or the designation (see 
our discussion in Chapter Five). 
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labels and have proposed a potentially fruitful model for understanding both this 
specific process and the function played by the designations within the sectarian 
literature and worldview of the community. That there is a clear development of 
usage indicates that these texts, and in particular the sobriquets themselves, 
cannot be read indiscriminately as a homogeneous collection, even if deemed to 
be the product of a single group, but must be considered individually and in a 
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